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FOREWORD 

Once again. Professor Schwartz has produced a comprehen
sive and sparkling treatment of a series of proposals to reform the 
Canadian Constitution. As in First Principles, Second Thoughts. in 
which he analysed the positions taken and the processes used in the 
attempt to establish a special constitutional and political regime for 
aboriginal peoples. he has written with the intent to inform, to illumi
nate. and ultimately. to disturb Canadians. 

The need in the nation for this scholarly intention to be acted 
upon has never been more acute; in this latest effort at constitu
tional revision I the terms of which are now known as the Meech Lake 
Accord, the political leaders who signed the Accord have seemingly 
dedicated themselves to convincing Canadians that analysis and re
finement would be wasteful. They have argued that improvement of 
the text is impossible. They assert that constitutional language can
not be precise; that criticism is disloyal because it undermines what 
they have chosen to label as II nation-building;" that anxiety about 
lost rights is wrongheaded because First Ministers do not have it 
within them to injure important interests; and that political opposition 
is futile because they are all morally obliged to approve precisely 
what was agreed between them in Ottawa in the early morning of 
June 3rd. 1987. In the face of such concerted political activity to 
effect fundamental transformations to our constitutional order while 
avoiding debate. the need for the sort of sharp analysis and sharp 
criticism that Professor Schwartz provides is simply desperate. 

The process of giving the Meech Lake Accord legislative ratifi
cation is in mid-stream at the point of publication of this study. That 
process has been hailed by defenders of the First Ministers. and 
their Accord. as the first truly democratic process for constitutional 
amendment in Canada's history. They say this because, for the first 
time. the amendment proposals must be approved by the legislative 
chambers of all the relevant governments in Canada. While this new 
process does require more public debate of the proposal that has 
before been required. there could be no context in which genuine 
discussion has been more precluded. The Joint Parliamentary Com
mittee process that was held during the summer was a staged affair, 
and at that place. and elsewhere. the constitutional reconciliation of 
Quebec has been portrayed as such a noble political endeavour that 
all suggestions that harm is being done to important features of our 
nation. including bilingualism and the place of the French language 
outside of Quebec. have simply been denied in the most conclusory 
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fashion. Professor Schwartz provides detailed analyses to show the 
real possibilities of serious harm. 

While Fathoming Meech Lake might appear iconoclastic to un
critical proponents of Meech Lake. the analysis is thoroughly rational 
and responsible. It methodically and professionally applies the sound 
and accepted techniques of legal and political analysis. The book 
attempts to show both how judges will interpret the text of the Ac
cord and how political actors will deploy their powers under the Ac
cord. It is hoped that the points painstakingly presented in this book 
will engender a deeper response than the vacuous observation that 
the effect of legal language is always hard to predict and that we 
shall have to see what the judges make of the provisions. Law, like 
economics. is a worldly sort of endeavour I and in deciding whether 
the right legal regime has been chosen for us, we must attempt to 
predict I in light of what we know about social values and political 
realities. how particular words will influence practical conduct. 

Enquiries about the effect of language are. of course, stan
dard for those who seek t~ rule our lives through the exercise of 
legislative authority. It is ironic that the text of Meech Lake. which 
has the potential to reshape our lives every bit as much as the Cana
dian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, has been placed by Canada's 
political leaders as out of bounds with respect to the normal proc
esses of review and change that were accorded the Charter and that 
is accorded virtually every piece ordinary legislation enacted in Can
ada. 

That the effect of the 1987 constitutional amendments will be 
to alter the way that Canadian society is organized and, ultimately I 
to alter the nature of Canadian society is something that Dr. 
Schwartz seeks to demonstrate: his work is an exposition of these 
effects. It stands in contrast to the simple expressions of hopeful
ness on the part of many of the movers and defenders of the Meech 
Lake Accord. This unexamined hopefulness can be found. for exam
ple I in the scenarios that have been spun about reform of the Sen
ate and reform of the judicial appointing procedure in Canada. 
These optimistic visions ignore pOlitical and legal imperatives cre
ated by the Accord and. hence. mislead us about what it will actually 
mean for our governmental processes. 

It is important that we understand the meaning of Meech Lake 
in terms of fundamental political values in Canada. One fundamental 
impact of Meech Lake is reflected in the opposition of women I s 
rights groups to the Accord. That opposition was driven in part by 
the realization that a new form of politics - the politics of social inter-
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ests that had been spawned by the Charter of Rights - would be 
crippled by the new provisions. When the Charter of Rights came 
into force in 1982 I and the new equality provisions came into force 
in 1985, incentives for pOlitical mobilization along new lines and ac· 
cording to new divisions were created. The political agenda on be
half of women's rights, for example, insofar as it became pursuable 
in the courts under the Charter of Rights. leads to two positive ef
fects. First, since the Charter is national, the political force behind 
the claim could be national. and in numbers there is strength - and 
comfort and hope. Second, it alleviated the need to acquire elec
toral dominance. Those whose social goals can be pursued through 
the Charter need not capitulate on recognizing the unpopularity of 
their claims. 

After Meech Lake, and in particular the undertaking in the 
agreement to repeat forever the same process of First Ministers' 
constitutional conferences, the proper conclusion seems to be that 
federal-provincial politics, a politics that favours interest groups that 
are locally powerful, is to be the major form of politics for Canada's 
future. Not only is the old way of living as a nation to be back, but its 
specific agenda seems to be to undo precisely those constitutional 
protections that has made a new form of polities possible. Meech 
Lake itself would jeopardize substantive constitutional guarantees, 
including minority language rights and perhaps gender equality. It 
would provincialize the Supreme Court of Canada, a principle focus 
of the new form of politics. 

The politics of cross-Canada social interests has been under
cut by other features of the accord. Witness the provincialization of 
the Senate which only recently has presented itself as available to 
take stands against the policies of the government and on the side 
of the dispossessed the sick, and the refugees from political op
pression. Witness the provincialization of the nation's capacity to 
generate national responses to social problems through the use of 
the spending power. We must recognize that the Accord discour
ages and diffuses the political energies of interest groups who might 
otherwise unite and mobilize on a nation-wide basis to produce a 
more equal and humane society. 

Perhaps the Prime Minister and premiers understand exactly 
what the permanent annual constitutional conferences will mean to 
the new politics of social interests. The habit of constitutional altera
tion among eleven first ministers for their mutual benefit is likely to 
erode I more surely than even the use of the "notwithstanding" 
clause in the Charter. the benefits of constitutionalism in Canada. 
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Constitutional constraints on those in power will be a more controlla
ble inconvenience. 

v 

John D. Whyte I 
Dean, Queen's Law School 
November I 1987 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study is an attempt to provide an independent and in
depth assessment of the 19B7 Constitutional Accord. 

One aim is to contribute to the ongoing debate on whether the 1987 
Accord should be adopted, abandoned or amended. Briefs byadvo
cacy organizations and speeches by active politicians are legitimate 
and important elements in the debate. It is hoped, though, that aca
demics can provide a special contribution by providing criticism that 
is undistorted by partisan affiliation. 

There is old joke about the II leisure of the theory class." We aca
demics are actually supposed to use our generous allotment of 
II free time" to research, analyze and articulate our judgments with 
reasonable thoroughness. Even with the 19B7 Accord, academics 
have in this regard enjoyed an advantage over those active in public 
life. Still, the suddenness with which the Accord appeared. and the 
federal strategy of having it rammed through legislatures as quickly 
as possible, has made it extremely difficult for anyone to give the 
19B7 Accord the study time it warrants. I wish I had had many more 
months to devote to this study, but I figured it would be a mistake to 
ruminate in silence while it was becoming a fait accompli. There is 
something to be said for trying to enlighten what is being done. as 
opposed to lamenting over what has been done. 

The other principal aim of this study is to make a head start 
on the interpretive debate that will follow if the 19B7 Accord. or parts 
of it, become the supreme law of Canada. Even if the Accord does 
go ahead, in whole or in part. it would be hoped that this study would 
serve as a useful commentary on how it can, and should be, inter
preted. The two aims of this study should be mutually beneficial. The 
temptation at the U should-we-do-it" stage is to exaggerate the 
merits or demerits; to emphasize worst or best case scenarios. 
Looking ahead to the II we-did-it. what-does-it-mean?" stage 
forces an analyst to assess realistically how the Accord is most likely 
to be interpreted and to argue rationally for the most appropriate 
interpretation. Conversely. having conscientiously explored the im
plications of the current wording, an analyst is in a better position to 
assess how the Accord should be improved. 

Creative minds have suggested a variety of titles for this 
study. 

There were numerical possibilities. My previous studies on 
Canadian constitutional reform were entitled First Principles and First 
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Principles, Second Thoughts. I was planning to complete my account 
of the constitutional reform process with respect to aboriginal peo
ples with something like Stranded at Third. There is nothing con
nected with the 1987 Accord that seems especially three-ish, and 
some of the things that go with three - wise men, stooges - would 
have been unduly generous or undiplomatically harsh. There was the 
possibility of leaving a space in the series for the aboriginal book, 
and proceeding to four. Again, the number itself did not seem appo
site. and its some of its partners such as Horsemen of the Apoca
lypse - a touch overstated. Eleven - the number of first ministers at 
Meech Lake - was the most logical number, and there came to mind 
In Craps, Eleven Usually Means You Roll Again. Too garish. 

There were autobiographical possibilities. Meech Lake: How I 
Spent My Summer Vacation. Too solipsistic. There were biographical 
possibilities: Mulroney, the Myth and the Myth. Too ad hominem. 

There were athletic possibilities. Some media commentators. 
have referred to the phenomenon of Wrestling The Premiers to the 
Ceiling. Good quip, but an original study should not have a derivative 
title. There were television game show possibilities: You Bet Your 
Country. Not enough people remember the program. 

There were medical titles. Meech Lake: A Dissection. Slyly 
suggestive. perhaps. but too Mixed a Metaphor; you can 't dissect a 
lake. Meech Lake: A Postmortem? Premature; the Constitution has 
not yet been amended, and the country yet lives. Meech Lake: A 
Pre-mortem? Too fatalistic. 

There were variations on 'j co-operative federalism." The 
process connected with the 1987 Accord was a couple of closed 
conclaves of first ministers. The package that emerged would in
crease the powers of first ministers. as individuals and as a group. 
80th process and content favour government through executive ne
gotiation I rather than through open legislative debate. You might say 
that it all adds up to Collusive Federalism. The transfer of powers to 
the provinces suggests Centrifugal Federalism. The 1987 Accord 
strengthens the authority of governments, and jeopardizes the con
stitutional rights of individuals. Call that Constrictive Federalism. The 
Accord makes certain kinds of constitutional reform harder to 
achieve. That makes for Coagulative Federalism. The use of party 
discipline to suppress deeply felt reservations and objections con
cerning Meech Lake amounts to Corroborative Federalism. A com
pendious possibility would be Corrosive Federalism. All of these 
possible titles risked type-casting the book as one-sidedly negative 
or polemical. A dismaying aspect of modern politics is preCisely that 
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slogans are used as a substitute for sustained and thoughtful dia
logue. If Lincoln and Douglas were campaigning against each other 
these days, they would be running 30 second television ads with 
snappy tag-lines. 

An aphoristic possibility was Entrench In Haste I Repent At Lei
sure. Too moralistic. Another future-oriented title would have been 
Let's Wait and See How Things Devolve. Too despondent. 

How about a title that refers to the substance of the 1987 
Accord? Say, Distinct Difficulties? No; too focussed on one particu
lar issue. 

Obviously. the lake theme won. Meech Lake: the Uttoral 
Truth. sounds like the title for a satirical revue by a local theatre 
group. You'd expect it to run for two nights in a church basement, 
and then close. 

So Fathoming Meech Lake it is. A fathom chain is dropped 
into a body of water to measure its depth. What it tells is not dis
torted by wishful thinking or fear. In some ways, an exemplary model 
for constitutional analysis. Not in all ways, though. Fathom chains 
don't care one way or another about whether the ship can make it 
through the shoals, or whether the risk is worth taking. That is a 
matter for human judgment. In this study. I have ventured mine. I 
would hope that some of you might be persuaded to come to similar 
conclusions; and that the rest will find the analysis sufficiently thor
ough and objective to be of some assistance. 
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The Process 

1 . 1 The U merits" of the 1987 Acc'Ord cannot be discussed 
without reference to the unworthiness of the process. The haste, 
secrecy and elitism of the process up until June 3, the date of the 
signing of the Langevin Block text. make it essential that govern· 
ments listen respectfully and receptively to criticism and proposed 
improvements. Furthermore, much of the proposed 1987 Accord is 
concerned with constitutional reform processes and we must be 
concerned with the precedent set by the 1987 Accord for the con
duct of further constitutional reform. Particularly disturbing in this 
regard is the proposal in the 1987 Accord to entrench an indefinite 
series of annual First Ministers' Conferences on the Constitution. In 
itself. the idea is highly objectionable. It is liable to lead to the trivial
izing of the Constitution through constant tampering; it invites exces
sive decentralization, as it is politically and legally much easier to 
take power from the centre; it leads to the unhealthy and permanent 
intertwining of ordinary pOlitics with constitutional politics. If the de
plorable process leading to the 1987 Accord is to be the model for 
the future. the damage to the nation and the discredit to democracy 
will be especially grave. 

1.2 Constitutional reform should proceed in a manner that is 
deliberate, open and democratic. The 1987 constitutional process 
has violated all of these standards. First ministers proceeded with 
reckless haste. They conducted their meetings in private and have 
kept the drafts secret. They failed to adequately consult their cabi
nets. their caucuses, their legislatures - and the people. 

1.3 The process that led to the formulation of the 1987 Ac
cord did not permit. let alone encourage. democratic scrutiny. criti
cism and input. From start to finish. the drafts were kept secret. 
Why? It is often glibly asserted that "negotjations work best in pri· 
vate." But exactly what would be the harm of periodically releasing 
competing drafts and suggestions to the public? The text of the legal 
draft was leaked to the Quebec newspapers a few days before the 
Langevin Block meeting. Negotiations hardly collapsed as a result. 
Politicians and bureaucrats are naturally attracted to the sense of 
self-importance and privilege that comes from being CI on the in
side." The public should resist their secretive and elitist inclinations. 
When a bill goes to Committee. there is ample opportunity for the 
public to study succeeding drafts and amendments. When the Con
stitution Act I 1982 was being devised. many changes were produced 
through the actions of the Special Joint Committee of the House and 
Senate pursuant to submissions from interested groups. Post
Patriation constitutional reform should be based on full and prior 



consultation with a public that has been informed of the options and 
their implications. 

1 .4 Even if it were appropriate for a tiny elite of first ministers 
and advisors to devise secretly the supreme law of the land, they 
would be bound to think about what they were doing. Each partici
pant would be obliged to dedicate much time and effort to the study 
and analysis of a proposal. Possible refinements would be devised; 
further discussion would take place and the process would be re
peated until a stable and well-considered formulation was adopted. 
In constitutional drafting there is no sharp separation of ,. principle" 
and Illegal wording." The formulation of particular legal language 
permits a more precise and thorough exploration of the policy impli
cations of a general proposal. There should have been a number of 
federal-provincial meetings then. with adequate opportunity for re
search. reflection and reformulation. 

1 .5 The 1987 Accord in no way permitted adequate reflection 
and consideration. Premier Peterson's defence of the process at the 
signing ceremony ignored the vague and shifting terms of discussion 
over the several years that preceded the Langevin Block meeting. 
The Premier claimed that discussion of "this" began with Premier 
Bourassa's election platform in 1984, (Canada. Canadian Inter
governmental Conference Secretariat, First Ministers' Conference 
on the Constitution: Verbatim Transcript (Ottawa, 1987) at 34}. What 
is u this?" Some of Quebec's constitutional objectives were indeed 
raised, and in some detail, by the working paper "Mastering our 
Future" (Quebec Liberal Party's Policy Commission, February 
1985). The document contains only a vague statement, however. of 
the desirability of recognizing that Quebec is a distinct society. It 
discusses amending formula changes in terms of a Quebec veto, 
not "opting-out" for all provinces. There is no reference at all, of 
course t to matters that necessarily became prominent two years 
later, including the appointment of senators and the entrenching of 
annual First Ministers' Conferences on the Constitution and on the 
economy. In any event, it takes ten others to tango. and II Mastering 
our Future" was not an immediate best seller in the rest of Canada. 
(As a matter of fact, I found it practically impossible to obtain a copy 
of the document even six weeks after the Langevin Block meeting) . 

1 .6 Quebec stated its 11 five conditions" at the Mont Gabriel 
conference in May of 1986. and they were accepted as an agenda 
for the current stage of constitutional reform by a Premiers' Confer
ence held in Edmonton in August of 1986. But an agenda is not a set 
of definite proposals. Reasonably precise and concrete proposals 
are required before an adequate discussion can take place. Premier 
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Peterson claimed that U we have been discussing this, wrestling with 
this I for the last year, both among officials and among ourselves. " 
Again I what is II this?" Certainly not the Langevin Block text. Not 
even the Meech Lake text, or anything close to it. Sure, there were 
preliminary discussions among some provincial bureaucrats. Repre
sentatives of the attorneys general were not invited, lest a little 
lawyerly knowledge wreck the building of consensus. (It is easier to 
be agreeable if you don't see the dangers). What those bureaucrats 
discussed, we may infer, was more than a hop, step and jump away 
from the Meech Lake communique. The latter contained many es
sentially new approaches to Quebec's conditions (e.g. 'topting-out" 
with compensation for all provinces) and many important items (e.g. 
the annual First Ministers' Conference on the Constitution) which 
were not even among Quebec's five proposals. The nature and. to a 
large extent, the existence of these discussions were not disclosed 
to the Canadian public. The only players, evidently. are senior tech
nocrats and politicians; the Canadian public is merely the audience 
for the post-game highlight show. 

1 . 7 In the month between the Meech Lake meeting and the 
Langevin Block text there were very significant changes in the lan
guage; changes that went well beyond merely "elaborating" Meech 
Lake language; changes which were debated intensely by first minis
ters at the Langevin Block meeting. The Prime Minister has admitted 
that these changes amounted to significant improvements, (B. Mul
roney, .. Behind Closed Doors II Maclean 's June 15, 1987, 15). Yet 
these alterations took place without the benefit of informed and ex
tensive public debate and were confined to the only two clauses that 
first ministers mooted in any depth at the Langevin Block meeting -
the "distinct society It clause and the spending power clause. The 
current draft of the 1987 Accord could have been much wiser in 
content and more precise in expression had first ministers taken the 
time to do the job properly. Or do the proponents of the process 
admit that the only way to obtain signatures was to minimize under
standing and debate among the signatories? Do they concede that 
the deal could not withstand sober first thought? A package that truly 
responds to the necessities of the time should be able to withstand 
the comprehension of those who formulate it. 

1.8 Quite apart from democratic objections to the process. 
the cavalier haste with which the 1987 text was produced requires 
first ministers to meet again to consider improvements that have 
been suggested in public hearings. They have a special responsibil
ity to consider refinements in the aspects of the Accord that were 
not discussed at the Langevin Block meeting. 
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1.9 Those who believe in responsible government and par~ -
ticipatory democracy have every reason to be outraged by the auto
cratic approach to constitutional reform adopted by first ministers. It 
is an affront to cabinet democracy for first ministers to agree to 
anything as significant as constitutional reform without consulting 
their cabinets. It is demeaning to the role of the legislature for 
elected members to have no opportunity to debate the merits of an 
accord until after the first minister has presented them with a fait 
accompli. It is contemptuous of the right of the people to be con
sulted for most first ministers to eschew public hearings and. for all 
but the Premier of Quebec. to postpone public input until after the 
formulation of a practically final draft. 

1.10 Attorneys general are a rarity in Canadian politics. inas
much as they must be professionally qualified - they must be mem
bers of the bar - in the area of their jurisdiction. First ministers 
succumbed to the federal strategy of excluding, as far as possible, 
attorneys general from the formulation process. In the aboriginal 
peoples' constitutional reform process, meetings of attorneys gen
eral set the stage for meetings of first ministers. In the 1987 proc
ess I first ministers acquiesced in the almost total exclusion of 
attorneys general. Knowledge could not be allowed to impede pro
gress. The attorneys general were not consulted at the Meech Lake 
meeting, although they were allowed to decorate the adjacent 
rooms and buildings. At the Langevin Block meeting. premiers occa
sionally were allowed out of their secret conclave to consult the. at
torneys general and their officials, but the latter groups were 
generally kept away from the II grown-ups'" table. 

1 . 11 The "process tI amounted to a cabal of first ministers. It is 
not surprising that the real winners of the process were not so much 
the provinces as the premiers. The premiers have agreed with the 
Prime Minister that provincial cabinets - in effect, premiers - can 
nominate senators. That premiers I in effect I can nominate Supreme 
Court of Canada judges. That premiers should meet with the Prime 
Minister each year to discuss the economy. That premiers should 
meet with the Prime Minister each year to consider changes to the 
Constitution. It is not necessary or desirable that premiers assume 
such extensive importance in national life. Provincial and regional 
interests can be represented at the national level by other institu
tions and officials. It is ironic that the potential role of a reformed 
Senate has been significantly preempted. The premiers have been 
transferred powers that might have been vested in elected senators 
by a reformed Constitution. 
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1 . 12 The deliberation that went into formulating the 1987 Ac· 
cord is in gross disproportion to the painstaking care that will go into 
interpreting it. When a single phrase of the Constitution is to be in
terpreted by the Supreme Court of Canada. the Court generally will 
add its own extensive deliberations to the years of analysis and dis
cussion in the courtrooms and chambers below. Lawyers and judges 
will spend countless hours demonstrating how subtleties of grammar 
and vocabulary reveal the subtle U intentions t. of the framers for their 
draft. Many of the minute interpretive clues emphasized by lawyers 
and judges in fact will be the consequence of accident and inadver
tence. The broad language will be found to have many implications 
that the framers themselves did not have the time. technical assis
tance or sense of responsibility to consider. 

1 .13 The Confederation package of 1867 was preceded by 
three years of public discussion initiated by a comprehensive draft 
submitted to the Charlottetown Conference of 1864. Yet if ever there 
was a time when a tiny elite was qualified to draft a constitution, it 
would have been then. Cabinet ministers commonly were expert in 
their portfolios. They did not have large bureaucracies to "brief If 
them on technicalities. or political staffs to write their speeches and 
otherwise manipulate their public image. A John A. Macdonald could 
and. with great ability, would write his own speeches. memoranda" 
and draft texts with respect to constitutional matters. Nowadays, 
senior political officials tend to be strongest at /I generalist ,. pursuits 
- managing. advertising and selling. In the television era J the slogan 
is the favoured method of communication. It is a symptom of the 
times that first ministers could blithely agree to a series of crudely 
stated propositions at Meech Lake and expect the U technical de
tails" to be worked out in short order by the bureaucrats. 

1.14 Lest the November deal of 1981 - the First Ministers' 
Conference that led to the patriation of the Constitution - be cited as 
a precedent for rushed and secret agreement by first ministers, it 
ought to be remembered that all the elements of the deal had been 
proposed and subjected to public discussion. The Charter in particu
lar had been much influenced by public submissions to the Special 
Joint Committee on the Constitution. The November 1981 deal that 
led to patriation amounted to the shuffling and assembling of known 
elements. Even after the November 1981 agreement among first 
ministers, further public discussion and criticism resulted in yet fur
ther improvements. 

1.15 In its 1978 background paper (Canada. Government of 
Canada, The Canadian Constitution and Constitutional Amendment 
(Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1978» and again in its 
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patriation proposal of 2 October 1980. the government of Prime Min
ister Trudeau proposed that a national referendum be available as 
an alternative route to approving constitutional amendments; R. 
Romanow. J. Whyte & H. Leeson. Canada ... Notwithstanding 
(Toronto: Carswell/Methuen. 1984) at 271. Prime Minister Trudeau 
declared in his closing remarks at the November 1981 Constitutional 
Conference, .. [t]he Constitution will only truly belong to the nation 
when the people have the opportunity to endorse it through constitu
tional amendment." The usual procedure for amending the Ameri
can Constitution - an initiating resolution supported by two-thirds of 
Congress and supporting votes by the legislatures or speCial con
ventions in three-quarters of the states - generally has proved to be 
an adequately responsive and democratic mechanism. The United 
States has never developed the equivalent of the first ministers' 
conclave and would never accept the sort of secrecy and autocracy 
involved in the 1987 Canadian process. Even Great Britain has re
sorted to non-binding referenda when radical constitutional reform 
has been involved - such as its entry into the European Economic 
Community. We in Canada not only have rejected direct appeals to 
the people through referenda, but have moved increasingly in the 
direction of permitting a tiny group of politicians - few of whom are 
technically knowledgeable. few of whom can be counted on to look 
beyond their own partisan political advantage - to dictate the consti
tutional future of the country. 

1 . 16 Constitutional reform is serious and largely irrevocable. 
Entrenched provisions limit the freedom of action of future elected 
officials to shape institutions and produce decisions that they believe 
appropriate to their time. A package that limits the democratic 
choices of today ought to be done in the most democratic way pos
sible. We owe it to posterity to ensure that constitutional politiCS rise 
above the ordinary. We should remember that the Constitution ulti· 
mately belongs to the people of Canada. The elected pOliticians of 
the day generally are not elected on a platform that includes consti
tutional issues; they have their usual short term partisan objectives; 
they have their own biases and self-interest that may preclude their 
adequately responding to the needs of the nation. Politicians are 
thus obliged to consult fully with the public. They ought to encourage 
people to think beyond the ordinary stuff of politics and express their 
vision of the nation's future. Virtually irrevocable change to the Con
stitution should be the consequence of broad national agreement 
based on informed public debate. 
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1 . 17 The conclusions to be drawn: 

(a) First ministers are bound to meet again to consider improve
ments to the Langevin Block text that result from the deliberation 
and participation of members of the public; 

(b) Future constitutional reform should be conducted in a manner 
that is adequately deliberate, open and democratic. Indeed, the po
litical accord that accompanies the draft amendments ought to pro
vide as much. It might be said, for example, that IISenate reform 
and all future amendment should be conducted in a manner that, to 
every reasonable extent, invites and encourages informed cabinet, 
legislative and public participation in the formulation of amend
ments." On Senate reform, for example, governments and legisla
tive committees should invite public submissions on the objectives 
that governments should pursue. Governments should issue state
ments on their policy objectives going into intergovernmental discus
sions. As proposals and drafts are developed, they should be 
shared with cabinets, legislatures and the public, and first ministers 
should be receptive and responsive to the feedback they receive. 
The era of openness and consultation in constitutional reform ought 
to begin now. 
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The Quebec Clause 

2. 1 The Constitution will recognize Quebec as constituting a 
II distinct society" within Canada. The insertion of the phrase is of 
more than symbolic importance. The "Quebec clause" purports to 
tell us how the entire Constitution of Canada should be interpreted. I 
have heard Ii experts ft attempt to quell anxieties by contending that 
the IIdistinct society" directive only applies to "ambiguous" areas of 
the Constitution and that clauses with a clear meaning will not be 
affected. Some consolation. Virtually every clause of the Constitu
tion of Canada is ambiguous. For example. s. 91 (2) of the Constitu
tion Act, 1867 plainly vests Parliament with authority over "the 
regulation of trade and commerce." In one of the very first judicial 
interpretations of the Constitution Act} 1867 the Privy Council de
clared that II trade and commerce" really meant only international, 
interprovincial and perhaps I4general" trade and commerce. To take 
a more modern example, and one more to the point, s. 23 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982 seems to give minority language parents cer
tain rights to send their children to minority language classes and 
schools. In a remarkable piece of judicial activism, Reference re 
Education Act of Ontario and Minority Language Education Rights 
(1984), 47 O.R. (2d) 1. 10 D.L.R. (4th) 491, the Ontario Court of 
Appeal held that the guarantee impliedly included rights to at least 
some separate political and management structures; B. Schwartz, 
tiThe Other Section 23" (1986) 15 M.L.J. 347. 

2.2 It should also be remembered that the "Quebec clause" 
is just as much a directive to legislatures and governments as it is to 
courts. Even if the courts develop a fairly innocuous interpretation of 
the clause, legislatures may not. They may use the "two Canadi
ans" or "distinct society" clauses as devices to justify, or even as 
the genuine inspiration for I actions that are small-minded or oppres
sive. 

2.3 One of the strengths of the Canadian Constitution has 
been that it has avoided the express statement of an overriding phi
losophy or ideology. Instead I the Constitution seeks to establish 
practical political institutions that are compatible with differing visions 
of the country. Different political movements are free to try to win 
power for a while and implement, to some extent, their own vision of 
the country - without their being charged with betraying the Consti
tution, and without precluding their successors from working toward 
a different vision. The obscurity and ambiguity of the II Quebec 
clause" is not an adequate substitute for common ground. Politi
cians and judges will attribute a definite meaning to the clause. We 
cannot now say which interpretation will prevail, but we do know that 
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a resolution in anyone direction will leave others with a sense that 
the Constitution has rejected their fundamental beliefs. 

2.4 The .. Quebec clause ,. has been defended as merely re
flecting "reality. tI But we do not routinely entrench "reality" in the 
Constitution. Most of the population of Ontario may be Protestant, 
but we would not dare entrench in the Constitution a commitment 
that the demography remain that way. Yet the "Quebec clause" en
dorses the preservation or promotion of certain societal values. 

2.5 Exactly what values, of course, is a matter for debate. 
And someday I I fear, a matter for remorse. The rhetoric of the 
II Quebec clause II is vague and hedged by a number of legalistic 
qualifications. There was no intrinsic need for the insertion of such 
equivocal and portentous rhetoric in the Constitution. The concerns 
of Quebec could t and should, have been clarified and dealt with by a 
number of reasonably specific and precise amendments. Such an 
approach would I it seems, have been consistent with the compre
hensive position paper of the Quebec Liberal Party in 1980. (La 
Commission constitutionelle du Parti liberal du Quebec, Una nouvelle 
federation canadienne (Montreal. 1980». The paper called for 
"I' octroi au Quebec de garanties propres a faciliter la protection et 
I'affirmation de sa personnalite distincte. Ces garanties ne devront 
pas se confiner etroitement au seul champ de la politique culturelle" 
(at 22). The passage seems to contemplate or, at least, allow for a 
number of provisions I not a single abstract statement that Quebec is 
a II distinct society. II If Quebec is concerned with preserving its civil 
law system, then allowing it to appoint three judges to the Supreme 
Court is one way of protecting the province I S special traditions. In
deed, the 1987 package contains many such guarantees. On the 
specific question of language, there should have been a searching 
debate on exactly what status and authority the provincial govern
ment of Quebec was seeking. The National Assembly could have 
been recognized as having authority to encourage the ongoing vital
ity of the French language in Quebec, consistent with minority rights 
and without prejudice to the appropriateness of encouraging bilin
gualism among all Canadians. Instead. there will be entrenched a 
clause that is indeterminate in scope as well as in content; a gob of 
rhetoric that is neither good English nor good French; a bizarre com
bination of sweeping ideology and legal technicality. 

Section 2(1 )(a) and U a Fundamental Characteristic of Canada," 

2.6 The different sections of the "Quebec clause" (and the 
limitations on it contained in s. 16 of the draft Constitution Act, 1987) 
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are intertwined and cross-referenced. As logical a place as any to 
begin. then. is the first paragraph: 

2(1)(a) The Constitution of Canada shall be inter-
preted in a manner consistent with the recognition that 
the existence of French-speaking Canadians. centred 
in Quebec but also present elsewhere in Canada, and 
English-speaking Canadians, concentrated outside 
Quebec but also present in Quebec, constitutes a fun
damental characteristic of Canada; 

The clause should be compared with the original Meech Lake lan
guage: 

1 . The Constitution of Canada shall be inter
preted in a manner consistent with the recognition that 
the existence of French-speaking Canada. centred in 
but not limited to Quebec. and English-speaking Can
ada, concentrated outside of Quebec but also present 
in Quebec. constitutes a fundamental characteristic of 
Canada. 

2.7 The .. two Canadas OJ language of Meech Lake had the dis
turbing implication that Canada was supposed to consist of two 
separate collectivities. one French-speaking, the other English
speaking. "Deux nations II spread across the Canadian map is no 
more appealing a vision than that of "une nation" confined to Que
bec and II une autre nation" to the rest of Canada. Three objection
able implications of the ,. two Canadas" language were: 

(a) the entrenchment of two solitudes. The clause might have been 
construed, for example. as bolstering the claims of those who 
wanted fram;ais schools outside of Quebec to exclude children who 
wanted to learn French. but who did not belong to the traditional 
French language community. 

(b) ongoing dualism (we all speak one language or another) was to 
have been mandated at the expense of enhanced bilingualism 
(some of us can speak both official languages). It is not possible for 
Canada to exist as a fully functioning democracy, let alone a united 
nation. if full participation in the life of the national government is 
confined to a tiny elite of bilingual people. It is desirable that every 
voter. let alone every federal political official. be able to compre
hend the language spoken by most, or a very large part. of the 
country. There should be an appreciation of the advantages for per
sona� growth and development of knowing a second language - es
pecially when it happens to be a world language with a rich literary 
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and cultural history. Governments should be encouraged to provide 
opportunities for their citizens to learn the other official language. 
The "two Canadas" clause (and the associated role to "preserve" 
the two Canadas) actually might have discouraged governments 
from taking positive steps to promote bilingualism. 

(c) the implication that Canada consisted of two founding nations, 
the English and the French. True enough, the draft text referred to 
"English-speaking " and .. French-speaking" (or in French I ,. anglo
phone" and U francophone ") but it certainly was possible to under
stand the reference to language as a convenient tag to identify a 
group with a larger complex of cultural unity. The draft language thus 
threatened the status and dignity of native Canadians (who also con
sider themselves a founding people) and of the many Canadians 
(like me) who trace their heritage to immigrants from lands other 
than England and France. 

2.8 The foregoing concerns provided a context for a proposal 
by the government of Manitoba (contained in a joint working draft, 
dated 30 May 1987, that the press obtained and disclosed prior to 
the Langevin Block meeting): 

Nothing in this section diminishes the appropriateness 
of governmental measures to promote understanding, 
tolerance f co-operation and association among Cana
dians. 

2.9 While the proposal was not adopted, the Langevin Block 
meeting did produce some very significant modifications to the 
opening paragraph of the .. Quebec clause II : 

(a) The reference to II two Canadas" was dropped and replaced by a 
reference to the existence of English-speaking and French-speaking 
Canadians. The implication that there are two distinct collectivities 
thus is diminished. There now seems to be only one Canada whose 
constituent units are individuals and not two communities. 

Section 2 (4) probably was agreed upon for two primary reasons: to 
reassure Quebec that ss. 2(1)(a) and 2(2) did not actually combine 
to diminish Quebec's current ability to discriminate against English, 
and to ensure that the "distinct society" clause did not seriously 
upset the federal-provincial division of powers. But a significant ef~ 
fect of clause (4) is to protect the ability of provinces to develop 
co-operative and integrative language pOlicies, rather than dealing 
with minority language communities as enclaves. In particular, s. 
2(1 )(a) cannot now be used to bolster the legal case of those who 
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want to read into s. 23 of the Charter the requirement that minority 
language communities have separate school boards. 

(b) The dualist nuance remains. The clause recognizes English
speakers and French-speakers, but not English-and-French-speak
ers. Section 2(2) recognizes the role of legislatures in "preserving" 
the linguistic characters of their provinces. The combination of s. 
2(1 )(a) and 2(2} might be read as actually hostile to the promotion 
of bilingualism. Is a legislature in an English-speaking province be
traying its ~'role" if it attempts. through French immersion programs, 
to nurture the development of a largely bilingual population? Is the 
Quebec legislature abandoning its role if it attempts to encourage 
greater knowledge of English among children born into French lan
guage families? 

Section 2(4). the non-derogation clause, ensures that no one can 
go to court to prevent a legislature from providing opportunities for 
enhanced bilingualism. But constitutional directives remain legally 
binding even if not enforceable in the courts; and they can, in prac
tice, seriously influence politics and policy. Have we actually di
rected legislatures to refrain from promoting bilingualism? Have we 
entrenched ignorance? 

Subtle and refined arguments can be marshalled for the view that 
sections 2 (1) (a) and 2 (2) do not inhibit the promotion of bilin
gualism: 

(i) Subsection (a) refers to English-speaking and 
French-speaking Canadians as II a It fundamental char
acteristic of Canada. The indefinite article allows the 
possibility that there are other characteristiCS. including 
the existence of bilingual Canadians; 

(ii) The duty to 41 preserve" the fundamental character
istic of Canada applies to Parliament and the govern
ment of Canada as well as to the provinces. But the 
federal level of government is officially bilingual (s. 20 
of the Constitution Act, 1982). At the time s. 20 of the 
Constitution Act I 1982 was entrenched, the federal gov
ernment already had a policy of encouraging public offi
cials to acquire a mastery of both official languages and 
of subsidizing second language education for students 
across Canada. Thus bilingualism at the federal level 
has not been understood as a matter of merely provid
ing a cadre of translators for unilingual people I but of 
overcoming language differences through education. It 
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is inconceivable that the Parliament of Canada is sup
posed to "preserve II dual unilingualism. thus the word 
n preserve" in s. 2 (2) of the II Quebec clause" could not 
possibly mean II maintain dual unilingualism. It Instead. 
"preserve II must mean protect the rights of both 
anglophones and francophones to use their native lan
guage. rather than preserve both in a state of mutual 
ignorance; 

(iii) The province of New Brunswick is officially bilingual 
under sections 16, 17(2). 19 (2) and 20(2) of the Con
stitution Act, 1982. It would be ridiculous for a province 
that is bilingual at the official level to discourage the 
attainment of bilingualism by its population. Members of 
the public retain the right to communicate with New 
Brunswick governmental institutions in their language of 
choice, but surely there should be the maximum oppor
tunity to participate in public life by being able to re
spond to the public in both languages. The same 
conclusion is reached as in (ij): "preserve tt in s. 2 (2) of 
the II Quebec clause It means I' protect the ability of na
tive speakers of English and French to operate in their 
language if they choose to do so; II but it remains ap
propriate for government and legislatures to encourage 
the attainment of bilingualism. 

So much for subtle and refined - and. , believe, valid - arguments. 
The fact remains that the plain language of ss. 2(1) (a) and 2(2) 
allows all too easily for the alternative interpretation - that provincial 
legislatures are supposed to preserve the predominantly unilingual 
character of their majorities. Some day an opposition critic of a leg
islative measure to promote bilingualism may contend: 

The Constitution says that we're a mostly English
speaking province and that our role as legislators is to 
keep it that way. 

There are several means whereby the anti-bilingual risks inherent in 
the current draft of sections 2(1)(a) and 2(2) may be reduced. Two 
relatively modest. but salutary, revisions would be: 

- the word IIpreserve" in s. 2(1) (a) should be replaced 
by 41 protect. II The nuance then will be more in favour of 
respecting rights, rather than defending the status quo. 
Furthermore, there will be less menace in the currently 
stark contrast between Quebec's duty to "preserve" 
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the anglophone presence in the province. as opposed 
to its duty under s. 2(3) to "preserve and promote its 
distinct identity. II 

- as. 17 could be added I providing that II nothing in s. 2 
of the Constitution Act} 1987 affects the appropriate
ness of governmental measures to encourage and as
sist Canadians to acquire a knowledge of the other 
official language." 

(c) The "two founding nations" implications of s. 2(1) (a) have 
largely been eliminated. The elimination of the "two Canadas" lan
guage diminishes the implication that there are two nations in Can
ada, let alone two founding nations. Furthermore, s. 16 of the 
Constitution Act, 1987 provides that s. 2 does not affect the aborigi
nal peoples' sections of the Constitution Act} 1982 or the multicul
tural heritage clause of the Charter, s. 27. ("this Charter shall be 
interpreted in a manner consistent with the preservation and en
hancement of the multicultural heritage of Canadians). There may 
be worry that s. 27 is only an interpretive clause, dependent for its 
effect on the operation of some other section of the Charter; and 
that any relevance of s. 27 can be eliminated by using the "over
ride" provision of the Charter (s. 33) to suspend the operation of 
that other section. But s. 27 also has declaratory and symbolic im
portance. It affirms that Canada does have a multicultural heritage 
and that its preservation is a good deed. The declaratory and sym
bolic importance of s. 27 is always available to counter pOlitical 
claims based on a "two founding nations" reading of s. 2(1)(a). 

Section 2(1 )(b) and Quebec as a "Distinct Society." 

2. 1 0 The next aspect of the II Quebec clause·f that should be 
examined is s. 2 (1 ) (b), which recognizes Quebec as a ,. distinct so
ciety," and its partner clause, s. 2(3), which recognizes Quebec's 
role in preserving and promoting its distinct identity. The "distinct 
society tt language undoubtedly was intended by Quebec to assist it 
in resisting court challenges to provincial language policies that pro
mote or favour the French language. Section 2(1) (a), which recog
nizes the anglophone II presence" in Quebec, undoubtedly was 
intended to provide some counterbalance. Where is the new equilib
rium likely to lie? 

2. 11 It would be useful to examine recent cases on Quebec 
language policy and try to assess how they have been affected by 
the "Quebec clause. If It should be kept in mind that the interpreta
tion of the U distinct society" language by the Quebec public and its 
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politicians will be at least as significant as the opinions of judges on 
the limited issues they will be called upon to decide. Still. the extent 
to which minority language rights are protected by the judiciary in 
Quebec will be of both direct practical consequence and will influ
ence attitudes on issues that are entirely within the discretion of gov
ernments and legislatures. 

2. 12 The inaugural and principal language legislation of the 
Parti Quebecois was Bill 101. Its proclaimed aim was to OJ see the 
quality and the influence of the French language assured. and well 
as the normal and everyday language of work, instruction. commu
nication, commerce and business." Although limited aspects of Bill 
101 have been struck down by the courts over the years, the legisla
tion has, for the most part. remained in force and fulfilled its objec
tives; A. Cook, Canada, Quebec, and the Uses of Nationalism 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1986) at 116. Constitutional re
form to recognize Quebec as a "distinct society" within Canada was 
not necessary to enable Quebec governments to pass strong (not 
absolutist, but strong) measures to promote or require the use of 
the French language. 

The "Distinct Society" Language, Bill 101 and the Right to use 
English in Quebec Courts. 

2.13 Chapter III of Bill 101 purported to make French the soJe 
official language of the courts and legislatures. Section 133 of the 
Constitution Act J 1867, however t requires that the Parliament of 
Canada and the legislature of Quebec enact statutes in both English 
and French. and it permits the use of either language in federal and 
Quebec courts. In Attorney General of Quebec v. Blaikie (1979), 
[1979] 2 SCA 1016, 101 D.L.R. (3d) 394, the Supreme Court of 
Canada held that the Quebec provisions of s. 133 of the Constitution 
Act, 1867 belonged to the "constitution of Canada" rather than to 
the "constitution of Quebec. It Chapter III could not be sustained. 
therefore. as an exercise of a province's authority (then under s. 
91 (1) of the Constitution Act, 1867, now recognized in s. 45 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982) to amend its own provincial constitution. 
Chapter III thus was declared invalid. 

2.14 Section 133 is very similar in wording to s. 23 of the 
Manitoba Act, 1870, S.C. 1870, c.3, which was the focus of intense 
controversy in 1983-84 in connection with the Bilodeau case; 
(Bilodeau v. Attorney General of Manitoba (1981). [1981] 5 W. W . R. 
393, 10 Man. A. (2d) 298 (C.A.}). The Supreme Court of Canada 
had held. at the same time as its decision in Blaikie, that Manitoba 
could not unilaterally abandon its duties under s. 23; Attorney Gen-
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eral of Manitoba v. Forest (1979), [1979] 2 S.C.R. 1032, [1980] 2 
W.W.R. 758. The Official Language Act, S.M. 1890. c.14. which had 
purported to make Manitoba officially English, was thus invalid. So 
too were all the unilingual English statutes passed since 1890. The 
chaotic prospect was raised by Mr. Bilodeau' s 1980 challenge to a 
traffic ticket, on the basis (among other things) that The Highway 
Traffic Act. R.S.M. 1970, c. H-60, that authorized it was in English 
only - and so entirely invalid. The government of Manitoba at
tempted to preclude the possibility of having practically all of its laws 
declared invalid by agreeing with the Societe franco-manitobaine 
and the federal government on a package of constitutional amend
ments that would have obviated the need to translate some statutes, 
given time to complete translations of others but, in return, made 
Manitoba officially bilingual on the New Brunswick model. The gov
ernment of Manitoba eventually gave up on the plan after it was 
stalled by a vehement opposition movement. The Supreme Court of 
Canada was asked to settle the general questions raised by 
Bilodeau. In a judgment whose reasoning strained legal logic, but 
whose result accorded with common sense I Reference re Language 
Rights under Section 23 of the Manitoba Act, 1870, and Section 133 
of the Constitution Act, 1867 (1985), [1985] 1 S.C.R. 721, 19 D.LR. 
{4th} 1, the Supreme Court held that all future English-only statutes 
enacted by Manitoba would be invalid, but that existing statutes were 
valid until Manitoba had reasonable time to complete its re
enactment of them. 

2.15 The guarantees in s. 133 have considerable practical 
value to Quebec anglophones and are of symbolic importance as 
well. They are a reminder that the presence of anglophones in Que
bec is of long standing and that the English language has been guar
anteed for some official purposes since Confederation. The scope 
of the official bilingualism provided by s. 133 is. however. modest. 
The right to use English in the courts is guaranteed, but there is no 
guarantee that the judge will be anglo phone or even bilingual; 
Societe des Acadiens du Nouveau-Brunswick v. Association of Par
ents for FaIrness in Education (1986), [1986] 1 S.C.R. 549. 27 
D.L-R. (4th) 406. The duty of the "legislature" to enact laws in both 
English and French has been confined by Blaikie (No.2). (Attorney 
General of Quebec v. Blaikie (No.2) (1981), [1981] 1 S.C.R. 312, 
123 D.L.R. (3d) 15}, to organs of the legislature that are exercising 
a legislative authority - e.g. a cabinet minister empowered by stat
ute to issue regulations - but not to bodies that derive their legisla
tive authority from the legislature, such as school boards. It is 
doubtful that s. 133 implies that Quebeckers have the sort of rights 
recognized by s. 20 of the Constitution Act, 1982 - to receive gov-
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ern mental information and services in the individual's choice of Eng
lish or French. 

2. 16 Would the I' distinct society'f language of the "Quebec 
clause It diminish rights that the anglophone minority currently enjoys 
under s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867? Would the Blaikie cases 
be decided differently today? Probably not. Total confidence in a 
judicial outcome is rarely justified and, with the "Quebec clause," 
we are dealing with novel and obscure language that eventually will 
be construed by a Supreme Court of whom three members have 
been nominated by the government of Quebec. Still, the argument 
that s. 133 rights have not been seriously undermined is strong. 

2. 17 The II distinct society" language of the "Quebec clause" 
makes possible the following arguments for the diminution or elimi
nation of anglophone rights under s. 133: 

(i) Section 2(1) (b) requires that the entire Constitution 
be construed in a manner consistent with the recogni
tion that Quebec is a Ii distinct society. II What makes 
Quebec "distinct" is its francophone majority. Hence, 
s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867 should be con
strued in a manner that maximizes the francophone 
character of Quebec. The recognition of "English
speaking Canadians also present in Quebec" merely re
quires that the minority not be persecuted or forced 
out. It does not require that Quebec allow anglophones 
to use English in the legislature and courts. Even if sec
tion 133 used to allow these rights, it should now be 
given the narrowest possible interpretation. 

(ii) Section 2 (1) (b) requires a narrow interpretation of 
anglophone rights under s. 133. But s. 2(2) can stand 
on its own. It affirms the duty of Quebec to preserve 
and promote its Ii distinct identity." Hence, it goes be
yond s. 2 (1) (b), which permits the narrowing of the 
scope of s. 133. Section 2(2) allows some rights under 
s. 133 to be negated directly if doing so will promote 
the distinct identity of Quebec. 

(iii) Section 2 (3) requires legislatures to II preserve" the 
fundamental character of Quebec, defined by s. 
2(1) (a), which includes the presence of English-speak
ers in Quebec. But the duty to II preserve" the 
anglophone presence is subordinate to the duty to 
II preserve and promote" the distinct identity of Quebec. 
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None of the other provinces are given the task of pro
moting their identity. The primary thing that makes Que
bec special obviously is its franco phone majority. So 
Quebec is specifically empowered to take measures to 
promote its francophone character. Section 2 (3) is 
more recent than, and takes precedence over, s. 133. 
Thus it ca~ negate some of the rights originally guaran
teed by s. 133. 

2. 18 The rebuttal to the foregoing seems to be on very solid 
ground. The case for holding that s. 133 has not been diminished or 
overridden by the "Quebec clause" might go something like this: 

0) Section 2(1) (a) makes the anglophone presence in 
Quebec " a fundamental characteristic" of Canada. 
Section 2{1 )(b) makes Quebec a distinct society 
"within Canada. II Thus the distinct identity of Quebec 
must include the presence of the anglophone minority. 
Quebec II preserves" the fundamental characteristic of 
Canada by continuing to observe the rights entrenched 
by s. 133 of the Constitution Act J 1867. The word "pre
serve" strongly implies a respect for traditional safe
guards. 

(ii) The English version of s. 2 (3) .. affirms" the role of 
the legislature and government of Quebec. The implica
tion, like that of the word II preserve, .. is that longstand
ing rights are to be protected. /I Affirm" has the nuance 
of validating what has existed, rather than suggesting a 
sharp departure from the past. 

(iii) In Societe des Acadiens I Mr. Justice Beetz held that 
language guarantees are the product of delicate histori
cal compromises, rather than abstract philosophizing, 
and that courts should give these guarantees a fair. but 
not expansive, reading. The actual case law on s. 133 
does seem to give the sections stolid - not expansive, 
not niggardfy - readings. Using the "distinct society" 
language to narrow the received interpretations of s. 
133 would amount to strangling the section, rather than 
moderating any judicial tendency to blow it out of pro
portion. 

2. 19 A journey through the II Quebec clause" is liable to leave 
a judge confused I even queasy. The traveller will see vague rhetoric 
here, obscure legalisms there, differences between the French and 
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English versions here and there, differences here and there. and 
unidiomatic and tortured language everywhere. Still. there are 120 
years of history and a series of carefully considered Supreme Court 
of Canada precedents connected with s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 
1867. It is likely that the judicial protection of minority rights by s. 
133 will not be undermined by the "Quebec clause." 

Quebec as a II Distinct Society" and Constitutional Rights with Re
spect to Education. 

2.20 The next area to consider is that of minority language 
educational rights in Quebec. While s. 93 of the Constitution Act, 
1867 guarantees Protestant denominational school rights in Quebec. 
it does not guarantee minority language educational rights; (Tiny Ro
man CatholiC Separate School Trustees v. R. (1928). [1928] A.C. 
363. (sub nom. Roman Catholic Separate School Trustees for Tiny v. 
R.). [1928] 3 D.L.R. 753 (P.C.)). Section 23 of the Charter does. 
The section reads: 

23 (1) Citizens of Canada 

(a) whose first language learned and still 
understood is that of the English or French 
linguistic minority population of the province in 
which they reside, or 

(b) who have received their primary school 
instruction in Canada in English or French and 
reside in a province where the language in which 
they received that instruction is the language of 
the English or French linguistic minority popula
tion of the province, have the right to have their 
children receive primary and secondary school 
instruction in that language in that province. 

(2) Citizens of Canada of whom any child has received 
or is receiving primary or secondary schoof instruction 
in English or French in Canada. have the right to have 
all their children receive primary and secondary school 
instruction in the same language. 

(3) The right of citizens of Canada under subsections 
(1) and (2) to have their children receive primary and 
secondary school instruction in the language of the 
English or French linguistic minority population of a 
province 
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(a) applies wherever in the province the number 
of children of citizens who have such a right is 
sufficient to warrant the provision to them out of 
public funds of minority language instruction; and 

(b) includes, where the number of those children 
so warrants, the right to have them receive that 
instruction in minority language educational 
facilities provided out of public funds. 

2.21 Section 59(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982 states that s. 
23 (1) (a) wit! not apply to Quebec until its legislature or government 
agrees. The concession to Quebec reflected the efforts of succes
sive Quebec governments to force immigrant children into the 
French language school system. As a result, a francophone immi
grant to Manitoba - say. a Haitian - has the right to have her chil
dren receive a public education in French; but an anglophone 
immigrant to Quebec - say, a Jamaican - has no right to have her 
children educated in English. 

2.22 Section 23(1) (b) of the Charter does apply to Quebec. It 
guarantees that a parent who is a Canadian citizen, and who has 
been educated in English herself somewhere in Canada. can have 
her children educated in English. Section 23 (2) does apply to Que
bec. It provides that if one child in a family has been educated in 
English, his brothers and sisters can go to English language schools 
as well. The combined effect of ss. 23(1) (b) and 23(2) is a very 
modest one. They do not protect the rights of francophones in Que
bec to send their children to English language schools. They do not 
protect the rights of immigrants who have been educated outside of 
Canada to send their children to English language schools. Section 
23 of the Charier did not represent a restriction on the autonomy of 
the Quebec legislature that required any "correction." Even Bill 101 t 

(Charter of the French Language, 8.Q. 1977, c. 5), enacted by the 
Parti Quebecois in its halcyon days, allowed some rights to 
anglophones. Indeed, the minority rights provisions of Bill 101 largely 
overlap those of s. 23 of the Charter. Under s. 73 of Bill 101. a 
parent who had been educated in English in Quebec has the right to 
have his children educated in English. Section 23(1) (b) of the Char
ter is broader in that a parent can be educated in English anywhere 
in Canada. rather than just Quebec; but also narrower in that the 
parent must be a Canadian citizen. 

2.23 That Quebec efforts at francisation were not significantly 
inhibited by s. 23(2) is amply demonstrated by the judgment of 
Chief Justice Deschenes in Quebec Association of Protestant School 
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Boards v. Attorney General of Quebec (No.2) (1982), 140 D.L.R. 
(3d) 33,3 C.R.R. 114 (Que.S.C.), aff'd (1983). [1983] C.A. 77, 1 
D.L.R. (4th) 573, aff'd (1984). [1984] 2 S.C.R. 66, 10 D.L.R. 321. 
The Protestant School Board Association asked the Court for a dec
laration that Bill 101 was unconstitutional to the extent that it denied 
the protection of sections 23(1) (b) and 23 (2) of the Charter. The 
Attorney General of Quebec contended that Bill 101 restrictions on s. 
23 rights were saved by s. 1 of the Charter which allows that at least 
some apparent incursions on specific Charter rights are "reasonable 
limits that are demonstrably justified in a free and democratic soci
ety. " 

2.24 Chief Justice Deschenes held that the challenged as
pects of Bill 101 were not merely "limits" on Charter rights, but 
eliminated them entirely. The Attorney General of Quebec had ar
gued that s. 23 rights are "collective" and belong to the anglophone 
minority as a whole. The denial of rights to certain anglo phone indi
viduals, therefore, merely U limited" the right as far as the real 
holder of the right - the anglophone minority of Quebec - was con
cerned. Justice Deschenes responded: 

The court is amazed, to use a euphemism. to hear this 
argument from a government which prides itself in 
maintaining in America the flame of French civilization 
with its promotion of spiritual values and its traditional 
respect for liberty. 

In fact, Quebec's argument is based on a totalitarian 
conception of society to which the court does not sub
scribe. Human beings are, to us, of paramount impor
tance and nothing should be allowed to diminish the 
respect due to them. Other societies place the collec
tivity above the individual. They use the Kolkhoze 
steamroller and see merit only in the collective result 
even if some individuals are left by the wayside in the 
process. 

This concept of society has never taken root here -
even if certain political initiatives seem at times to come 
dangerously close to it - and this court will not honour it 
with its approval. Every individual in Canada should en
joy his rights to the full when in Quebec, whether alone 
or as a member of a group; and if the group numbers 
100 persons, the one hundredth has as much right to 
benefit from all the privileges of citizens as the other 
ninety-nine. The alleged restriction of a collective right 
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which would deprive the one hundredth member of the 
group of the rights guaranteed by the Charter consti
tutes. for this one hundredth member, a real denial of 
his rights. He cannot simply be counted as an acciden
tal loss in a collective operation: our concept of human 
beings does not accommodate such a theory. 

2.25 The "two Canadas" language of the Meech Lake com
munique did encourage strongly, in fact, a crude collectivism. The 
reference to j, English-speaking Canada," rather than to II English
speaking Canadians, II would have been a weapon for a Quebec at
torney general fighting for the view that s. 23 rights belong to the 
anglophone minority as a whole. The switch to the more individual 
language of the Langevin Block text will help to remind judges and 
politicians dealing with the Quebec situation that the individual ought 
to be the basic unit of political thought. On the other hand, the refer
ence to Quebec's status as a "distinct society" will encourage col
lectivist reasoning and rhetoric. Politicians may not always keep in 
mind the reminders in the Langevin Block text that the II distinct soci
ety" of Quebec is composed not only of francophones. but of 
anglophones as well. They may forget that some members of the 
society. including Canada's aboriginal peoples. belong to ethnic 
groups that did not originate in Britain or France. It would have been 
better had the framers recognized Quebec as a " distinctive prov
ince" or a II distinctive part of Canada." U Society" is liable to be 
misinterpreted as referring to a somewhat homogeneous collectivity 
to which individuals should conform. 

2.26 So far it may look like Chief Justice Deschenes' judgment 
was hostile to the forces of francisation in Quebec. Not so. Justice 
Deschenes held and the Supreme Court, in other cases. has agreed 
that there are two basic questions to ask about a limit on a Charter 
right: 

- how important is the purpose behind the limit? 

- is the limit a proportionate way of achieving the pur
pose? 

2.27 Chief Justice Deschenes answered the first point as fol-
lows: 

[After citing the preamble of Bill 101, which states the 
objectives of assuring the U quality and influence II of 
French and making it the language of "Gouvernement 
and the Law, as well as the normal and everyday lan-
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guage of work, instruction, communication, commerce 
and business"]: 

The Legislature went too far in the area of legislation 
and the courts (A.-G. Que. v. Blaikie, supra) but apart 
from that. the whole structure of Bill 101 has, for the 
last five years, remained in place and contributed to 
solidifying the French fact in America. 

The court has not the slightest doubt that this involves a 
legitimate objective which, to use the words of the 
Charter, II can be demonstrably justified in a free and 
democratic society." 

2.28 Exactly why II solidifying the French fact in America" is a 
goal that is demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. 
Chief Justice Deschenes does not explain. The philosophical issue is 
perplexing and contentious. The Charter of Rights is a text whose 
positive affirr:nations are predominantly liberal and individualist. Yet 
there are many concessions to the history-based rights of different 
groups: for example, those of aboriginal peoples (s. 25) and relig
ious denominations (s. 29). The Supreme Court of Canada seemed 
eager to avoid the issues of political philosophy altogether. It upheld 
Justice Deschenes' judgment by holding that the framers of s. 23 
drafted it as a very specific response to the educational provisions 
of Bill 101. The intention was to extend minority rights in definite 
ways. It was not possible, the Court held, to frustrate that very spe
cific intention by entirely negating certain rights and appealing to the 
II reasonable limits" clause. 

2.29 In abstract liberal theory, the preservation and develop
ment of traditional cultures is something individuals are free to do. 
but the state should not favour some cultures at the expense of oth
ers; see generally B.A. Ackerman, Social Justice in the Liberal State 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980). Pierre Trudeau. writing 
from the liberal individualist viewpoint in Federalism and the French 
Canadians (Toronto: Macmillan, 1968), spoke (at 202) of a more 
enlightened future in which "cultural differentiation is submitted to 
ruthless competition." Several liberal or democratic justifications, 
however, might be offered for measures. consistent with the protec
tion of minorities, that favour the use of the French language in Que
bec: 

- it is the preference of most Quebeckers to use 
French, but the economy of Quebec is subject to a 
large measure of control by English-speaking enter-
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prises. Affirmative measures thus are necessary to en
able most Quebeckers to advance in business and 
commerce while operating in French. Francisation 
measures are therefore justified in liberal terms as nec
essary to respect the individual choices of Quebeckers; 

- some Quebeckers may take the view that, while the 
French language and traditional French-Canadian cul
ture are not intrinsically superior to any other, it benefits 
both Quebeckers and Canada to develop Quebec as a 
predominantly French language society. Canadians 
generally benefit from maintaining and adding to the 
richness and diversity of the linguistic and cultural rea 
sources of Canada. rather than yielding to the homoge
nizing effect of modern economic and cultural forces; 

- many Quebeckers may believe that, by virtue of his
torical precedence. French-Canadians have the right to 
maintain a society predominated by French language 
and culture. Others may believe that the majority has 
the right to determine the cultural character of the soci
ety as a whole and that linguistic and cultural homoge
neity are desirable. Even if neither of these views is 
consistent with certain abstract principles of liberalism, 
they might represent the deeply held political convic
tions of the democratic majority. As such, they would 
warrant some deference under democratic principles. 

2.30 Most liberal democratic judges would be encouraged, or 
at least permitted by their philosophical principles. to accept that a 
Quebec legislature can choose to enact strong measures to support 
the" quality and influence" of the French language in Quebec. Cana
dian judges are by no means insensitive to popular sensibilities and 
no Supreme Court of Canada would risk offending a Quebec majority 
and inflaming separatist feelings by going overboard in the direction 
of minority rights in Quebec. The "distinct society" language of the 
1987 Accord was not necessary if its aim was to tell the courts that 
the Quebec legislature has a strong entitlement to pass pro-French 
language legislation. The Supreme Court of Canada would, of 
course, try to balance its deference to the judgment and sentiment 
of a Quebec majority against the Court's duty to protect individual 
rights, even against strong majorities. The 1987 Accord itself con
tains some recognition of the rights of the anglophone minority in 
Quebec. 

2.31 So far it has been shown that Chief Justice Deschenes 
accepted, without hesitation, that the Quebec legislature could pur-
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sue a strongly pro-French policy on schools. The confident predic
tion has been made that the Supreme Court of Canada would have 
agreed that U solidifying the French fact" counts as a legitimate leg
islative objective in the face of Charter challenges. The remaining 
question for Justice Desch~nes was whether Bill 101' s restrictions 
on the Charter rights of anglophones were reasonably necessary to 
achieve that objective. Justice Deschenes held that they were not. 
He observed: 

From 1871 to 1976 the proportion of the population of 
Quebec with English as mother tongue steadily de
clined: from more than 20% to less than 10% ... ln the 
past ten years the pre-university schoof population 
(that which concerns us here) has diminished by 
27.8%. But the decrease in the French sector was only 
25.5% whereas it reached 39.3% (100.813 students) in 
the English sector ... The decline has been particularly 
sudden since Bill 101 came into force ... 

Even taking into account [s. 23 of the Charter I] Mr. 
Henripin has established that in the year 2001 the pro
portion of pupils attending English schools will probably 
not exceed 8.7% of the total school population ... We 
must therefore agree with Mr. Henripin that unless we 
want to expell [sic] all English-speaking people from 
Quebec, the Quebec clause is excessively rigorous. 
Fears for the future security of French-speaking people 
in Quebec are exaggerated and the Quebec clause is 
unreasonable. 

2.32 Chief Justice Deschenes cited one study by an academic 
expert that estimates the proportion of students attending English 
schools in Quebec in the year 2001: 

If s. 23 of the If Bill 101's 
Charter prevails rules prevail 

Good economic 
situation 12.7% 9.4% 

Bad economic 
situation 9.4% 4.8% 

If the estimates are even close to being correct. then s. 23 of the 
Charter might have a significant effect on slowing the decline of the 
anglophone population in Quebec - but no more than that. There 
would be a significant frustration of the goals of Bill 101 only to the 
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extent that the latter aimed at wiping out the English presence in 
Quebec. 

2.33 Justice Deschenes concluded that the Attorney General 
of Quebec had the burden of showing the justification for a prima 
facie violation of a Charter right and had failed to do so. He added: 

If the court absolutely had to settle the debate in an 
affirmative way, it would be inclined to conclude that the 
Quebec clause is disproportionate to the intended aim 
and that it unnecessarily exceeds reasonable limits. 

Indeed, it is clear that [the application of s. 23 of the 
Charter] would not in any way reduce the scope of Bill 
101 in general. Nor would it have a negative effect in 
the area of the language of instruction which is still, as a 
rule, French. 

2.34 How would the "Quebec clause" of the 1987 Accord af
fect a "rematch" of the Protestant School Board case? It is now 
open for Quebec governments (or other litigants who find a way to 
raise the point in court) to enforce the sections of Bill 1 01 that were 
declared inoperative. The government would argue that the" distinct 
society" language of the 1987 Accord changes the interpretation of 
the Charter and the meaning of the "reasonable limits" exception. 

2.35 It is very likely that the outcome of the Protestant School 
Board case would be the same even with the 1987 Accord in place. 
Here's why: 

(i) The Supreme Court of Canada held that sections 
23(1) (b) and 23 (2) of the Charter were framed as a 
very specific response to certain sections of Bill 1 01. 
Upholding the latter as "reasonable limits" would frus
trate the clear and explicit legislative intent. Thus a 
"reasonable limits" argument could not be made at all. 
Section 2 (1 ) (b) of the "Quebec clause" of the 1987 
Accord directs the courts to construe the Constitution in 
a manner consistent with the recognition that Quebec is 
a distinct society. But the rule of construction could not 
negate directly the plain language of sections 23(b) and 
23 (2) of the Charter. The only effect that s. 2 (1 ) (b) 
could have on the case therefore would be to affect the 
interpretation of "reasonable limits II in s. 1 of the Char
ter. But the Supreme Court already has rejected the le
gitimacy of any "reasonable limits" arguments being 
raised. 
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(ii) It might be argued that s. 2(3) of the "Quebec 
clause II of the 1987 Accord is not merely a rule of con
struction. (Section 2(3) reads, again: "the role of the 
legislature and government of Quebec to preserve and 
promote the distinct identity of Quebec referred to in 
paragraph 1 (b) is affirmed"). Section 2(3). it would be 
argued, is a substantive provision that can go head-to
head against another substantive provision like s. 23 of 
the Charter. But even if s. 2(3) of the 1987 Accord is a 
substantive provision commensurable with s. 23 of the 
Charter, it is unlikely that the vague direction of the for
mer would take precedence over rights very explicitly 
given by the latter. The very specific usually takes 
precedence over the general. Furthermore, the English 
version of s. 2(3) would "affirm" the role of the legisla
ture of Quebec in promoting the II distinct identity" of 
Quebec. "Affirm" implies the ratification of that which 
already exists - which would include limitations such as 
the constitutional guarantees in s. 23 of the Charter. 
The preferable view of s. 2(3), and the one that courts 
are most likely to uphold, is that it is not of the same 
order as a section of the Constitution that gives rights or 
powers. The affirmation of a II role" is different from giv
ing a right or power. Thus section 2 (3) may operate in 
conjunction with s. 2(1) to direct the interpretation of 
the scope of the rights and powers that are conferred 
by other sections of the Constitution. Section 2(3) may 
also be a directive on how the provincial government of 
Quebec can. or should, use the powers assigned to it 
by other sections of the Constitution. But section 2(3) 
does not operate as a free-standing grant of authority. 

(iii) Suppose that the courts reject the arguments in 0) 
and (ii). Suppose, for example, that a court responds 
to (i) by holding that the 1987 Accord was intended 
partly as a IJ remedy" to the 1982 constitutional package 
and that the" distinct society" language was specifically 
intended to strengthen Quebec's hands in Charter 
cases, including those involving s. 23. The fact remains 
that the II distinct society" language in the 1987 pack
age is counterbalanced by the recognition that there 
are English-speaking Canadians 'I present" in Quebec 
and that s. 2(2) commits all governments and legisla
tures, including those of Quebec, to " preserve" this 
II fundamental characteristic of Canada. n Chief Justice 
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Deschenes' judgment shows that, even with s. 23, the 
anglophone presence in Quebec continues to become a 
smaller proportion of the population. Denying the pro- \. 
tection of s. 23 likely would accelerate the decline. The 
duty to "preseNe and promote" the distinct identity of 
Quebec may assist Quebec in giving strongly preferen
tial treatment to the French language in many respects. 
The role of II preseNing" the presence of English
speaking Canadians in Quebec requires the legislature 
at least to respect a safeguard as modest, in aim and 
effect, as ssw 23(b) and 23(2) of the Charter. 

2.36 What would happen if an economic boom in Quebec re
sulted in an influx of Canadians from other provinces and an in
crease in the anglophone fraction of the Quebec population? Would 
Quebec then be entitled to deny access to English-speaking 
schools? In the Protestant School Board case, the Attorney General 
of Quebec argued that the restriction on s. 23 rights was justified in 
part because the anglophone school population would decrease only 
slightly in the Hull area. (At the time the case was argued, only 
about 15% of the children in the area were going to English language 
schools). Presumably the Attorney General would have expressed 
an even more vehement objection had there been a slight increase 
in this one area of the province. With the "Quebec clause" of the 
1987 Accord in place. an attorney general might argue that Quebec 
is constitutionally mandated to resisting any increase at all in the 
anglophone proportion of the Quebec population. The presence of 
English-speaking Canadians, this attorney general could say, must 
be "preserved ,. - that is, kept to 1987 levels in proportionate or, 
worse still, absolute terms - whereas the "distinct" (francophone) 
identity of Quebec must be "preserved and promoted." The more 
enlightened view would be that nothing in the "Quebec clause" rig
idly establishes that the francophone proportion of the Quebec 
population must remain static or increase each and every year. That 
part of the II distinct identity" of Quebec is the existence of a large 
and energetic anglophone population. That the anglophone "pres
ence tI is revitalized by the infusion of new members from the rest of 
Canada and abroad. That encouraging the acquisition and practice 
of bilingualism by anglo phones is a legitimate way of promoting the 
II distinct identity" of Quebec and a better one than denying Charter 
rights to English language schooling. The II Quebec clause" does not 
expressly refer to the franco phones of Quebec as a majority in Que
bec, let alone mandate a strict quota system. If the clause did imply 
a strict adherence to 1987 demographics Quebec nationalists would 
be much embarrassed, for anglophones could argue that, at the 
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very Jeast, Quebec should take affirmative measures to ensure that 
the absolute number of anglophone Quebeckers does not continue 
to decrease! 

2.37 The hypothetical situation posed in 2.36 is very unlikely to 
happen in any event. The steady trend has been for the anglophone 
minority in Quebec to decrease. Quebec will use its enhanced 
authority over immigration from abroad to ensure that there is no 
significant erosion of the proportion of the Quebec population that is 
francophone. It should be remembered that anglophone immigrants 
in Quebec are excluded from the constitutional protection given 
anglophone immigrants in other parts of Canada by s. 23(1) of the 
Charter. 

2.38 The ., distinct society" clause might also be used by Que
bec governments to insist that the phrase "where numbers warrant" 
in s. 23 be given a more niggardly interpretation in Quebec than 
elsewhere. Quebec nationalists would point out that it is not un
precedented for anglophones to have fewer rights under s. 23 in 
Quebec than francophones do in the rest of Canada; Quebec is al
ready exempted from s. 23 (1). The force of the anti-anglophone 
argument could be blunted somewhat by pointing to Quebec's role 
of "preserving" the anglophone presence in Quebec, and to the fact 
that the political accord that accompanies the 1987 amendments 
refers to the II principle of equality of all the provinces." Unfortu
nately, neither defence is immune from challenge; the role of 14 pre
serving" the anglophone presence can be contrasted with the role 
of "preserving and promoting n the distinct identity of Quebec; the 
reference in the Accord to the 1I principle of equality of all the prov
inces" can be contrasted with the special and explicit references to 
Quebec in the ·'Quebec clause." Still, it is doubtful that the courts 
would allow a Quebec government to use the Udistinct society" 
clause to sustain a constrictive reading of "where numbers warrant" 
in s. 23 of the Charter. The courts should and, it is hoped, would 
hold that "where numbers warrant OJ invites considerations of admin
istrative convenience and expense and not the broader issues that 
can be raised under the "reasonable limits" clause of the Charter. 

2.39 It should be noted that s. 23 speaks only of rights to pub
licly funded education. It seems to be silent on whether a parent has 
the liberty to educate a child in the parent's choice of language at 
the parent's own expense. Looking at the situation without reference 
to the 1987 Accord, it may be that the guarantee of freedom of 
expression in s. 2 of the Charter, or of liberty in s. 7 of the Charter, 
protects the ability of parents to have a child privately schooled in 
the language of the parent's choice; (Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 
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390 (1923), 43 Sup. Ct. Rep. 625; Jones v. Board of Trustees of 
Edmonton Catholic School District No. 7 (1976), [1977] 2 S.C.R. 
872, 70 D.L.R. (3d) 1). The guarantee of freedom of religion in s. 2 
of the Charter might assist a parent who wished to have a child pri
vately schooled in the sacred or traditional language of a religious 
group. A II reasonable limitation" on the rights just mentioned likely 
would be that Quebec could insist that a child emerge from any edu
cation with a solid knowledge of French. (It is worth noting that the 
language provisions of Bill 101 do not extend to private schools). 

2.40 The 41 distinct society" language of the 1987 Accord might 
be used by future Quebec governments to defend the constitutional· 
ity of measures that require even private schools to mirror the ma· 
jority's language and culture. The recognition of multiculturalism 
embodied in s. 16 of the 1987 Constitutional Accord will help to pre
serve the viability of contentions that the Constitution protects pri
vate schools that do not conform. 

2.41 The Charter protection just mentioned is subject to the 
provincial uoverride" allowed by s. 33 of the Constitution Actl 1982. 
It may be, however. that some Quebec efforts to suppress private 
English instruction. in private schools or otherwise, would be found 
unconstitutional because of a combination of ss. 16 and 20 of the 
Charter and the division of powers in sections 91 and 92 of the Con
stitution Act I 1867. Section 16 makes both French and English the 
official languages of Canada. It may be that /I Canada" here refers 
only to the federal level of government or I at most I the federal level 
of government and matters within its jurisdiction. The last part of s. 
16(1) talks about the institutions of the Parliament and government 
of Canada. While measures taken by the government of Quebec to 
require children to learn French generally would be constitutional r 
measures taken to forbid anyone, including francophones. from ac
quiring a knowledge of English should be considered unconstitu
tional. A resident of Quebec remains a citizen of Canada with the 
right to participate fully in the public life of the central government in 
matters under federal jurisdiction. {It should also be considered that 
a resident of Quebec has the right - not subject to the s. 33 override 
- to upursue the gaining of a livelihood in any province;tt Charter, s. 
6{2} (b). The prohibition of private efforts to acquire a knowledge of 
the other official language would significantly impair a person' s abil
ity to exercise this right effectively. It is doubtful, though. that the 
courts would invalidate a governmental measure merely because it 
presents practical difficulties in exercising a right. Still. the reminder 
that residents of any province are potential residents of any other 
province may carry some weight with courts and legislators). I do 
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not believe that the "distinct society" language of the 1987 Accord 
precludes any of the arguments just made. After all, Quebec is said 
to be a "distinct society within Canada." 

2.42 The analysis above suggests that constitutional rights on 
the educational front likely will survive the "distinct society" lan
guage of the 1987 Accord. But it would be a serious mistake to fo
cus only on what the courts will do with existing constitutional 
safeguards. Most government policy-making, be it wise and just or 
foolish and oppressive, r~mains within the free discretion of the leg* 
islature. As mentioned earlier, there is real cause for concern that 
provincial legislatures will read the .. Quebec clause" as a directive to 
pursue dualist. rather than bilingual, language policies. Legislatures 
outside of Quebec may read s. 2 (1) (a) as inspiring them to pre
serve the predominantly English-speaking nature of their provinces, 
rather than encouraging the acquisition of bilingualism. The Quebec 
legislature may interpret the affirmation of its role as promotor of the 
II distinct society" as legitimating its efforts to discourage bilin
gualism among its francophone majority. It may be believed that 
Quebec is more "special" and more .. apart" if most of its people 
cannot speak the majority language in the other provinces. The con
cern just expressed is not fanciful. The fact of the matter is that Bill 
1 01 legally restricts the ability of a francophone in Quebec to attend 
an English language school. There are no "English immersion" pub
lic schools in Quebec. Little time is alloted in Quebec public schools 
for the teaching of English to francophones. The hostility or indiffer
ence of successive Quebec governments to bilingualism among 
francophones is ironic in view of the fact that the governments them
selves have had fluently bilingual francophones at the helm. The 
same leaders who maintained an intense identification with their 
French language heritage seemed to regard unilingualism for others 
as a necessary bulwark against l' assimilation." Many members of 
the upper echelons in Quebec have been sending their children to 
private schools that teach English well; see R. Wardlaugh. Language 
and Nationhood (Vancouver: New Star Books, 1983) at 102. Since 
Bill 101 was enacted in 1977, major progress has been made in as
suring the use of French in business and education and in securing 
equal opportunities for francophones. At the same time, a "new 
class" in Quebec has come to the fore; franco phone Quebeckers 
who are confident in their cultural identity, less concerned with col
lectivist politics and more concerned with individual achievement in 
business and commerce; see A.G. Gagnon & K.Z. Paltiel, "Toward 
Maitres chez nous: The Ascendancy of a Balzac/an Bourgeoisie in 
Quebec" (1986) 93 Queen's Quarterly 731. It can be expected that 
future Quebec leaders will be inclined to support public school pro-
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grams that encourage bilingualism among francophones. The II non
derogation" section of the uQuebec clause," s. 2(4), makes it clear 
that a court could not stop a Quebec legisleture from promoting 
bilingualism. But will the "distinct society" language be used in the 
political arena as a weapon to discourage measures that favour bilin
gualism? 

2.43 Indeed, a more general question must be asked. Will the 
41 distinct society" language become an effective slogan of reaction 
against any Quebec measures to "deregulate" language and culture 
in Quebec? Future governments of Quebec might be inclined to con
clude that the practical situation of Quebec and francophones no 
longer requires governmental measures that sharply limit individual 
freedom and discourage bilingualism. Will the l'distinct society" Ian· 
guage be used to charge such a government with betraying its con
stitutional mandate? A government faced with such a charge might 
insist that the lldistinct society" language was inserted to ensure 
that decisions made by the government of Quebec are respected by 
other branches and levels of government; not to inform the Quebec 
majority of its duties to itself. 

2.44 There should be a positive affirmation in the 1987 Accord 
that it still is appropriate for legislatures to choose to provide oppor
tunities for Canadians to acquire a knowledge of the other official 
language. Bilingualism should, to every possible extent. be pre
sented to Canadians as an opportunity for personal development 
and a contribution to nation-building; not as a threat. Many Canadi
ans are concerned that bilingual policies lead to discrimination 
against those who have not had the opportunity or facility to learn 
the other language. In view of these anxieties, the prudent course is 
to affirm in the 1987 Accord that providing opportunities (not duties) 
for Canadians to become bilingual is a legitimate option (not require
ment) for federal and provincial governments. 

The II Distinct Society" Language and Constitutional Rights that 
Protect Freedom of Commercial Expression. 

2.45 Examined so far have been the effects of the "distinct 
SOCiety" language on anglophone rights in Quebec with respect to 
government and the courts (see s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 
1867) and education (see s. 23 of the Charter). But constitutional 
rights also have been asserted in other areas, including commercial 
expression. The Quebec Court of Appeal very recently ruled that the 
Charter's guarantee of freedom of expression protects Quebeckers 
who want to use English as well as French on commercial signs. 
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(Chaussure Brown's c. Quebec (Procureur Gem§ral) (1986), [1987] 
R.J.Q. 80, 5 Q.A.C. 119). 

2.46 The attitude and reasoning of the Court strongly parallel 
those of Chief Justice Deschenes in the Protestant School Board 
case. The Court of Appeal found a prima facie interference with the 
right of free expression in s. 2 of the Charter, just as Justice 
Deschenes found a prima facie interference with minority language 
educational rights under s. 23 of the Charter. The Court of Appeal 
affirmed without hesitation that it is a legitimate goal for the Quebec 
legislature to press for the francisation of business and commerce, 
just as Justice Deschenes had flatly accepted the legitimacy of fran
cisation in the educational sector. The Court of Appeal then con
cluded, just as Chief Justice Deschenes did, that the suppression of 
anglophone minority rights is not necessary in order to assure the 
position of the French language. 

2.4 7 It is worth noting that the business operators in Chaussure 
Brown's stated at the outset that they had no intention of challenging 
the requirement that French be used on signs. There was no chal
lenge at all to the right of the Quebec legislature to choose to re
quire French but not require English. 

2.48 It is also significant that the anti-English provisions of Bill 
101 were struck down as contrary to free expression as guaranteed, 
not only by the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. but also 
by the Quebec Charter of Rights and Freedoms, R.S.Q. 1986, c. 
C-12. The Quebec Charter originally was enacted in 1975 under a 
Liberal government; but it was a Parti Quebecois government that, in 
1982 (S.Q, c. 61, s. 16), amended the statute so that all of its pro
tection. including freedom of expression I prevails over other legisla
tion. Mr. Justice Bisson also noted in his judgment that the 
anti-English provisions were not consistent with one of the stated 
aims of the original versions of Bill 101: 

. . . The Nationar Assembly intends in this pursuit to 
deal fairly and openly with the ethnic minorities. whose 
valuable contribution to the development of Quebec it 
readily acknowledges. 

2.49 Perhaps Mr. Justice Bisson cited the original version of 
Bill 101 to show that punishing the use of English on signs was con
trary to the spirit of the legislation even in its harder, Parti 
QuebeCOis-inspired form. In 1984, however, there came into force 
significant revisions to Bm 101 that included a more generous ver
sion of the preambular paragraph: 
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· . . the National Assembly intends to pursue this objec
tive in a spirit of fairness and open-mindedness, re
spectful of the institutions of the English-speaking 
community of Quebec, and respectful of the ethnic mi
norities, whose valuable contribution to the develop
ment of Quebec it read"ily acknowledges (emphasis 
added) . 

2.50 It is impossible to contend, therefore, that the allegedly 
"imposed" Charter was crucial in upsetting the National Assembly's 
attempt to prescribe punishment for the use of English on signs. 
According to the judgment of the Quebec Court of Appeal. the pro
hibition of English is invalid even if judged solely against other enact· 
ments of the National Assembly. It should further be recognized that 
the National Assembly is authorized to override the freedom of ex
pression guarantees in both the Canadian and Quebec charters. The 
Quebec Court of Appeal's judgment in Chaussure Brown's cannot 
be used by apologists for the ., Quebec clause" to show that fran
cisation was significantly or unduly impeded by the free expression 
guarantees of the Charter. 

2.51 Would the issue in Chaussure BrownJs - whether a Que
bec provincial statute can outlaw bilingual signs - be decided any 
differently if the II Quebec clause" of the 1987 Constitutional Accord 
comes into force? The courts ought to reach the same result, and I 
would bet they would. They might construe the "distinct society" 
language as support for the legitimacy of efforts by the National As
sembly to make French the predominant language of business and 
commerce in Quebec. (Again. no one contended otherwise in 
Chaussure Brown's and the Quebec Court of Appeal expressly ac
cepted francisation as a legitimate goal). But the anglophone minor
ity can - and should - be regarded as an integral part of Quebec's 
"distinct identity." Or, at the very least. some weight must also be 
given to the duty of the Quebec legislature to II preserve" the II pres
ence" of English-speaking Canadians in Quebec. Allowing English 
but requiring French on signs seems to be an obvious way for the 
Quebec legislature to harmonize the roles assigned to it by the 
II Quebec clause." 

2.52 The anglophone claim to free commercial expression un
der s. 2 of the Charter would also be supported by s. 27 of the 
Charter. the" multicultural heritage" clause. That section says that 
the Charter should be read lIin a manner consistent with the preser
vation and enhancement of the multicultural heritage of Canadians." 
It can be questioned whether s. 27 should be used to support an 
expansive interpretation of the rights in the Charter that benefit only 
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a certain group. The anglophone claim to free commercial expres
sion t however f would be based on a guarantee that applies to all 
ethnic and cultural groups. including those whose language is nei
ther English nor French. A court would have to be impressed that 
s. 27 speaks of the .1 preservation and enhancement" of the multicul
tural heritage of Canadians. There would not be a sharp contrast 
with the lithe role of the Quebec legislature to preserve and pro
mote" the distinct identity of Quebec. A court would also have to 
respect the insistence in s, 16 of the 1987 Accord that the II Quebec 
clause" does II not affect If the multicultural heritage clause. 

2.53 The "non-derogation" section of the lIQuebec clause. n 

s. 2(4), guarantees that Parliament has not lost any of its existing 
authority, including its authority in language matters. Parliament will 
continue to be able to work towards promoting bilingualism in Que
bec in various ways, The spending power can continue to be used to 
provide direct grants for individuals to study the other official lan
guage. The I'trade and commerce" and "criminal law" powers can 
continue to be used to require that most product labels be in both 
languages; see the Consumer Products Labelling Act, S.C. 
1970-71-72. c. 41. s. 18; and the bilingual packaging regulations. 
Consumer Packaging and Labelling Regulations. C.R.C., c. 417, 
s. 6(2); and Re Dominion Stores (1985). 54 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 228 
(Nfld.S.C.). upholding the constitutional validity of the Act. 

2.54 The Canadian and Quebec charters limit the exercise of 
authority that Quebec has under the federal-provincial division of 
powers. But what is that starting point. the initial authority of the 
province. in the case of language? The general answer is affirmed in 
the companion case to the decision of the Quebec Court of Appeal 
in Chaussure Brown's. In Devine c. Quebec (Procureur General) 
(1986), [1987] R.J.Q. 50, 5 a.A.C. 81, the Court of Appeal rejected 
a challenge to the French-only sign provisions which was based on 
much more limited grounds than those in Chaussure Brown's. The 
action in Devine was brought before the Canadian Charter came into 
force. It was also brought before the Quebec Charter was amended 
to make the freedom of expression guarantee supreme over ordi
nary legislation. The challengers in Devine contended primarily that 
the Quebec legislature had no authority under the federal-provincial 
division of powers to prohibit the use of English in signs. 

2.55 The majority of the Court rejected the argument. It cited 
case law, including the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in 
Jones v. Attorney General of New Brunswick (1974), [1975] 2 S.C.A. 
182, 45 D.L.R. (3d) 583, and academic commentaries to hold that 
Ie language" is not a discrete subject matter for the purposes of the 
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federal-provincial division of powers. It is neither Ilfederal" nor "pro
vincial." Parliament or the provinces can regulate language matters 
connected with other matters that are assigned specifically to Parlia
ment or to the provinces. The majority concluded that provinces 
have authority over matters that include commercial signs and so 
could regulate the languages used on them. The dissenting opinion 
of Mr. Justice Pare denied that the French-only sign law had any
thing to do with the promoting of any Il commerce" purpose that the 
legislature might have had. He distinguished the Mackell case (Trus
tees of the Roman Catholic Separate Schools for the City of Ottawa v. 
Mackell (1916), [1917] A.C. 62, (sub nom, Ottawa Separate School 
Trustees v. Mackell) 32 D.L.R. 1), in which the Privy Council upheld 
the right of Ontario to make English the exclusive language of in
struction in Ontario. (Students could be given classes in how to 
speak French if doing so did not interfere with their acquisition of 
English). Mr. Justice Pare figured that, however unjust the purpose 
was, at least the Ontario legislation furthered an educational aim -
ensuring that francophone students would acquire a perfect knowl
edge of English. I find the distinction unpersuasive. The Quebec leg
islature could fairly be said to be trying to give a French Ilface" to 
commerce in Quebec. At the same time, I would reiterate my belief 
that, in some cases, attempts by a province to suppress the use of 
the other official language amount to an unconstitutional interfer
ence with a person I s status as a Canadian - as a citizen with the 
right to participate fully in federal public life and in matters within 
federal jurisdiction. It seems right to concede that the principle just 
mentioned probably does not apply to a French-only sign law; other 
than a marginal effect on interprovincial tourism and trade, it is diffi
cult to see how the prohibition on bilingual signs impairs rights and . 
privileges that flow to a Quebecker as a resident of Canada. Mr. 
Justice Montgomery also dissented in Devine. He agreed with Mr. 
Justice Pare that the French-only sign law was not II in respect of 
[intraprovincial] trade and commerce," and added: 

If there be any doubt in this matter, and in my mind 
there is none, I would look at the presumed intention of 
the Parliament of the United Kingdom in enacting the 
B.N.A. Act. I find it utterly inconceivable that that Parlia
ment. sitting in England. had the slightest intention of 
giving to any province the right to ban under the threat 
of penalty the use of the English language, now one of 
the two official languages of Canada. 

2.56 The Supreme Court of Canada very likely would uphold 
the Devine majority view that the National Assembly of Quebec does 
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have authority under s. 92 of the Constitution Act J 1867 to prohibit 
the use of English on commercial signs. The precedents seem to 
weigh strongly on the majority side. Furthermore. the Canadian 
Charter and the Quebec Charter are more supple bases for balanc
ing majority aspirations and minority language rights than is the fed
eral-provincial division of powers. The "balancing act it clearly is 
contemplated by the Canadian CharterJ whereas all sorts of doctrinal 
confusion and strain would be involved in protecting minority rights 
under sections 91 and 92. Furthermore, frustration among Quebec 
nationalists with the legal shape of federalism in Quebec is bound to 
be less when a ruling is based on the freedom of expression rules of 
the charters. which the legislature can override, than on the federal
provincial division of powers which cannot be altered unilaterally. 
Once again. it should be reiterated that, in cases more severe than 
commercial sign restrictions, the courts ought to uphold language 
rights that flow from the federal-provincial division of powers. The 
j, Quebec clause" likely would not make much difference in the out
come. The recognition of the "presence" of English-speakers in 
Quebec will not support the attack on the French-only law because 
the I. non-derogation" provision, s. 2 (4) I provides that nothing in the 
clause limits the authority of a legislature with respect to language. 
On the other hand, the recognition that Quebec is a "distinct soci
ety" and that it has a duty to Ii preserve and promote its distinct 
identityft probably cannot be used as an additional argument in 
favour of French-only signs. It is arguable and, I think. right that the 
anglophone presence should be viewed as part of the U distinct iden
tity" of Quebec; it is undeniable that Quebec has a duty to "pre
serve" the anglophone presence. Thus the "Quebec clause" would 
only reaffirm what no one contested in Devine - that Quebec can 
require the use of French on signs. It would not have much affect on 
the likelihood. which happens to be very high, that the Supreme 
Court would find that the federal-provincial division of authority per
mits Quebec to require French-only signs. 

Summary. 

2.57 To summarize the analytical conclusions so far: 

- the constitutional safeguards for the English minority 
in Quebec did not represent significant impediments to 
the goal of maintaining French as the predominant lan
guage of Quebec. The "distinct society" language of 
the Quebec clause was by no means a necessary 
"remedy u to any unreasonable restrictions in the Char
ter. The reasoning of the Quebec Court of Appeal in 
upholding Charter challenges has been that francisation 
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is a legitimate goal for Quebec legislation but. on the 
facts of each case, the suppression of minority rights 
was not necessary to secure the .. quality and influ
ence It of the French language in Quebec; 

- the "Quebec clause" should not, and probably will 
not, significantly undermine the extent to which courts 
will uphold minority rights in Quebec under s. 133 of the 
Constitution Act I 1867 (the right to use English in the 
legislature and the courts) J s. 23 of the Charter (minor
ity language educational rights) and s. 2 of the Charter 
(free expression); 

- the main adverse effect of the II Quebec clause fI on 
language rights may be seen in the legislatures, rather 
than in the courts. The II distinct society" language may 
be a useful rhetorical weapon for Quebeckers who 
favour extensive state regulation of language matters 
and who oppose the spread of bilingualism among fran
cophones. A more self-confident Quebec government 
of the future might be inclined to relax the legal controls 
on language use and encourage more francophones to 
acquire a knowledge of the other official language. Its 
more dirigiste and parochial opponents may contend 
that the Constitution of Canada directs the Quebec leg
islature to II promote" the distinct (understood as 
French) identity of Quebec. In the other nine provinces, 
the "Quebec clause" may be read, even if misread, as 
mandating a. Canada in which most non-Quebeckers 
speak English, and only English. 

The II Quebec Clause" and Matters Other than Language. 

2.58 So far the analysis has focussed on the effect that the 
II distinct society" phraseology might have on language rights and 
policy. As s. 2(1} of the 44 Quebec clause" talks about language, and 
only language, it is fairly certain that the "distinct SOCiety" language 
is concerned largely. indeed primarily, with language issues. I have 
the vivid memory of a senior bureaucrat, working for a key govern
ment, telling me during a break in a drafting session that the "dis
tinct society" phraseology had "nothing to do with language - of 
course." I regret that I was too dumfounded to ask the official for an 
elaboration. My guess is that the official was thinking that, since s. 
2(1} already addresses language, the Udistinct society" clauses 
must be about other matters such as culture, legal institutions and 
so on. But that line of reasoning would be ridiculous; it is inconceiv-
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able that Quebec would be recognized as having a role to preserve 
and develop its "distinct identity" in matters of culture, legal institu
tions and so on - but not language. The fact that a very senior par· 
ticipant could entertain such a remarkable view about the .. distinct 
society IJ clause is a stark indication of how little opportunity there 
was for reflection and discussion. It also indicates just how cryptic 
the phrase "distinct society" is. One obvious question is this: why 
didn't the framers expressly determine whether the 41 distinct soci
ety" phraseology refers largely or primarily or exclusively to lan
guage? 

2.59 In its working paper "Mastering our Future," the Liberal 
Party of Quebec claimed that: 

It is high time that Quebec be given explicit constitu
tional recognition as a distinct society, with its own lan
guage, culture. history, institutions and way of life; (see 
IIExtracts From Mastering our Future" in P. M. Leslie, 
ed" Canada: The State of the Federation, 1985 
(Kingston: Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, 
1985) at 77). 

During the May 1987 debate over Meech Lake in the Quebec Na
tional Assembly, pressed by the Parti Quebecois to seek a definition 
of "distinct society" that mentioned language, Premier Bourassa re
sponded that any mention of language would encourage the courts 
to confine II distinct society" to matters of language - to the partial 
or total exclusion of other important matters. In the officials' meet
ings a few days before the Langevin Block meeting I and at that 
meeting itself, the federal government circulated drafts that would 
have identified the French-speaking majority of Quebec as part of its 
"distinct identity." In the end, Premier Bourassa abided by his origi
nal concern that to state one feature would be to exclude others. 

2.60 In order to determine what else besides It language" 
makes Quebec a "distinct society," it might be helpful to figure out 
what "society" means. Political theory often distinguishes between 
the "state" and 14 sOciety;" the "state" is understood as the institu
tions of government, the latter as referring generally to the way peo
ple carry on their lives and interact with each other. A totalitarian 
state is one in which an attempt is made by the state to impose one 
pattern of life on all of the people. A liberal state is one which leaves 
many aspects of human life to be shaped and determined by the 
free choice of individuals and the groups and institutions they form 
quite apart from state intervention. It might be argued that /I society" 
in .. distinct society" refers to ways of life apart from the formal 
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structures of government: having a civil law system may be part of 
the way a state is run, it might be said, but is not a characteristic of 
a ., society." Language and culture are matters of society, the argu
ment would allow, but having a civil law system or a Crown invest
ment corporation is not. 

2 . 61 If II society " refers to the ways of life of a certain aggre
gation of human beings, does a "distinct society" have to have one 
characteristic. way of life? Does the II distinct society" phraseology 
somehow mandate that the legislature and government of Quebec 
have a mandate to impose one cultural pattern on all Quebeckers? 

2.62 To respond to the possibilities just raised it is crucial to 
examine the only other use of the word "society" in the Canadian 
Constitution. The Charter states in s. 1 that its guarantees are sub
ject only "to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as are demon
strably justified in a free and democratic society" (emphasis added). 

2.63 The Charter'S use of "society" seriously undermines the 
case for reading "society" as meaning "nation" or "people" or, in 
any way, "a culturally homogeneous unit." 

(i) In considering a Charter case, the courts do not sim
ply consider whether a governmental measure is justi
fied by reference to some abstract, hypothetical 
" society." The courts consider the actual social condi
tions in the territory connected with the government 
whose actions are being challenged. Thus II Ontario" 
can be a society for the purposes of the Charter even 
though it contains many large linguistic and ethnic mi
norities. If II society" has roughly the same meaning in 
the "Quebec clause," then it is wrong to suppose that it 
refers to a linguistically or ethnically homogeneous unit. 

(ii) The "societies II contemplated by section 1 of the 
Charter are supposed to be "free and democratic" (ac
cording to s. 1 itself) I tolerant of ethnic differences (s. 
15), supportive of their "multicultural heritage" (s. 27) 
and, in the case of New Brunswick, officially bilingual (s. 
20). The sort of "society" contemplated by the Charter 
certainly is not an homogeneous or totalist one. Quebec 
continues to be bound by the Charter. Moreover, the 
fact that the framers took the trouble, in s. 16. to say 
that the "distinct society" clause does not affect the 
multicultural heritage guarantee in s. 27 of the Charter 
only reaffirms that Quebec's .. distinct society" is not 
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necessarily a culturally homogeneous one. The en
dorsement, in the "Quebec clause" itself, of the ongo
ing presence of anglophones in Quebec further 
establishes that I, society" in the Quebec clause does 
not mean an ethnically or culturally unified entity. 

(iii) The Charter is set in the framework of Canadian fed
eralism. It would be surprising, for example, if a court 
found that Ontario had violated the guarantee of II equal 
protection of the law II in s. 15 of the Charter by failing to 
pay subway workers under its jurisdiction as much as 
the federal government pays train workers under fed
eral jurisdiction. When a court examines whether pro
vincial legislation is justified in the context of a "free and 
democratic" society in Ontario, it should look primarily 
at the impact of provincial laws on social conditions 
within provincial jurisdiction. "Society." for the pur
poses of the Charter. does not refer to all aspects of life 
within the territorial boundaries associated with a politi
cal unit . To say that Quebec is a If distinct society within 
Canada II does not necessarily mean that the territory 
marked II Quebec JJ on a map is a discrete and sealed
off enclave within the territorial limits of Canada. 
Quebeckers continue to be citizens of Canada with di
rect political relationships with the other citizens of Can
ada and with, one would hope, a web of social, 
economic and cultural affiliations with other Canadians. 
The Langevin Block meeting amended the Meech Lake 
communique by inserting a non-derogation clause that 
protects, among other things, the authority of the fed
eral level of government. It remains deplorable that the 
word .. distinct It will assist those who want to portray 
Quebec as a fully discrete enclave. It would be much 
better if the word ,. distinctive" was used. 

2.64 The use of "society" in the Charter does support the con
tention that legal and governmental institutions are elements of the 
Udistinct society" in the Quebec clause. The support comes from 
the fact that s. 1 of the Charter does refer to a II free and demo
cratic" society. 4' Democratic" refers to the nature of government 
institutions. "Society" in the "Quebec clause" may also encom
pass, therefore, the governmental and legal institutions that Quebec 
has developed. 

2.65 The Constitution of Canada has always recognized and 
protected Quebec's civil law system. The Constitution Act l 1867 as-
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signed jurisdiction over "property and civil rights" to the provinces: 
s. 92 (13). The courts from the beginning gave the phrase a very 
broad construction and, on at least one occasion, cited the protec
tion of the civil law system of Quebec as a reason for doing so; see 
Citizens Insurance v. Parsons (1881 L 7 App. Cas. 96, 1 Cart. 265 
(P.C.). Section 94 of the Constitution Act, 1867 authorized the com
mon law provinces to get together with Parliament and establish uni
form laws on property and civil rights; but it was not contemplated 
that Quebec would ever abandon its special system of law and pro
cedures. Section 98 of the Constitution Act, 1867 gave further spe
cial protection to the civil system of Quebec by requiring that the 
federal government appoint only members of the bar of Quebec to 
superior courts in that province. The proposed Constitution Act, 
1987 would entrench the practice of appointing three members of 
the Bar of Quebec to the Supreme Court of Canada. The only legiti
mate justification for having a guaranteed and, in terms of popula
tion. disproportionate quota of Quebec judges on the Court is the 
necessity of having their expertise on civil law cases originating in 
the province of Quebec. Indeed, the original Meech Lake com
munique referred to judges from the II civil bar," not Quebec. My 
recollection is that the change to ,jQuebec" was agreed to at offi
cials I level drafting sessions only because several participants found 
II any province with a civil law system tI a long-winded and circum
locutious way of saying "Quebec. II In any event, the IIdistinct soci
ety" clause hardly was necessary to ensure that Quebec is able to 
continue to develop its distinctive legal system. 

2.66 Gil Remillard, the Quebec Minister for Canadian Inter
governmental Affairs, has cited the caisses populaires as the sort of 
non-linguistic institutions that might be protected by the II distinct 
SOCiety II language; see Le Quebec et Ie Lac Meech (Montreal: Guerin 
litterature, 1987) at 437. The caisses populaires are Quebec finan
cial institutions that are similar to banks, have long historical stand
ing and which have been regulated by the province. It is difficult to 
see how the II Quebec clause tI would make any practical difference 
in this regard. The Supreme Court of Canada has held that the 
scope of the federal authority over U banking" is determined largely 
by the definition of .. bank II that Parliament itself uses in its legisla
tion; Canadian Pioneer Management v. Labour Relations Board of 
Saskatchewan (1980), [1980] 1 S.C.R. 433, 107 D.L.R. (3d) 1. The 
existing Bank Act, S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 40, does not extend to 
the caisses populaires and there is no reason to believe that the 
existing provincial laws in this area are invalid. Section 2(4) of the 
"Quebec clause" ensures that Parliament's authority to extend its 
regulation to the caisses populaires has not been diminished. 
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2.67 Just as another example for study: would the "Quebec 
clause" protect the Quebec public investment corporation. the 
Caisse de depot? There does not appear to be any current constitu
tional jeopardy to the existence or operation of the Crown corpora
tion, whose mandate is to II create Quebec industrial complexes and 
to participate in the management and financing of medium-sized 
and large Quebec firms;" see P. Fournier, "The New Parameters of 
the Quebec Bourgeoisie" in A. G. Gagnon. ed., Quebec: State and 
Society (Toronto: Methuen. 1984) at 215. The Caisse is subject to 
various federal laws of general application, of course, but those en
acted to far do not seem to have posed any difficulties. Section 2 (4) 
of the proposed Constitution ActJ 1987 guarantees that Parliament 
would retain its authority to make new laws with respect to Quebec 
financial institutions. All in all, the question of whether the Caisse de 
depot is encompassed by the "distinct society" concept seems to 
be of negligible practical importance. In theory I it is doubtful whether 
the Caisse ought to be protected by the clause. A public investment 
fund is not as deeply rooted a Quebec tradition as the caisse 
populaire. nor is it unique to Quebec. It should be remembered that 
the political accord that accompanies the proposed Constitution Act J 

1987 refers to II the principle of equality of all the provinces.·' The 
II distinct society II clause certainly includes language matters and 
probably some other traditional and distinctive aspects of Quebec 
life. But it surely does not extend to purely economic matters. (It 
might be possible I though. to mount some sort of argument that the 
Caisse helps in some way to provide more career opportunities that 
can be filled by French-speakers). 

2.68 The analyses of the caisses populaires and Caisse de 
depot examples used some ideas that will be germane to any dis
cussion of the impact of the "distinct society" clause on the federaf
provincial division of powers. These ideas will now be explored in 
more depth. 

2.69 Section 2(4} provides that: 

. nothing in [the 41Quebec clausell] derogates from 
the powers, rights or privileges of Parliament or the 
Government of Canada ... 

The rest of the clause hints at the historical origin of the provision: 
Quebec's anxiety that sections 2(1}(a) and 2(3} - which affirm the 
existence of, and the need to preserve I the presence of English
speaking Canadians in Quebec - would somehow limit the pre-exist
ing authority of the National Assembly in language matters. Several 
other participants took advantage of Quebec's willingness to add 
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non-derogation language by pressing for a non-derogation clause 
that would protect the authority of Parliament as well, and not only in 
language matters. 

2.70 The safeguard of Parliament's position in s. 2(4) can be 
interpreted so that it prevents any expansion of the scope of 
Quebec's legislative authority. This IIsame playing field, new rules" 
argument would essentially confine the relevance of the II distinct 
society" sections to defining what the provincial government of Que
bec can do with the legislative authority it currently has; for exam
pie, the sections may help Quebec to resist changes to language 
laws that it enacts under the authority it has always enjoyed under 
the Constitution Act, 1867. But Quebec in no way would be able to 
deal with matters currently beyond the scope of a province. Here is 
how the argument would go: 

(I) Parliament obviously has not lost any of its authority 
in areas in which it currently enjoys exclusive jurisdic
tion. 

(ii) Although the Constitution Act, 1867 seems to con
template that almost all power will be divided into areas 
of exclusive jurisdiction. the courts have found over the 
years that many regulatory areas can be handled by 
both Parliament and the provinces I with Parliament pre
vailing in case of conflict. Using the "distinct society" 
sections to expand the areas in which Parliament and 
Quebec have concurrent authority would diminish the 
authority of Parliament, even though Parliament would 
retain paramount authority. The reason is that Parlia
ment cannot always be sure that the subject area will be 
regulated (and left unregulated) in the manner Parlia
ment has prescribed. Quebec will be able to add its own 
legal strictures as long as they do not conflict. The only 
way to prevent Quebec "add-ons" would be for Parlia
ment to specify (or somehow imply) - in advance, or 
after Quebec acts - that it intends its rules to be ex
haustive of governmental intervention in an area. But 
coping with the impact of Quebec's forays is an addi
tional burden on Parliament. 

2.71 Point (j) is incontrovertible. Point (ii) would not necessar
ily be compelling in every case. The force of the argument - that 
Quebec does not ever acquire concurrent authority. with federal 
paramountcy - would seem to depend on just how much of a burden 
or embarrassment it is for the federal level of government to cope 
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with expanded activities by Quebec. In many situations, elected offi
cials or the courts may be satisfied that it is not a significant imposi
tion on Parliament to determine that it must signal its intention that 
the provincial level of government is to butt out entirely. On the other 
hand, the burden or embarrassment to Parliament of concurrent 
Quebec authority may sometimes be considerable. The fact that 
Quebec is stated to be a distinct society" within Canada" should, in 
and of itself, foreclose the possibility of Quebec sending its own am
bassadors abroad. But point (ii) would have considerable force in its 
own right. It would be embarrassing to Canada's dignity and ability 
to sustain a consistent foreign policy if Quebec were to start gener
ally sending its own ambassadors to international organizations com
posed of sovereign states. It would be an ongoing source of 
domestic political tension if the federal government had to keep for
bidding Quebec from exercising its inherent right to send ambassa
dors. The "distinct society" clause might be invoked, though, to 
affirm the practice of Quebec's sending its own delegations to con
ferences of francophone countries. Should the federal government 
have a foreign policy reason for wanting to keep Canadians away, 
Quebec would have to defer. Given the strong interest and tradition 
behind Quebec's attendance, however, and that fact that these con
ferences are a very special case, it would not be too much of an 
imposition on the federal government to place upon it the burden of 
having to say "no" if it has any objections. 

2.72 The 1987 Accord includes not only a package of constitu
tional amendments, but a political accord that consists of a pream
ble and four specific commitments. The preamble states: 

Whereas first ministers, assembled in Ottawa, have ar
rived at a unanimous accord on constitutional amend
ments that would bring about the full and active 
participation of Quebec in Canada's constitutional evo
lution, would recognize the principle of equality of all the 
provinces. would provide new arrangements to foster 
greater harmony and cooperation between the Govern
ment of Canada and the governments of the provinces 
(emphasis added) ... 

The first commitment is that the eleven governments should submit 
to their legislatures U a resolution ... in the form appended hereto." 
The draft resolution includes not only the texts of the amendments 
that will be a part of the Constitution of Canada, but a preamble as 
well. The preamble includes a reiteration of the language just 
quoted. including the reference to "equality of all the provinces." 
References to "equality of all the provinces" can be used on behalf 
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of the /I same playing field" argument; that is, they can be invoked 
to resist arguments by Quebec that it has acquired new concurrent 
authority in fields previously reserved exclusively to federal jurisdic
tion. The point, quite simply. would be that it is a denial of the princi
ple of .. equality of all the provinces" to allow Quebec to have a more 
expanded field of authority than the other provinces. 

2 . 73 A technical issue here is whether it is right to give any 
legal weight at all to the "equality of all the provinces" references. 
The political accord is not a constitutional instrument. Indeed. it al
most certainly is intended to be a strictly political. and in no way 
constitutional. understanding. The preamble to the resolution that 
Parliament and the legislatures pass will not itself be an amendment 
to the Constitution; it is merely the introductory part of a motion that 
will be passed in order to add new words to the Constitution. So the 
n equality of all the provinces" references can only be used legiti
mately as an aid in interpreting the "distinct society tI clause. What 
then is the relevance of statements by .. framers?" It used to be that 
the courts would not use legislative debates to interpret either ordi
nary statutes or constitutional texts. It was believed. among other 
things, that a statement by a particular member of the legislature is 
not a reliable guide to its collective intention. 

2.74 In recent times, however, the rule has been relaxed in 
the constitutional area. and the Supreme Court of Canada has relied 
on the Confederation debates in interpreting sections of the Consti
tution Act I 1867; see Reference re Legislative Authority of Parliament 
to Alter or Replace Senate (1979). 102 D.L.R. (3d) 1. (sub nom. 
Reference re Legislative Authority of the Parliament of Canada in rs/a
tion to the Upper House) [1980] 1 SCR 54; Attorney General of Can
ada v. Canadian National Transportation (1983). [1983] 2 S.C.A. 
206, [1984] 1 W.W.R. 193. 

2.75 In an early and very important case on the interpretation 
of the Charter (Reference re Section 94(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act 
(1985), [1985] 2 S.C.R. 486, 24 D.L.R. (4th) 536). the Supreme 
Court of Canada was asked to consider the meaning of the phrase 
(. principles of fundamental justice·' which appears in s. 7. The Court 
was asked to follow the interpretation advanced by Department of 
Justice bureaucrats who appeared before the Special Joint Commit
tee [of the House of Commons and Senate] that examined the 
patriation proposal in 1981. The majestic-sounding phrase. those 
bureaucrats had submitted I was confined to strictly procedural mat
ters. Mr. Justice Lamer of the Supreme Court of Canada responded 
in his judgment that the evidence was admissible, but of very little 
weight. The patriation package was the product of a "multiplicity of 
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individuals II - Justice Lamer is vague about which ones would count 
- and not just a few federal public servants. Furthermore. said Jus
tice Lamer, the meaning of the Charter should not be fixed forever 
by how it was understood in 1981. There should be the possibility of 
" growth. development and adjustment to changing societal needs." 
The reasoning of Mr. Justice Lamer does not readily apply to the use 
of the II political equality If references in the 1987 Accord. Here is 
why: 

(i) The II multiplicity of intentions" argument does not 
apply to the proposed 1987 constitutional amendments. 
The ~'equality of all the provinces" argument would be 
endorsed by the House of Commons and Senate and all 
ten provincial legislatures. It is these deliberative bodies 
that were vested by the Constitution Act J 1982 with the 
legal authority to enact amendments to the Constitu
tion. Modern political practice has allowed a special 
leadership role to the first ministers. (Section 37 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982 actually entrenched a series of 
First Ministers' Conferences on constitutional reform 
with respect to aboriginal peoples). But even if the ex
pression of intention by a first minister carries extra 
weight, the fact of the matter is that all eleven first min
isters formally adopted the "equality of all the prov
inces" language in the 1987 Constitutional Accord. It is 
true that various legislators and first ministers may have 
different conceptions about the precise meaning of the 
concept. Later interpreters will have to decide that for 
themselves. The point is that these interpreters will 
have a legitimate basis for invoking the II equality of all 
the provinces" concept as a significant factor in their 
reasoning. 

(ii) The II need for flexibility It is also of little applicability. 
In the Re Section 94 (2) case the "original intention It 
supposedly was to restrict sharply the meaning of Ii prin
ciples of fundamental justice" - to confine it to merely 
procedural matters. The substance/procedure distinc
tion may be unnecessarily rigid. By contrast, in the 
1987 Accord, the "equality of all the provinces" refer
ences are themselves open to different and evolving 
interpretations. The references would not create a 
sharp and immutable boundary on the effect of the 
"Quebec clause. If 
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The appropriate conclusion, in my opinion, is that the Uequality of all 
the provinces" references are a legitimate and significant guide to 
the interpretation of the "distinct society II clause. 

2.76 The principle of II equality of all the provinces" ought to 
be read as a strong restraint on the extent to which the Iidistinct 
society" clause permits Quebec's provincial authorities to operate in 
new areas. The more the government of Quebec acquires jurisdic
tion in areas from which other provinces are excluded f the less 
equal they are. But it is stretching things to see the II equality of all 
the provinces" principle as an absolute restraint. The principle of 
equality of the provinces is just one principle. and the 1987 Accord 
makes it clear that there are some exceptions to it that involve al
terations to the federal-provincial division of powers, Quebec will 
have much more influence than any other province on the member
ship of the Supreme Court of Canada and will be allowed, n for 
demographic reasons," to exceed by 5% its pro-rated share of im
migrants into Canada. It should be noted that both these examples 
relate to obviously distinctive aspects of Quebec society - its civil 
system of private law and its largely francophone population. The 
examples certainly do not support attempts to use the II distinct soci
ety" clause to contend that Quebec has acquired new concurrent 
authority in areas such as taxation, economic regulation, interprovin
cial transportation. criminal law and so on. 

2.77 An alternative attempt to reconcile the principle of 
.. equality of all the provinces" with the recognition that Quebec is a 
II distinct society" would be this: to interpret the Constitution so as to 
extend to other provinces whatever jurisdiction Quebec acquires un
der the .. distinct society" sections. This argument may initially look 
irrational - if the government issues taxi chits to handicapped peo
ple, does individual equality mean it should issue taxi chits to fully 
able people? In fact. reasoning of this sort was largely accepted in 
formulating the rest of the 1987 constitutional package. Quebec 
wanted the right to compensation in case it II opted-out" of amend
ments transferring power to the federal government; agreement was 
facilitated by giving the right to all of the provinces. Quebec wanted 
to be able to constitutionalize immigration agreements between it 
and the federal government; agreement was facilitated by giving the 
right to all of the provinces. Quebec wanted a say on Supreme Court 
appointments; so all the provinces acquired a say (albeit, somewhat 
different from that accorded Quebec). 

2.78 An interesting comparison is with Canada's history of 
favouring "universality" in the social welfare area - including unem
ployment insurance, old age pensions and medicare. Some Canadi-
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ans could easily pay their health cost bills out of their own pockets 
and most Canadians could manage it, albeit with considerable finan
cial discomfort. But many Canadians simply could not afford the 
cost of treatment. Canada's government-operated medical system 
is based on the principle that a government insurance scheme 
should pick up all of the costs for everyone. It is believed, among 
other things, that universality promotes: 

- dignity: extending the benefits to all means that no 
one will feel demeaned by having to demonstrate need; 

- administrative simpliCity: the administrative costs of 
sorting out who is and who is not needy would be high; 

- political saleability: political support for the program 
on the part of the middle classes can be guaranteed by 
giving them the benefits of the program. 

2.79 The case for extending Quebec's gains to other prov
inces is different in many respects. On the 41 dignity " issue: Mr. 
Trudeau has always insisted that giving Quebec special powers is 
actually demeaning to the people of the province and to its govern
ment. In Federalism and the French Canadians. the argument was 
stated with what might appear to be the rationality of a geometer: if 
the central government has especially little say in the lives of 
Quebeckers, Canadians will give Quebeckers especially little say in 
the central government. But was Trudeau in fact being somewhat 
irrational in believing that the average Canadian would perceive and 
insist on the symmetry? The leaders of many Canadian organizations 
seem to be sympathetic to claims for status by Quebec and by na
tive groups I yet they do not acknowledge that more internal auton
omy implies a lesser right to participate in the governance of the 
larger community. I believe, however, that Canadians eventually 
would react against speCial status in the way Mr. Trudeau has 
warned. The "average Canadian" might not argue with Trudeauvian 
abstraction; but he might say something like " how can that 
Quebecker be federal Minister for the Department of Communica
tions (or whatever) if she can't implement any of her policies in her 
own damn province? II In his famous 27 May 1987 letter on Meech 
Lake, Mr. Trudeau added another consideration cast in terms that 
were more vehement and personal. Does ,I special status" not imply 
that Quebeckers lack the self-confidence and ability to compete and 
thrive without special concessions? 

The provincialist politicians, whether they sit in Ottawa 
or in Quebec, are also perpetual losers; they don't 
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have the stature or the vision to dominate the Canadian 
stage, so they need a Quebec ghetto as their lair ... 

Does not the very nature of immaturity require that jj the 
others" not get the same "trinkets If as we? (P. E. 
Trudeau I I' Nothing left but tears for Trudeau" The Globe 
and Mail (28 May 1987) A7). 

Extending new Quebec privileges to other provinces, however. is not 
necessarily the appropriate remedy to Mr. Trudeau's criticism. 
Maintaining equality with other provinces may be useful symbolism in 
some respects; but dividing Canada into ten ghettoes is not an im
provement on setting aside one. 

2.80 With regard to jj administrative simplicity": II universality" 
in social programs makes running them easier and cheaper; giving 
all ten provinces (rather than just Quebec) concurrent authority in 
areas presently reserved to the federal government makes govern
ing harder and more expensive. The federal government will have to 
develop, negotiate with a provincial government J and co-ordinate as 
many as ten different variations on a central theme, rather than im
plementing one standard policy and one adjusted variation for Que
bec. 

2.81 With regard to II political saleability": there is no question 
that universalizing concessions to the provincial government of Que
bec was at the heart of the Meech Lake .. success." (It seems 
strange to use the word II universalizing" when referring to a process 
of responding to parochialism). It is not surprising that provincial 
premiers should be enthusiastic about obtaining more power. It is 
doubtful that their constituents, if informed and consulted, would 
have been equally blithe. It is not surprising that provincial premiers 
should see ,I provincial equality" as an elementary standard of jus
tice. But is it? Not from the vantage point of a free and equal citizen 
of Canada. The issue is more complicated. Giving the provincial 
government of Prince Edward Island a vote on constitutional reform 
which is equal to that of Ontario means that the political voice of an 
Islander. channeled through the provincial government, is amplified 
almost seventy times compared to that of a resident of Ontario. The 
provincial government of 9.2 million has no more say than that of the 
government of one hundred and thirty-eight thousand. The amend
ing formula issue belongs to the class of cases where a provincial 
government is allowed a voice on national institutions. When the is
sue is "what is the jurisdiction of a provincial government?" the prin
ciple of provincial equality does derive support from the principle of 
individual equality. Equal jurisdiction for each province means that 
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Canadians have a roughly equal ability to participate in a form of 
local government and a roughly equal ability to say what goes on 
within the boundaries of another province. 

2.82 The universalizing approach - "all provinces get 
Quebec's jurisdictional bonus" - in interpreting the "distinct soci
ety" language would not necessarily work to Quebec's advantage. If 
a jurisdictional bonus to Quebec means a jurisdictional bonus for all 
the provinces, some interpreters - including the federal government 
and the Supreme Court of Canada - may be inclined to deny that 
Quebec itself gets the bonus. Furthermore, foisting an incremental 
nine partners on the federal level of government in a regulatory area 
may be costly to its ability to plan and manage efficiently, and costly 
to individuals in terms of overregulation and paying for governmental 
operations. As the taxi analogy shows, the needs of one may be a 
lUxury for others. A jurisdictional bonus that Quebec obtains in order 
to protect its language, or special legal system, may be entirely, or 
largely, unnecessary for another province. The .. distinct society" 
language very specifically singles out Quebec as being special, at 
least in its linguistic character; and the II equality of all the prov
inces" principle is not expressly mentioned in the "Quebec clause, II 
or anywhere else in the actual constitutional amendments proposed 
by the 1987 Accord. Thus, in some cases. a plausible argument 
could be made for restricting a jurisdictional gain to Quebec alone. 

2.83 To summarize the effects of the "distinct society" clause 
on the federal-provincial division of powers: 

- any expansion of provincial authority is confined by 
the requirement that it be related to the 44 distinctness If 
of Quebec. The 4'Quebec clause" itself indicates that 
Quebec is 4' distinct" in its linguistic character; other 
sections of the Constitution recognize that it has a civil 
law system. Little or no expansion of provincial jurisdic
tion may be necessary to enable Quebec to participate 
adequately in the definition and development of its .. dis
tinctness If in these regards. II Distinct It should not be 
read as extending to matters - such as economic and 
financial ones - that are not integral parts of a unique 
and recognized Quebec tradition; 

- any expansion of provincial authority is confined to 
acquiring concurrent but subordinate authority in areas 
that presently are reseNed exclusively to the federal 
level of government. The existing authority of the fed
eral level of government is expressly protected by the 
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"Quebec clause." Interpreters of the "Quebec clause" 
should be judicious in permitting expanded concur
rence; it may impair the efficiency and political man
ageability of federal efforts in an area. and may 
produce expensive and constricting over-regulation 
from the public's point of view; 

- the recognition in the political accord of the I. equality 
of all the provinces II is a proper and significant interpre
tive guide to the Udistinct society" language. The princi
ple affirms that Quebec does not acquire II special 
status II across the board; Quebec cannot be allowed 
jurisdictional gains that seriously disrupt the equality of 
the provinces. Interpreters can and should honour the 
"equality of all the provinces" principle by limiting the 
extent to which the U distinct society" clause expands 
Quebec's jurisdiction. Occasionally. however, it may be 
appropriate to find that the Constitution gives all the 
provinces whatever jurisdiction it is that Quebec 
"needs. " 

Section 16 of the 1987 Accord: The U Quebec Clause" Does Not 
Adversely Affect Multiculturalism or the Rights of Aboriginal Peo
ples. 

2.84 The next stop on the tour is uninviting. Section 16 of the 
proposed Constitution Act, 1987 is the only substantive provision of 
the bunch that will not be installed in any of the existing mansions of 
the Constitution. The .. Quebec clause to itself will be situated in the 
lobby of the main palace, the Constitution Act, 1867; others win be 
added to one of its familiar chambers upstairs. A few wifl be stuck in 
the attic. (Not many of us frequent visitors to the Constitution spend 
much time in s. 106 - which authorizes Parliament to make appro
priations out of the Consolidated Revenue Funds - but the new rule 
on the federal spending power is going to be s. 1 06A). Some sec
tions are going to find a home in currently vacated parts of the Con
stitution Act I 1982. But only section 16 will be lodged in the 
Constitution Act, 1987, a text that otherwise would be of no inde
pendent interest whatsoever. Section 16 is not only Situated in a bad 
neighbourhood. It is an eyesore. It contains absolutely nothing that is 
immediately comprehensible. The reader has to look up the sections 
which are cross-referenced before discovering that s. 16 is talking 
about the meaning of Canadian nationhood; that it is about 
Quebec's identity as a distinct society, multiculturalism and aborigi
nal peoples. There actually are several political explanations for the 
out-of-the-way location and grotty appearance of s. 16. Several 
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provinces were reluctant to make the concession to multicul
turalism; having conceded on substance, they prevailed in form. 
The j, Quebec clause," as it appears in the Constitution Act, 1867, 
will look to be unmarred. One provincial government (not Quebec's) 
considered it so pOlitically incendiary to place words such as U rights 
of the aboriginal peoples" or I. multiculturalism" in the 1987 amend
ments that it insisted on the use of cross-references to numbered 
sections of the existing Constitution. 

2.85 Section 16 belongs to that booming constitutional cate
gory, "the non-derogation clause." Some background might be 
helpful here. The definitive legal history of patriation, by Romanow, 
Whyte and Leeson, is entitled Canada ... Notwithstanding. There is 
poetry in the title; a multiplicity of meaning is suggested by a few 
words. The title refers to the survival of Canada, indeed, its attain
ment of complete autonomy despite the ferocious political battles 
that preceded Patriation. The title also suggests the compromised 
nature of the constitutional product. (No one seemed to be fully sat
isfied with the Constitution Act I 1982: II And No one Cheered" is the 
title of a collection of essays on the political history of patriation). 
The title also evokes the voice of the Constitution Act l 1982; there 
are simple and inspiring statements of high principle, but they are 
often modified by niggling lawyer talk. There are about half a dozen 
"notwithstanding" clauses in the Constitution Actl 1982; clauses that 
say" despite what some other clause seems to say, this clause here 
is the law." But "Canada: No Derogatory Remarks" would have con
veyed the style of the Act just as well. There are even more clauses 
in the Constitution Aot I 1982 that say, in effect, II in case of conflict, 
that other clause over there takes precedence over what we're say
ing right here." 

2.86 "Non-derogation clauses" frequently are an attempt to 
preclude the operation of the legal principle expressio unius est ex
c/usio a/terius; that is, " the expression of one thing is to the exclu
sion of the other." Here t s an example of how the prinCiple works. 
Suppose a sign says "no cigar or pipe smoking permitted here. It A 
reasonable inference is that cigarette smoking is permitted. The 
authors of the sign would have included cigarettes on the list if they 
had intended them to be forbidden, wouldn't they? And it is easy to 
attribute to the authors a rational motive for excluding cigarettes -
they tend to be less objectionable to members of the public. (The 
ability to attribute a rational motive is important; if a sign said II no 
knives or guns may be brought into this park, If it would not be rea
sonable to infer that bazookas and flamethrowers are permitted). 
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2.87 Now for an example from the Charter. Sections 16 to 20 
of the Charter guarantee certain rights with respect to the use of 
English and French. There was concern that someone would mistake 
the list as being exhaustive of all the rights that exist with respect to 
language. In the 1970's, in the Thorson case (Thorson v. Attorney 
General of Canada (1974). [1975] 1 S.C.R. 138, 43 D.L.R. (3d) 1), 
a highly respected jurist had brought an action in his own name to 
declare the Official Languages Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 0-2, unconstitu
tional, on the basis that s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867 exhaus
tively stated the extent to which federal institutions were bound to 
serve the public in both languages. The Supreme Court of Canada 
actually settled the matter in Jones v. Attorney General of Canada 
(1974), [1975J 2 S.C.R. 182,45 D.LR. (3d) 583, in which Mr. Thor
son acted as counsel for another litigant. The Supreme Court of 
Canada expressly rejected the application of the expressio unius 
maxim to s.133. The Court could not, it appears, imagine any good 
reason the framers might have had for supposing that s. 133 was 
exhaustive of federal authority with respect to language matters. To 
preclude a specifically "Thorsonian " claim with respect to sections 
16 of Charter, the drafters of the Constitution Act, 1982 added: 

s. 16(3) Nothing in this Charter limits the authority of 
Parliament or a legislature to advance the equality of 
status or use of English and French. 

To prevent other kinds of expressio unius claims, the drafters went 
on to add: 

s. 21 Nothing in sections 16 to 20 abrogates or dero
gates from any right, privilege or obligation with respect 
to the English and French languages, or either of them, 
that exists or is continued by virtue of any other provi
sion of the Constitution of Canada. 

2.88 It is not clear that s. 21 would actually protect a statute 
like the Official Languages Act. Parliament has authority under the 
various sections of the Constitution to pass statutes dealing with lan
guage. In that sense, the Official Languages Act would contain rights 
that exist "by virtue" of certain provisions of the Constitution. More 
likely I though. s. 21 only refers to rights that are specifically defined 
or referred to in a section of the Constitution. So s. 21 probably 
does not cover most statutory or common law rights. Can you then 
invoke the expressio un ius principle to conclude that sections 16 to 
20 do indeed derogate from statutory or common law rights? Has 
the non-derogation clause inadvertantly resulted in the derogation of 
certain rights? Not in this case, because the Charter also includes: 
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s. 26 The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights and 
freedoms shall not be construed as denying the exis
tence of any other rights or freedoms that exist in Can
ada. 

But the example does illustrate a danger germane to the analysis of 
section 16 of the 1987 Accord. Because of the expressio unius trap, 
a non-derogation clause can in some ways extend or intensify the 
impact of a statement that the non-derogation clause was supposed 
to limit. 

2.89 The genesis of section 16 is something like this. Manitoba 
proposed at an officials' level meeting that there be a non-deroga
tion clause that would protect both Charter rights and the rights and 
status of aboriginal peoples. The proposal was not received 
favourably. One of the main functions of the ., distinct society" sec
tions, as I understand Quebec's point of view, is that they would 
bolster somewhat its ability to defend its legislation against Charter 
challenges. (An attempt has been made earlier in this discussion to 
show that the Charter probably never did amount to a significant 
obstacle to moderate francisation measures and that the .. distinct 
society" language should not, and likely will not, make much differ
ence to the outcome of court cases). From the liberal-centralist 
point of view, there was a certain, if small, amount of expressio 
unius risk in the Manitoba proposal. The "distinct society" sections 
are directions on how to construe the Constitution; if they cannot in 
any way affect the Charter, they must affect something else. About 
the only other candidate is the federal-provincial division of powers. 
An interpreter eager to give a certain weight to the" distinct society" 
clause would end up placing that entire weight on the side of en
hanced legislative authority for Quebec. 

2.90 To continue the story, at the Langevin Block meeting On
tario joined Manitoba in expressing concern over the impact of the 
"distinct society" clause on minority and individual rights. For a 
while, Ontario (with Manitoba's support) hung tough in favour of a 
proposal that the "distinct society" language would not "alter" the 
legislative authority of Quebec. The latter objected that the net result 
would be that the II distinct society" sections would end up doing 
nothing at all. Yet they were supposed to be more than merely sym
bolic, as s. 2(1) (a) of the "Quebec clause" is undeniably an active 
direction on how to construe the rest of the Constitution. Eventually 
a compromise was reached. The federal-provincial balance was 
protected to some extent by s. 2(4), and the constitutional position 
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of aboriginal and multicultural groups was protected to some extent 
by s. 16. 

2.91 Did it make any sense at all to single out aboriginal peo
ples and multicultural groups for protection? Actually, yes. To begin 
with I it made sense to protect aboriginal peoples and multicul
turalism. The II two Canadas" language of the original Meech Lake 
communique was liable to be interpreted as an endorsement of the 
.. two founding peoples" theory. When that language was deleted at 
the Langevin Block meeting I there still remained the possibility that 
some might misconstrue the II distinct society It sections as recogniz
ing only one collectivity in Quebec. That collectivity would be defined 
primarily in terms of francophones of long Quebec ancestry I al
though there would be a certain flavouring of anglophones of long 
Quebec ancestry. The prospect was galling for aboriginal peoples. 
They regard themselves as forming collectivities with special cultural 
and political rights. They believe their historical claim is generally of 
greater antiquity than that of French-speaking Quebeckers. Only 
months before, at the last constitutionally mandated conference on 
aboriginal peoples, first ministers had failed to agree on whether and 
how to entrench a right of aboriginal peoples to self-government. 
For Quebec native peoples, being constitutionally downgraded would 
have been a bitter sequel to the failure to proceed forward. For mul
ticultural groups as well, any characterization of Canada or Quebec 
in terms of old-fashioned II English-French" dualism would have 
been demeaning. 

2.92 There actually are some significant advantages to the 
present structure of s. 16. It addresses one special category of 
threat - that of reading Canada or Quebec in a way that disregards 
or demeans the cultural and ethnic diversity that currently is recog
nized in the Constitution. The response to this special problem 
cross-cuts different parts of the Constitution; s. 16 shields sections 
that belong variously to the Charter, to Part II of the Constitution Act, 
1982 and to the Constitution Act J 1867. These two features - the 
attempt to address one special kind of problem. and the reference 
to sections in various parts of the Constitution - diminish the extent 
to which s. 16 creates an express/o un/us threat to other rights. 

2.93 The expresslo unius threat is this. Someone might look at 
s. 16 and argue: 

Look. the framers of s. 16 said that the " Quebec 
clause" does not affect rights W. X I Y and Z. By not 
mentioning any other rights. they must have thought 
that those other rights were potentially affected. 
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Because of the way s. 16 is drafted, it is possible to respond: 

Not really. First of all. W, X. Y and Z is not a list of four 
categorically different items that the framers chose 
from all possible items. On the contrary, W, X, Y and Z 
all belong to the same bag - the constitutional rights of 
people who do not belong to the ethnic or cultural ma
jority. It is perfectly reasonable to suppose that the 
framers addressed themselves to one special problem 
and simply choose not to regulate other potential prob
lems expressly. 

In particular, you can't argue that by mentioning sec~ 
tions 25 and 27 of the Charter, the framers acknowl
edged that all other sections of the Charter are affected 
adversely. The structure of s. 16 does not prove that 
the framers picked and chose among all the sections of 
the Charter and ended up shielding only two of them. It 
is at least as plausible to infer that the framers ad
dressed themselves to one particular concern - the 
constitutional position of ethnic and cultural groups 
which are not among the II two founding peoples" - and 
dealt with it by mentioning certain constitutional sec
tions, a couple of which happen to be in the Charter. 

(AS a matter of historical fact, the latter picture is essentially cor
rect. As far as I know, at no time did first ministers or officials sys
tematically review the Charter and select which sections should be 
shielded from the effect of the "distinct society" clause. Indeed, 
they did not even canvass the effect of the II distinct society" clause 
on key rights such as freedom of expression (s. 2), mObility (s. 6), 
equality (s. 15), official bilingualism (ss. 16 to 22) or minority lan
guage educational rights (s. 23). About the only decisions that were 
made advertently were that the entire Charter would not be shielded, 
and that the concerns of aboriginal peoples and multicultural groups 
would be addressed). 

2.94 It is not a legitimate implication, therefore, that every 
other section of the Charter is affected by the .. distinct society" 
clause. It could be that even when taken in full account - which will 
usually be by way of factoring into the jj reasonable limits" calcula
tion - the 41distinct society" language will not have much effect on 
the outcome of Charter cases anyway. But in some cases, the "dis
tinct society" language may be considered as being beside the 
paint. It might be said of s. 23 of the Charter, for example, that it is a 
very specific response to a very specific set of problems, that "rea-
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sonable limits ft arguments essentially are irrelevant and that there is 
thus no way that the "distinct society" language can affect its inter
pretation. (The same conclusion might also be supported by the fact 
that the recognition of the English-speaking "presence" in the 
II Quebec clause" can be construed as a reaffirmation of existing 
constitutional safeguards for linguistic minorities). 

2.95 Section 16's mention of some Charter rights, but not oth
ers, would be damaging if there were a plausible argument that no 
Charter rights can ever possibly be affected by the .. distinct society" 
language. If such an argument were plausible, then s. 16 would 
jeopardize it; the provision in s. 16 that some Charter rights are not 
affected by the 41 Quebec clause Jt might be taken as implying that 
some other rights are. But it seems quite certain that the "Quebec 
clause" would, in any event, be construed as capable of influenCing 
the interpretation of the Charter. Section 2(1 )(a) of the "Quebec 
clause JJ directs how the I. Constitution of Canada" should be con
strued. The phrase II Constitution of Canada" is defined (if not ex
haustively) by s. 52(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982. The first item 
mentioned is the Canada Act, which includes the Charter. The "dis
tinct society·' language, therefore, ought to be taken into account in 
interpreting at least some sections of the Charter. 

2.96 A few Uingenious" arguments are possible whereby the 
"Quebec clause" would - leaving aside s. 16 - have no impact 
whatever on the Charter. ("Ingenious" is a word judges apply to an 
argument immediately before rejecting it. It makes the losing lawyer 
feel better, and it makes the judge sound open-minded but sensi
ble. Similarly, "learned II is a word appellate judges use only in re
spect of lower court judges whose judgments are about to be 
reversed). Some jj ingenious" arguments are: 

(I) Section 33 of the Charter says that its guarantees 
can only be overridden by a legislature when that legis
lature expressly declares that it is doing so. We expect 
legislatures to be open about, and take full responsibil
ity for, denying Canadians the benefits of the Charter. 
Shouldn't we expect a similar standard of explicitness 
when the Constitution itself is amended to affect ad
versely the Charter? The "Quebec clause" nowhere re
fers to the Charter - so it has no effect on it. 

(ii) In its 1987 decision on funding for Roman Catholic 
high schools in Ontario. Reference ra Roman Catholic 
Separate High Schoof Funding (1987). 77 N.R. 241. the 
Supreme Court of Canada had to consider the interac-
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tion of a pre-existing section of the Constitution (s. 93 
of the Constitution Act, 1867 which gives legislatures 
authority over education) and a new section (s. 15 of 
the Charter. which guarantees equality rights). The 
Court found that s. 93(3) of the Constitution Act, 1867 
clearly contemplated that legislatures could establish 
new denominational school rights. This authority. ac
cording to Madame Justice Wilson, was 41 immune from 
Charter review... [i]t was never intended ... that the 
Charter could be used to invalidate other provisions of 
the constitution, particularly a provision such as s. 93 
which represented a fundamental part of the Confed
eration compromise. It According to Mr. Justice Estey: 

It is one thing [to use the Charter] to supervise 
and on a proper occasion curtail the exercise of a 
power to legislate; it is quite another thing to say 
that an entire power to legislate has been 
removed from the Constitution by the introduction 
of this judicial power of supervision. 

According to both justices, they would have reached 
the same conclusion even without s. 29 of the Charter 
which expressly states that: 

Nothing in this Charter abrogates or derogates 
from any rights or privileges guaranteed by or 
under the Constitution of Canada in respect of 
denominational, separate or dissentient schools. 

Applying the same sort of reasoning - new constitu
tional provisions do not diminish existing constitutional 
rights - can we not say that the "distinct society" 
clause has no effect on existing rights under the Char
ter? 

2.97 Unfortunately, these two arguments are vulnerable to the 
following retorts: 

(i) First of all, no Charter provisions will be overridden 
outright by the •• distinct society" language. At most, 
the ,. Quebec clause II will lead to a narrower interpreta
tion of some provisions. Second, the requirement of 
explicitness in s. 33 is connected with ordinary legisla
tion. The technical requirements of s. 33 cannot be ap
plied literally to other forms of law-making. Third, even 
if the II spirW' of s. 33 - that is, the notion that the Char-
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ter applies with full force unless there are clear signals 
to the contrary - should prevail. the fact of the matter is 
that the wording of the II Quebec clause U does send a 
fairly strong signal. It states flatly that the I' constitution 
of Canada shall be interpreted ..... The framers must be 
deemed to know that the Charter is part of the Constitu
tion of Canada. 

(ii) The reasoning of the Supreme Court of Canada in 
the Ontario Roman Catholic Schools case is based on 
an U all-or-nothing II view of the effects of the new provi
sion on the existing one. Madame Justice Wilson rejects 
the notion of " invalidating It an existing legislative 
authority; Mr. Justice Estey rejects "removing it." (By 
the way. I think their 'I all-or-nothing" reasoning was in
appropriate. They could have held that denominational 
school rights could be expanded beyond 1867 (or 
maybe 1982) levels only in a manner consistent with the 
Charter - e.g. under a plan that treated all religions 
equally). Now. the .1 all-or-nothing It approach might be 
valid when considering the interaction of certain provi
sions of the Charter with the "distinct society" clause. 
In the Protestant Schools case. for example I Chief Jus
tice Deschenes held that it could not be a "reasonable 
limit" on s. 23 rights to deny them entirely to some peo
pie. Were the issue to be re-litigated. with the "distinct 
society" language now being used to colour the inter
pretation of "reasonable limits." exactly the same con
clusion might be reached. On the other hand. in some 
cases, it might be a tenable argument that the II distinct 
society" language is being used merely to attenuate 
slightly the strength of a Charter guarantee. Charter 
guarantees are generally subject to II reasonable limits" 
to begin with; if the" distinct society" language slightly 
expands those limits, the Attorney General of Quebec 
might insist, it is still not negating the right in whole or in 
part. 

2.98 While it seems impossible to establish that the Charter is 
entirely unaffected by the "Quebec clause," the arguments just pre
sented do support the view that the Charter is undiminished for the 
most part. The "Quebec clause" certainly does not purport to repeal 
the Charter, and we should not assume that existing provisions of 
the Constitution yield meekly to newcomers. Sometimes the old
timers continue undiminished; at the very least. they must be con-
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sidered along side the newcomers and be accorded their proper 
respect. 

2.99 The analysis has followed many twists and turns lately, so 
a summary might be helpful: 

- it is very likely that the courts will hold that the II Que
bec clause" does have the potential of influencing the 
interpretation of some sections of the Charter. This con
clusion would be reached quite apart from s. 16 of the 
Charter. 

- section 16 does not imply that every other section of 
the Charter is affected. The mention of sections 25 and 
27 can be explained as a response to one special prob
lem (the protection of people who do not belong to the 
"two founding" nations); there is no justification for 
concluding that the framers intended every other sec
tion to be vulnerable. 

Possible Additions to the List of Rights Shielded from the "Que .. 
bec Clause" by Section 16 of the 1987 Accord. 

2.100 Ideally - or at least according to my ideals - the 1987 
Accord would be drafted to ensure that the "Quebec clause" does 
not diminish in any way the protection of the Charter. At the Lan
gevin Block meeting, it was not possible to guarantee complete im
munity for all of the guarantees in the Charter. Section 16 eliminates 
the danger on one front. Would it be right and prudent to try to add 
to the list of rights shielded in section 16? Should we add s. 2 (free
dom of expression). s. 6 (mobility). s. 7 (life, liberty and security of 
the person), s. 15 (equality) or s. 23 (minority language rights)? 

2. 1 01 It might seem that every ite m added to the 14 protected" 
list is one step closer to the ideal - the complete shielding of Charter 
rights from the 1/ Quebec clause." But it won't necessarily work out 
that way. The expressio unius problem might actually make it coun
terproductive to produce an incomplete list of "protected *' rights. A 
court might look at it and think: 

The framers carefully considered which rights are af
fected and which rights are not. If a right does not make 
it onto the "protected" list, it must be because the 
framers thought that the "distinct society" language 
might or does affect it. 

The creation of a "protected" list that excluded s. 23, for example. 
might undermine the case - and a plausible case it is - that the 
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"distinct society" language does not diminish the force of s. 23 in 
the least. Granted, the exclusion of s. 23 would not prove definitively 
that s. 23 is affected adversely. But it would certainly encourage an 
interpreter to reach that ccnclusion. 

2.102 The drafting technique that would avoid the expressio 
un ius snare of the II protected list II is "for greater certainty. but with
out prejudice to the sections of the Charter that are not mentioned" 
on the list. But the IIwithout prejudice" formula might not be effec
tive in practice. Even though instructed technically that the "pro
tected list" does not inferentially prejudice items left off. a human 
interpreter is still liable to attribute some significance to the exclu
sion. 

2.103 In considering whether to add additional items to the 
II protected list" in s. 16, it must be remembered that Quebec is 
most likely to agree to additions that will not make much difference. 
The expressio unius risk of expanding the list, therefore, is unlikely 
to be counterbalanced by substantive gains. 

2.104 It also should be remembered that the protection of s. 27 
may have a very welcome IIripple" effect. Section 27 is a rule on 
how to interpret the rest of the Charter. The fact that section 27 is 
shielded, therefore, will be of assistance when other rights are in· 
voked - for example, freedom of expression (s. 2) I and individual 
equality (s. 15). 

2.105 If the entire Charter cannot be shielded, then the most 
desirable additions to the itemized list would be s. 2 (free expres
sion) , s. 6 (mobility rights), s. 15 (individual equality) and s. 23 
(minority language educational rights). If all four of these could be 
protected f the effect would be practically as good as shielding the 
entire Charter. The significance of protecting each one will now be 
examined. 

2.106 Section 2 (freedom of expression): As discussed earlier, 
in Chaussure Brown's the Quebec Court of Appeal held that "free
dom of expression II in the Charter protected not only the message 
but the language used to convey it. (As a philosophical matter, I 
doubt that the meaning of a message can be totally abstracted from 
the particular language used to convey it). The Court further held 
that "freedom of expression'i included commercial expression and 
that it was contrary to the Charter for the National Assembly to pro
hibit the use of English on signs. The case illustrates that s. 2 can be 
a powerful and wide-ranging tool for the protection of linguistic mi
norities. The recognition of the II English-speaking presence" in the 
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II Quebec clause" makes it doubtful that the II distinct society" sec
tions will alter significantly the protection that s. 2 gives to the use of 
English. The II multicultural heritage" provision of the Charter. s. 27 I 
bolsters the protection that s. 2 gives to the use of languages other 
than English and, according to s. 16 of the 1987 Constitutional Ac
cord, s. 27 is not affected by the .. Quebec clause" at all. Section 2 
was subject to the "override" provision in s. 33 of the Charter and 
still is subject to that provision. So there is reason to believe that 
section 2 will continue to .do its same good deeds in the courts, 
regardless of the "Quebec clause." Still, the outcome in the courts 
is open to doubt, and there is cause for anxiety as well about how 
Quebec legislatures will interpret their role. An explicit reaffirmation 
of section 2 in the 1987 political accord would provide welcome re
assurance. 

2.107 Section 6 (mobility rights): There may be some cause for 
concern here, on both the political and judicial fronts. Section 6 
guarantees the rights of Canadians to move to another province or 
pursue the gaining of a livelihood there. On account of the "distinct 
society" sections I and by virtue of Quebec's enhanced authority 
over (international) immigration. pOliticians and judges may beHeve 
that it is nonetheless lawful and proper for Quebec to exert greater 
control over movement between Quebec and other provinces. Here 
is one scenario. Quebec uses its authority over immigration to main
tain the predominantly francophone character of its population. The 
province discovers that its efforts are foiled by intra-Canadian mi
grations. Anglophone Canadians come to Quebec; francophone Ca
nadians go the rest of Canada; recent immigrants to Quebec move 
on to other provinces as well. Could Quebec enact laws to keep out 
other Canadians? Could it exact financial penalties from longstanding 
Quebeckers who move to other provinces? Could it demand repay
ment of the resettling and education services it has provided to im
migrants who leave before a specific number of years? 

2.108 The ,. distinct society" and I, immigration" sections might 
encourage interpreters of section 6 to give a broader reading to the 
provisions of the Charter that limit mobility rights. Section 6(3) pro
vides that they are not infringed by "laws or practices of general 
application" that do not discriminate Ii primarily" on the basis of pro
vincial residency. Furthermore I a Jaw that is a prima facie violation of 
s. 6 can, it seems, be validated by section 1 - that is. by demon
strating that the law is a II reason~ble limit" on mobility rights that is 
"demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society." The 
words II it seems It are used because some judicial opinions have 
held that, owing to the special nature of a particular section of the 
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Charter, "reasonable limits" arguments are not possible. In the Prot
estant Schools case, the Supreme Court of Canada held that s. 23 
of the Charter was a very specific attempt to overrule certain provi
sions of Bill 101, and that it would subvert that intention to allow 
Quebec to defend those very provisions as "reasonable limits. n In 
Re Section 94(2) of the Motor Vehicles Act, Madame Justice Wilson 
suggested that a law that is contrary to s. 7 of the Charter - that 
denies life. liberty or security of the person in a manner that is "con
trary to the principles of fundamental justice II - cannot be rescued 
by s. 1. According to Madame Justice Wilson, a law that denies lithe 
principles of fundamental justice II cannot possibly be a II reasonable 
limit." 

2.109 In general, courts ought to construe s. 6(3) narrowly. and 
they should strongly resist the use of the U reasonable limits" clause, 
s. 1, to support violations of section 6. Ordinarily, respect for de
mocracy requires that judges give some deference to the judgment 
of legislatures. But when a provincial legislature discriminates 
against It outsiders," it is not subject to democratic accountability 
and pressure from those it discriminates against. If the Manitoba 
government keeps Albertans out of Manitoba, they can't vote 
against the government at the next election; see generally, J. H. Ely I 
Democracy and Distrust (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 
1980). The framers of the Charter were wise to exclude s. 6 from the 
list of sections that are subject to legislative override under s. 33. 
The courts should realize that the structure of federal democracies 
makes mobility rights especially vulnerable, and act vigorously to 
protect them. 

2. 11 0 The U distinct society" sections should not be used to ex
pand any "reasonable limits" that s. 1 of the Charter puts on the 
mobility rights guaranteed by s. 6. Section 2 (1) (b) of the "Quebec 
clause It states that Quebec is "within Canada a distinct society." 
Mr. Justice Rand stated in Winner v. S.M.T. (Eastern) and Attorney 
General of Canada (1951). [1951] S.C.R. 887, (sub nom. Winner v. 
S.M.T. (Eastern) and Attorney General of New Brunswick) [1951] 4 
D.L.R. 529 at 557: 

The first and fundamental accomplishment of the con· 
stitutional Act was the creation of a single political or
ganization of subjects of His Majesty within the 
geographical area of the Dominion, the basic postulate 
of which was the institution of a Canadian citizenship. 
Citizenship is membership in a state; and in the citizen 
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inhere those rights and duties, the correlatives of alle
giance and protection, which are basic to that status . 

.... a province cannot, by depriving a Canadian of the 
means of working. force him to leave it; it cannot divest 
him of his right or capacity to remain and to engage in 
work there: that capacity inhering as a constituent ele
ment of his citizenship status is beyond nullification by 
provincial action . 

. . . . It follows, a fortiori I that a province cannot prevent a 
Canadian from entering it except, conceivably, in tem
porary circumstances, for some local reason as, for ex
ample, health. With such a prohibitory power, the 
country could be converted into a number of enclaves 
and the II union" which the original Provinces sought and 
obtained disrupted. In a like position is a subject of a 
friendly foreign country; for practical purposes he en
joys all the rights of a citizen. 

Such. then. is the national status embodying certain in
herent or constitutive characters, of members of the 
Canadian public, and it can be modified, defeated or 
destroyed, as for instance by outlawry. only in Parlia
ment. 

2. 111 A Quebec nationalist might respond that the word II dis
tinct" does have a nuance of "apart from." that the II distinct soci
ety" clause can change the constitutional status quo and that 
Quebec now is. to some extent, an enclave. The rebuttal might go 
as follows: 

- the •• Quebec clause" is not cast in terms of constitu
tional revolution, but much more in terms of recognizing 
a state of affairs that already exists. Section 2(1) (a) 
speaks of existing characteristics of Canada; section 
2 (1) (b) speaks of the "recognition" that Quebec is 
within Canada a disti.nct society. Section 2(3) speaks of 
"affirming" the role of the Quebec legislature. Further
more, the II Quebec clause" - or at least section 2 (1) -
is explicitly presented as a rule about how to interpret 
the rest of the Constitution. The existing Constitution 
may be seen in a slightly different light, but the basic 
shapes and colours remain unchanged. There is no ba
sis. therefore, for believing that the "Quebec clause" 
has upset the meaning of •• the first and fundamental 
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accomplishment of Confederation" or its II basic postu
late;" 

- section 2(1) (a) of the "Quebec clause" acknowl
edges that there are French-speaking Canadians out
side of Quebec and English-speaking Canadians inside 
Quebec. Thus one .. fundamental characteristic of Can
ada" is a demographic fact that cuts across provincial 
boundaries. Section 2 (1) (a) thus subverts the .. en
clave" theory of Quebec; 

- section 2 (4) of the "Quebec clause" states that the 
clause does not derogate from the " powers. rights or 
privileges of Parliament or the Government of Canada ... 
Section 2 (4) thus should be understood as affirming 
that the fundamental characteristics of Canada have not 
been subverted. Canada remains "one political organi
zation." not a loose affiliation of quasi-separate prov
inces. 

2. 112 The immigration provisions of the 1987 Accord might be 
invoked in support of greater control by Quebec over internal move
ment within Canada; it would be argued that they demonstrate that 
the "spirit" of the agreement is to give Quebec more control over 
population movement in general. The rebuttal might be: 

- Canadian constitutional history does not see "border 
control" as one concept. The Constitution Act, 1867 
gave provinces concurrent authority with Parliament 
over immigration - with federal paramountcy in case of 
conflict. Yet Mr. Justice Rand found the right of Cana
dian citizens to free internal movement to be axiomatic, 
and the framers of the Constitution Act, 1982 explicitly 
entrenched "mobility rights " for Canadian citizens and 
permanent residents; 

- the immigration part of the 1987 Accord expressly 
provides (in section 958(3» that immigration agree
ments are subject to the Charter. II Mobility rights" are a 
part of the Charter - indeed. a part of the Charter that is 
not subject to provincial "override" under s. 33. Rather 
than undermining the mobility provisions of the Charter, 
then, the immigration part reaffirms mobility rights. 

2.113 While powerful legal arguments can be made that the 
II distinct society" sections do not undermine the mobility rights rec
ognized in s. 6 of the Charter, there can be no certain assurance. A 
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court might be impressed with the separatist sound of the word II dis
tinct. Jt But the risk looks to be small. A more serious cause for con
cern is the future of mobility interests that are not encompassed by 
s. 6. There are many barriers to the free movement of people, infor· 
mation and investment across provincial boundaries that are pre· 
cluded by s. 6. A Quebec government of the future might be 
encouraged by the "distinct society" clause to build or retain such 
barriers. The express reaffirmation of s. 6 would not make much 
difference in the courts, but might have a salutary symbolic effect. 

2. 114 Section 15 (individual equality): Section 15 of the Charter 
guarantees to every individual: 

.. the equal protection and equal benifit of the law with
out discrimination and, in particular. without discrimina
tion based on race. national or ethnic origin I colour, 
religion. sex, age or mental or physical disability. 

2. 115 Does a law that requires the use of one language dis
criminate in favour of those who speak it and against those who do 
not? The sparse, non-Charter case law raises doubt that it does. In 
the Gens de L'Air case (Association des Gens de L'Air du Quebec v. 
Lang (1978), [1978] 2 F .C. 371, 89 D.L R. (3d) 495) I the Federal 
Court of Appeal stated that .. the principle of equality before the 
law ... it must not be forgotten I ensures equality of persons, not of 
languages." The Gens de L'Air case was decided under the Cana
dian Bill of Rights. which guarantees II equality before the law" - but 
which does not contain a "reasonable limits" clause. later on. the 
Supreme Court of Canada would discover that there are implied limi
tations on the guarantees in the Canadian Bill of Rights. At the time 
of the Gens de L'Alr case, however, the Court might have been anx
ious to avoid finding even a prima facie denial of equality. The Court 
might well have been concerned that the necessary consequence of 
a prima facie finding of equality would be the invalidity of the statute; 
that in the absence of a "reasonable limits" clause or equivalent, a 
court could not find that a certain amount of inequality was justified 
by overall considerations of prudence and fairness. 

2.118 In the Devine case, Mr. Justice Bisson,- speaking for a 
majority of the Quebec Court of Appeal, denied that the French-only 
sign rule in Bill 101 was contrary to the equality guarantee in s. 10 of 
the Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms. He quoted the 
opinion of Mr. Justice Pratte in the Gens de L' Air case in support of 
his conclusion that the prohibition did not "directly" discriminate. 
He then considered the possibility that even though the language law 
was neutral on its face, its effects might be harsher on some indi-
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viduaJs (non-francophones) than on others. The developing law on 
human rights legislation suggested to Bisson that there might be a 
duty on the part of the Quebec government to U reasonably accom
modate" those who do not speak French. Mr. Justice Bisson cited 
the many exemptions Bill 101 allows with respect to the French-only 
sign rule and concluded that those challenging the legislation obvi
ously wanted more than "an accommodation." 

2. 117 It should be remembered that I in Chaussure Brown} s. the 
same Quebec Court of Appeal panel did hold - in a judgment deliv
ered on the same day - that the French-only sign law was contrary 
to the guarantee of free expression in the Quebec Charter. The QueM 
bec legislature had treated the two sections very differently - it was 
only in January of 1986 that the U free expression If guarantee finally 
acquired the same supremacy over other Quebec laws as the equal
ity guarantee. The Quebec Court of Appeal may well have consid
ered it important to put the right to use a language in one distinct 
compartment. By doing so. it may have felt it was reflecting the 
understanding of the National Assembly - or at least enabling the 
National Assembly to have a clear sense of what it would be doing 
the next time it amended the Quebec Charter. 

2.118 My own view is that individual equality does. as an ab
stract matter, imply that everyone has the same right to use their 
own preferred language. In most real-life cases, it is very easy to 
provide justifications for a limitation on this right by a real-life politi
cal community. Official preference for some common official lan
guage or languages can generally be supported by prosaic 
considerations of efficiency or convenience. or by the necessity of 
maintaining channels of discourse for the members of one demo
cratic political community. Various sections of the Canadian Consti
tution support the use of English or French or both as official 
languages. If s. 15 of the Charter is held to protect language-use 
rights. official language policies will hardly be subject to wholesale 
annihilation. But in some cases - like the prohibition on the use of 
English in signs - the courts may be justified in intervening. It might 
turn out that the Supreme Court of Canada, like the Quebec Court of 
Appeal, will prefer to assign certain language use issues to the cate
gory of U free expression" (s. 2). On the other hand, the Supreme 
Court of Canada might wish to exclude commercial speech from the 
protection of s. 2 and rely on s. 15 to protect certain language-use 
rights. It is difficult to predict which shell will end up covering the 
pea; it depends largely on the general interpretive strategy the Court 
will want to take with respect to these two sections. Ideally. then, the 
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1987 Accord would ensure that the protection of s. 15, as well as s. 
2, is not diminished by the "Quebec clause." 

2 .119 There are some legitimate reasons for wanting to add s. 
15 to the U protected list, JJ the foremost of which would be concerns 
about the effect of the" distinct society" language on minority lan
gauge use and multiculturalism in Quebec. Some other anxieties, 
however, would be unwarranted. There is no practical danger that 
the II distinct society" language will encourage excessively collectiv
ist political attitudes in matters apart from language and culture. It is 
obvious enough that the " distinct society" clause primarily is di
rected to language or language-related matters and, even in these 
respects, there are express safeguards for linguistic and cultural mi
norities. On economic and lifestyle issues. Quebec is not radically 
different from the rest of Canada. The recent trend in Quebec has 
been to move away from governmental intervention in the economy; 
see Gagnon and Paltiel. "Toward Maitres chez nous." Denis Ar
cand's celebrated film, "The Decline of the American Empire," has 
been interpreted Uustifiably) as a regretful satire on the disengage
ment of Quebec intellectuals from public issues, and their absorp
tion in personal pursuits, after the defeat of the Quebec referendum. 
The rhetoric of the "distinct society" sections is hardly going to blow 
Quebeckers to the left side of the collectivist-individualist spectrum 
on issues apart from language and culture. 

2. 120 Section 15 contains a list of prohibited grounds of dis
crimination. Some interpreters of the "Quebec clause" might be In
clined to interpret the "distinct-ness" of Quebec partly in terms of 
the ethnicity and religion of its majority. The express protection that 
s. 16 extends to the" multicultural heritage" clause of the Charter, 
s. 27. makes it clear in law that the National Assembly has not 
gained any extra authority under the "Quebec clause" to discrimi
nate on the basis of "race, national or ethnic origin. colour [or] re
ligion." There is no rational basis - in the text of the "Quebec 
clause" or in relevant Quebec history - for supposing that the "dis
tinct-ness" of Quebec" is intrinsically related to any of the other 
prohibited grounds of discrimination. As far as I know. in the past 
few decades Quebec's record on the treatment of women, the eld
erly and the handicapped has been as good as that of any jurisdic
tion in Canada. Indeed, the Quebec Charier of Rights indicates a 
strong commitment by the Quebec legislature to assuring just treat
ment for these groups. 

2. 121 Should we be concerned that Quebec governments might 
adopt. and the courts sustain, measures that discriminate against 
women as a means of promoting the "distinct society?" The risk is 
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very small. Women are a majority of the electorate in Quebec and 
the supporters of women's equality probably an even larger major
ity. Even if promoting a higher birthrate among Quebeckers has 
something to do with "promoting" the distinct society, it is hard to 
imagine that Quebec politicians would pursue measures that dis
criminate against women. Instead, they would pursue alternatives 
such as expanding the rights of women with respect to pregnancy 
leave, and expanding benefits to parents generally - including ac
cess to day care and tax breaks. Even if a government did enact 
measures that discriminated against women in purpose or effect, 
the courts would have to be impressed with the fact that the Cana
dian Constitution sets out numerous, explicit signals that discrimina
tion against women is unacceptable. Section 15 of the Charter, 
which guarantees equality rights I explicitly includes U sex II as a pro
hibited ground of discrimination. Section 28 proclaims that: 

Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the rights and free
doms referred to in it are guaranteed equally to male 
and female persons. 

One of the very first amendments to the Constitution Act} 1982 was 
section 35(4}: 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act I the abo
riginal and treaty rights referred to in subsection (1) are 
guaranteed equally to male and female persons. 

Thus the rights of another kind of traditional group in Canada have 
been explicitly qualified by the sexual equality norm. Given the fact 
that the 44 distinct-ness" of Quebec society intrinsically has nothing 
to do with sexual discrimination and that the Constitution is already 
so emphatic about sexual equality I the juridical threat to women's 
rights must be considered minimal. 

2.122 It is understandable and legitimate that women's rights 
organizations would want absolute safeguards against any adverse 
impact from the "Quebec clause." Ceteris paribus, it would be bet-
ter if these safeguards were achieved. It is important, however, that 
we keep the concerns in some perspective. It should be remem
bered that the II Quebec clause" is concerned expressly with linguis
tic matters and that there are serious risks that courts and, even 
more likely, legislatures will use it to downgrade the rights of linguis
tic minorities and the cause of bilingual education. Much of the politi
cal energy directed to improving the 1987 Constitutional Accord 
should be directed towards alleviating these dangers. There should 
be caution not to address the relatively limited risks to sexual equal~ 
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ity in a way that exacerbates the risks to other constitutional values. 
For example, the addition of only s. 28 of the Charter to s. 16 of the 
1987 Accord - the list of rights protected from the "Quebec clause" 
- actually might put other Charter rights in a more precarious posi
tion than ever. 

2.123 Section 23 (minority language educational rights): As dis
cussed earlier, it is unlikely that the "Quebec clause" will undermine 
in any way the guarantees of minority language educational rights 
contained in s. 23 of the Charter. Adding s. 23 to the "protected 
list I II of course, would preclude any attack on these rights through 
the combined effect of the ., reasonable limits" and .. distinct soci
ety" clauses. As s. 23 does deal expressly with minority language 
rights, however, it would be dangerous - for expressio unius rea
sons - to leave it off any expanded list of rights that are protected 
from the "Quebec clause. II 

2. 124 There is no real cause for concern over the effect of the 
"distinct society" clause on the "legal rights" sections, 7 to 1'4, of 
the Charter. The 1/ principles of fundamental justice" mentioned in s. 
7 are surely going to be unbowed by the "distinct society" clauses. 
(See the Societe des Acadiens case). The right to the use of an 
interpreter, guaranteed by s. 14 of the Charter. is plain enough in 
language and compelling enough in justice that it will not be af
fected. The rest of the sections do not have that much to do with 
language. It may be recalled here that s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 
1867, which guarantees English language rights in the Quebec 
courts, remains on the books - and very likely will be unaffected by 
the Udistinct society" clause. Thus sections 7 to 14 of the Charter 
should not be considered priority items when considering additions 
to the s. 16 list of items protected from the "distinct society" 
clause. 

2.125 The conclusions of the foregoing analysis: 

- ideally, the entire Charter would be shielded from the 
effects of the" distinct society" clause; 

- the items that presently are protected by s. 16 of the 
1987 Constitutional Accord multiculturalism and the 
position of aboriginal peoples - ought to be. Their men
tion does not create a significant expressio unius risk to 
other rights. That is, protecting them addresses one 
special concern - the position of ethnic and cultural val
ues that are different from those of the ~I two founding 
peoples" - and does not imply that the framers of the 
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1987 Accord considered all of the sections of the Char
ter and purposefully refrained from adding them to the 
"protected list" in s. 16; 

- adding further Charter items to the s. 16 II protected 
list" might create expressio unius jeopardy to items left 
off; 

- the nearest thing to shielding the entire Charter would 
be to protect sections 2 (freedom of expression). 6 
(mobility rights), 15 (equality) and 23 (minority lan
gauge educational rights) by adding them to the list. 
There would be risks in adding one or more, but not all. 
of these items. 

Position of Francophones Outside of Quebec. 

2. 126 Section 2 (2) affirms the role of Parliament and provincial 
legislatures to II preserve" the II fundamental characteristic of Can
ada" mentioned in s. 2(1). In sharp contrast, section 2(3) refers to 
the role of the Quebec legislature to II preserve and promote" the 
"distinct identity of Quebec." Why the difference? It is liable to be 
interpreted in a couple of different ways: 

- governments outside of Quebec might infer that they 
are obliged merely to maintain the presence of French
speakers, as opposed to taking active steps to encour
age the growth and vitality of minority language 
communities. The contrast between " preserve tt and 
II preserve and promote" encourages the perception 
that Quebec is the real ~'homeland" of francophones 
and those outside of it are of secondary significance; 

- some nationalist Quebec governments might interpret 
the II distinctness" of Quebec as consisting only of its 
francophone majority. They might then take the con
trast between sections 2(2) and 2(3) as a justification 
for doing little more than extending minimal toleration to 
the anglophone minority, as opposed to encouraging its 
social and cultural development. 

2.127 At the Langevin Block meeting, one of the provinces 
pushed to add II promote " to section 2 (2), but met with strong resis
tance. My understanding is that some predominantly English-speak
ing provinces were worried that they might be creating new legal 
rights on the part of French-speakers under their jurisdiction. If the 
concern was to avoid the creation of court-enforceable "official 
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bilingualism" in their provinces, the insertion of S, 2(4) at the Lan
gevin Block meeting should have dispelled it. Section 2(4) guaran
tees that nothing in the n Quebec clause" diminishes the rights and 
powers of legislatures. If "promote" were inserted in section 2(2L it 
would be a solemn directive to take active measures to help out 
French-speakers - but not one that could be litigated. The final say 
on the interpretation and implementation of the directive would rest 
with provincial governments themselves. Any doubt on this score 
should be put to rest by a review of the decision of the Supreme 
Court of Canada in the Societe des Acadiens case. The issue there 
was whether the declaration, in s. 16(2), that French and English are 
the "official languages" of New Brunswick was to be interpreted and 
implemented by the provincial legislature and not the courts. 

2. 128 Given the fact that legislatures would be free to interpret 
and apply any duty to "promote" the fact of the francophone pres· 
ence in their jurisdiction, fear of judicial intervention affords the prov
inces no excuse at all for not agreeing to such an insertion. All that is 
required is a little generosity of spirit. 

2.129 The provinces already are committed constitutionally un
der s. 23 of the Charter to providing minority language educational 
opportunities. Post-secondary education in minority languages 
would go well beyond the constitutional minimum and should count 
as "promoting II the francophone presence. So would operating an 
immigration policy that encourages the replenishment and growth of 
minority language communities. So would encouraging knowledge of 
the second language among the general population; bilingual per
sons are more likely to support the activities of French language 
speakers and even actively participate in them. (To take a small 
example: a minority language theatre company in an English com
munity is obviously going to do better if its productions can be un
derstood by a larger public). Many provinces have multicultural 
programs of some sort in the spirit of s. 27 of the Charter (which 
recognizes the value of preserving and enhancing II the multicultural 
heritage of Canadians·'). Insofar as these programs benefit minority 
language speakers, among others. a province has gone a long way 
to " promoting" the francophone presence. 

2. 130 The clumsy wording of the II Quebec clause" unfortu
nately creates a drawback to inserting "promote" in s. 2(2). A politi
cian in an English-speaking province would be liable to interpret the 
net result as follows: 

The Constitution recognizes that most people in my 
province speak English and some others speak French. 
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It does not refer to bilingualism. The way to II promote II 
this characteristic is to encourage dualism in the prov
ince. rather than bilingualism. 

2.131 All in all, it would be better to add "promote" to s. 2(2) 
and take the risk of the misinterpretation just portrayed. It would be 
far better, however I to replace the present wording of s. 2 (2) with 
something along the following lines: 

The federal and provincial levels of government are 
committed to protecting and assisting minority lan
guage speakers. and to providing opportunities for Ca
nadians to acquire a knowledge of the other official 
language. 

Promoting the "Distinct Identity" of Quebec. 

2. 132 Section 2 (4) of the I' Quebec clause" refers to the role of the 
Quebec legislature in promoting the distinct .. identity" of Quebec 
referred to in s. 2 (1 )(b). The word II identity. II like U distinct, II carries 
the risk of conveying the sense that Quebec has a certain personal
ity as an entity apart from the rest of Canada. Granted, the English 
version of s. 2 (1) (b) makes it clear that Quebec is a distinct society 
"within Canada. II The French version of "within" is "au sain du, It an 
expression that conveys even more strongly the sense that Quebec 
is an integrated part of the larger political community of Canada, 
rather than merely being geographically situated within its bounda
ries. The word I' identity" appears nowhere else in the U Quebec 
clause; tt nor does its French equivalent, "identite." The French ver
sion is II caractere," which fits in with the use of II caracteristiq ue 
fondamentale" in s. 2(3}. At the officials' level meeting between 
Meech Lake and the Langevin Block meeting I there were some sug
gestions that the word 41identity" be replaced. Obviously they failed. 
A more deliberate and less secretive approach to Meech Lake would 
have avoided the insertion of such gratuitous. confusing and trouble
some features. Once first ministers agreed to the Meech Lake com
munique, every word favourable to a province was regarded as a 
II just-about-vested" rig ht. 

2. 133 II Promote" is another word which might contribute to 
divisiveness. A possible implication of the affirmation that the Na
tional Assembly should "promote the distinct identity II of Quebec is 
that it should work towards making Quebec more and more distinct. 
U Develop" would have conveyed the sense of nurturing and adapt
ing to new circumstances. (By the way, the II multicultural heritage" 
clause of the Constitution Act I 1867 refers to the II preservation and 
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enhancement" of the multicultural heritage of Canadians. What is the 
difference between " preserve and promote" and .. preserve and en
hance?") . 

2. 134 As mentioned earlier in this discussion, the most impor
tant effect of the II distinct society" clause is not necessarily on the 
judicial interpretation of the Constitution. The way it is understood 
and exploited by political actors may be far more consequential. 
Quebec has had governments that were openly committed to the 
dissolution of the Canadian federation. It is entirely legitimate to ask 
- as has Mr. Donald Johnston, the Member of Parliament for St. 
Henri-Westmount - how a separatist or fervently nationalist govern
ment will interpret the duty to II promote the distinct identity of Que
bec. If Political rhetoric does not tend to include footnotes and 
legalistic qualifications. One can imagine a speech at a nationalist 
rally in Quebec that would insist boldly that the National Assembly II a 
Ie role de promouvoir Ie caractere distincte du Quebec." It is ludi
crous to suppose that there would follow, even sotto voce .. vise a 
I' alinea (1 ) (b) de I' act constitutionelle, 1867. If 

2. 135 Will Quebec politicians use the rhetoric of promoting a 
.j distinct identity II of Quebec to resist attempts to allow for the freer 
use of English and other languages? To oppose attempts to promote 
greater bilingualism among francophones? To insist that Quebec 
must II opt-out U of national shared-cost programs? If the latter pos
sibility seems far-fetched. consider the following statement by a for
mer Premier of Quebec, Mr. Daniel Johnson: 

For a province, shared-cost programs can be regarded 
as financial aid with more or less annoying conditions 
attached. For a nation like ours, their effect is to free its 
sources of taxation and take away full control over ar
eas of an activity which are rightfully its own. Joint pro
grams therefore are generally incompatible with the 
basic aims pursued by the French Canadian nation; see 
D. Johnson, "The Inseparability of Cultural and Financial 
Autonomy in a Federation" in A.J. Robinson and J. 
Cutt, ads., Public Finance in Canada: Selected Read
ings (Toronto: Methuen, 1968) 113 at 114. 

2.136 Slogans are powerful. In the past twenty years, federal 
party leadership contests and general elections have had at their 
core such catch-phrases as IIdeux nations" and "Canada is a com
munity of communities." In the current debate, defenders of Meech 
Lake have used such catch-phrases as (the misleading) ., Quebec is 
going to sign the Constitution lJ and "we are saying yes to Quebec. " 
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The difference of a single word in a slogan can change thousands 
and thousands of words in the conversations. speeches. judicial 
opinions, journalistic accounts and academic meditations that fol
low. It matters whether we talk about .. free trade" or .1 freer trade ... 
about I' sovereig nty" or "sovereignty-association." about 'i aborig i
nal self-government fI or II aboriginal self-determination." 

2.137 Canadian unity and co-operation would be far better 
served by a version of s. 2(4) that read something like this: 

It is hereby affirmed that the government of Quebec has 
a role in preserving and developing the character of 
Quebec as a distinctive part of the Canadian federation. 
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Senate Appointments 

3.1 The 1987 Constitutional Accord signals very strongly that 
constitutional reform of the Senate ought to be not only discussed 
but executed. The proposed s. 25(2) of the Constitution Act, 1867 
devises anew, collaborative process for the appointment of sena
tors - .. [u] ntil an amendment to the Constitution of Canada is made 
in relation to the Senate pursuant to section 41 of the Constitution 
Act, 1982 ... " The proposed s. 50 of the Constitution Act, 1982 would 
entrench on the agenda of annual constitutional conferences the 
item: 

Senate reform, including the role and functions of the 
Senate, its· powers, the method of selecting Senators 
and representation in the Senate. 

It will take a constitutional amendment to remove Senate reform 
(and fish) from the agenda of the annual First Ministers' Confer
ence. It must have been expected that an amendment would come 
within years, rather than decades, or never. (Or is an annual discus
sion of Senate reform - and fish? - supposed to become one of our 
national public rituals, just like setting off fireworks over Parliament 
Hill on Canada Day?) Indeed, Premier Getty of Alberta was eager to 
discuss Senate reform at Meech Lake itself and accepted, as a 
compromise, the commitment to discuss Senate reform for the in
definite future. 

3.2 Unfortunately for the cause of Senate reform. the 1987 
Constitutional Accord will change the II voting rule tI on constitutional 
reform of the Senate. The Constitution Act, 1982, s. 42(1) (b), pres
ently allows reform of the "powers of the Senate and the method of 
selecting Senators" with the support of the federal House of Com
mons and Senate and of seven provincial legislatures. The 1987 Ac
cord would require the support of all ten provincial legislatures. 
Unanimity will not be easy to achieve. Agreement was reached at 
Meech Lake partly because it was played largely as a two-sided 
game in which the provinces acquired new powers and rights from a 
government that was irresponsibly weak in its defence of central 
authority. The strategy of extending to all provinces the gains that 
Quebec demanded reduced competition and controversy as be
tween provincial leaders. At the Langevin Block meeting, there was 
one issue on which the premiers finally perceived some divergence 
of interest and it took many hours of tough negotiation to reach 
agreement. That issue was the vitality of the federal spending 
power I the exercise of which tends to favour II have-not n provinces. 
Differences of interest as between the provinces may very much 
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come to the fore in the Senate reform discussions. Smaller prov
inces may tend to favour representation that is equal by province. 
Populous provinces may resist efforts to give strongly disproportion
ate representation to smaller ones. Quebec may seek disproportion
ate representation to reflect Canadian Il duality; II other provinces 
may resist. 

3.3 Another reason why Senate reform unanimity will be 
more difficult than Meech Lake unanimity is that the biggest winners 
at Meech Lake were not so much the provinces as the premiers. 
They acquired (in effect) substantial control over Senate and Su
preme Court appointments. They are promised an annual First Minis
ters' Conference on the economy. They are promised an annual 
First Ministers' Conference on the Constitution. Each provincial pre
mier, apparently elected to lead a provincial government for a few 
years. gets a guaranteed seat at a constitutional convention that can 
change the Constitution of the country forever. A luxurious seat it is 
too; there are only ten others like it, none of them occupied by an 
opposition leader, and the fabric rarely is heated by television lights. 
But what happens if their Senate reform produces an effective, 
elected and regionally representative Senate? 

3.4 The necessity and legitimacy of participation by pre
miers on national issues will be reduced. It is interesting to note that 
in the United States. the Senate is vested with many powers and 
rights that premiers presently exercise or claim - including consulta
tion on the appointment of Supreme Court justices and the approval 
of international treaties that affect local powers. Who would have a 
better claim to speak to national issues: a provincial premier who is 
elected to deal with local issues, who spends almost all of his time 
coping with them and who is responsible only to a local electorate; 
or a senator, whose public duties engage the whole range of na
tional issues and who not only is accountable directly to his own 
constituency, but is accountable indirectly to the entire country 
through his membership in a national party? The existence of an 
elected, effective and regionally accountable Senate likely would en
hance public acceptance of a more assertive central government. 
("Effective" here means with some real authority, but not necessar
ily as much as the House of Commons). The legal, as well as politi
cal, clout of the central government might increase. The Supreme 
Court of Canada might be more inclined to give full and literal scope 
to broadly worded federal powers such as II peace. order and good 
government, II "trade and commerce" and II agriculture." (Thus the 
provinces' own nominees to the Court might not be as decentralist 
as expected and one of the "benefits" of the 1987 Accord might be 
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lost}. Will the premiers unanimously support the creation of an insti
tution that reduces the national role of the Premier and expands the 
relative strength of the central government? Not as readily as they 
embraced the reverse effects at Meech Lake. Maybe not for a long, 
long time. Maybe never. 

3.5 Yet another reason why Senate reform may be very diffi
cult to achieve is that unanimous agreement will be required on a 
project that is both complex and creative. The 1987 amendments, 
by contrast, are modifications of existing institutions and practices. 
Senate reform may involve creating procedures and structures for 
which there is no precedent in Canada - or anywhere else. The pow
ers of the Senate may be novel: maybe those of consultation and 
suspensive veto, rather than full-scale legislative authority. Regional 
representation in the Senate may be based on an unprecedented 
formula: maybe provincial equality, maybe regional equality. Elec
tion to the Senate may be based on proportional representation, 
rather than "first-past-the-post" constituency voting; the ultimate 
selection of senators might rest with the parties, on the basis of their 
share of the vote. rather than direct voter participation. It will be a 
daunting task: to invent options on each facet of Senate reform, 
mix-and-match them and secure the agreement of eleven different 
architects. Double-daunting, if it takes further unanimous agree
ment to reform the reformed Senate after experience reveals flaws 
in the blue print - or after time and circumstance render parts of the 
design obsolete. 

3.6 The eleven jurisdictions could make it easier on them
selves by coupling any agreement on Senate reform with agreement 
on a less stringent procedure for further amendments. On some 
issues, at least, it would be wise to replace the unanimity rule with 
an easier procedure in which the Senate itself had a leading role. But 
will first ministers be prepared to surrender their veto over Senate 
design? Their ready embrace of unanimity rules at Meech Lake sug
gests otherwise. 

3.7 So the "temporary" provisions on Senate appointments 
may last as long as the temporary buildings that Ottawa constructed 
in the Second World War or even the temporary income tax that it 
instituted in the First World War. The senators appointed under the 
provisions, however, may not be content with the conventional role 
of the Senate. They may not be prepared to routinely stamp their 
approval on legislation passed by the House of Commons. They may 
say: 

We were appointed to represent our provinces, and that 
is what we are going to do. The Senate was originally 
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designed to protect provincial interests against the 
strictly "rep-by-pop II House of Commons. They ac
knowledged that role in the 1987 amendments. That I s 
why they gave the nomination responsibility to provincial 
premiers. The fact that the federal cabinet approved 
our appointments means that our participation in na
tional politics has been endorsed by the national gov
ernment. Okay. we're not elected. But we were 
appointed almost the same way as the Supreme Court 
of Canada, and it exercises real power. We may show 
the House of Commons a lot of respect. but we I re not 
going to be like those toy puppies you see in car win
dows - in the back seat, nodding, nodding. Welre go
ing to be watchdogs now. 

3.8 The prospect has some very disturbing implications. 
Senators will not be elected. They will not be accountable to the 
people at the next election. They may seriously obstruct the course 
that the House of Commons considers necessary and proper. If 
there is to be a function for the Senate I it should be less than that of 
an equal partner of the House of Commons. Inertia and opposition 
from special interests already make it difficult for the federal govern
ment to act decisively in the national interest. Senate reform should 
produce a body with certain rights of consultation or delay. but not 
an entity - like the Australian Senate - that can too easily fi·ustrate. 
even paralyze, the other chamber. 

3.9 The objection that senators are not elected might be 
countered in some provinces by holding referendums. They would 
be I in effect I elections - although, technically speaking. they would 
only be expressions of opinion about whom the provincial govern
ment ought to nominate. The federal Cabinet would find it difficult to 
refuse to appoint a candidate who was not only formally endorsed by 
a provincial government, but was in effect elected. Senators who 
arrive in Ottawa in this manner might be especially aggressive in 
their use of the authority that senators have always had - but rarely 
used. The problem is that they would be imposing their own under
standing of the role of the Senate on the Canadian public as a 
whole. The powers of the Senate should be defined systematically I 
and with the consent of the federal level of government - not 
through the unilateral assertions of various provinces and senators. 

3.10 Those who oppose the willy-nilly expansion of the pow
ers of the Senate might cite the fact that the proposed 1987 amend
ment intended all along that the Senate be reformed through 
unanimous agreement and formal amendment. They would charac-
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terize the new, collaborative appointment procedure as a temporary 
expedient that in no way was intended to change the conventional 
authority of the Senate. I would be one of the people making this 
claim. Those who favour an active Senate, however, might say: 

Look. the fact that Senate reform was supposed to hap
pen, and soon, means that the traditional role of the 
Senate was not considered satisfactory. We were sup
posed to have Senate reform, but it didn't happen. So 
the logical thing to do is improvise. The authority of the 
Senate fell into disuse by practice, not because of any 
formal amendment. Why can't we work the reverse 
process I and restore some of its authority through 
practice? 

3.11 Ideally, the provisions on collaborative Senate appoint
ments would simply be removed from the 1987 Accord. A possible 
compromise might be to transfer them to a political accord. The 
latter would, as a practical matter, assure the provinces of the ability 
to nominate senators for a number of years while the negotiation of 
Senate reform proceeded. The federal level of government would 
retain the legal right. however, to terminate provincial partiCipation if 
no agreement was reached on constitutional reform of the Senate 
and if the provincially nominated senators started to become unduly 
obstructive. 

3.12 To discourage the gradual growth in power of an un
elected or obstructionist Senate. the framers of the 1987 Accord 
ought to make it clear, at least. that the new appointment rules are 
not intended to change the conventional role of the Senate. Such a 
statement could be placed in the political commitments part of the 
Accord, rather than in the schedule of amendments. It would be a 
clear. though not absolutely binding, constraint on the conduct of 
future senators. 

3. 13 An alternative interim measure that has merit would sim
ply be to abolish the Senate. The risks of non-agreement on further 
constitutional reform would thereby be minimized. If the Senate con
tinues to be an expensive, unelected and largely passive institution, 
we would be better off not having it. If it becomes expensive, un
elected and obstructionist, we would be better off not having it. The 
interim abolition of the Senate would also force us to think more 
clearly about its necessity and proper functions. With the building 
and its occupants in place, there is a sort of "edifice complex" - the 
prejudice in favour of doing something with the existing institution. 
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3. 14 One of the main objectives of proponents of Senate re
form such as Premier Getty - is to secure better representation for 
less populous parts of the country. The set-up in the 1987 Accord 
favours the interests of the most populous provinces. Ontario and 
Quebec. Establishing a unanimity requirement for amendments 
favours the status quo - which favours Ontario and Quebec. The 
Senate at present is ineffective, and the amount of extra-proportion
ate representation for the other provinces is fairly small - or worse. 

3. 15 Ontario and Quebec together control close to one-half 
of the existing seats in the Senate. Some of the western provinces 
are actually under-represented in terms of their proportion of the 
population. British Columbia, with 11 % of the population of Canada. 
should have at least 12 Senate seats. If the Senate is to provide 
extra representation to smaller provinces, British Columbia should 
have even more than that. In fact, that province has only 6 Senate 
seats. Alberta, with 9% of the Canadian population. should have at 
least 10 Senate seats. However, like British Columbia it is entitled to 
only 6. British Columbia and Alberta have, in recent times, been the 
most enthusiastic proponents of Senate reform; yet their Premiers 
have just agreed to an arrangement that tends to solidify a status 
quo in which their people are actually under-represented in the Sen
ate. 

3. 16 Elementary prudence should suggest to the smaller 
provinces that they not ratify the 1987 Constitutional Accord until 
there has been definite headway made on the reform of the Senate. 

3. 1 7 The federal government would retain some defences 
that might be used against the growth of obstructionist tendencies in 
an unreformed Senate. It could prefer nominees who are individually 
less liable to be activist, or who are appointed by provincial govern
ments that do not expect nominees to act as their proxies. Certain 
institutional factors would tend to work against the growth of an ac
tivist Senate. The glacial rate at which Senate seats become open 
through death and retirement at age 75 means that it might be dec
ades before an obstructionist Senate becomes a reality and. in the 
meantime, there actually may be substantive Senate reform. (At 
some point though. popular pressure might induce sitting senators 
from certain provinces to resign and make way for provincially ap
pointed or quasi-elected members). Many senators will tend to be
long to the same party as that which forms the government. and 
they may place party loyalty over any perceived duty to represent a 
province or its government. It would be overstating the case to as
sert that the Senate will certainly not be reformed, or that an un
elected province will necessarily prove to be a problem. The risks 
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are, nonetheless. serious. As with so many aspects of the 1987 Ac
cord t those currently in power are not too worried, because the dan
gers are most likely to be realized decades from now. Short-term 
goals can be achieved by ordinary legislation that does not foreclose 
the choices of future legislatures. The entrenchment of constitu
tional amendments should be accompanied by a profound concern 
for the political life of Canadians in the decades and centuries to 
come. 
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The Supreme Court of Canada 

Effect of the 1987 Accord on the Jurisdiction of the Court. 

4.1 The 1987 Constitutional Accord provides that provincial 
governments will share authority with the federal government over 
the appointment of judges to the Supreme Court of Canada. Most of 
the pOlitical and academic discussion likely will focus on the new 
selection mechanism. This study will venture some comments of its 
own but, before doing that, it will attempt to estimate the implica
tions of the other changes to the constitutional status of the Su
preme Court of Canada. 

4.2 The Constitution Act, 1982 specifically stipulates rules 
for amendments to the 41 Constitution of Canada" with respect to the 
Supreme Court of Canada: 

- Section 41 (d): amendments •• in relation to ... the com
position of the Supreme Court of Canada" must be 
done by the s. 41 unanimity procedure (consent of the 
House of Commons and Senate and of the legislative 
assembly of each province); 

- Section 42 (1 ) (d): other amendments in relation to the 
Court must be done by the general amending proce
dure in s. 38 (consent of the House of Commons and 
Senate and the legislatures of two-thirds of the prov
inces with half the population of Canada). 

4.3 The hitch is that there may be no substantive rules in the 
U Constitution of Canada II about the composition or jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court of Canada. The Supreme Court Act, R. S. C. 1970, 
c. S-19 I is not listed in the schedule of constitutional texts at the 
end of the Constitution Act, 1982. The Supreme Court of Canada, at 
present, may be no more than a creature of ordinary statute - the 
Supreme Court Act - which Parliament passed under its authority 
under s. 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867: 

The Parliament of Canada may, notwithstanding any
thing in this Act, from Time to Time provide for the Con
stitution, Maintenance) and Organization of a General 
Court of Appear for Canada I and for the Establishment 
of any additional Courts for the better Administration of 
the Laws of Canada. 

Thus the amendment rules would not II kick in" until the composition 
and jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Canada were entrenched, 
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and Parliament would retain the unilateral authority to mould the 
Court as it wished - or throw it out altogether. 

4.4 Is the existing picture too bad to be law? Maybe not. 
Whatever may be legally possible, Parliament, the legislative body of 
the central government f is not going to dismantle entirely its judicial 
counterpart. On constitutional issues in particular, it is necessary to 
have a final, central arbiter; Parliament is not going to allow ten 
competing interpretations of the Constitution to develop in ten differ
ent provinces. It is true that provincial governments don't have any 
say in Court appointments at present. The Supreme Court Act. 
though, has required that three members of the Court come from 
the Quebec bar. Longstanding, though not invariant, practice has 
been to maintain three judges from Ontario, two from the West and 
one from the Atlantic provinces. The federal government has gener
ally refrained from .. stacking the Court II with centralist-leaning 
judges. The ongoing existence of unilateral parliamentary authority 
over the Court, then, is not such a gruesome prospect that we have 
no choice but to develop another interpretation. 

4.5 It has been suggested, however, that some aspects of 
the Supreme Court Act are already part of the II Constitution of Can
ada;" see W.R. Lederman. "Constitutional Procedure and the Re
form of the Supreme Court of Canada" (1985) 26 C. de D. 195. I 
suppose the following story ;night be told: 

Section 52 of the Constitution Act J 1982 states that the 
Constitution of Canada "includes" the Acts listed in the 
schedule. Section 52 does not say "consists of. II So 
the list is not necessarily exhaustive. Certain sections of 
the Supreme Court Act are included. Not the entire Act, 
because it could not have been the intention to en
trench all the minute details. If it had been, the entire 
Act would have been listed in the schedule. Certain 
sections. however, are definitive of the essential nature 
of the court created under s. 101 as a II general Court of 
Appeal. II Tradition and precedent are guides to deter
mining which ones. In the Manitoba Language Refer
ence I the Supreme Court of Canada characterized itself 
as the II guarantor of the Constitution; " so acting as the 
final arbiter on justiciable constitutional questions must 
be one essential function. But that is only one aspect of 
a larger "core function. If Canada has always had one 
overarching court of last resort with discretion to hear 
and decide appeals from any other court that otherwise 
would have the final say. The Privy Council had that 
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authority until 1949, the Supreme Court of Canada 
since then. (There was a transition period during which 
the Supreme Court of Canada only had the last sayan 
criminal matters). Section 41 of the Supreme Court Act. 
which recognizes the general, discretionary. appellate 
authority of the Supreme Court of Canada over provin
cial courts is now entrenched. (So are sections of other 
Acts that allow discretionary appeals from federal tribu
nals). By so holding. we not only support the necessary 
and traditional role of the Supreme Court of Canada. 
but give some effect to the Supreme Court amending 
formula in the Constitution Act, 1982. These sections 
recognize that provinces ought to have some say in the 
composition and jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. It 
would be strange if Parliament could, by never agreeing 
to entrench explicitly the position of the Court, ensure 
that these sections never serve as a constraint on Par
liament·s authority. 

4.6 The tale just told. of how the Supreme Court is already 
somewhat entrenched. owes as much to the will and imagination of 
the interpreter as to the wording of the Constitution Act, 1982. It 
would only become legally" right," in my view, if the Supreme Court 
needed to invent a legal shield to protect itself against a potentially 
letha! attack by Parliament. 

4.7 The constitutional position of the Supreme Court of Can
ada would be entrenched by s. 101 A (1) of the 1987 Constitutional 
Accord: 

The court existing under the name of the Supreme 
Court of Canada is hereby continued as the general 
court of appeal for Canada, and as an additional court 
for the better administration of the laws of Canada, and 
shall continue to be a superior court of record. 

The section must be read with s. 101 E (1) : 

Sections 101 A to 101 D shall not be construed as abro
gating or derogating from the powers of the Parliament 
of Canada to make laws under section 101 except to 
the extent that such laws are inconsistent with those 
sections. 

4.8 The interpretive task is to figure out which exercises of 
parliamentary authority are inconsistent with the /I continuation" of 
the Supreme Court of Canada as /I the general court of appeal for 
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Canada. " II Continuation II implies that interpreters ought to be 
guided by the traditional position of the Court, up to and including 
the Supreme Court Act as it stands in 1987. Under that tradition I the 
Court is "general" in the following respects: 

- territorial jurisdiction: the Supreme Court traditionally 
has had the authority to serve as the court of last resort 
for all the provinces and for the federal courts. (As to 
provinces, see now s. 41 of the Supreme Court Act; for 
federal courts, see s. 28(6) of the Federal Court Act, 
R.S.C. 1970. c. 10 (2nd Supp.), s. 84 of the Immigra
tion Act, S.C. 1976-77, c. 52. It is hard to prove a 
negative. but as far as I can determine, there are abso
lutely no federal courts of last resort other than the Su
preme Court of Canada). 

- general kind of law: the Supreme Court traditionally 
has had legal authority to hear appeals on every kind of 
law: constitutional. statutory, common and civil law. 
Purely civil law questions are, as a matter of practice, 
usually decided by panels of five on which there are 
three Quebec judges; 

- areas of law: there is no specialized area of law, such 
as admiralty law or intellectual property. that is with
drawn from the discretionary appellate authority of the 
Supreme Court of Canada; 

- kind of case: the Court's authority to hear appeals 
presently extends to issues that arise both in litigated 
cases and in reference cases (that is, requests for ad
visory opinions); see Supreme Court Act, s. 37; 

- political conventions: in the Patriation Reference. (At
torney General of Manitoba v. Attorney General of Can
ada; Attorney General of Canada v. Attorney General of 
Newfoundland; Attorney General of Quebec v. Attorney 
General of Canada (1981). [1981] 1 S.C.R. 753. [1981] 
6 W.W.R. 1). the Supreme Court of Canada implicitly 
held that its appellate authority extends to determina
tions of pOlitical convention on which the courts below 
have provided opinions. 

4.9 One point of clarification before moving on: it is doubtful 
that anything is sacrosanct about the categories of cases in which 
appeal to the Court is: 
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- a matter of right on the part of a litigant; 

- at the discretion of a lower court or the Supreme 
Court of Canada: 

- at the discretion of the Supreme Court of Canada 
only. 

Parliament has often varied the rules in this regard, and Parliament's 
discretion likely remains. The "authority" of the Court that might be 
entrenched by s. 101 A(1) is the "bottom line" jurisdiction of the 
Court - its discretion to hear an appeal from an otherwise final lower 
court. 

4.10 The IIplain language" of s. 101A(1) does not, in and of 
itself, establish that Parliament must forever maintain the Court's 
jurisdiction in all of the above respects. "Continued" is linked gram
matically to the Court. not the current statutes; s. 101A(1) does not 
imply that the 1987 Constitutional Accord would entrench every de
tail in the current statutes which deal with the Supreme Court of 
Canada. Section 101 E (1) clearly establishes that Parliament retains 
substantial legislative discretion. 44 General" does not necessarily 
mean "universal." or U all-encompassing.·t General Foods does not 
bake knishes, General Motors does not build zeppelin engines, Gen
eral Electric does not build hydroelectric dams. The phrase Cl in gen
eral" implies that there may be some exceptions. A court can be a 
"general court of appeal" even if its appellate authority has a gap 
here and there. 

4. 11 The word II the" - "the general court of appeal" - does 
not convert the phrase "general court of appeal" to catholicism. 
II The It could simply imply that there is no other court with the sort of 
broad-ranging jurisdiction the Supreme Court of Canada generally 
has had. liThe" could have an even more modest implication - that 
there can be no super-Supreme Court above the Supreme Court of 
Canada. (As an historical matter, the first drafts read U a." The word 
"the" was inserted to foreclose the super-Supreme Court possibil
ity. I am not aware of any discussion at the intergovernmental level 
which explored the larger issue - the extent to which the traditional 
authority of the Supreme Court of Canada is now entrenched). 

4.12 There are some areas in which tradition and functional 
necessity make it virtually certain that the jurisdiction of the Su
preme Court of Canada is entrenched. One of them is deciding jus
ticiable questions of constitutional law. Another is with respect to 
uconflicts of law; tt in its role at the apex of the Canadian legal sys-
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tem, the Supreme Court of Canada can ensure that each province 
gives due recognition to legal determinations that were made with 
respect to a person or property while under the jurisdiction of an
other province; see M.T. Hertz, "The Constitution and the Conflict of 
Laws: Approaches in Canadian and American Law" (1977), 27 
U.T.L.J. 1; B. Schwartz, IIChoice of Law in Torts - One more time 
for the Road" in F. Steel and S. Rodgers-Magnet t eds. t Issues in 
Tort Law (Toronto: Carswell, 1983); and J. Swan, "The Canadian 
Constitution t Federalism and the Conflict of Laws" (1985). 63 Can. 
Bar Rev. 271. 

4. 13 There seems to be a strong case that the Court has en
trenched appellate authority over questions of federal law. A fitting 
function for a tJ general court of appeal" is to ensure that the law of 
the central government is interpreted and applied with some uni
formity across the country. Most questions of federal law are deter
mined initially in provincial courts. The national uniformity 
consideration is of less force, though. if a statute provides that the 
federal law is to be applied only by federal courts. The consideration 
disappears if there is a single federal court, other than the Supreme 
Court of Canada I that has the last sayan particular pOints of federal 
law. As mentioned earlier I section 41 of the Supreme Court Act pres
ently recognizes the appellate authority of the Court only with re
spect to matters that arise in provincial courts; its position at the 
apex of the federal court system depends on the various statutes 
setting up other federal courts. It turns out that these statutes do. 
without exception, provide for appellate channels that lead immedi
ately or ultimately to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

4. 14 While the national uniformity argument may not apply to 
federal courts, another functional consideration does support the 
case for entrenched appellate authority over them. Unless there is 
an appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, an individual may have 
no access at all to the supervisory authority of a superior court with 
guaranteed independence. Some federal courts are confined to 
considering a narrow area of law and policy, rather than the rule of 
law in general, and their members may not have the spirit of inde
pendence that is inspired by a constitutional guarantee of tenure 
until the age of 75. Such tribunals ought not to be the Ulast stop." 
The Supreme Court already has ruled that provincial legislatures 
cannot entirely exclude the supervisory authority of superior courts 
over other provincial courts and administrative tribunals; Crevier v. 
Attorney General of Quebec (1981), [1981] 2 S.C.R. 220, 127 D.L.R. 
(3d) 1. The Supreme Court ought to hold that federal courts and 
tribunals are similarly subject to review, for excess of jurisdiction I by 
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a superior court - whether provincial or federal - whose judges are 
protected by s. 99 of the Constitution Act, 1867. Failing that. the 
Court should hold that s. 101 A(1) of the proposed Constitution Act, 
1987 ensures that the Supreme Court of Canada can exercise su
pervisory authority by granting leave to appeal on questions of law. 

4.15 In their 1972 report on constitutional reform, a Special 
Joint Committee of the House and Senate recommended that prov
inces be permitted to cut off the appellate authority of the Supreme 
Court of Canada over questions of strictly provincial law. The 1987 
Constitutional Accord J in my view t does not even permit Parliament 
to do a wholesale" jurisdiction-ectomy" with respect to the law of 
any province or provinces. tl General court of appeal JI must be un
derstood in light of the Canadian legal tradition, and there have been 
no exceptions to the II s. 41 " authority of the Supreme Court of Can
ada. The provision in the 1987 Accord for the appointment of three 
Quebec judges was understood by the framers to be legitimized by 
the fact that the Supreme Court of Canada needs civil law expertise 
in adjudicating issues arising out of Quebec. The Meech Lake com
munique referred to three "civil law judges," rather than Quebec 
judges; and the former term was dropped at the drafting stage only 
because it was regarded as long-winded and circumlocutious, and 
not because the II expertise" theory was abandoned in favour of a 
view that "Quebec ll somehow is entitled to a bloc of "representa
tives" on the Court. So it certainly was contemplated that the Su
preme Court of Canada would continue to hear and decide civil law 
issues arising out of Quebec. It is inconceivable that a common law 
province has any greater right to terminate the Court's jurisdiction 
over its laws. 

4.16 If wholesale "jurisdiction-ectomy" is not permitted, what 
about minor surgery? Can Parliament leave some specialized areas 
to be within the final appellate authority of provincial courts of ap
peal? Again, tradition strongly supports the contrary view. Further
more I it would be difficult for the courts to establish principles as to 
what excisions are minor enough to be permissible. If the Court does 
not distinguish between different kinds of issues. then it arbitrarily 
has to say at some point that the quantity of issue removal is exces
sive. 

4.17 The Court could, I suppose, try to develop categories of 
removable issues I and of issues that are vital to its position as the 
Ugeneral court of appeal" for Canada. But it is not at all obvious 
what the distinctions would be based on t or how they would be justi
fied. It momentarily might appear plausible to make "provincial stat-
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ute law" a removable kind of issue; statutes vary from province to 
province, so who needs a II general court of appeal II to supervise 
their interpretation by various provincial courts? Yes, but: 

- even in the common law provinces I most rules are 
now contained in statutes. The Quebec Civil Code is es
sentially statutory. Removing the Supreme Court of 
Canada's appellate authority in this regard would thus 
severely restrict the scope of its jurisdiction; 

- in a given regulatory area, such as human rights law. 
provincial statutes contain many common concepts, 
norms and even phrases. A valuable function of the SUM 
preme Court of Canada has been to provide interpreta
tions that are applicable or instructive to jurisdictions 
across Canada. 

4. 18 There do appear to be a few - very few - categories of 
"removable jurisdiction" that cannot immediately be dismissed as 
arbitrary. debilitating to the Court's jurisdiction and anti-traditional. 
The Supreme Court of Canada is very reluctant to grant leave to 
appeal on issues of provincial civil procedure; it takes the view that 
the provincial courts have a much better understanding of how their 
own system actually operates and how it can be improved. tt would 
do the Supreme Court of Canada no great harm if Parliament elimi
nated such cases from the Court's appellate authority. But why 
would it bother? Indeed, any category that is parochial and inconse
quential enough to be a good candidate for the "removable cate
gory II is, for the same reasons, a type of case that the Court 
generally will refuse to hear. For the sake of doctrinal simplicity, the 
Supreme Court of Canada might just as well hold that its us. 41" 
jurisdiction is now entirely entrenched. 

4.19 To summarize the analytical conclusions so far: 

(i) The authority of the Supreme Court of Canada is, at 
present, almost entirely a matter of parliamentary dis
cretion; 

(ii) The effect of the proposed Section 101 A (1) is to 
entrench the authority of the Supreme Court of Canada 
to grant leave to appeal on questions of law from any 
provincial court that would otherwise be the court of last 
resort; 

(iii) A corollary of (ii) is that it would be unconstitutional 
for either Parliament or the National Assembly to with
draw from the Court its jurisdiction in civil law cases. 
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(iv) The II s. 41" authority mentioned in (ii) applies to 
federal courts as well. 

4.20 The net effect then of s. 101A(1) actually is to confirm 
and guarantee the authority of a central institution. Indeed, the 
entrenchment of the Supreme Court of Canada provides some soft, 
but welcome, counterpoint to the loud motive of the 1987 Constitu
tional Accord - which is to require central institutions (Parliament 
and the government of Canada) to share authority with provincial 
institutions. That motive is brashly expressed in the rest of the 1987 
Accord's provisions on the Supreme Court of Canada. Provincial 
governments will now have a voice in the appointment of Supreme 
Court of Canada judges, and every provincial government must con
sent to any changes in the entrenched authority of the Supreme 
Court of Canada. It is to these provisions that the analysis now turns. 

The Selection Process. 

4.21 In this century, North American legal philosophers have 
been largely preoccupied with two main questions; 

- to what extent do judges inject their personal values 
into their decisions, as opposed to applying pre-existing 
rules? 

- to what extent do the existing legal materials permit 
the most impartial judges to arrive at definite conclu
sions without injecting their personal values? 

4.22 My sense is that the right answer to the first question 
depends largely on the judge. Some judges are willful, some try 
hard to determine and abide by the constraints of the law. My an
swer to the second question is something like this. Language and 
precedent can, and generally do, provide significant guidance to in
terpreters. There can be no denying that the nature of legal materi
als encourages uncertainty and disagreement. They tend to 
incorporate vague concepts (such as U reasonable care" or II in the 
public interest"), they often are cast in imprecise and tangled lan
guage and they emerge from social and political contexts that are 
not clear themselves. Those who create the texts and precedents 
are themselves somewhat - or a whole lot - unsure of what they 
mean; "we'll have to leave that to the courts" is a favourite pacifier 
at drafting discussions. The partiCipants in our legal systems all have 
their individualized understandings of the meaning of words, the 
rules and techniques of interpretation and the force of precedent. 
But there is enough common ground that only a certain range of 
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arguments and conclusions can be presented as legitimate by any
one who purports to operate within the system. 

4.23 In selecting among different techniques and lines of in
terpretation, a judge must necessarily be guided by his own judicial 
and political philosophy. The judge may not end up imposing his 
substantive preferences; one widely held judicial philosophy, for ex
ample, is that entrenched bills of rights should be construed in a 
restrained fashion, rather than in a manner which results in routinely 
overruling the judgment of a democratically elected legislature. 

4.24 The differing philosophies of Supreme Court of Canada 
judges on the federal-provincial division of powers can be gathered 
from reading any lengthy series of judgments. Keen critical insight is 
not required: judges of the Supreme Court of Canada nowadays 
tend to be self-conscious and explicit about the policy considera
tions that guide their determinations. It is also possible to demon
strate that there are sharp differences in the tendencies of different 
judges to take particular jjsides" on constitutional issues; see S.R. 
Peck. it A Behavioural Approach to the Judicial Process: Scalogram 
Analysis" (1967) 5 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1, and the annual tabulation in 
the Harvard Law Review. 

4.25 The potential undeniably exists for the central govern
ment to II stack" the Supreme Court of Canada with known central
ists. In their history of the Supreme Court of Canada, however, Snell 
and Vaughan say. of the eleven appointments in the Trudeau-Clark 
era, "there has been no apparent move to try to 'pack' the Su
preme Court in anyone identifiable direction;" see J.G. Snell and F. 
Vaughan. The Supreme Court of Canada: History of the Institution 
(Toronto: The Osgoode Society, 1985) at 237. They note (at 226) 
that then Prime Minister Trudeau's appointment of Chief Justice Las
kin. a strong centralist, was balanced by his appointment of Mr. Jus
tice Beetz. who was a known supporter of provincial rights. Several 
observers of doctrinal developments have concluded that the Su
preme Court has demonstrated II a considerable balance in [its] ap
proach to provincial powers;" see P.H. Russell, Leading 
Constitutional DeCisions, 3d ed. (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 
1980) at 295. My own impression is that the Court has indeed tried 
very hard to demonstrate sensitivity to both the value of a strong 
government and to provincial autonomy. It does so in various ways. 
such as: 

- striking down federal legislation (e.g. Dominion Stores 
v. R. (1979), [1980] 1 S.C.R. 844, 106 D.L.R. (3d) 
581; Labatt Breweries of Canada v. Attorney General of 
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Canada (1979), [1980] 1 S.C.R. 914,9 B.L.R. 181). in 
some areas; provincial legislation in others (Amax Pot
ash v. Saskatchewan (1976), [1977] 2 S.C.R. 576. 71 
D.L.R. (3d) 1); 

- upholding both federal and provincial statutes in the 
same area (Multiple Access v. McCutcheon (1982), 
[1982] 2 S.C.R. 161, 138 D.L.R. (3d) 1) ; 

- upholding a federal statute as I·crisis" legislation, but 
at the same time warning that it would not be valid in 
ordinary times (Reference re Anti-Inflation Act (1976) r 

[1976] 2 S.C. R. 373. 68 D.L.R. (3d) 452); 

- striking down a federal statute, but allowing that it 
might be valid if accompanied by a more express decla
ration by Parliament that it is relying on an extraordinary 
power - such as treaty-making (MacDonald v. Vapour 
Canada (1976), [1977] 2 S.C.R. 134, 66 D.L.R. (3d) 
1), or emergency (see the dissenting opinion of Mr. 
Justice Beetz in the Anti-Inflation case); 

- holding that a proposed federal action is technically 
lawful, but also contrary to political convention (Patria
t/on Reference); 

- upholding a federal statute so that it does not disrupt 
a provincial regulatory scheme (Attorney General of 
Canada v. Law Society of British Columbia; Jabour v. 
Law SOCiety of British Columbia (1982) t [1982] 2 S.C.R. 
307, 137 D.L.R. (3d) 1). 

4.26 Still, it is legitimate for provincial governments to seek 
some check on the appointing power of the federal level of govern
ment. Even if the federal government generally has refrained from 
using it, the Court-packing possibility remains open legally. Provin
cial governments can also point out that their legal officials may be 
much better acquainted with the record and qualities of a candidate 
than officials in far-away Ottawa. The philosophical balance concern 
might be met by requiring Court appointments to be confirmed by a 
reformed, regionally representative Senate; see J.C. MacPherson, 
•• The Potential Implications of Constitutional Reform for the Supreme 
Court of Canada" in S.M. Beck and I. Bernier, eds., Canada and the 
New Constitution, vol. 1 (Montreal: The Institute for Research on 
Public Policy I 1983) at 184. The need for an informed assessment of 
merit might have been left to a convention or constitutional amend
ment whereby the federal government must seek - though not nee-
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essarily accept - the opInion of the relevant provincial attorney 
general on a contemplated nominee. An amendment to require Sen
ate confirmation might well be sufficient to ensure adequate consul
tation. The Senate could routinely ask the federal government 
whether it asked the advice of the attorney general to whose bar the 
candidate belongs, or else seek the attorney general's advice di
rectly. 

4.27 The procedure just sketched would have several advan
tages over a process in which the federal government and a certain 
provincial government share equal authority. It would avoid any im
pression that a judge somehow is the representative of a province. 
as opposed to being the impartial servant of the nation as a whole. 
No particular province would have an excessively large role com
pared to the others. The Senate confirmation proposal would be less 
liable to create a clash of wills; the role of the Senate would be to 
confirm the competence and character of a candidate. and to en
sure that the federal government did not stack the Court. Neither the 
province or the Senate would be vested legally with the right to 
nominate or select their own first (or first few) choices of candidate. 
Leaving basic responsibility with one level of government would im
prove the chances for a candidate of originality and courage. When 
two governments have a roughly equal role in the process, the odds 
shift somewhat in the direction of a jurist who: 

- has nothing to say; or 

- keeps his mouth shut on controversial issues; or 

- frequently announces, that everyone is equally right, 
and that he either agrees with everyone. or that the 
truth is exactly in between. 

4.28 Some have objected to any confirmation process for 
nominees to senior governmental positions on the basis that compe
tent people will decline rather than have their entire personal history 
publicly subjected to intense scrutiny; see Kirk Makin, jj Showdown at 
the Bench" The Globe and Mail (August 15 1987) 01. It seems to 
me that there is a Canadian tradition, observed even by the press. 
of respecting the privacy of public figures; I hope and expect this 
tradition would be continued by a confirming body. The recent fed
eral innovation of having certain appointees appear before a parlia
mentary committee for questioning (though not confirmation) thus 
far has not degenerated into an exercise in muckraking. In any 
event. the legitimate concern about privacy could be met by ex-
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pressly formulating in the Constitution the areas that a confirmation 
process could legitimately explore. 

4.29 Another possibility would be to turn over the nomination 
of judges entirely to an "impartial" nominating committee. Important 
value choices have to be made and. other things being equal, that 
means that elected officials should be making them. Furthermore, a 
more interesting cast of judicial characters can emerge when the 
selection is made by politicians. rather by than a committee domi· 
nated by senior judges and establishment lawyers. An acceptable 
balance seems to be contained in the Canadian Bar Association re
port, "The Appointment of Judges in Canada" (Ottawa: The Cana w 

dian Bar Foundation, 1985). It would leave the ultimate choice of 
judges generally to elected officials. but would require them to con
sult an advisory committee whose members reflect a variety of 
Ii constituencies" - attorneys general, the judiciary. the bar and the 
public. The establishment of advisory panels would be combined 
with other appointment procedures; the Canadian Bar Association 
Report would also require the federal attorney general to consult all 
of the provincial attorneys general on each appointment to the Su
preme Court of Canada. 

4.30 The Victoria Charter of 1971 contained a detailed 
scheme for Supreme Court of Canada appointments. Quebec would 
have three guaranteed seats on the Court. If a vacancy occurred in 
the remaining six places, the federal attorney general would first de
termine the provincial bar from which the appointee would come. In 
every case, the federal attorney general would make every reason
able effort to agree with the relevant provincial attorney general on a 
nominee. If I after thirty days of the opening of discussions. agree
ment was not reached, the selection would be turned over to a 
nominating council. The federal attorney general would choose 
which kind of council; either: 

- a committee composed of himself and the provincial 
attorneys general: or 

- a three member committee; one member appointed 
by the federal attorney general, one by the relevant 
provincial attorney general and a chair selected by the 
first two; Victoria Charter, Article 30. 

The federal attorney general would then ask the committee to 
choose among three candidates. 

4.31 The Victoria Charter had several drawbacks. For one 
th ing, the federal attorney general could Ii rig" the results by pre-
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senting the provincial attorney general with no tolerable choices, and 
then forwarding the name of one star and two stiffs to the nominat
ing council. That defect, however, could easily be resolved by allow
ing the provincial attorney general to make suggestions to the 
nominating committee as well; see J. C. MacPherson, II The Poten
tial Implications of Constitutional Reform for the Supreme Court of 
Canada" at 182, note 85. Another problem is the disproportionate 
influence of different provincial governments. Quebec is guaranteed 
a voice on three appointments, whereas some other provinces may 
never be consulted. Furthermore, each particular appointment re
flects the special influence of one provincial government or another, 
whereas each member of the Court is supposed to be an impartial 
servant of the country as a whole. The force of the objection is 
blunted, however, by the fact that every candidate must be accept
able to the federal government, whereas no provincial government 
can absolutely insist on its favourite candidate or candidates. 

4.32 All of the proposals considered so far - from Senate 
confirmation to the Canadian Bar Association proposal to the Victoria 
Charter - would leave the federal level of government with the domi
nant or leading role in the appointment of judges. They are right in 
doing so. The 1987 Constitutional Accord would tip the balance past 
centre and in the direction of provincial governments. When a va
cancy occurs in the Court, provincial governments will submit a list 
of candidates to the federal government. The federal government 
must then choose one that is II acceptable" to it. Now this might 
seem as cleverly egalitarian as the old /I you-cut-the-cake-your
brother-chooses-which-piece" scheme for settling disputes among 
children. Alas, it may in practice work more like the old "do-you
want-the-needte-in-the-Ieft-arm-or-the-right-arm?" trick that pe
diatricians use to give their patients the illusion of autonomy. The 
1987 Constitutional Accord says that lists of candidates should be 
"submitted to;" the risk is that "foisted upon II will become more 
descriptive. 

4.33 A homey example: you are at a friend's home, and are 
expected to listen to a musical record. Your friend has a collection 
of ten thousand discs, remarkable in its eclecticism; it includes eve
rything from the greatness of Grieg to the badness of Boone. If you 
are aiming for listening pleasure, would you rather: a) give your 
friend a list of three or four of your favourite albums and ask him to 
play one; or b) have your choice from among a list that he presents 
- which might consist of Paul Anka' s Greatest Hits, Frankie 
Yankovic's Polka Classics and Chipmunk Punk? 
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4.34 The balance between federal and provincial authority is 
partially a product of another serious imbalance among the roles of 
the different provinces. When one of the six "non-Quebec'· vacan
cies becomes available. all nine provinces are able to submit lists of 
candidates. A province must nominate only members of its own bar. 
No province is guaranteed that a name on its list will be selected at 
any given time - or ever. Political convention supports a quota of 
two Western judges, three Ontario judges and one Atlantic judge. 
But that convention is not always followed and. even if it is. a prov
ince like Alberta has to "compete" with three others. A province 
other than Quebec is not likely to have much success in foisting 
II provincial rights If judges upon the federal government. The latter 
can always shop around the other provinces for a more moderate 
candidate. Incredible as it may seem at the moment, there are actu
ally times when provincial governments favour having a strong cen
tral government. In the Anti-Inflation case for example, the Attorney 
General of Ontario argued for a very broad interpretation of federal 
authority under" peace, order and good government." So the fed
eral government actually may have the occasional opportunity to ap
point a few centralist-minded judges. The possibility of collusion 
among the nine provinces is negligible. It is technically possible for 
eight provinces to swallow their own lists and allow a ninth to forward 
a smalt I stacked list of its own; however I the divergence of party 
affiliation and interests among the provinces relegates the scenario 
to the category of II imaginary horrible ... 

4.35 On the other hand, Quebec is entitled to the only list of 
names that can be considered for the three Quebec seats on the 
Court. Its government will be disposed more favourably to judges 
who strongly favour provincial rights. Indeed, the 1987 Accord would 
entrench a constitutional affirmation that the legislature of Quebec 
has a role in "preserving and promoting" its identity as a distinct 
society. What happens to the philosophical balance on the Court if, 
time after time. the province of Quebec nominates only judges with 
a strong provincialist bent? 

4.36 One possible response is lIit won't happen." If the Su
preme Court starts to become excessively pro-provincialist in its 
balance and decisions, the federal government will simply refuse to 
name any candidate whose views are not at least moderate. The 
prospect is not politically attractive. Quebec will always be able to 
forward a long list of lawyers, professors and judges who are 
strongly pro-provincia list. Quebec jurists who are sympathetic to a 
strong central government are likely to be professionally affiliated 
with national parties I not with provincial ones; so patronage. as well 
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as ideology. will work against them. The federal government will not 
be able to plead that ,t you short-listed us" or "absolutely no one on 
this list is intelligent. experienced, knowledgeable, diligent. articu
late, honest. discrete, bilingual and sober." It will have to say, in 
effect. "everyone on this list is too likely to vote for provincial 
rights. ,. It will not necessarily be able to say that a particular individu
al's views are extreme; what may be distressing to the federal gov
ernment is simply that an accumulation of firmly. but not fanatically, 
pro-provincial judges is steadily eroding the authority of the central 
government. The federal government will then be excoriated for im
posing an uideological litmus test" on candidates. and thereby: 

- obstructing Quebec's right to restrict the federal 
choice to a certain number of qualified candidates; 

- trying to U stack the Court. If 

4.37 The political burden for deadlock will fall unequally on the 
federal government. It will be forced to commit the Ulast avoidable 
act If by refusing to name any of a number of candidates whose 
technical competence is not questionable. It is the federal govern
ment that will be called upon to explain. The only tactical advantage 
the federal government will have is that in the absence of agree
ment, one of uQuebec's" vacancies remains vacant. 

4.38 One possible tranquillizer is "Eisenhower said that ap
pointing Earl Warren was his worst mistake:" see Ely, Democracy 
and Distrust at 47. In other words, once a judge is appointed, he 
may develop philosophically in totally unanticipated directions. Con
sider the influences on the formation of a judge who is appointed to 
the Supreme Court of Canada. She lives in Ottawa, the capital of the 
country, just down the street from Parliament. She constantly is ex
posed to discussion of national political issues. The federal govern
ment appears before her scores of times, explaining federal 
problems and urging her to adopt a federal perspective on a particu
lar issue. She probably is aware that her U audience" is national, and 
that she is liable to be criticized for demonstrating a one-sided view 
of federal-provincial problems. There is a smaller audience - the 
rest of the judges - which may exert intellectual and collegial pres
sure in favour of moderation. Who knows how her views may 
evolve? On the other hand. some case histories in recent times 
demonstrate that a judge can be true to initial form for decades. Earl 
Warren might have been a surprise, but Chief Justice Rehnquist has 
not swerved from the right. Chief Justice Laskin was just as deter
minedly pro-centralist in his final judgments as in his initial ones. Mr. 
Justice Beetz remains a strong defender of provincial rights. 
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4.39 The last example might be cited as a demonstration that 
there really is nothing to worry about. Mr. Justice Beetz has often 
supported provincial claims but, then again, has often been right in 
doing so. In a number of cases where I have disagreed with his deci
sion, I still have found his way of thinking reasonable - and, more 
than that I creative and insightful. The Court and the law benefit more 
from the interplay of strong and imaginative intellects than they 
would from a unison of mugwumpers. Furthermore. Mr. Justice 
Beetz has not had the monotonous track record of an ideologue; he 
has ruled in favour of the federal government in several important 
cases. Just look at the Patriation Reference; he ruled that unilateral 
federal action was legal. though contrary to the political convention 
that there must be substantial provincial agreement to amendments 
that affect their rights. He later joined a unanimous Supreme Court 
in finding that there was no political convention which accorded Que~ 
bec a veto. His judgments in favour of the provinces, like his judg
ments generally. are crafted with admirable preciSion and clarity, 
are fair-minded in their use of the precedents and reveal a judicial 
philosophy based upon restraint as well as sensitivity to provincial 
concerns. What would be wrong if the government of Quebec 
tended to nominate candidates of the calibre of Mr. Justice Beetz? 

4.40 For one thing, there is no guarantee that the government 
of Quebec will not, on at least some occasions, nominate judges 
who are more stridently pro-provincialist than our example. The Parti 
Quebecois is still the opposition party in Quebec, and has a realistic 
chance of being in office again. For another thing. the federal gov
ernment now has the opportunity to balance a provincially minded 
Quebec judge with another (such as Mr. Justice Lamer) who is more 
sympathetic to federal claims, or with a centralist from outSide of 
Quebec. Three provincially oriented judges on a nine-member Court 
are liable to produce a very serious imbalance. 

4.41 Other reassuring scenarios can be scripted. It is possible 
to imagine political or judicial reactions to restore the equilibrium of 
the Court if Quebec's nominations produced imbalance. The federal 
government would exploit its broader discretion in the other six ap
pointments to try to j, even the score ... Or some judges on the Court 
might lean more towards the federal side if they sensed that the 
boat was listing towards the provincial one. Still, these are only pos
sibilities; the will or practical opportunity to carry them out may be 
lacking. 

4.42 It is possible that things won't work out too badly; so why 
worry? Partly because of the context in which Quebec and the other 
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provinces acquire new authority over appointments. Other proposed 
amendments in the 1987 Constitutional Accord: 

- might seriously limit the effective exercise of the fed
eral spending power. The Supreme Court of Canada will 
be the ultimate authority on how much; 

- will make it more difficult than ever to constitutionally 
transfer authority to the federal level of government. 
Court rulings that debilitate the federal authority will be 
extremely difficult to reverse via constitutional amend
ment. Suppose the federal government and some 
have-not provinces move to modify the new provision 
whereby every province can "opt-out II with compensa
tion from a federal spending program; the U have" prov
inces could simply U opt-out" of that amendment - with 
compensation; 

- might strengthen the hand of the government of Que
bec at the expense of minority language communities. 
A Supreme Court of Canada ruling that went too far in 
Quebec's direction would be practically impossible to 
reverse through amendment; the 1982 amending for
mulae (sections 41 (c) and 43) guarantee that no 
amendment on the use of the English or French lan
guage in Quebec could come into force without the 
consent of the National Assembly; 

- will entrench the requirement that first ministers have 
a conference every year on constitutional amendments. 
The result may be constant decentralist pressure on the 
central government. As Meech Lake shows, it can be 
easy to get ten premiers to agree that premiers and 
provinces should have more authority. It only takes one 
agreeable prime minister and the deed is done. It will 
be extremely rare for ten premiers to agree that federal 
authority should be strengthened in some respect. It 
may become crucial to maintaining a proper federal
provincial balance that the Supreme Court of Canada 
take an expansive, even revisionistically expansive, 
view of general federal powers - such as those with 
respect to "peace, order and good government." "the 
regulation of trade and commerce" and II the raising of 
money by any mode or system of taxation. it 

4.43 In other words. the 1987 Accord subjects federal author
ity and minority language communities to legal attack by provincial 
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governments, especiaUy that of Quebec. At the same time, influ
ence on Court membership is being shifted in the direction of provin
cial governments, especially that of Quebec. 

4.44 In my view, any of the reform proposals mentioned 
above. including the one in the Victoria Charter, would have been 
preferable to the one in the 1987 Accord. Even an amendment that 
simply required the federal and provincial governments to agree on 
a nominee would have been better. The federal and provincial gov
ernments would have had an equal voice in suggesting possibilities, 
and neither would have been at a political disadvantage in case of 
deadlock. Quebec's insistence that it have a right to IIparticipate" in 
and jj consent" to appointments would have been satisfied. Instead, 
the 1987 Accord gives to the provinces, and especially to Quebec. 
the primary role in selecting the members of a national institution. It 
only would have taken several vertebrae worth of spine for the fed
eral government to have insisted on at least maintaining equality. 

4.45 One of the saving graces of Canadian constitutionalism 
is that political conventions have been developed around stupid
looking rules of law. The Constitution Act, 1867 seems to give 
sweeping powers to the Governor General and to an unelected, un
democratic Senate. In practice. of course, the Governor General 
acts only on the advice of responsible ministers, and the Senate 
almost always respects the judgment of the elected House of Com
mons. The 1987 Accord would entrench a formal mechanism for 
making Supreme Court of Canada appointments; but it would not 
prevent the federal government and a province from agreeing to 
make the selection, in practice, through a better process. The fed
eral government and a province could, for example. both agree in 
advance to abide by the selection of a committee - which might 
consist of members of the judiciary, the bar and the public, as well 
as representatives of the federal and provincial governments. 

4.46 If the "you-list-we-pick" process does not work out 
well, a more resolute federal government actually might insist that a 
more satisfactory procedure be used in practice. It could reject list 
after list if none of its favourite candidates appeared on any of them. 
After a while, the provincial government finally might agree to par
tiCipate in a de facto selection process than is more sensitive to 
federal preferences. A more subtle federal manoeuvre would be to 
stipulate in advance that it would only select a name from a provin
cial list if that name also appeared on a list of meritorious candidates 
compiled by such-and-such a committee. The federal government 
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would thus be standing up for II merit" as well as its own preferences 
in judicial style and philosophy. 

4.47 The federal appointment power over other superior court 
judges would be undisturbed by the 1987 Accord. Sooner or later, 
though. Quebec will resume its quest for participation in those ap
pointments too. Other provinces will join in. The federal government 
would then have a chance to make a deal. It could try to reach 
agreement on a process that would give an adequate role to the 
provincial attorney general and, as well perhaps. a role to represen
tatives of the judiciary. the bar and the general public. Part of the 
quid for such a quo would be acceptance by the provinces of a 
more suitable process for selecting Supreme Court of Canada 
judges. Another bit of quid would be that the federal level of govern
ment would have a voice in the appointment of provincial court 
judges. It would be best to experiment with a procedure or several 
procedures before entrenching a process. Indeed, it might be better 
to work out the appointment procedures through political conven
tions and ordinary legislation. rather than by adding yet another area 
of rigidity to the Constitution. 

4.48 Whatever is worked out through further negotiations and 
practice, though, the federal government will be standing in a hole, 
looking up. The Supreme Court of Canada provisions of the 1987 
Accord would limit the role of the federal government to an extent 
that is wrong in policy - and by no means necessitated by the terms 
of Quebec's demands. 

4.49 A few additional comments on the mechanics of the se
lection process. Section 101C(1} contains no indication of how 
many choices a province ought to forward to the federal govern
ment. Use of the word "list" would have provided some indication 
that there should be several. The framers could have done even 
better by stipulating some kind of verbal or verbal-numerical stan
dard - If a list of at least six qualified candidates. tI Or they could have 
worked some checks and balances into the system. They might 
have required a provincial government to include in its recommen
dations the names of at least two sitting superior court judges. As 
these judges are appointed by the federal government in the first 
place, there would be some assurance that the federal government 
would have at least a few palatable choices. 

4.50 Section 101C only authorizes a province to nominate 
members of its own bar. Permitting them to name candidates from 
other provinces would increase the prospect of a worthy candidate 
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who does not belong to the same party as the provincial government 
of the day. It would also be more consistent with the status of a 
Supreme Court judge as a servant of the entire country. The objec
tion was offered that a Rhino government in Ottawa could collude 
with the Rhino government of one province to appoint a Rhino party 
member in another province - and thereby ignore the preferences 
of the laUer's Bull Moose government. The force of the objection is 
weakened by the fact that only Ontario has its own II quota" of va
cancies, and even that is by a political convention which is not al
ways observed. The four Western provinces share two Useats," the 
four Atlantic provinces only 'lone. It Thus no individual province can 
have a strong expectation that its preferences will be followed any
way. Furthermore, many lawyers belong to the bar of more than one 
province. As a matter of fact - as was pointed out at the drafting 
sessions - the parochialism of section 101 C can be overcome by a 
little razzle dazzle. A province can invite a candidate in another 
province - or in a territory - to join its bar, admit him, and then 
forward his name to the federal government. 

4.51 Section 101 B (1) of the proposed Constitution Act J 1987 
entrenches the requirement that a Supreme Court nominee have ten 
years experience as a "judge of any court in Canada or a member 
of the bar of any province or territory." The requirement is drawn 
from s. 3 of the federal Judges Act. R.S.C. 1970, c. J-1, which 
applies the ten year rule to Superior and County Court judges gener
ally. At the drafting sessions, federal officials suggested that the 
section was inserted as a minimal screen on provincial nominations. 
The express reference to "territory" was added as a minimal conso
lation to members of the territorial bars. whose governments cannot 
nominate them. I recall being all in favour of the addition as a bit of 
tokenism that would highlight the unprincipled and undemocratic ex
clusion of the territories in other respects. 

4.52 As just mentioned. the Yukon and Northwest Territories 
are not authorized to make nominations on their own. Both have 
responsible governments. and their combined population is 75,000-
or more than half that of Prince Edward Island. How can this denial of 
elementary equality pOssibly be justified? A defender might say that 
the territories aren't provinces; however. Supreme Court judges are 
not representatives of the provinces but members of an institution 
whose writ can run anywhere in the country - including the North. A 
defender might say that the territories are especially subject to pres
sure by the federal government, which retains ultimate legal author
ity over them and which subsidizes them heavily. But even provincial 
legislation can, in theory. be disallowed by the federal government; 
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and some of the provinces are heavily dependent on discretionary 
federal assistance. In practice, the territories exercise considerable 
autonomy, and there is no warrant for any anxiety that they could be 
strong-armed or bribed into colluding with the federal government 
on Supreme Court nominations. 

4.53 The Supreme Court of Canada has rendered several im
portant judgments on the constitutional position of aboriginal peo
pies. In the future. its role likely will increase dramatically. There 
may yet be constitutional amendments on aboriginal self
government. in which case the Supreme Court of Canada may have 
a large say in interpreting them. Or there may be no amendments,' 
in which case frustrated aboriginal groups may attempt to achieve 
their ends through litigation. Northern governments are especially 
likely to nominate jurists who are familiar with aboriginal peoples and 
the legal issues connected with them. Eventually, many of the best 
lawyers and judges in the North will be aboriginal persons; but their 
prospects of serving on the Supreme Court of Canada will be mini
mal. In denying equal democratic rights to the people of the North, 
the proposed Constitution Act, 1987 would also deny them equal 
opportunities for public service. The effects of both kinds of discrimi
nation wilt be disproportionately injurious to aboriginal peoples. 

The Supreme Court of Canada and Formal Guarantees of 
Judicial Independence. 

4.54 Section 101 D would provide that II sections 99 and 100 
[of the Constitution Act, 1867] apply in respect of the judge~ of the 
Supreme Court of Canada." Section 99 guarantees that superior 
court judges hold office" during good behaviour" until the age of 75. 
Section 1 00 requires that the salaries of superior court and certain 
other judges be ., fixed and provided If by the Parliament of Canada. 
These sections are designed to protect the independence of the 
senior judiciary. Their gravamen is that their tenure of office cannot 
be terminated. nor their salaries reduced, for political reasons. Only 
incapacity or serious misconduct would justify removal of a superior 
court judge. 

4.55 I agree with those who have argued that sections 99 and 
100 apply to federal superior courts no less than to provincial supe
rior courts; see W.R. Lederman, liThe Independence of the Judici
ary" (1956). 34 Can. Bar Rev. 1139at 1176; and Addyv. The Queen 
(1985), [1985] 2 F.C. 452, 22 D.L.R. (4th) 52. One test of whether 
a court is, in substance, a superior court is whether it occupies a 
pOSition that is equal or superior in the judicial hierarchy to that tradi
tionally exercised by provincial superior courts. One indicia of a su-
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perior court is that it exercises supervisory or appellate authority 
over other tribunals; Attorney General of Quebec v. Farrah (1978), 
[1978] 2 S.C.R. 638, 86 D.L.R. (3d) 161. A decisive factor should 
be whether the court is subject in turn to review by higher courts. If 
the only avenue of recourse is appeal by leave to the Supreme Court 
of Canada then, by that token alone I the court should be considered 
a superior court. According to these tests, the Federal Court of Ap
peal. Federal Court of Canada, Pension Appeal Board, Court Martial 
Appeal Board - and Supreme Court of Canada - are already supe
rior courts to which sections 99 and 100 apply. Section 101 D, in my 
opinion, is only declaratory of existing law. 

4.56 At the drafting sessions, Manitoba was one of the dele
gations that pressed for the insertion of Section 101 D. It suggested, 
though, that the phrase "for greater certainty" be inserted at the 
beginning. The implication would have been that sections 99 and 100 
already apply of their own force to at least one federal superior court 
- the Supreme Court of Canada - and might well apply to others. 
The federal government, however, did not want to prejudice its abil
ity to argue in court that sections 99 and 100 do not apply to federal 
courts. It might be argued that leaving out the phrase .. for greater 
certainty" did not establish neutrality. Instead, it tipped the scales in 
the other direction, by setting up this expressio unius argument: 

The fact that the framers went to the trouble of saying 
that sections 99 and 100 do apply to the Supreme Court 
of Canada reveals their assumption that these sections 
ordinarily do not apply to federal courts. 

But a convincing rebuttal would be this: 

The expressio unius argument just made arbitrarily se
lects one possibility. The hypothetical "reasonable 
framers" of section 1 01 D might not have meditated on 
the existing state of the law at all. Or they might have 
figured that the existing phraseology best serves the 
goals of neutrality and drafting elegance. Just look at 
the alternatives. Adding the phrase "for greater cer
tainty" would definitely not have been neutral. The only 
" more neutral" alternative would have been some 
long-winded drone of legalese - such as "without preju
dice to the application of sections 99 and 1 00 to federal 
courts generally." 

The Supreme Court of Canada and Reference Cases. 

4.57 Section 101E(2) states that: 
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For greater certainty. section 101 A shall not be con
strued as abrogating or derogating from the powers of 
the Parliament of Canada to make laws relating to the 
reference of questions of law or fact, or any other mat
ters, to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

The federal government was anxious to preserve its authority to sub
mit reference questions to the Supreme Court of Canada. It was 
concerned that the Supreme Court of Canada, in the spirit of Ameri
can and Australian precedents, would hold that advisory opinions 
should not be rendered by an institution that is constitutionally rec
ognized as a court. While it often has proved useful for the Supreme 
Court of Canada to render advisory opinions, the Court should have 
some authority to control the pace and scope of its pronounce
ments. When cases come up through the ordinary course. the Court 
has a number of tactics whereby it can save its intellectual energies. 
give itself and lower courts more time to think things through and 
minimize the extent to which it must choose sides on an issue that is 
pOlitically controversial; see A.M. Bickel. The Least Dangerous 
Branch; the Supreme Court at the Bar of Politics (Indianapolis: 
Bobbs-Merrill. 1962). The Supreme Court can. for example. deny 
leave to appeal or grant it but decide the case on very narrow 
grounds. Reference cases can force questions upon courts that they 
could otherwise avoid or defer. In my view, section 101 E should not 
have been inserted. The Supreme Court of Canada should have 
been allowed greater freedom to ration the expenditure of its time 
and of its authority. 

4.58 On the other hand, section 1 01 E does not absolutely 
preclude the Supreme Court of Canada from developing doctrines 
whereby it would limit its response to reference questions. Section 
101E purports to shield the existing authority of Parliament. It does 
not define what that authority is. Furthermore, it only preserves the 
authority to urefer" questions, not to require an answer. To verify 
that these distinctions are not just quibbles. compare the language 
of s.1 01 E (1) with that of its counterpart in the Victoria Charter: 

Art. 37 The Parliament of Canada may make 
laws ... authorizing the reference of qUQstions of law or 
fact to the Court and requiring the Court to hear and 
determine the questions. 

The Court may thus develop doctrines and practices that would limit 
its answers to reference questions. It might take into account a vari
ety of factors, such as whether the issues are: 
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- legal, conventional or political; 

- precisely stated and few in number; 

- similar or identicalJo those that have_ been_ adjudcated __________ -------------------------------------------------------------1 

in the courts below; 

- related to a current controversy; or 

- speculative. 
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Constitutional Conferences 

5.1 A few days after the Meech Lake meeting, I spoke on 
the phone with a bureaucrat outside of Manitoba who is among the 
most knowledgeable and perceptive experts on constitutional re
form. Call him Ishmael. He was dismayed with the contents of the 
communique, but retained some optimism that the language of the 
substantive provisions - such as the "Quebec clause" - was so am
biguous and messy that the courts somehow would save us from 
ourselves. The thing that disturbed Ishmael the most was the provi
sion for First Ministers' Conferences every year. If he could elimi
nate one thing, he said, that would be it. 

5.2 If the IIConstitution Fairy" offered me the chance to de
lete one section of the 1987 Accord, I'm not sure which one I'd pick. 
But I have, from the beginning, understood Part VI (annual constitu
tional conferences) as one of the most dangerous aspects of the 
entire accord. It certainly would be near the top of my "zap list." It 
certainly is in close competition with the Senate appointments provi
sion as Meech Lake's most gratuitous threat to constitutional sanity 
in Canada. Neither was originally requested by Quebec. Both were 
surprise additions to the federal potlatch for the premiers. Both were 
a response to Premier Getty's desire to make substantive headway 
on Senate reform at the same time as Quebec's demands were 
accommodated - rather than in a separate process afterwards. Pre
mier Getty was promised an indefinite series of First Ministers' Con
ferences on Senate reform, and the right to nominate senators until 
there finally is an amendment. 

5.3 There is no sunset clause on Part VI. The requirement 
that first ministers meet every year will be a formal constitutional 
imperative until the House of Commons, Senate and seven legisla
tures give first ministers permission to stay home. Every year, and 
possibly forever, the Constitution of Canada will require that Senate 
reform and fisheries jurisdiction be among the agenda items. 

5.4 The 1987 Constitutional Accord makes Senate reform 
much harder to achieve. The consent of all the provinces is now 
required, and their interests are divergent. Provincial governments 
are given the right to nominate senators in the interim, and may 
become attached to that privilege. Part VI hardly guarantees that 
agreement will nonetheless be achieved. The fact that conferences 
must be held indefinitely deprives any particular conference of any 
urgency. Negotiations usually start to move only as the deadline ap
proaches; with respect to Senate reform, there is no deadline. The 
experience with entrenched conferences on aboriginal matters is 
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consistent with the general expectation. Movement tended to accel
erate as each FMC approached; the prospect of a final FMC in 1987 
encouraged parties to "hold out" in 1984 and 1985. Furthermore, 
Senate reform is not the only item that will appear on the agendas. 
Authority over fisheries is guaranteed to be a subject of discussion. 
So are II such other matters as are agreed upon." Maybe Alberta will 
insist in the first few years that there be no discussion of any issues 
other than senators and fish. But other governments may be able to 
slip other issues through the door. on the basis that they are con
nected intrinsically with Senate reform, or that they are the price for 
concessions on Senate reform. If Senate reform stalls after a few 
years, boredom and frustration with the issue and pressure from 
various interest groups to deal with other issues eventually will force 
an opening-up of the agenda. Alberta's practical chances of achiev
ing Senate reform would have been about the same had they agreed 
to a finite series of conferences. 

5.5 The framers could not have intended that the Senate 
and fisheries jurisdiction be on the agenda forever, so they might 
have expected that there would be an amendment to Part VI when 
agreement on these issues finally is reached. Even if substantive 
agreement is reached I however, it will be difficult to terminate Part 
VI. One province or another will have discovered an issue on which it 
wants to make constitutional headway, and will insist that the annual 
conferences continue. Political motivations will be supported by per
sonal ones. After a series of conferences have taken place, every 
government will have public servants whose jobs or status depend at 
least in part on having constitutional conferences to prepare for. A 
number of first ministers will want their turn at playing Father (or 
Mother) of Confederation, or II architect of Canada's Constitution." It 
wilt not be easy for other first ministers to ,. refuse to even talk. IJ 

5.6 No one's interests would be harmed significantly by put· 
ting a five year time limit on the ,. second round" contemplated by 
Part VI. On the other hand, it will be very difficult to put an end to 
them later on. Given the grievous harm that may result from inviting 
endless meddling with the Constitution, the only responsible course 
of action for first ministers would be to insert a "sunset clausell now. 

5.7 The entrenchment of the process is not "neutral" as to 
outcomes. The process has inherent biases. They are in the direc
tion of: 

- constitutional reform rather than proceeding through 
other political or legal channels; 
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- rendering the Constitution increasingly more rigid; 

- favouring special interests over general principle; 

- debilitating the authority of the central government. 

Bias in Favour of Constitutional Action. 

5.8 When first ministers agree that a provincial concern 
ought to be discussed at the constitutional table. the inevitable bias 
is in favour of doing something constitutional about it. The experi· 
ence at aboriginal constitutional talks certainly was that the media, 
and many of the participants. defined II success·' as •• reaching a 
deal." A more mature understanding of success. however, would be 
based on: 

- an assessment of the goals that ought to be pursued; 
and 

- an assessment of the processes and mechanisms 
that should be used to achieve them. Sometimes a par
ticular substantive outcome should be specified I some
times a further process. Sometimes there should be 
constitutional amendment. sometimes there should be 
a political accord, ordinary legislation. or administrative 
action. Sometimes nothing is the best thing to do. The 
status quo may be better than the alternatives; or it 
may require further experimentation and discussion be
fore action is taken. 

Bias Towards Increasing Rigidity. 

5.9 Constitutional entrenchment limits democratic rights of 
citizens and governments of the future. By saying today that a cer
tain value cannot be altered by ordinary legislative processes, we 
limit the ability of those in the future to learn from experience, adapt 
to circumstances that we could not foresee, and make their own 
judgments, even if they are wrong. Humility and caution are called 
for. What undeniably seems right today may look very different ten 
years from now. It is instructive to look at the dominant pOlitical 
theories and policies of the past, and consider the mess we would 
be in if some of them had been entrenched constitutionally. Humility 
with respect to our own judgment and foresight I and respect for the 
equal rights of the citizens of the future, ought to be the order of the 
day when considering constitutional reform. 

5.10 One justification for entrenchment can be the necessity 
of establishing certain ground rules for the operation of the demo-
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cratic decision-making process. It may be too risky to leave the 
definition or revision of the rules to those who happen to be in power 
from time to time. One danger is that the U ins" wHl tend to revise the 
ground rules so that they stay II in It with the maximum scope of 
authority; see generally. Ely, Democracy and Distrust. Another is 
that governments will tend to overstep the areas of decision-making 
originally assigned to them. It is proper. then, for a constitution to 
specify generally that various levels of government have such-and
such powers. and that they must observe certain principles of de
mocracy. Even with respect to the ground rules, however, it has to 
leave broad scope for future revision. 

5.11 Another consideration in favour of entrenchment can be 
the necessity of protecting individuals and minorities who are likely 
to be mistreated by the operation of ordinary democratic processes. 
Numerically small groups that are the victims of prejudice, for exam
ple. may be perpetual losers in a majoritarian pOlitical process. 

5.12 Another factor can be symbolic and educational. A soci
ety may see its constitution as a suitably august and permanent me
dium in which to express its deepest commitments. The benefit may 
be the satisfaction that comes from reflection and self-expression 
and the educative value. to us and the world, of articulating our 
deepest commitments. Again, reticence is sometimes the wisest 
course. Much as the majority may be pleased to see the inscription 
of their beliefs, entrenchment can be insulting and alienating to 
those who do not agree. Constitutions that are rhetorically spare and 
ideologically neutral can earn far greater loyalty than those which 
choose up sides, and leave some people with the sense that their 
own highest ideals have been rejected. We should not forget. more
over. that what seems like self-evident moral truth today may look 
different tomorrow; see generally, Chapter 1 of B. Schwartz. First 
Principles J Second Thoughts: Aboriginal Peoples, Constitutional Re
form and Canadian Statecraft (Montreal: The Institute for Research 
on Public Policy, 1986). 

5.13 None of the foregOing factors is sufficient. in and of it
self, to justify the entrenchment of a particular provision. We must 
be convinced that the proviSion is wise and just. Indeed, the sense 
that a particular norm is morally compelling is often a powerful 
motivator for seeking its entrenchment. Its proponents may believe 
that it is so undeniably timeless that they ought to secure its benefits 
for their descendants, lest it be infringed by a majority that is 
thoughtless, self-seeking or oppressive. How do we verify the intrin
sic merit of the values we seek to entrench? 
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5.14 One method is to insist that there be an unusually high 
level of agreement. A simple majority in a Canadian legislature or 
Parliament is not enough to tie the hands of its successors. Before 
an amendment can be entrenched, the support of the House and 
Senate is required and, depending on the provision, the support of: 

- a provincial legislature; or 

seven provincial legislatures I representing half the 
population of Canada; or 

- all ten legislatures. 

5. 15 It is a reproach to our constitutional politics that there is 
no provision for any direct testing of popular consent through a ref
erendum. Most of the amending formulae at least do require the 
consent of more than one legislature. a safeguard which ordinarily 
should provide some assurance that an amendment is not the prod
uct of a single legislature that is out of touch with popular judgment. 
When seven or ten provincial governments as well as the federal 
level of government support a proposal, there should be some rea
son to believe that it is supported by Canadians from many different 
parts of Canada, each of which has a distinctive social, economic, 
ethnic and linguistic make-up. Widespread support for a proposal 
does not prove that it is right on the merits, but it does provide some 
evidence. (Unfortunately, the uprocess" connected with the 1987 
Accord so far suggests that legislative ratification can sometimes be 
secured through the fiat of opportunistic leaders who impose party 
discipline, rather than through public consultation, debate and con
sent) . 

5.16 Further reassurance would be provided if the nature of 
the constitutional amendment process somehow encouraged the 
people to be especially thoughtful and principled in their judgment. 
In a recent series of Storrs Lectures at Harvard Law School, Profes
sor Ackerman has begun his exploration of the special character of 
constitutional deliberations; see B.A. Ackerman, uThe Storrs Lec
tures: Discovering the Constitution" (1984) 93 Yale L.J. 1013. In his 
view, the authors of the Federalist Papers contemplated a distinction 
between constitutional politics and ordinary politics. The latter tends 
to be a process of producing compromises among competing, 
somewhat self-seeking, interest groups. People tacitly accept the 
playing rules for the process, and the constraints on its outcomes, 
that were established in the few-and-far-between moments of con
stitutional politics. Constitutional politics occurs when a group of 
committed people step back from short-term, utilitarian I political 
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pursuits or out of their indifference to public life. They attempt to 
persuade the people that certain procedures and principles ought to 
be secure amidst the pushing and shoving of ordinary politics. The 
extraordinary difficulty of securing formal constitutional amendment 
means that a reform effort is not undertaken lightly, and that it can 
only succeed after a sustained period of public debate. Constitu
tional reform thus reflects a II considered judgment on a matter of 
principle - a judgment that can be reached only after years of mobi
lization and popular debate. It The moral seriousness, sustained de
bate and wide-spread agreement that go into successful 
constitutional reform explain the priority of the principles estab
lished. They ought only to be supplanted if and when the political 
process again operates on that elevated plane. 

5.17 Part V of the American Constitution contemplates a two
step process for amendments. First of all, a text must be proposed. 
The mover can be, and invariably has been I the Congress of the 
United States. Two-thirds of the Congress must support the meas
ure. There is thus an opportunity, even at the initial stages of the 
amending process, for a thorough and public examination of a pro
posaL The second step is ratification by two-thirds of the states. 
The measure can come before each state legislature or convention 
without the governor already having committed himself and his 
party. The opportunity exists, therefore, for an open-minded and 
careful consideration. 

S. 1 8 Part V of the Canadian Constitution allows for a similarly 
rational and democratic process. Any legislature can kick-off the 
process by passing a resolution. Other legislatures then can con
sider soberly whether they wish to follow suit and eventually produce 
the necessary level of support. Part V clearly vests the authority 
over amendments in legislatures and in the House of Commons and 
Senate. The representative of the executive head of Government -
the Queen - has no formal role. The only legislature that is not 
elected - the Senate - is expressly relegated to a secondary role. If 
it does not support an amendment within 180 days of the time the 
House of Commons does, the latter can pass the resolution once 
again and the federal level of government is then deemed to have 
consented. Looking at the formal mechanics, then, Part V contem
plates an exceptionally populist approach to amendments, and cer
tainly allows for a deliberate and thorough process of consideration. 

5. 19 Part IV of the Constitution Act I 1982 did call for a First 
Ministers t Conference to be held (within a year) on matters concern
ing aboriginal peoples and another on the amending formula (to be 
held within fifteen years). So the text did give some indication that 
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first ministers have an important consultative role on constitutional 
reform. The text does not, however, indicate that first ministers are 
supposed to meet and sign a joint text; or that they are to commit 
themselves without thorough consultation with their cabinets, the 
legislatures and the public. Once first ministers have signed a joint 
text, their political prestige is engaged. A •• deal" is created. Subse
quent attempts at revision are liable to be criticized as backtracking 
on the part of the first minister J or a threat to topple the entire castle 
of cards by removing one of them . Technically speaking f first minis
ters' agreements only commit them to .. lay before their legisla
tures" a particular text. Unless a first minister makes it very clear 
that a text is only a II best efforts" draft that is subject to revision, 
however. it will be difficult politically for him or her to step back. 
Even when a first minister does state expressly that a deal is subject 
to legislative and public consultation. he is to be liable for actually 
responding to what he hears. 

5.20 Part VI of the proposed Constitution Act, 1987 would only 
reinforce the tendency of first ministers to see themselves as mem
bers of a miniature constitutional convention. The constitutional will 
must intensely reflect the philosophies and partisan political aims of 
the eleven leaders. rather than the shared resolve of Canadians that 
has crystallized through a sustained period of serious debate. The 
results will depend as much on the relationship among eleven indi
viduals as it will on the merits of the case and the sense of the 
people. 

5.21 Repetitions of the secretive, backroom, all-nighter 
model of the Langevin Block meeting will only intensify the grossly 
disproportionate impact of the individual views and personalities of 
the first ministers. Matters of high politics may turn on factors as low 
as whether one guy can stand to have the other ten exhausted, caf
feine-powered guys glower at him for U holding up the deal." A mo
mentary lapse of intention or partial lack of knowledge can be 
reflected in a constitutional variation that will alter the course of Ca
nadian law and politics forever. 

5.22 There is no adequate "feedback" mechanism to ensure 
that a first ministers f conclave does justice to posterity. What is de
cided today will not be enacted for a few years, and will not be 
tested politically or in the courts for years after that. Even politicians 
who are worried about .. their place in history" can reassure them
selves that if things eventually go badly I it will be because their suc
cessors lack the co-operative spirit that the framers so nobly 
demonstrated. Or else the courts messed up. Many politicians will 
not worry too much about history and posterity as long as they feel 
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optimistio about the next eleotion. or even oheered by the next 
week's opinion polls. 

5.23 The oharacter of the Constitution the balance between 
the centre and the provinces. between the authority of the majority 
and the rights of the individual - will not modulate back and forth with 
the steady rhythm of a pendulum. An exoess in one direotion will not 
be corrected by a countermovement in the opposite one. Instead, 
an excess in one direction will be followed by an excess in another 
direction. The one constant is that there will be more and more con
stitutional law more and more restrictions on the freedom of action 
of responsible branches of government. 

5.24 The one-way arrow towards rigidity is explicable partly in 
statistical terms. Most of the time I governments will not be able to 
form a consensus on a particular issue. Every once in a while, each 
for their own idiosyncratic reason, the various electorates will elect a 
group of first ministers who all happen to favour entrenching princi
ple P. Not that principle P was an election issue; the election issue 
more likely was the economy, the patronage excesses end corrup
tion of the previous government, the extent to which the old regime 
was getting to be boring, or the attractiveness in appearance and 
manner of the different party leaders. Anyway, first ministers get 
together for their annual assault on the Constitution and decide that 
they owe it to their children to entrench P. It may be decades before 
the accidents of politics produce a group of governments that is 
overwhelming or unanimously anti-P. Remember, for most amend
ments, it would take eight anti-P governments to undo the deed. For 
others, it would take all eleven. Even then. there is no certainty that 
the deed will be undone. The anti-P premiers may be pre-occupied 
with other issues. If P happens to be a bad idea, rather than a very 
bad idea, its removal will not be a top priority. 

5.25 Furthermore, one of the most fundamental prinCiples of 
political and legal psychology is that people become attached to 
what they have. If P guarantees the "rights ,. of some individuals, 
groups or governments, the beneficiaries will not accept gently its 
removal. To strip someone of his existing U constitutional rights" is to 
threaten something he may hold dear. It is, moreover, to undermine 
the sense of security that others have in their favourite 14 constitu
tional rights." Even if the anti-P premiers of tomorrow were every bit 
as focussed and determined on P as their predecessors who en
trenched it, there will be political and principled obstacles they would 
face that their predecessors did not. 
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Steady Pressure Towards Decentralization. 

5.26 On federal-provincial issues, the appropriate symbol is 
not the pendulum, but the one-way ratchet. It is much easier, politi
cally and technically, to erode the powers of the central institutions. 
Meech Lake itself is a stark demonstration. Premiers and provinces 
were happy to grab powers. It only took one prime minister who was 
prepared to offer them, and the deal was done. The reverse proc
ess is likely to be a rarity. How often will seven premiers agree to 
give up some of their authority? The strengthening of the provinces' 
"opting-out" privileges with respect to amendments, and the expan
sion of the category of amendments that requires unanimity, means 
that for practical or legal purposes the consent of all ten premiers 
will be required. The legislature of one of those provinces would be 
informed by the proposed Constitution Act, 1987 that it has the" role 
to preserve and promote" its U distinct identity." Quebec legislatures 
would continue to be intensely protective of their powers in any 
event; the proposed Constitution Act, 1987 will equip them with extra 
justification for doing so. Some Quebec politicians may even believe 
they have a constitutional duty to do so. 

5.27 Successive federal prime ministers may say .. no" to 
provincial demands for forty successive years; their answer will 
never be permanent. But if just one decentralist, weak or politically 
opportunistic prime minister says lIyes" - the federal government 
will have been weakened irreversibly once again. 

5.28 If the Meech Lake and Langevin Block models of mara
thon backroom bargaining are followed, it often will be very difficult 
for the Prime Minister to say" no." He can make a whole bunch of 
guys happy by giving away the candy. Not many provincial premiers 
are going to give the Prime Minister the big smile in the backroom 
and the warm compliment (for .. statesmanship") in the media 
should the Prime Minister defend the cause of shared national pur
pose. 

5.29 If the 1987 Accord does become law, and the annual 
conference provision remains, the federal government ought to 
state one ground rule immediately - there will be no more one-way 
transfers of authority. No transfers of powers or privileges to the 
provinces will be allowed unless there is a reciprocal strengthening 
of federal institutions. That may mean a strengthening or clarification 
of the powers of Parliament (say, with respect to its authority to 
implement treaties or to enforce the principle of the economic un
ion). It may mean securing or expanding the authority of another 
central institution, such as the Supreme Court of Canada. It may 
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mean expanding the scope or authority of a national statement of 
principles - the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms: new 
rights might be added, or the right of legislatures to U opt-out" might 
be further limited or eliminated. If the national government is to re
tain the powers it needs to articulate and implement a sense of na
tional purpose, and to provide for the common interest, then it must 
be made clear early on that constitutional reform is not a one-way 
street. Successive federal governments ought to stick strictly to that 
resolve. 

5.30 It will be particularly tempting to succumb to provincial 
demands to create new areas of concurrent jurisdiction or entrench 
all sorts of federal-provincial agreements. While no particular dimi
nution of federal authority will seem grievous. the accumulation of 
bonds will seriously impair the ability of the federal level of govern
ment to make hard decisions and implement them. It will find itself 
increasingly hamstrung by the need to negotiate with the provinces 
or abide by an earlier agreement. A national government cannot 
always make every provincial government happy. Sometimes, the 
pursuit of national interest or principle requires a government to act 
independently. A national government cannot be adequately respon
sive to changing Circumstances. and creative in its plans for the 
future. if every change in the status quo must be preceded by suc
cessful negotiations with a series of provincial governments. 

Relationship Between Annual First Ministers' Conferences and 
the Supreme Court of Canada. 

5.31 Another danger of the annual First Ministers' Confer
ences is that they could be turned into a "Really Supreme Court." In 
order to do its duty. the Supreme Court of Canada sometimes has 
to make decisions that will be widely misunderstood or unpopular. A 
frequent type of item on the agenda of first ministers may be the 
latest controversial decisions by the Supreme Court of Canada. If 
the beneficiary of the Supreme Court's judgment is a criminal defen
dant or unpopular minority, there may be political advantage in re
versing the judgment. 

5.32 While the risk just mentioned cannot be dismissed. my 
sense is that it is unlikely to happen. The "override" provision in s. 
33 of the Charter already provides a "release valve" for a legislature 
that is vehemently opposed to a court decision under the Charter. 
Furthermore, I think first ministers would agree that public respect 
for the Constitution and the Supreme Court of Canada would be seri
ously undermined by hasty reversals of even unpopular results. An 
encouraging precedent is the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34. 
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It would be relatively easy for Parliament to revise the Criminal Code 
whenever federal politicians or the public are unhappy with a Su
preme Court interpretation of it. Yet there is no pattern of the federal 
government being a "sore loser" in this regard. 

Consoling Stories. 

5.33 Rabbinic judaism developed a number of methods of re
sponding to the spare but suggestive language of the sacred scrip
tures. The written text was supplemented with a canon of oral 
commandments. and sophisticated interpretive techniques were de
veloped for determining how both applied to specific questions of 
liturgy, conduct, ethics and law. The scriptures themselves set legal 
commandments and codes inside a complex of stories. poetry and 
history. So inspired, the rabbis did not confine themselves to legalis
tic and action-oriented interpretations of the text. They allowed their 
own imaginations to produce "Midrashic" stories - tales that built 
upon the revelations in the text and filled in the silences. 

5.34 One way of assessing the 1987 Accord is to engage it at 
the legal level - to attempt to determine what particular words and 
phrases authoritatively mean. Another is to consider its influence on 
practical political conduct; how will various political actors cope with 
and exploit the ambiguities in the text? How will they operate. in 
practice I the machinery whose design the text merely sketches? 
Based on the text I we try to tell stories about what will be - a sort of 
future-directed Midrash. The latter I however, was not bounded by 
any scientific constraints, It was a spiritual and artistic exercise. not 
an historical one. In telling stories about the future of Canada under 
Meech Lake. we should be consistent and candid about our aims. It 
is entirely necessary and proper that we do a hard-minded assess
ment of various scenarios and their probabilities. If that is what is 
being attempted. it is misleading to tell only stories in which worse 
comes to worst, to paint portraits in which botch comes to Bosch. 
But it is equally misleading to tell only stories in which everyone lives 
happily ever after. 

5.35 Yes, it is possible that the requirement of annual First 
Ministers' Conferences will do no serious harm. One can imagine a 
future in which first ministers become bored and frustrated with at
tempts at constitutional reform; in which the annual constitutional 
conference becomes a three minute ritual addendum to the annual 
conference on the economy, or is conducted via telephone confer
ence call. Even this story is not so happy; jf the requirement of an 
annual conference is still "on the books I" merely going through the 
motions will tend to undermine the seriousness with which other 
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such requirements are taken. What confidence would aboriginal 
peoples have in a provision to once again entrench a series of con
ferences on their concerns? There are, moreover, no grounds for 
confidence that reality will match our not-entirely-happy story. His
tory may eventually realize one of the sadder stories we imagine 
today. 

Effect on Aboriginal Agenda. 

5.36 In March of 1987 there ended, without agreement, the 
last constitutionally mandated conference on constitutional reform . 
with respect to aboriginal peoples. Quebec ministers attended, but 
they made it clear that they would not ratify any amendment while 
Quebec's own demands were unresolved. The Premier of Quebec 
made a point of staying home. His non-attendance probably was 
supposed to demonstrate, among other things, that constitutional 
reform on other matters could not as a practical matter succeed 
without Quebec's full participation. We are left to wonder whether 
the federal govern ment restrained, to some extent, its efforts to 
reach a deal for aboriginal peoples in the interests of not offending 
Quebec and helping it to prove its pOint. The successful resolution of 
Quebec's demands undoubtedly was seen as far more important 
from the standpoint of partisan politiCS. In considering whether the 
federal government was prepared to sacrifice the constitutional ad
vancement of some for the sake of others, it is worth reflecting upon 
its ruthless abandonment, only a few months latter, of the interests 
of the North. 

5.37 In the aftermath of the Iisuccess" at Meech Lake, fed
eral officials have suggested to aboriginal peoples that a superior 
process has been found to that followed in the aboriginal process. It 
has been suggested that a cozy Meech-like get-together - just the 
eleven first ministers and four aboriginal leaders - might be able to 
hammer out an agreement. I doubt it. First of all, at Meech Lake the 
premiers gained power, rather than giving it up. Second, aboriginal 
peoples would not tolerate such an undemocratic and secretive 
resolution of their deepest concerns. The Assembly of First Nations. 
the organization of status Indians, consists of many ethnically and 
socially disparate groups. The latter likely will not allow one leader J 

no matter how respected, to indulge in free-wheeling negotiations 
that would bind all of them. The Inuit Committee on National Issues 
has always been scrupulous about going back, again and again, to 
representative organizations and to aboriginal communities them
selves in order to maximize understanding and consent. 

5.38 Full participation by Quebec in discussions will not mean 
that aboriginal peoples suddenly have found an unequivocal sup-
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porter. During aboriginal negotiations. Quebec representatives did 
occasionally offer positions or comments that appeared sympathetic 
to aboriginal demands. A close reading of their position in March of 
1987 I however, suggests that Quebec did not differ significantly 
from most other provinces. It seemed to favour an amendment 
whereby aboriginal self-government would be implemented only 
through local level negotiations - and not through judicial interpreta
tion of a broadly stated right. Aboriginal peoples may be encouraged 
by the special willingness of Quebec officials to deploy the rhetoric 
of collective rights. The fact remains. however f that Quebec is also 
among the provinces most eager to assert the role of provincial gov
ernments in dealing with aboriginal peoples. Many aboriginal groups. 
by contrast, remain reluctant to allow any erosion in the special bilat
eral relationship that has traditionally existed between them and the 
federal government. 

5.39 It might seem at first that Part VI of the proposed Consti
tution ActJ 1987 will ultimately ensure the re-emergence of aborigi
nal concerns at the constitutional table. If there is to be a 
constitutional conference every year. must not the concerns of abo
riginal peoples re-emerge sooner or later? 

5.40 Maybe. But not necessarily. Section 35.1 of the Consti
tution Act / 1982, as amended. provides that before there is any 
amendment to the Constitution with respect to aboriginal rights, 
there must be a First Ministers' Conference to which aboriginal rep
resentatives are invited. It would be possible in theory for first minis
ters to work out an amendment on their own and then hold another 
conference to check it over with aboriginal peoples. But aboriginal 
peoples would surely object. They would not want a subordinate role 
in determining the contents of the amendment; nor would they want 
to be in the intimidating position of responding to a joint front worked 
out by governments. So the only way to proceed with aboriginal 
amendments would be to involve aboriginal peoples from beginning 
to end; from preparatory meetings of officials to the show-down with 
first ministers. Aboriginal issues could never be just another item on 
the agenda. Special political. procedural and logistical arrangements 
would have to be made for them. 

5.41 It certainly would be possible to devote all or part of an 
annual First Ministers' Conference on the Constitution to aboriginal 
issues and to invite aboriginal organizations to attend. Part VI says 
that the annual conference is to be "composed II of first ministers. It 
does not say that no one else can attend and speak. The successive 
versions of s. 37 of the Constitution Act, 1982. as amended, ex
pressly required the Prime Minister to invite aboriginal representa-
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tives, yet both versions also defined the conference as being 
.. composed" of first ministers r 

5.42 Governments may object, however, to ths prospect of 
having their constitutional agendas postponed or overshadowed by 
aboriginal issues. The special procedures and political profile con· 
nected with aboriginal issues makes them especially likely to mo
nopolize time and attention whenever they emerge. Alberta might 
insist that aboriginal issues not be entertained until Senate reform is 
achieved. Newfoundland might say the same of fisheries jurisdiction. 
The explicit entrenchment of these agenda items would help to legiti
mize such stances. Even when - if ever - these items are resolved, 
other non-aboriginal issues may be brought to the table by govern
ments. It is not likely that first ministers will agree to an additional, 
separate stream for aboriginal issues. With two other First Ministers' 
Conferences already required in a given year - one on the econ~ 
omy, the other on .. ordinary" constitutional issues - there would be 
little time, patience or energy left for yet another. 

5.43 I have heard the fear expressed that even one provincial 
objection would preclude aboriginal issues from being added to the 
agenda in a given year. Section 50(2)(c) permits the addition to the 
agenda of II such other matters as are agreed upon." Is unanimous 
consent required? I think not. As the general amending formula al
lows amendments to be made over the objection of three provincial 
legislatures, it would be strange if only one hold-out could prevent 
an item from even being discussed. Furthermore. section 50(1) re
fers to a conference being II convened II by the Prime Minister. As 
chair of the meeting, he is entitled to some deference when he 
chooses to initiate an issue, or when he determines that there is 
sufficient support to warrant adding an issue to the agenda. 

5.44 To summarize, the indefinite series of conferences does 
offer some opportunity for returning to aboriginal issues. At the 
same time, the interest of governments in pursuing other issues -
especially Senate reform and fisheries jurisdiction - makes it unclear 
when, if ever, aboriginal issues will re-emerge. The overall pros
pects for aboriginal peoples certainly would be no worse if there 
were a termination date on the operation of Part VI: if, say, in five 
years the decks were again clear and aboriginal peoples could, if 
they choose, press for the resumption of constitutional conferences 
addressed to their concerns. 

5.45 It should be kept in mind that first ministers need no con
stitutional directive in order to meet. They can choose to get to
gether any time they want. The entrenchment of an infinite series of 
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meetings typifies the cavalier enthusiasm of the participants at 
Meech Lake for constraining the political freedom of future elected 
officials. 
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- rendering the Constitution increasingly more rigid; 

- favouring special interests over general principle; 

- debilitating the authority of the centra' government. 

Bias in Favour of Constitutional Action. 

5.8 When first ministers agree that a provincial concern 
ought to be discussed at the constitutional table, the inevitable bias 
is in favour of doing something constitutional about it. The experi
ence at aboriginal constitutional talks certainly was that the media, 
and many of the participants. defined "success" as .. reaching a 
deal." A more mature understanding of success, however, would be 
based on: 

- an assessment of the goals that ought to be pursued; 
and 

- an assessment of the processes and mechanisms 
that should be used to achieve them. Sometimes a par· 
ticular substantive outcome should be specified, some
times a further process. Sometimes there should be 
constitutional amendment, sometimes there should be 
a political accord, ordinary legislation, or administrative 
action. Sometimes nothing is the best thing to do. The 
status quo may be better than the alternatives; or it 
may require further experimentation and discussion be
fore action is taken. 

Bias Towards Increasing Rigidity. 

5.9 Constitutional entrenchment limits democratic rights of 
citizens and governments of the future. By saying today that a cer
tain value cannot be altered by ordinary legislative processes, we 
limit the ability of those in the future to learn from experience. adapt 
to circumstances that we could not foresee, and make their own 
judgments, even if they are wrong. Humility and caution are called 
for. What undeniably seems right today may look very different ten 
years from now. It is instructive to look at the dominant political 
theories and policies of the past, and consider the mess we would 
be in if some of them had been entrenched constitutionally. Humifity 
with respect to our own judgment and foresIght. and respect for the 
equal rights of the citizens of the future, ought to be the order of the 
day when considering constitutional reform. 

5.10 One justification for entrenchment can be the necessity 
of establishing certain ground rules for the operation of the demo-
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cratic decision-making process. It may be too risky to leave the 
definition or revision of the rules to those who happen to be in power 
from time to time. One danger is that the I' ins" will tend to revise the 
ground rules so that they stay .. in" with the maximum scope of 
authority; see generally, Ely, Democracy and Distrust. Another is 
that governments will tend to overstep the areas of decision-making 
originally assigned to them. It is proper, then, for a constitution to 
specify generally that various levels of government have such-and
such powers, and that they must observe certain principles of de
mocracy. Even with respect to the ground rules, however. it has to 
leave broad scope for future revision. 

5.11 Another consideration in favour of entrenchment can be 
the necessity of protecting individuals and minorities who are likely 
to be mistreated by the operation of ordinary democratic processes. 
Numerically small groups that are the victims of prejudice, for exam
ple, may be perpetual losers in a majoritarian political process. 

5.12 Another. factor can be symbolic and educational. A soci
ety may see its constitution as a suitably august and permanent me
dium in which to express its deepest commitments. The benefit may 
be the satisfaction that comes from reflection and self-expression 
and the educative value, to us and the world, of articulating our 
deepest commitments. Again, reticence is sometimes the wisest 
course. Much as the majority may be pleased to see the inscription 
of their beliefs, entrenchment can be insulting and alienating to 
those who do not agree. Constitutions that are rhetorically spare and 
ideologically neutral can earn far greater loyalty than those which 
choose up sides, and leave some people with the sense that their 
own highest ideals have been rejected. We should not forget, more
over, that what seems like self-evident moral truth today may look 
different tomorrow; see generally, Chapter 1 of B. Schwartz. First 
Prinoiples, Second Thoughts: Aboriginal Peoples, Constitutional Re
form and Canadian Statecraft (Montreal: The Institute for Research 
on Public Policy, 1986). 

5.13 None of the foregOing factors is sufficient, in and of it
self, to justify the entrenchment of a particular provision. We must 
be convinced that the provision is wise and just. Indeed, the sense 
that a particular norm is morally compelling is often a powerful 
motivator for seeking its entrenchment. Its proponents may believe 
that it is so undeniably timeless that they ought to secure its benefits 
for their descendants, lest it be infringed by a majority that is 
thoughtless, self-seeking or oppressive. How do we verify the intrin
sic merit of the values we seek to entrench? 
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5.14 One method is to insist that there be an unusually high 
level of agreement. A simple majority in a Canadian legislature or 
Parliament is not enough to tie the hands of its successors. Before 
an amendment can be entrenched, the support of the House and 
Senate is required and, depending on the provision, the support of: 

- a provincial legislature; or 

- seven provincial legislatures, representing half the 
population of Canada; or 

- all ten legislatures. 

5.15 It is a reproach to our constitutional politics that there is 
no provision for any direct testing of popular consent through a ref
erendum. Most of the amending formulae at least do require the 
consent of more than one legislature, a safeguard which ordinarily 
should provide some assurance that an amendment is not the prod
uct of a single legislature that is out of touch with popular judgment. 
When seven or ten provincial governments as well as the federal 
level of government support a proposal, there should be some rea
son to believe that it is supported by Canadians from many different 
parts of Canada, each of which has a distinctive social, economic, 
ethnic and linguistic make-up. Widespread support for a proposal 
does not prove that it is right on the merits, but it does provide some 
evidence. (Unfortunately, the .. process" connected with the 1987 
Accord so far suggests that legislative ratification can sometimes be 
secured through the fiat of opportunistic leaders who impose party 
discipline, rather than through public consultation, debate and con
sent) . 

5. 1 6 Further reassurance would be provided if the nature of 
the constitutional amendment process somehow encouraged the 
people to be especially thoughtful and principled in their judgment. 
In a recent series of Storrs Lectures at Harvard Law School, Profes
sor Ackerman has begun his exploration of the special character of 
constitutional deliberations; see B.A. Ackerman, "The Storrs Lec
tures: Discovering the Constitution" (1984) 93 Yale L.J. 1013. In his 
view, the authors of the Federalist Papers contemplated a distinction 
between constitutional politics and ordinary politics. The latter tends 
to be a process of producing compromises among competing, 
somewhat self-seeking, interest groups. People tacitly accept the 
playing rules for the process, and the constraints on its outcomes, 
that were established in the few-and-far-between moments of con
stitutional politics. Constitutional politics occurs when a group of 
committed people step back from short-term, utilitarian, political 
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pursuits or out of their indifference to public life. They attempt to 
persuade the people that certain procedures and principles ought to 
be secure amidst the pushing and shoving of ordinary politics. The 
extraordinary difficulty of securing formal constitutional amendment 
means that a reform effort is not undertaken lightly, and that it can 
only succeed after a sustained period of public debate. Constitu
tional reform thus reflects a "considered judgment on a matter of 
principle - a judgment that can be reached only after years of mobi
lization and popular debate." The moral seriousness, sustained de
bate and wide-spread agreement that go into successful 
constitutional reform explain the priority of the principles estab
Iished. They ought only to be supplanted if and when the political 
process again operates on that elevated plane. 

5.17 Part V of the American Constitution contemplates a two
step process for amendments. First of all, a text must be proposed. 
The mover can be, and invariably has been, the Congress of the 
United States. Two-thirds of the Congress must support the meas
ure. There is thus an opportunity, even at the initial stages of the 
amending process, for a thorough and public examination of a pro
posal. The second step is ratification by two-thirds of the states. 
The measure can come before each state legislature or convention 
without the governor already having committed himself and his 
party. The opportunity exists, therefore, for an open-minded and 
careful consideration. 

5.18 Part V of the Canadian Constitution allows for a similarly 
rational and democratic process. Any legislature can kick-off the 
process by passing a resolution. Other legislatures then can con
sider soberly whether they wish to follow suit and eventually produce 
the necessary level of support. Part V clearly vests the authority 
over amendments in legislatures and in the House of Commons and 
Senate. The representative of the executive head of Government -
the Queen - has no formal role. The only legislature that is not 
elected - the Senate - is expressly relegated to a secondary role. If 
it does not support an amendment within 180 days of the time the 
House of Commons does, the latter can pass the resolution once 
again and the federal level of government is then deemed to have 
consented. Looking at the formal mechanics, then, Part V contem
plates an exceptionally populist approach to amendments, and cer
tainly allows for a deliberate and thorough process of consideration. 

5.19 Part IV of the Constitution Act I 1982 did call for a First 
Ministers' Conference to be held (within a year) on matters concern
ing aboriginal peoples and another on the amending formula (to be 
held within fifteen years). So the text did give some indication that 
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first ministers have an important consultative role on constitutional 
reform. The text does not, however, indicate that first ministers are 
supposed to meet and sign a joint text: or that they are to commit 
themselves without thorough consultation with their cabinets, the 
legislatures and the public. Once first ministers have signed a joint 
text, their political prestige is engaged. A "deal" is created. Subse
quent attempts at revision are liable to be criticized as backtracking 
on the part of the first minister, or a threat to topple the entire castle 
of cards by removing one of them. Technically speaking, first minis
ters' agreements only commit them to "lay before their legisla
tures" a particular text. Unless a first minister makes it very clear 
that a text is only a II best efforts" draft that is subject to revision, 
however I it will be difficult politically for him or her to step back. 
Even when a first minister does state expressly that a deal is subject 
to legislative and public consultation, he is to be liable for actually 
responding to what he hears. 

5.20 Part VI of the proposed Constitution Act 1 1987 would only 
reinforce the tendency of first ministers to see themselves as mem
bers of a miniature constitutional convention. The constitutional will 
must intensely reflect the philosophies and partisan political aims of 
the eleven leaders, rather than the shared resolve of Canadians that 
has crystallized through a sustained period of serious debate. The 
results will depend as much on the relationship among eleven indi
viduals as it will on the merits of the case and the sense of the 
people. 

5.21 Repetitions of the secretive, backroom, all-nighter 
model of the Langevin Block meeting will only intensify the grossly 
disproportionate impact of the individual views and personalities of 
the first ministers. Matters of high politics may turn on factors as low 
as whether one guy can stand to have the other ten exhausted, caf
feine-powered guys glower at him for "holding up the deal. " A mo
mentary lapse of intention or partial lack of knowledge can be 
reflected in a constitutional variation that will alter the course of Ca
nadian law and politics forever. 

5.22 There is no adequate "feedback" mechanism to ensure 
that a first ministers' conclave does justice to posterity. What is de
cided today will not be enacted for a few years, and will not be 
tested politically or in the courts for years after that. Even politicians 
who are worried about "their place in history" can reassure them
selves that if things eventually go badly. it will be because their suc
cessors lack the co-operative spirit that the framers so nobly 
demonstrated. Or else the courts messed up. Many politicians will 
not worry too much about history and posterity as long as they feel 
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optimistic about the next election, or even cheered by the next 
week's opinion polls. 

5.23 The character of the Constitution - the balance between 
the centre and the provinces, between the authority of the majority 
and the rights of the individual - will not modulate back and forth with 
the steady rhythm of a pendulum. An excess in one direction will not 
be corrected by a countermovement in the oPPosite one. Instead, 
an excess in one direction will be followed by an excess in another 
direction. The one constant is that there will be more and more con
stitutionallaw - more and more restrictions on the freedom of action 
of responsible branches of government. 

5.24 The one-way arrow towards rigidity is explicable partly in 
statistical terms. Most of the time, governments will not be able to 
form a consensus on a particular issue. Every once in a while, each 
for their own idiosyncratic reason, the various electorates will elect a 
group of first ministers who all happen to favour entrenching princi
ple P. Not that principle P was an election issue; the election issue 
more likely was the economy, the patronage excesses cnd corrup
tion of the previous government, the extent to which the old regime 
was getting to be boring, or the attractiveness in appearance and 
manner of the different party leaders. Anyway, first ministers get 
together for their annual assault on the Constitution and decide that 
they owe it to their children to entrench P. It may be decades before 
the accidents of politics produce a group of governments that is 
overwhelming or unanimously anti-P. Remember, for most amend
ments, it would take eight anti-P governments to undo the deed. For 
others, it would take all eleven. Even then, there is no certainty that 
the deed will be undone. The anti-P premiers may be pre-occupied 
with other issues. If P happens to be a bad idea, rather than a very 
bad idea, its removal will not be a top priority. 

5.25 Furthermore, one of the most fundamental principles of 
political and legal psychology is that people become attached to 
what they have. If P guarantees the "rights" of some individuals, 
groups or governments, the beneficiaries will not accept gently its 
removal. To strip someone of his existing "constitutional rights" is to 
threaten something he may hold dear. It is, moreover, to undermine 
the sense of security that others have in their favourite "constitu
tional rights." Even if the anti-P premiers of tomorrow were every bit 
as focussed and determined on P as their predecessors who en
trenched it I there will be political and principled obstacles they would 
face that their predecessors did not. 
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Steady Pressure Towards Decentralization. 

5.26 On federal-provincial issues, the appropriate symbol is 
not the pendulum, but the one-way ratchet. It is much easier, politi
cally and technically, to erode the powers of the central institutions. 
Meech Lake itself is a stark demonstration. Premiers and provinces 
were happy to grab powers. It only took one prime minister who was 
prepared to offer them, and the deal was done. The reverse proc
ess is likely to be a rarity. How often will seven premiers agree to 
give up some of their authority? The strengthening of the provinces' 
u opting-out" privileges with respect to amendments, and the expan
sion of the category of amendments that requires unanimity, means 
that for practical or legal purposes the consent of all ten premiers 
will be required. The legislature of one of those provinces would be 
informed by the proposed Constitution Act, 1987 that it has the II role 
to preserve and promote" its II distinct identity." Quebec legislatures 
would continue to be intensely protective of their powers in any 
event; the proposed Constitution Act, 1987 will equip them with extra 
justification for doing so. Some Quebec politicians may even believe 
they have a constitutional duty to do so. 

5.27 Successive federal prime ministers may say·· no" to 
provincial demands for forty successive years; their answer will 
never be permanent. But if just one decentralist, weak or politically 
opportunistic prime minister says !lyes" - the federal government 
will have been weakened irreversibly once again. 

5.28 If the Meech Lake and Langevin Block models of mara
thon backroom bargaining are followed, it often will be very difficult 
for the Prime Minister to say "no." He can make a whole bunch of 
guys happy by giving away the candy. Not many provincial premiers 
are going to give the Prime Minister the big smile in the backroom 
and the warm compliment (for Ustatesmanship") in the media 
should the Prime Minister defend the cause of shared national pur
pose. 

5.29 If the 1987 Accord does become law, and the annual 
conference provision remains, the federal government ought to 
state one ground rule immediately - there will be no more one-way 
transfers of authority. No transfers of powers or privileges to the 
provinces will be allowed unless there is a reciprocal strengthening 
of federal institutions. That may mean a strengthening or clarification 
of the powers of Parliament (say, with respect to its authority to 
implement treaties or to enforce the principle of the economic un
ion). It may mean securing or expanding the authority of another 
central institution I such as the Supreme Court of Canada. It may 
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mean expanding the scope or authority of a national statement of 
principles - the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms; new 
rights might be added, or the right of legislatures to "opt-out" might 
be further limited or eliminated. If the national government is to re
tain the powers it needs to articulate and implement a sense of na
tional purpose, and to provide for the common interest, then it must 
be made clear early on that constitutional reform is not a one-way 
street. Successive federal governments ought to stick strictly to that 
resolve. 

5.30 It will be particularly tempting to succumb to provincial 
demands to create new areas of concurrent jurisdiction or entrench 
all sorts of federal-provincial agreements. While no particular dimi
nution of federal authority will seem grievous, the accumulation of 
bonds will seriously impair the ability of the federal level of govern
ment to make hard decisions and implement them. It will find itself 
increasingly hamstrung by the need to negotiate with the provinces 
or abide by an earlier agreement. A national government cannot 
always make every provincial government happy. Sometimes, the 
pursuit of national interest or principle requires a government to act 
independently. A national government cannot be adequately respon
sive to changing circumstances, and creative in its plans for the 
future, if every change in the status quo must be preceded by suc
cessful negotiations with a series of provincial governments. 

Relationship Between Annual First Ministers' Conferences and 
the Supreme Court of Canada. 

5.31 Another danger of the annual First Ministers' Confer
ences is that they could be turned into a .. Really Supreme Court." In 
order to do its duty, the Supreme Court of Canada sometimes has 
to make decisions that will be widely misunderstood or unpopular. A 
frequent type of item on the agenda of first ministers may be the 
latest controversial decisions by the Supreme Court of Canada. If 
the beneficiary of the Supreme Court's judgment is a criminal defen
dant or unpopular minority, there may be political advantage in re
versing the judgment. 

5.32 While the risk just mentioned cannot be dismissed, my 
sense is that it is unlikely to happen. The II override" provision in s. 
33 of the Charter already provides a "release valve" for a legislature 
that is vehemently opposed to a court decision under the Charter. 
Furthermore, I think first ministers would agree that public respect 
for the Constitution and the Supreme Court of Canada would be seri
ously undermined by hasty reversals of even unpopular results. An 
encouraging precedent is the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34. 
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It would be relatively easy for Parliament to revise the Criminal Code 
whenever federal politicians or the public are unhappy with a Su
preme Court interpretation of it. Yet there is no pattern of the federal 
government being a "sore loser" in this regard. 

Consoling Stories. 

5.33 Rabbinic judaism developed a number of methods of re
sponding to the spare but suggestive language of the sacred scrip
tures. The written text was supplemented with a canon of oral 
commandments, and sophisticated interpretive techniques were de
veloped for determining how both applied to specific questions of 
liturgy, conduct, ethics and law. The scriptures themselves set legal 
commandments and codes inside a complex of stories, poetry and 
history. So inspired, the rabbis did not confine themselves to legalis
tic and action-oriented interpretations of the text. They allowed their 
own imaginations to produce "Midrashic" stories - tales that built 
upon the revelations in the text and filled in the silences. 

5.34 One way of assessing the 1987 Accord is to engage it at 
the legal level - to attempt to determine what particular words and 
phrases authoritatively mean. Another is to consider its influence on 
practical political conduct; how will various political actors cope with 
and exploit the ambiguities in the text? How will they operate, in 
practice, the machinery whose deSign the text merely sketches? 
Based on the text I we try to tell stories about what will be - a sort of 
future-directed Midrash. The latter, however, was not bounded by 
any scientific constraints. It was a spiritual and artistic exercise, not 
an historical one. In telling stories about the future of Canada under 
Meech Lake, we should be consistent and candid about our aims. It 
is entirely necessary and proper that we do a hard-minded assess
ment of various scenarios and their probabilities. If that is what is 
being attempted, it is misleading to tell only stories in which worse 
comes to worst, to paint portraits in which botch comes to Bosch. 
But it is equally misleading to tell only stories in which everyone lives 
happily ever after. 

5.35 Yes, it is possible that the requirement of annual First 
Ministers' Conferences will do no serious harm. One can imagine a 
future in which first ministers become bored and frustrated with at
tempts at constitutional reform; in which the annual constitutional 
conference becomes a three minute ritual addendum to the annual 
conference on the economy, or is conducted via telephone confer
ence call. Even this story is not so happy; if the requirement of an 
annual conference is still "on the books I" merely going through the 
motions will tend to undermine the seriousness with which other 
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such requirements are taken. What confidence would aboriginal 
peoples have in a provision to once again entrench a series of con· 
ferences on their concerns? There are, moreover, no grounds for 
confidence that reality will match our not-entirely-happy story. His
tory may eventually realize one of the sadder stories we imagine 
today. 

Effect on Aboriginal Agenda. 

5.36 In March of 1987 there ended, without agreement, the 
last constitutionally mandated conference on constitutional reform . 
with respect to aboriginal peoples. Quebec ministers attended, but 
they made it clear that they would not ratify any amendment while 
Quebec I s own demands were unresolved. The Premier of Quebec 
made a point of staying home. His non-attendance probably was 
supposed to demonstrate, among other things, that constitutional 
reform on other matters could not as a practical matter succeed 
without Quebec's full participation. We are left to wonder whether 
the federal government restrained, to some extent, its efforts to 
reach a deal for aboriginal peoples in the interests of not offending 
Quebec and helping it to prove its point. The successful resolution of 
Quebec's demands undoubtedly was seen as far more important 
from the standpoint of partisan politics. In considering whether the 
federal government was prepared to sacrifice the constitutional ad
vancement of some for the sake of others, it is worth reflecting upon 
its ruthless abandonment, only a few months latter, of the interests 
of the North. 

5.37 In the aftermath of the "success" at Meech Lake, fed
eral officials have suggested to aboriginal peoples that a superior 
process has been found to that followed in the aboriginal process. It 
has been suggested that a cozy Meech-like get-together - just the 
eleven first ministers and four aboriginal leaders - might be able to 
hammer out an agreement. I doubt it. First of all, at Meech Lake the 
premiers gained power, rather than giving it up. Second, aboriginal 
peoples would not tolerate such an undemocratic and secretive 
resolution of their deepest concerns. The Assembly of First Nations, 
the organization of status Indians, consists of many ethnically and 
socially disparate groups. The latter likely will not allow one leader, 
no matter how respected, to indulge in free-wheeling negotiations 
that would bind all of them. The Inuit Committee on National Issues 
has always been scrupulous about going back, again and again, to 
representative organizations and to aboriginal communities them· 
selves in order to maximize understanding and consent. 

5.38 Full participation by Quebec in discussions will not mean 
that aboriginal peoples suddenly have found an unequivocal sup-
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porter. During aboriginal negotiations. Quebec representatives did 
occasionally offer positions or comments that appeared sympathetic 
to aboriginal demands. A close reading of their position in March of 
1987, however, suggests that Quebec did not differ significantly 
from most other provinces. It seemed to favour an amendment 
whereby aboriginal self-government would be implemented only 
through local level negotiations - and not through judicial interpreta
tion of a broadly stated right. Aboriginal peoples may be encouraged 
by the special willingness of Quebec officials to deploy the rhetoric 
of collective rights. The fact remains, however, that Quebec is also 
among the provinces most eager to assert the role of provincial gov
ernments in dealing with aboriginal peoples. Many aboriginal groups. 
by contrast, remain reluctant to allow any erosion in the special bilat
eral relationship that has traditionally existed between them and the 
federal government. 

5.39 It might seem at first that Part VI of the proposed Consti
tution Act, 1987 will ultimately ensure the re-emergence of aborigi
nal concerns at the constitutional table. If there is 10 be a 
constitutional conference every year, must not the concerns of abo
riginal peoples re-emerge sooner or later? 

5.40 Maybe. But not necessarily. Section 35.1 of the Consti
tution Act 1 1982, as amended, provides that before there is any 
amendment to the Constitution with respect to aboriginal rights, 
there must be a First Ministers' Conference to which aboriginal rep
resentatives are invited. It would be possible in theory for first minis
ters to work out an amendment on their own and then hold another 
conference to check it over with aboriginal peoples. But aboriginal 
peoples would surely object. They would not want a subordinate role 
in determining the contents of the amendment; nor would they want 
to be in the intimidating position of responding to a joint front worked 
out by governments. So the only way to proceed with aboriginal 
amendments would be to involve aboriginal peoples from beginning 
to end; from preparatory meetings of officials to the show-down with 
first ministers. Aboriginal issues could never be just another item on 
the agenda. SpeCial pOlitical, procedural and logistical arrangements 
would have to be made for them. 

5.41 It certainly would be possible to devote all or part of an 
annual First Ministers' Conference on the Constitution to aboriginal 
issues and to invite aboriginal organizations to attend. Part VI says 
that the annual conference is to be .. composed" of first ministers. It 
does not say that no one else can attend and speak. The successive 
versions of s. 37 of the Constitution Act, 1982, as amended, ex
pressly required the Prime Minister to invite aboriginal representa-
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tives, yet both versions also defined the conference as being 
"composed" of first ministers. 

5.42 Governments may object, however, to the prospect of 
having their constitutional agendas postponed or overshadowed by 
aboriginal issues. The special procedures and political profile con
nected with aboriginal issues makes them especially likely to mo
nopolize time and attention whenever they emerge. Alberta might 
insist that aboriginal issues not be entertained until Senate reform is 
achieved. Newfoundland might say the same of fisheries jurisdiction. 
The explicit entrenchment of these agenda items would help to legiti
mize such stances. Even when - if ever - these items are resolved, 
other non-aboriginal issues may be brought to the table by govern
ments. It is not likely that first ministers will agree to an additional, 
separate stream for aboriginal issues. With two other First Ministers' 
Conferences already required in a given year - one on the econ
omy, the other on "ordinary" constitutional issues - there would be 
little time, patience or energy left for yet another. 

5.43 I have heard the fear expressed that even one provincial 
objection would preclude aboriginal issues from being added to the 
agenda in a given year. Section 50 (2) (c) permits the addition to the 
agenda of IIsuch other matters as are agreed upon." Is unanimous 
consent required? I think not. As the general amending formula al
lows amendments to be made over the objection of three provincial 
legislatures, it would be strange if only one hold-out could prevent 
an item from even being discussed. Furthermore, section 50(1) re
fers to a conference being II convened" by the Prime Minister. As 
chair of the meeting I he is entitled to some deference when he 
chooses to initiate an issue, or when he determines that there is 
sufficient support to warrant adding an issue to the agenda. 

5.44 To summarize, the indefinite series of conferences does 
offer some opportunity for returning to aboriginal issues. At the 
same time, the interest of governments in pursuing other issues -
especially Senate reform and fisheries jurisdiction - makes it unclear 
when, if ever, aboriginal issues will re-emerge. The overall pros
pects for aboriginal peoples certainly would be no worse if there 
were a termination date on the operation of Part VI: if. say, in five 
years the decks were again clear and aboriginal peoples could, if 
they choose, press for the resumption of constitutional conferences 
addressed to their concerns. 

5.45 It should be kept in mind that first ministers need no con
stitutional directive in order to meet. They can choose to get to
gether any time they want. The entrenchment of an infinite series of 
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meetings typifies the cavalier enthusiasm of the participants at 
Meech Lake for constraining the political freedom of future elected 
officials. 
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The Amending Formula 

6.1 As equal members of one political community - the Ca
nadian confederation - the people of Canada ought to have the right 
to reformulate the Constitution of that community. The Constitution 
ought to recognize that the II national will" can be expressed consti
tutionally, notwithstanding the "vested rights" of the units of govern
ment that happen to exist at the time. It is right that we set a 
demanding standard for the level of agreement that constitutes the 
II, national will" with respect to the Constitution. A simple majority of 
the House of Commons and Senate won't do; for the federal level of 
government is elected to deal only with respect to certain matters. A 
simple majority of the people won't do; for we must make sure that 
the interests and judgment of the less populous regions of Canada 
are given due weight. On a few matters, such as language, we want 
to make sure that the aspirations of a minority such as French
speaking Canadians are taken seriously and not easily overborne by 
the English-speaking majority. Sometimes a level of agreement ap
proaching unanimity may be appropriate. A general amending for
mula, however t ought to require something like the support of a 
majority of the people in the majority of the regions of Canada. A 
higher level of support unjustly obstructs the freedom of the majority 
of Canadians to shape their own future; see generally, B. Schwartz, 
II General National Agreement: The Legal Sanction for Constitutional 
Reform in Canada" (1981), 6 Queen's L.J. 513a; and Chapter 6 of 
Romanow, Whyte and Leeson, Canada ... Notwithstanding. 

6.2 A competing theory of confederation might be called 
II vested governmental rights." The basic units in the political com
munity are understood to be the federal and provincial govern
ments. each possessed of constitutional rights. (The closely related 
II compact theory" would conceive of confederation as a partnership 
among provinces, with the federal government deriving its authority 
from them). It is considered wrong for a majority to detract from the 
existing rights of a constituent government, just as many would con
sider it wrong for even a strong majority of voters to expropriate 
someone's property rights without compensation. 

6.3 The amending formula agreed upon at the time of patria
tion can be seen as something of a compromise between the two 
competing conceptions. The II national will" theory is reflected in 
several features of the general amending formula in s. 38 of the 
Constitution Act 1 1982. The Constitution of Canada can be amended 
with the support of the House of Commons and Senate and of two
thirds of the provincial legislatures with half the population of Can
ada. The amendment can become law notwithstanding the 
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objections of several provincial governments. The IIvested govern
mental rights" theory is reflected in several other aspects of the 
general amending formula. There is no provision for a direct appeal 
to the people of Canada in the form of a referendum. If the authority 
of a provincial government is affected, it can "opt-out." The ~'na
tional will" conception modifies the "opt-out" right, however; if, at 
any later time, the provincial legislature "opts-in," the province is 
"opted-in" for good. 

6.4 The rights of the National Assembly of Quebec on mat
ters of language and culture are protected very strongly by the 1982 
amending formulae. Under s. 41 (c) any change to the constitutional 
status of French at the federal level could take place only with the 
consent of every province, including Quebec. Section 43(b) makes 
the National Assembly an equal partner with Parliament in approving 
any changes to the Constitution that relate to the use of the English 
or French language in Quebec. Section 40 guarantees that any pro
vincial government, including that of Quebec, can f'opt-out" with 
compensation from any amendment that transfers authority over 
education or culture to Parliament. It is true that the National Assem
bly has no veto or right to compensation when an amendment af
fects such matters as social welfare or economic powers. But why 
should it? On these matters, no single government, let alone provin
cial population, should be absolutely immune from a judgment of the 
people of Canada as a whole. The electoral clout of Quebec at the 
national level ensures that political opinion in that province will be 
listened to seriously. 

6.5 The proposed Constitution Act, 1987 moves the s. 38 
amending formula further in the direction of the "vested governmen
tal rights" theory. Now, a dissident provinCial government will be 
able to claim "reasonable compensation" if it II opts-out." It will be 
all the easier to frustrate the political judgment of the majority and 
produce a more II checkerboarded" Canada. I suppose that if an 
II opt-out" is injurious to the other parts of Canada, the federal gov
ernment might argue that II reasonable compensation" (the French 
version is "juste compensation") amounts to nil. I hope that in such 
a case the courts would agree. The possibility exists, however, that 
the dissident province would prevail in its insistence that "reason
able compensation" is to be determined only by reference to the 
tosses of the dissident. 

6 . 6 The 1987 Constitutional Accord also would add to the list 
of amendments that can be achieved only with the unanimous con
sent of the provinces. The Supreme Court of Canada is added. This 
is regrettable; there is now no way of overcoming the objections of 
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any province to an improvement in the flawed appointment proce~ 
dures that the 1987 Accord also establishes. Some flexibility in other 
respects is preserved by the proposed s, 101 E (1), which reaffirms 
some of Parliament's existing authority to make laws with respect to 
the Court. Senate reform is added to the list. This is deplorable. The 
section of this essay devoted to the Senate provisions of the 1987 
Accord attempts to show why. The creation of new provinces is 
added to the list. That is despicable. 

6.7 There is much I do not understand about the 
pathogenesis of the anti-North changes to the amending formula. It 
is clear that Quebec originally sought a veto for itself over constitu
tional changes generally, and eventually settled for a combination of 
expanded II opting-out" rights on some issues and additions to the 
unanimity list. I don't know whether the federal government or Que· 
bec first thought of including the creation of new provinces on the 
list; I don't know whether first ministers ever gave the problem seri
ous attention, or whether some premiers insisted that the provision 
remain. I would guess that the explanation lies partly in a combina
tion of some sloppiness at the level of abstract thinking and an acci
dent at the level of textual geography. 

6.8 The wooly-minded ness would be connected with the 
•• federal institutions" theory. The government of Quebec has argued 
that the fundamental theory of the amending formulae ought to be 
II opting-out;" since a province can't opt-out of an n institution," it 
must have a veto with respect to changes to it. Mr. Gil Remillard, the 
Quebec Minister for Canadian Intergovernmental Affairs, put it this 
way at the Mont Gabriel conference in May of 1986: 

... although one can easily conceive of withdrawal from 
a field of jurisdiction, it is impossible to withdraw from 
an institution. This also makes the amending formula 
unacceptable to Quebec. One cannot withdraw from the 
Supreme Court. One cannot withdraw from the House 
of Commons. This pOints to a serious gap in the for
mula, a gap that is directly in conflict with the historic 
rights of Quebec because the amending formula as it 
now stands permits seven provinces totalling 50 per 
cent of the population and the Canadian Parliament to 
modify the Senate, certain aspects of the Supreme 
Court, and the base of our representation to the House 
of Commons, despite Quebec's objections. This is un
acceptable! (see .. Address by Mr. Gil Remillard" in 
P.M. Leslie, ed., Rebuilding The Relationship: Quebec 
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Immigration 

7.1 Section 95 of the Constitution ActJ 1867 authorizes both 
Parliament and the provincial legislatures to make laws with respect 
to agriculture and immigration and provides that, in case of conflict, 
the federal law prevails. 

7.2 The governments of Canada and Quebec have signed a 
series of political agreements on the co-ordination of their immigra
tion policies and practices. The one still in force, the 1978 Cullen
Couture agreement, provides for the joint selection of immigrants by 
federal and Quebec officials. Despite the paramountcy of federal 
authority under s. 95, the Cullen-Couture agreement actually gives 
a certain priority to Quebec. It can veto the admission of anyone 
favoured by the federal government. The reverse does not always 
hold. 

The Government of Quebec's Original Demands. 

7.3 In his Mont Gabriel speech, Mr. Gil Remillard offered the 
following explanation for including immigration in Quebec's "five 
conditions" for .. signing OJ the Constitution: 

Recognition of the specific nature of Quebec gives rise 
to the need for obtaining real guarantees for our cultural 
security. Cultural security translates into giving Quebec 
sole power to its immigration. In this way it can maintain 
its francophone character by countering or even revers
ing demographic trends that foreshadow a decrease in 
Quebec's relative size within Canada; (see" Address by 
Mr. Gil Remillard Of in Leslie. ed., Rebuilding the Rela
tionship at 43). 

7.4 The last sentence is somewhat mysterious. It is under
standable enough how Quebec's authority over immigration might 
be connected with maintaining its II francophone character. It Quebec 
could, quite simply, use its authority to give preferential or exclusive 
admission to francophones. It is far from obvious. however, that 
maintaining its II relative size" within Canada helps to maintain its 
~. francophone character." One causal link might be related to the 
interprovincial movement of Canadian citizens. Assume that Canadi
ans relocate from province to province in a fairly random fashion; 
then the smaller the relative size of Quebec's population, the more it 
will tend to be composed of anglophones from the rest of Canada. 
But the link is based on an counter-to-factual assumption. Canadi
ans do not move randomly; in the past decade, far more 
anglophones have left Quebec than have arrived. 
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7.5 Another possible link would be an electoral one. The 
connection would be this - the less the relative size of Quebec, the 
less its electoral clout in Ottawa and the less Parliament will adopt 
legislative and constitutional policies that are sensitive to the special 
language and cultural characteristics of Quebec. That the connec
tion exists in some form is likely; the attitude of the three federal 
parties to the 1987 Accord demonstrates the extraordinary sensitiv
ity of their leaders to the province's electoral clout. The connection 
is not, however, a simple or directly proportionate one. The federal 
government would be eager to keep Quebec comfortable within con
federation even if its representation in the House of Commons were 
far less. It would be no consolation to a divided Canada that it had 
lost a province that formed a fifth or a tenth, rather than a quarter, 
of its population. Furthermore I the sensitivity of Canadian politicians 
to Quebec's special characteristics often reflects a genuine appre
ciation and respect, and not just low political calculation. 

7.6 It should be recognized I moreover I that with respect to 
most matters, Quebec's "cultural security" can be assured through 
the efforts of the National Assembly. That legislature has always has 
ample powers with respect to language and culture within the prov
ince. and the 1987 Accord would affirm I and perhaps somewhat 
expand. those powers. The National Assembly certainly is well fixed 
to prevent any erosion of its authority in language and cultural mat
ters. Its consent is required before any amendment can take place 
with respect to the use of English or French in matters within its 
jurisdiction. 

7.7 In Mastering our Future, the Quebec Liberal Party of-
fered the following explanation for its demands on immigration: 

Population growth and demography. both within the 
province and in Canada as a whole. are questions of 
paramount importance for French-speaking Quebec's 
cultural security. Inside the provinces. Quebecers want 
to be assured that the demographic balance will be 
maintained in such a way that Quebec's unique French 
character will be permanently preserved. At the same 
time, they are anxious to maintain their present per
centage share of the overall Canadian population, a 
crucial factor of their pOlitical influence within the fed
eration; (see "Extracts From Mastering our Future" in 
Leslie, ed" Canada: The State of the Federation, 1985 
at 77). 

7.8 The notion that a province has the right to maintain its 
current electoral clout is a disturbing one, Representation in the 
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House of Commons has always been proportionate to population, 
and the electoral strength of different provincial populations has var
ied considerably throughout the history of confederation. Why, aU of 
a sudden, does any province acquire a II vested right" to maintain its 
relative share of Canada' s population and its seats in the House of 
Commons? It would not seem fair to the people of the currently 
less-populous provinces to restrict their absolute rate of growth in 
the interest of maintaining current proportions, nor to consign them 
forever to be midgets and elves in the presence of the two central 
giants. 

7.9 Looking again at Mr. Remillard's Mont Gabriel state
ment. it must be asked whether it would be appropriate for Quebec 
to have "sole" authority over immigration. If Canada remains one 
country, then its federal government must have paramount authority 
over immigration policy. Its approach to immigration will continue to 
be a crucial part of its social development and to its relations with, 
and influence upon, the larger world. 

The Details of the 1987 Accord's Provisions on Immigration. 

7.10 The immigration provisions of the 1987 political accord 
amount to an uncertain compromise between Quebec's original de
mands and the claims of Canadian nationhood. The drafting leaves 
many pOints unclear. Perhaps some of the vagueness amounts to 
"purposeful ambiguity," a deliberate attempt to fudge over differ
ences of opinion or leave some matters to be decided in the future. 
Some of the vagueness probably is purposeless ambiguity, the re
sult of too much haste and too little attention. Political interest, both 
in the public and among elected officials. was consumed mostly by 
the II distinct society" and spending power issues. The immigration 
provisions were refined somewhat at the technical level but, given 
their complexity, warranted close and longer study. 

7. 11 The proposed 1987 constitutional amendments would: 

- require the federal government to enter into immigra
tion agreements at the request of provinces; 

- give these agreements the force of constitutional law. 
thereby ensuring that they cannot be departed from 
without the consent of both parties; 

- provide that these constitutionalized agreements are 
subject to a general federal statute that sets national 
standards and objects on immigration. 
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7. 12 The political commitments in the 1987 Accord would re
quire Canada to enter into such a constitutionalized agreement with 
Quebec. It must incorporate the principles of the existing bilateral 
political agreement on immigration, which is called Cullen-Couture. 
The agreement must also: 

- .. guarantee ft that Quebec will receive an annual share 
of immigrants equal to its current percentage of the Ca
nadian population. In a given year, for IIdemographic 
reasons." Quebec can exceed that figure by 5%; 

- where the government of Quebec is providing serv
ices for the .. integration and reception" of immigrants. 
the government of Canada must withdraw its own and 
provide Quebec with II reasonable compensation. I, 

7 . 12 The next step is to look at the immigration provisions 
more closely. and compare them both to Quebec's original goals 
and to the criticism just offered of those goals. 

7.13 Section 95A directs the federal government, upon the 
request of a province, to enter into negotiations U for the purpose of 
concluding" an immigration agreement. Section 958(1) gives these 
agreements ,. the force of law. II The agreement-making mecha
nisms - like much else in the 1987 Accord - draw very heavily on 
ideas and drafting expressions that were developed during the 
1982-1987 discussions on constitutional reform with respect to abo
riginal peoples. Two essential elements of all the leading proposals 
at the 1985 and 1987 First Ministers' Conferences on aboriginal peo
ples were: 

- a commitment by governments to enter into discus
sions with various aboriginal communities with a view to 
concluding a formal agreement with them that would 
establish aboriginal self-government; 

- constitutional protection for any such agreements 
reached. 

7. 15 What if a federal government refuses to sign an immi
gration agreement unless very harsh terms are met? Could a prov
ince apply to a court for help? At the 1985 First Ministers' 
Conference on aboriginal matters, a number of governments re
sisted the entrenchment of a commitment to negotiate on the 
ground that courts might meddle in negotiations. The concern was 
that the courts would say that a federal or provincial government 
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was required to make certain minimal concessions to its aboriginal 
negotiating partner. At the 1987 First Ministers' Conference on abo
riginal matters, some of the proposals expressly referred to aborigi
nal self-government as a "right." As a result, the anxieties in some 
quarters about judicial intervention only increased. The level of 
II risk" depended on the draft proposal but, in some cases, it could 
fairly be assessed as significant. 

7 , 16 The probability of court intervention seems small with re
spect to federal-provincial negotiations over immigration. For one 
thing, governments will try to work things out politically; there have 
been prolonged and unresolved disputes over provisions of the Con
stitution Act, 1930 which require the federal and provincial govern
ments to agree on which land should be given to Indians pursuant to 
treaties, but no government has gone to court over the issue. 

7. 17 Even if a govern ment went to court, it likely would leave 
disappointed. Section 9SA requires governments to enter into nego
tiations "for the purpose" of concluding agreements; it does not 
state that any agreement must be concluded. Furthermore, a court 
would have almost no basis on which to stipulate that such-and
such must be agreed upon. Section 9SA says only that the agree
ment must be ,. appropriate to the needs and circumstances of that 
province. If A provincial government might argue that it knows best 
what the province needs. but the federal government has direct ju
risdiction over many matters within that province. The word "negoti
ate" implies that the federal government is supposed to advance its 
own policies and perspectives. 

7 . 18 A province might cite the principle of U equality of all the 
provinces," and insist that the federal government agree to a deal 
that is similar to that reached with another province. But the eco
nomic, social and demographic .. circumstances If of every province 
are unique. It would be hard for a province to demonstrate that dif
ferent treatment by the federal government amounts to unfair dis
crimination, as opposed to responsiveness to genuine differences. 

7.19 A strong appeal to equality, however, may arise in con
nection with the principle of "proportionality" - that a province is 
entitled to a share of immigrants that is proportionate to its current 
population. If Quebec benefits from the principle, why not British Co
lumbia? The federal government might try to argue that the "Quebec 
clause" recognizes Quebec as a U distinct society, ff so that the im
migration benefits it receives need not necessarily be extended to 
everyone else. British Columbia could then reply that the political 
accord states that II nothing in this Accord should be construed as 
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preventing the negotiation of similar agreements with other prov
inces ... " There does not seem to be any merit in the rejoinder that 
II this Accord" refers only to the political commitments part of the 
1987 deal, and not to the actual proposed amendments. The first 
sentence of the Langevin Block text refers to first ministers as hav
ing arrived at a II unanimous accord" that includes various constitu
tional provisions. Later on, the text refers to the first ministers as 
" also II having agreed on certain commitments. The federal govern
ment would have to rely. therefore, on the contention that it is not 
14 prevented" from entering into a similar agreement - but that it 
never actually promised to do so. 

7 . 20 I don't know what, if anything, the first ministers in
tended when they agreed to the "non-prevention" terminology. Per
haps some premiers were under the impression that all provinces 
would have the right to enter into an agreement embodying the 
" proportionality II prinCiple. The text. however t does not clearly es
tablish that they do. Some of the provinces would actually benefit if 
the federal government does resist the extension of the II proportion
ality principle" to provinces other than Quebec. British Columbia, for 
example. may at some pOint be eager to open its doors to a dispro
portionately high number of immigrants - including those moving 
from Hong Kong when China acquires sovereignty. Quebec's 
II quota II would not significantly affect British Columbia' s intake of 
immigrants if some of the other provinces receive something less 
than their proportionate share. 

7.21 The proposed section 95B(1) states that immigration 
agreements "shall have the force of law." Section 95B(1} would be 
part of the Constitution of Canada, and section 52 (1) of the Consti
tution Act, 1982 states that: 

The Constitution of Canada is the supreme law of Can
ada, and any law that is inconsistent with the provisions 
of the Constitution is, to the extent of the inconsistency I 
of no force or effect. 

7.22 The inspiration for 958 (1) was section 1 of the Constitu
tion Act I 1930 which II confirmed" and II gave the force of law" to the 
various natural resource transfer agreements that the federal gov
ernment had entered into with the western provinces. The federal
provincial agreements contain various provisions concerning the 
rights of II third parties;" provisions whereby a province promises the 
federal government that Indians shall enjoy certain rights on the 
Crown lands that are being transferred to the provinces. The courts 
have made it absolutely clear that "third parties" can go to court to 
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ensure that the provinces live up to their commitments under these 
agreements; see R. v. Elk (1980). 33 N.R. 516. 5 Man. R. (2d) 400 
(S.C.C.). The same would almost certainly hold with respect to im
migration agreements that have .. the force of law." Any promises 
that governments made to each other concerning individuals could 
be enforced directly by the individuals themselves. The common law 
rule with respect to private contracts is different. If A promises B to 
do something for C, C cannot enforce the contract. Only B can. The 
rule in the law of trusts, however, is that the courts wiU enforce a 
promise that A makes to B to hold something in trust for C according 
to certain terms. It might be argued that natural resource agree
ments are distinguishable from the immigration agreements, on the 
grounds that the former are more like trust arrangements (property 
is transferred under certain conditions), whereas the latter are more 
like private contracts. Canadian courts consistently have been very 
sympathetic, however, to the claim that individuals can insist on the 
rule of constitutional law, even if governments would prefer to cut 
their own .. side-deals;" see, for example, the Nova Scotia Inter
delegation case (Attorney General of Nova Scotia v. Attorney General 
of Canada (1950). [1951] S.C.R. 31, [1950] 4 D.L.R. 369). 

7.23 The statement in section 958 (1) that immigration agree
ments "shall have the force of law" created anxieties in some quar
ters concerning the applicability of the Charter. Whereas the Charter 
clearly prevails over ordinary legislation. it is not clear that it would 
prevail over another part of the Constitution. To assuage any doubts 
in this regard, it was agreed at officials' meetings to include section 
958(3) : 

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms applies in 
respect of any agreement that has the force of law un
der subsection (1) and in respect of anything done by 
the Parliament or Government of Canada, or the legisla
ture or government of a province, pursuant to any such 
agreement. 

The Manitoba delegation was one of those that pushed for this clarifi· 
cation; the despicable history of Canadian refugee policy during the 
Second World War, None Is Too Many (I. Abella and H. Troper, 
None Is Too Many: Canada and the Jews of Europe, 1933-1948 
(Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1986)) I came to heart and mind. 
The express provision that the Charter does apply to immigration 
agreements can and should be read as a response to certain risks 
created by the specific language of section 958(1) of the immigra-
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tion part of the 1987 Accord, and does not imply that the Charier 
somehow does not apply whenever the II Quebec clause" is invoked. 

7 . 24 Both the Charter and the immigration parts of the 1987 
Accord would have to be read in light of the .. distinct society" 
clause. The latter certainly does not authorize discrimination on eth
nic or racial grounds; section 16 of the proposed Constitution Act I 
1987 makes it clear that multiculturalism is not affected by the uQue
bec clause. It One of the II principles If of the Cullen-Couture agree
ment itself is that: 

In establishing their standards and their selection crite
ria, the contracting parties will not discriminate among 
applicants on the basis of race J nationality I ethnic ori
gin, colour, religion or sex. (Cullen-Couture agree
ment, section III (A)(b) .) 

7.25 Is Quebec allowed, however, to discriminate in favour of 
francophone immigrants over anglophone immigrants? Language 
knowledge is not a prohibited basis of discrimination in the Cullen
Couture agreement. On the contrary. the preamble of the Cullen
Couture agreement states that the •• establishment of foreign 
nationals in Quebec should contribute to Quebec's social and cul
tural enrichment, taking into account its specifically French charac
ter." The "distinct society" sections in the "Quebec clause" almost 
certainly would be interpreted as affirming the right of the govern
ment of Quebec to build into its criteria for immigrant selection a 
certain amount of preference for knowledge of French as opposed 
to English. At the same time, the llQuebec clause" recognizes that 
Quebec has a role in 1/ preserving" the I. English fact" in Quebec. The 
Cullen-Couture agreement itself also refers to "the federal and bilin
gual character" of Canada. Accordingly, Quebec could not legiti
mately rely on the •• distinct society" sections of the .4 Quebec 
clause II in an effort to block completely, or even disproportionately I 
the admission of anglophone immigrants. 

7.26 It is not obvious I however I how individuals or the federal 
government could force Quebec to admit a reasonable number of 
anglophones. The Cullen-Couture agreement gives the government 
of Quebec a veto over immigration into the province by persons that 
the federal government would have approved. The references in the 
"Quebec clause II to the English language minority could not be re
lied upon to force Quebec to admit francophones I because section 
2(4)of the "Quebec clause" makes it clear that nothing in it dimin
ishes the authority of the National'Assembly. Section 15 of the Chaf
tef does not list "language " in its list of prohibited grounds of 
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discrimination. The list is not exhaustive, however, and it is possible 
- but far from certain - that the courts would strike down a harshly 
anti-anglophone immigration policy implemented by Quebec. Parlia
ment has paramount authority over immigration under s. 95 of the 
existing Constitution; could it intervene? 

7.27 The proposed section 958(2) states that: 

An agreement that has the force of law under subsec
tion (1) shall have effect only so long and so far as it is 
not repugnant to any provision of an Act of the Parlia
ment of Canada that sets national standards and objec
tives relating to immigration or aliens, including any 
provision that establishes general classes of immigrants 
or relates to levels of immigration for Canada or that 
prescribes classes of individuals who are inadmissible 
into Canada. 

II So long" makes it clear that the Act of Parliament need not be the 
Immigration Act that happens to be in place at the time the agree
ment comes into force. The provisions of a federal-provincial agree
ment on immigration can. to some extent, be overridden by a 
statute of Parliament later on - regardless of whether the province 
consents. That is as it should be. Canada's policy towards immigra
tion must depend not only on the uncertain development of its own 
economy and demography I but on world immigration patterns. It 
would not be wise to give a province a veto over the ability of the 
federal government to respond to changing conditions. 

7.28 Section 3 (b) of the current Immigration Act states that 
an ·'objective" of Canadian immigration policy is: 

To enrich and strengthen the cultural and social fabric 
of Canada. taking into account the federal and bilingual 
character of Canada. 

A Quebec policy that blocked off the flow of anglophone immigration 
into Quebec might be considered hostile to the "federal and bilingual 
character" of Canada. In any event I Parliament would retain the 
authority to amend the Immigration Act to provide expressly that an 
objective of Canadian immigration policy is to: 

Ensure the ongoing replenishment and revitalization of 
minority language communities across Canada. 

With such a provision in place. the courts would be obliged to sus
tain challenges to exclusionist laws or policies of the government of 
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Quebec. If Quebec persisted nonetheless, Parliament would. in my 
view, have the right - notwithstanding Cullen-Couture - to authorize 
federal immigration officials to admit qualified anglophones directly 
into Quebec. 

7. 29 There would be no merit to an objection that the "dis
tinct society" sections in the II Quebec clause" require that the fed
eral power over immigration be construed narrowly - so narrowly 
that a national U revitalization and replenishment " policy could not be 
applied to Quebec. Section 2(4) of the "Quebec clause," however, 
states plainly that: 

Nothing in this section derogates from the powers, rights 
or privileges of Parliament or the Government of Canada, 
or of the legislatures or governments of the provinces, 
including any powers, rights or privileges relating to lan
guage. 

Section 2(2) of the "Quebec clause" recognizes the role of Parlia
ment in "preserving I " as one of the II fundamental characteristics of 
Canada" the "presence" of English-speaking Canadians in Quebec. 
It therefore would not only be permissible for Parliament to ensure 
that the anglophone population of Quebec is replaced and supple
mented, to a reasonable extent, by immigration. but constitutionally 
appropriate as well. 

Paramountcy of Immigration Agreements over Existing Federal 
Powers with Respect to "Immigration" and UNaturalization and 
Aliens," 

7.30 The proposed section 95B(1} states that immigration 
agreements have the force of law U notwithstanding IJ two heads of 
federal authority under the Constitution Act, 1867 - s. 91 (25) (exclu
sive federal authority over "naturalization and aliens") and s. 95 
(paramount federal authority over immigration). I don't recall any 
discussion of the II notwithstanding It provisions at the meetings of 
officials between the Meech Lake and Langevin Block meetings. The 
federal drafters may have had in mind some concerns that the aca
demic literature has mentioned with respect to the constitutionality 
of the Cullen-Couture agreement. In "L'immigration: entente 
politiques et droit constitutionne'" (1985) 19 R.J.T. 304 at 316-321. 
Professor de Montigny raises - and rejects - arguments that the 
agreement is unconstitutional because: 

- it allows Quebec officials to veto the admission of im
migrants that federal officials would allow, thereby de
nying federal paramountcy over immigration; 
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- it amounts to an excessive delegation of authority by 
Parliament to the government of Quebec. There is a 
constitutional doctrine that legislative powers granted 
by the Constitution to one order of government cannot 
be transferred to another without a formal constitutional 
amendment: see the Nova Scotia Interdelegation case. 

7.31 The 1987 Accord also contemplates that an immigration 
agreement with Quebec would give the province the exclusive right 
to deliver certain services for the "integration and reception" of all 
foreign nationals wishing to settle in Quebec. The provision might 
have raised an additional concern about unconstitutional delegation 
of Parliament's authority over II naturalization and aliens." The "not
withstanding clause" might have been a response to this concern as 
well as the ones identified by Professor de Montigny. 

7.32 Federal authority over Unaturalization and aliens" has 
been used on occasion to strike down provincial laws that discrimi
nated against foreign nationals; see, for example, Union CoJJiery of 
British Columbia v. Bryden (1899). [1899] A. C. 580. It is necessary 
to ask, therefore, whether the" notwithstanding If aspect of s. 958 (2) 
enhances the power of provinces to single out foreign nationals for 
adverse treatment. 

7.33 An example - what is the effect of 958(2) on the author
ity of Quebec to prevent foreign nationals who have first arrived in 
Ontario from moving to Quebec? In practical terms. not too much. 
First of all, there is no enhanced authority for Quebec unless an 
immigration agreement so provides. It is unlikely that a federal gov
ernment would accept, as a term of any agreement, that Quebec 
could block the movement of landed immigrants into Quebec. Even 
if it did, the term almost certainly would be constitutionally invalid. 
Under the proposed s. 958(3) f an immigration agreement is subject 
to the Charter, and s. 6 of the Charter guarantees mobility rights to 
all 14 citizens of Canada and permanent residents If (emphasis 
added). A person who has oome to Ontario as an immigrant and has 
the intention of remaining within Canada must be considered a II per
manent resident;" see Immigration Act. s. 2(1}. Section 15 of the 
Charter, which guarantees to It every individual If the II equal protec
tion and benefit of the law," is probably sufficient in itself to prevent 
the discriminatory treatment of internal movement by foreign nation· 
als. Finally, even if one federal government did sign an agreement 
that blocked the internal movement of foreign nationals, it could be 
overruled by a subsequent Parliament. Remember that section 
958 (2) renders any immigration agreement subject to a statute of 
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Parliament that sets general objectives or standards relating to ., im
migration or aliens. JJ 

7.34 Staying with the hypothetical problem a bit longer I it 
might be asked whether the It distinct society" sections in the "Que
bec clause IJ would authorize Canada and Quebec to disregard the 
"mobility rights" in s. 6 of the Charter. In my view, the courts should 
not - and would not - attribute such an effect to these clauses. Here 
are some reasons why: 

(i) Section 958(3) of the proposed Constitution Act, 
1987 expressly reaffirms the application of the Charter 
to everything done in connection with immigration 
agreements; 

(ii) Section 6 is not subject to the "override It provision 
of the Charter. A section that cannot expressly be over
ridden by a legislature should not be .. interpreted" into 
oblivion; 

(iii) Only Canadian citizens are protected at all by sec
tion 23 of the Charter, which guarantees minority lan
guage educational rights. Furthermore, no parent -
Canadian citizen or not - who was raised and schooled 
in a language other than English or French has any 
rights under s. 23. Finally, even when an anglophone 
immigrant becomes a citizen of Canada I Quebec - un
like any other province - can still deny him the right to 
send his or her children to school in English. Section 
23(a) of the Charter will only apply to Quebec when it 
II opts in. II Consistent with its general approach to the 
negotiation of the 1987 Accord, the government of Can
ada made (as far as I know) no effort at all to persuade 
Quebec to do just that. The net result is that almost all 
foreign nationals who move to Quebec from the rest of 
Canada can be compelled to send their children to 
French language schools. The protection of the 
"French fact" in Quebec, therefore, does not require 
that the borders be closed to these families. 

Will Quebec's Share of Immigrants be a Right or a Quota? 

7 . 35 According to the 1987 Accord I Quebec will be guaran
teed, in a constitutionalized immigration agreement, that it "will re
ceive a number of immigrants" proportionate to its share of the 
Canadian population. Does this mean that if Quebec can only induce 
a small number of immigrants to come in a given year I the rest of 
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the country must cut down on its intake? In other words. does the 
proportionality rule require that the overall number of immigrants be 
constrained by Quebec's ability to keep pace? I'm not absolutely 
sure, but I don't think so. Section 958(2) makes any bilateral immi· 
gration agreement subordinate to an Act of Parliament related to 
II levels of immigration for Canada." The setting of the overall num
ber, then, seems to remain an unfettered discretion of Parliament. 
8y IIwiH receive," the drafters probably meant II will have the right to 
receive." The Accord ought to be amended, or a joint Canada-Que
bec statement ought to be issued, to make clear what the expecta
tions actually are. 

7.36 Would - or could - Quebec respond to high overall immi
gration levels by admitting a number of immigrants that it ordinarily 
would consider unsuitable? The aim might simply be to keep up in 
the numbers race - or else to force down the pace. The federal 
government might cut back on overall numbers if faced with the so
cial and economic costs - which include recompensing Quebec for 
"reception and integration" services - of an influx of unsuitable im
migrants. The scenario is implausible. Quebec itself would be reluc
tant to sustain the economic and social disruption involved. 
Furthermore. under s. 958(2) of the Accord, the federal govern
ment can always insist that certain minimal standards apply to all 
immigrants. (The Cullen-Couture agreement is very confUSing about 
whether the federal government is able to reject immigrants that 
Quebec favours. The English version is ambiguous (the federal gov
ernment is supposed to take "appropriate action " in connection with 
a positive decision by Quebec), whereas the French version implies 
that the federal government must give a 1/ suite favourable" - a 
favourable follow-up - after a decision for admission by Quebec. 
Section 958 (2) would allow Parliament to insist on minimum stan
dards. regardless of h~w the agreement is interpreted). 

Federal Withdrawal from the Provision of Services to Immigrants. 

7.37 The 1987 Accord promises that a constitutionalized 
agreement between Quebec and Canada will contain this provision: 

... an undertaking by Canada to withdraw services (ex-
cept citizenship services) for the reception and integra-
tion (including linguistic and cultural) of all foreign 
nationals wishing to settle in Quebec where services are 
to be provided by Quebec. with such withdrawal to be 
accompanied by reasonable compensation. 

As a newcomer to Quebec society is also entering the Canadian 
nation. the federal government should not have disavowed any right 
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to deliver II reception and integration services" directly. On this mat
ter I as on so many in the 1987 Constitutional Accord J the federal 
government failed to stand up for a vision of Canada in which there 
is a political and social community that transcends provincial 
boundaries. 

7.38 What is meant by .. where services are to be provided by 
Quebec?" Does that mean that if Quebec operates its own program 
- regardless of its quality and scope - that the federal government 
must keep out? The language permits a different interpretation, 
which the federal government ought to adopt. The federal govern
ment must decide for itself what services are appropriate; to the 
extent that those services are provided by Quebec, it is obliged to 
withdraw. But to the extent that Quebec has failed to provide those 
services, the federal government retains the right to deliver them 
directly. If the government of Canada considers that immigrants 
ought to be offered the opportunity to learn English as well as 
French, and the government of Quebec fails to provide such serv
ices - then the federal government should consider itself free to 
offer its own courses. 

7.39 Quebec is allowed a 5% ubonus" on immigration for 
It demographic reasons." The reference, presumably, is to the pos
sibility that Quebec's proportion of t,he population may decline on 
account of a low birth rate and migration to the rest of Canada or 
abroad. It is not clear whether the "demographic reasons" are de
fined with reference to relative population decline: 

- that is projected for a given year; 

- that has been experienced for the past few years; 

- that has been experienced since 1987. 

My uncertain sense is that the middle answer is the most reason
able. Quebec can try to ··catch upft for losses in the fairly recent 
past, but could forever demand an extra share of immigration in 
order to recover its 1987 levels. 

7.40 In determining what is 1/ reasonable compensation n for 
Quebec's immigration services, the federal government ought to in
sist that the division of costs reflect the division of power under the 
Constitution Act 1 1867 and under the Canada-Quebec immigration 
agreement. There would be no warrant for a decision by the federal 
government to pick up the entire cost. 
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7.41 A few technical observations will be offered on the 
mechanism in the 1987 Accord for the constitutionalization and 
amendment of federal-provincial immigration agreements: 

(I) Under s. 95C (1 ). these agreements are con
stitutionalized only when authorized by resolutions of 
the House of Commons and Senate. and of the legisla
ture of the province in question. Thankfully, the mecha
nism respects the constitutional tradition that executive 
action alone cannot change the Constitution of Canada. 
(There was some difference of opinion in the aboriginal 
constitutional talks about whether the Constitution 
should provide for legislative approval of self
government agreements. My view is that democratic 
principles require that these agreements too need the 
affirmation of legislatures). 

(ii) Under s. 95C(2). these agreements can be 
amended in the same way that they are formed I or by a 
mechanism contained in the agreement itself. I would 
hope that the agreements will not provide for substantial 
amendment without legislative approval. 

(iii) Section 95E provides a novel amending formula for 
the rest of the new provisions on immigration. They can 
be changed in accordance with the general amending 
formula in s. 38(1) of the Constitution Act} 1982 - but 
only if all of the provinces who are party to an existing 
constitutionalized agreement consent. The novel 
amending formula reflects the "vested governmental 
rights to theory that underlies the 1987 Accord as a 
whole. The national will of Canada can be blocked by 
any provincial government that happens to be party to 
an agreement. 

(iv) How governments would go about amending sec
tion 9SE itself is a mind-boggling question: 

- it would be weird if s. 95E could be amended by 
the regular s. 38 amending formula, because the 
necessary level of agreement would not have to 
include a government that is party to an existing 
agreement. Thus if the s. 38 amending formula 
applied, the safeguarding of II vested governmen
tal rights II could be overcome indirectly; 
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- it would be weird if the s. 9SE formula applied 
to s. 9SE itself. because s. 95E expressly states 
that it applies to sections 95A to 950; 

- it would be weird if the unanimity formula ap
plied, because Part V of the Constitution Act J 

1982 expressly enumerates the matters on which 
unanimity is required, and section 95E is not on 
the list. It is true that Part V is full of amending 
formulae. and section 41 (j) states that amend
ments to Part V require unanimity. Section 9SE. 
however. was not placed in Part V along with the 
rest of the amending formulae. 

(v) (The area I am about to explore is extremely ab
struse, and it should be passed over by everyone ex
cept: 

- people who are intensely interested in constitu
tional reform with respect to aboriginal people, 
and who don't have headaches, and who are not 
prone to getting them; 

- students of applied logic; 

- mystics. 

During the aboriginal rights talks, some governments 
suggested that unanimity was required before any 
amendment could be made on self-government agree
ments. The argument was that self-government agree
ments would be constitutionally protected and so were, 
in effect, amendments to the Constitution; any provi
sion that allowed these agreements to be made f there
fore, was an amendment to the amending formula. 
When the Constitution says that amendments to Part V 
require unanimity, it means this - that anything that is, 
in substance, a new amending formula requires una
nimity. Government cannot evade the unanimity princi
ple simply by sticking the amendment somewhere else. 
If this argument is correct, than constitutional reform 
with respect to aboriginal peoples will prove practically 
impossible to achieve. 

I was one of those who argued strenuously against the 
unanimity position. My main argument was that a con
stitutional amendment on self-government would, in 
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substance, be more like an amendment to Part II of the 
Constitution Act, 1982 (aboriginal rights) than an 
amendment to Part V. Section 35 (1) already recognizes 
a "treaty making" process, I argued, and section 35(3) 
already recognizes that the "treaty-making process" 
extends to future land claims agreements. As the 
James Bay precedent shows I the latter can certainly 
include provisions on self-government. So an amend
ment on self-government would be building on the stuff 
of Part II. (" Same ballpark" was my favoured meta· 
phor; this was adapted by Zebedee Nungak of the Inuit 
Committee on National Issues to become .. same spe
cies, different beast"). 

Some of us toyed with the argument that Part V did not 
contain all of the amending formulae in the Constitution; 
in saying that amendments to Part V required unanim· 
ity I therefore, the intention of the Constitution was not 
to require that everything that amounts to an amending 
formula requires unanimity. At one meeting, I noted 
that section 24 of the Natural Resources Transfer 
Agreement between Canada and Manitoba allows the 
agreement itself to amended by .1 concurrent statutes ,. 
of the Parliament of Canada and the Legislature of the 
province. People were rather impressed with this argu
ment but, frankly, they should not have been. The fact 
is that the amending formula in section 24 is somewhat 
more demanding than the alternative in Part V. Section 
24 requires statutes to be passed I and statutes have to 
be approved by the executive. The Part V way of 
amending the Natural Resources Transfer Agreement is 
for the House of Commons and Senate, and the Legis
lature of Manitoba, to pass resolutions. So it can be 
argued that Part V establishes the minimum levels of 
agreement required to amend the Constitution; govern
ments should not be able to somehow set up an 
amending formula that requires even less consent. 

If s. SSE could be amended with less than unanimous 
agreement, then we would now have a clear example of 
an amending formula that exists outside of Part V, and 
that can be amended with less than unanimous con
sent. Section 95E could then be invoked to support this 
argument - granting that the provisions in Part II con
cerning treaty-making and modern land claims agree-
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ments are themselves amending formulae, they can be 
amended in accordance with section 38 of the Constitu
tion Act l 1982, rather than the unanimity rule. 

Loathe as I am to disillusion any reader who is still with 
me at this pOint, I am bound to emphasize that there is 
simply no logical answer to the question - how do you 
amend section 9SE? Even understanding why there is 
no logical answer is enough to blow a few million neu
rons. While the odd zen master might enjoy the ques
tion as a modern day koan. no judge - no matter how 
odd - is going to be eager to tackle it. If the sheer com· 
plexity of analysis and the nonexistence of any rational 
answer were not enough to deter the judicial mind, the 
fact that the question is unlikely to arise in practice in 
this millennium - or the next - would do the trick. There 
is not much point r then. in trying to offer a solution to 
the s. S6E conundrum as a premise in a larger argu
ment about how you amend Part II of the Constitution 
Act, 1982. 

I still like the U ballpark argument," though.) 

7 .42 It would be regrettable if the constitutionalized federal
provincial agreement is the wave of the future. There are hundreds 
of such agreements, and the insistence that scores of them be 
given the status of the II supreme law of Canada II would promote a 
progressive rigidifying of the Constitution, the paralysis of the federal 
government and the trivializing of the Constitution. Constitutional 
entrenchment ought to be a means whereby Canadians can express 
some of their most solemn and serious commitments. The expres
sive value of constitutional amendment will be destroyed if it be
comes routine. 
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Spending Power 

8.1 The "Quebec clause" purports to define a fundamental 
characteristic of Canada. The II national shared-cost program" 
clause may prove equally important to the future of Canadian 
self-definition. The ability and willingness of the federaf government 
to spend money in areas where its regulatory authority is limited has 
been a vital part of the building of the Canadian political community. 
The federal spending power has helped Canadians to participate in a 
larger political community - and to define that community as one 
that cares about the health. education and social welfare of all its 
people; one that cares about the equal dignity of its individuals and 
the equal prosperity of its regions. The use of the spending power 
has helped to overcome some of the rigidity in Canada's 
constitutional structure without destroying the shelter it provides for 
local loyalties and preferences. 

8.2 To be sure, the federal spending power can be misused. 
It can be used to impose an excessive uniformity. one which stifles 
the spirit of experimentation and creativity in local governments I and 
renders them unresponsive to the special demands and 
circumstances of their people. It can be used to extend the scope of 
federal porkbarrelling to otherwise forbidden fields. 

8.3 The inappropriate or abusive use of the federal spending 
power can be resisted politically. Indeed, the provinces have often 
been very successful at insisting on administrative and policy 
restraint when the federal government spends in areas that are 
partly or wholly within provincial jurisdiction. Mistakes or excesses 
can be corrected in light of experience. The 1987 Constitutional 
Accord would irreversibly impose legal limits on certain uses of the 
federal spending power. Whatever power the federal government 
loses is gone for good - and J it may turn out, for very bad. The 
meaning and scope of the II national shared-cost program" clause is 
a question of first importance to the survival of Canada as a 
coherent political community. 

The Legal Status Quo. 

8.4 To begin with, some technical comments on what the 
federal spending power actually is. The federal government does not 
need to rely on a .. spending power" to dispose of money in areas 
where it has full authority to regulate. The federal government can 
spend money on fisheries because s. 91 (12) of the Constitution Act} 
1867 makes II fisheries" a head of federal legislative jurisdiction. The 
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"spending power" becomes an issue only when the regulatory 
authority of Parliament is unclear, shared or absent. 

8.5 The legal source of the spending power is not agreed 
upon by the experts. My (tentative) view is that its primary basis 
should be considered to be section 91 (1 A) of the Constitution Act, 
1867 which states that the federal government has authority over 
"the public debt and property." It has been suggested, (see E.A. 
Driedger, "The Spending Power" (1981) 7 Queen's L.J. 124). that 
the source is actually s. 106 of the Constitution Act I 1867 which 
states that: 

Subject to the several Payments by this Act charged on 
the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada, the same 
shall be appropriated by the Parliament of Canada for 
the Public Service. 

It seems to me that s. 106 is intended merely to clarify the nature of 
the Consolidated Revenue Fund. and that it is extravagant to 
suppose that "for the public service" means anything Parliament 
chooses - regardless of the division of powers in the rest of the 
Constitution. Locating the federal spending power in section 91 (1 A) 
invites a balancing act. The power is acknowledged as a definite 
basis for federal action and one that can operate, to some extent, in 
areas that otherwise would be within exclusive provincial 
competence. On the other hand. like any head of power in section 
91, interpreters have to read s. 91 (1A) side-by-side with the list in 
section 92, the main list of provincial powers. At some point. the 
incursion into areas of provincial jurisdiction has to be adjudged an 
invasion. 

8.6 Such a balanced view would be consistent with one of the 
few pronouncements on the spending power that a court of last 
resort for Canada has made: 

That the Dominion may impose taxation for the purpose 
of creating a fund for special purposes, and may apply 
that fund for making contributions in the public interest 
to individuals, corporations or public authorities, could 
not as a general proposition be denied ... [But J it by no 
means follows that any legislation which disposes of [a 
fund] is necessarily within Dominion competence. 

It may still be legislation affecting the classes of 
subjects enumerated in s. 92, and, if so, would be ultra 
vires. In other words, Dominion legislation. even though 
it deals with Dominion property, may yet be so framed 
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as to ... encroach upon the classes of subjects which 
are reserved to Provincial competence, (Attorney 
General for Canada v. Attorney General for Ontario 
(1937) J [1937] A.C. 355 at 366, (sub nom. A.-G. Can. 
v. A.-G. Onto (Reference re Employment and Social 
Insurance Act, 1935)), [1937] 1 D.L.A. 684 (P.C.». 

8.7 By making gifts with strings attached, the federal 
government has a strong lever for influencing behaviour. Some 
commentators have held that there are no court-enforceable limits 
on the onerousness or detail of the conditions that can be attached 
to federal grants. Professor Hogg has written: 

It seems to me that the better view of the law is that the 
federal Parliament may spend or lend its funds to any 
government, or institution, or individual it chooses, for 
any purpose it chooses; and that it may attach to any 
grant or loan any conditions it chooses, including 
conditions it could not directly legislate. There is a 
distinction, in my view, between compulsory regulation, 
which can obviously be accomplished only by legislation 
enacted within the limits of legislative power, and 
spending or lending or contracting. which either 
imposes no obligations on the reCipient (as in the case 
of family allowances) or obligations which are voluntarily 
assumed by the recipient (as in the case of a 
conditional grant, a loan or a commercial contract). 
There is no compelling reason to confine spending or 
lending or contracting within the limits of legislative 
power, because in those functions the government is 
not purporting to exercise any peculiarly governmental 
authority over its subjects (P. W. Hogg, Constitutional 
Law of Canada, 2d ed. (Toronto: Carswell, 1985) at 
126). 

8.8 My own view is less categorical. It seems to me that the 
courts ought to be prepared to step in jf the practical effect of 
federal spending were. in effect, to take over policy-making and 
management in an area that is solely within the regulatory authority 
of a province. The practical subversion of federalism and the 
usurpation of the power of a democratically elected provincial 
government, would be U compelling reasons If for intervention. That 
said, I would emphasize that: 

- the scope of the federal spending power involves 
complex questions of economic and fiscal policy in 
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which the courts have limited expertise, and in which 
they should be restrained about intervening; 

- the provinces have proved themselves amply capable 
of defending their jurisdiction by political means; 

- the spending power plays a very useful role in 
permitting federalism to adapt to changing 
circumstances and popular expectations, and any error 
should be on the side of retaining that flexibility; 

- the federal government has general authority over 
taxation. A well-recognized and accepted use of that 
authority is to redistribute wealth with a view to 
achieving greater social justice. The spending power 
can legitimately be used for such purposes. Grants are 
a more visible and accountable avenue for fiscal 
transfers and should not be discouraged in favour of 
"tax expenditures;" 

- many and varied are federal claims to legislative 
authority that can obviate the claim that the spending 
power is being used to intrude in an area of purely 
provincial jurisdiction. 

8.9 The courts should only intervene against the use of the 
federal spending power where the intrusion is major and other 
federal claims to authority are practically non-existent. They should 
have a strong preference for letting the political actors work things 
out for themselves. The complexity of the issues, and the highly 
varied uses of the federal spending authority, should encourage 
courts to work out any restrictive doctrines slowly and cautiously. 

8.10 Some of the defenders of the 1987 Constitutional Accord 
have defended the national shared-cost program clause, s. 106A, 
as a backhanded triumph for the federal government. It 
acknowledges for the first time, they say, that the federal 
government can spend money in areas of provincial jurisdiction. 
Whether the clause actually does so will be discussed later. For 
now, it should be observed that whatever limitations exist, there is 
no serious reason to doubt that the federal government at present 
has substantial authority to spend in areas of provincial jurisdiction. 
The authority of the federal government to make direct grants to 
individuals was upheld in Angers v. Minister of National Revenue 
(1957). [1957] Ex. C.R. 83, [1957] C.T.C. 99, and is a logical 
corollary of its authority to make tax expenditures. As Mr. Justice 
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Dickson said in Di Iorio v. The Warden of the Common Jail of the City 
of Montreal (1976), [1978] 1 S.C.A. 152 at 206, 73D.L.R. (3d) 491: 

It seems late in the day to strip the provinces of 
jurisdiction in respect of criminal justice which they have 
exercised without challenge for well over one hundred 
years. That is not to say that jurisdiction in the strict 
sense can come through consent or laches; however, 
history and governmental attitudes can be helpful 
guides to interpretation. 

National shared-cost or conditional grant programs of various sorts 
have been in place for more than half a century and "are the 
foundation of the welfare, health and post-secondary education 
systems in Canada. Have federal and provincial governments been 
proceeding on mistaken assumptions for all these decades? When 
challenged in court last year, the constitutionality of these programs 
was upheld; see Winterhaven Stables v. Attorney General of Canada 
(1986), 71 A.R. 1, 29 D.loR. (4th) 394 (0. B.). 

8.11 While there is room for uncertainty about how the 
Supreme Court of Canada would decide a challenge to the Canada 
Health Act, S.C. 1984, c. 6, there is good reason to be confident 
that its essential elements would be upheld. The federal government 
has attached certain conditions to the receipt of block funding for 
health care costs - including a ban on extra-billing. The 
responsibility for administering the health insurance system and 
medical care system generally remains with the provinces. The 
federal government does not attempt to tell provinces how to train 
and certify health care profeSSionals, how much they should be paid 
or whether fees should be on a fixed annual scale. fee-far-service, 
hourly rates, or any other basis. 

8.12 The crucial limitation on federal payments is that 
everyone should be protected by a provincial health insurance 
scheme and that no one should be liable to be billed by doctors over 
and above that amount; see the Canada Health Act. Experience has 
taught that extra-billing leads to the denial of equal access to 
medical services by the poor. A commitment to the principle that 
wealth does not buy a place in our health care system is the sort of 
decision about social justice that a national government should be 
able to make. Perhaps the policy is somewhat misguided; maybe 
some alternative involving user fees would keep scarce resources 
safe in a way that ultimately would be to the net benefit of the poor. 
Maybe the provinces should have some opportunity to experiment 
with enlightened alternatives. The same sort of arguments can be, 
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and have been, made about the extent to which the income tax 
system should be progressive and whether medical costs should be, 
to some extent. exempt from taxation. But just as the federal 
government ought to have the authority to express basic principles 
of social justice through the tax system. so it should be able to do so 
in a block funding program. Furthermore, the federal government 
has a legitimate interest in seeing that its funding is not unfairly 
exploited. A medical professional should not be able to charge more 
than the market would normally bear, knowing that most of a bill will 
be passed on to governments. 

8.13 A province that has a fair and workable alternative to 
" extra-billing II is well-positioned to resist politically. The only 
it penalty" it must pay is the loss of federal funding to the extent of 
extra-billing. Otherwise, the inflow of federal money is unimpaired. A 
provincial government that is prepared to protest federal imposition 
should be able to manage for at least a few years. If it has a better 
alternative I popular opinion will work in favour of the alteration of 
federal policies. 

a.14 All in all, the federal spending power was not in pressing 
need of affirmation I and certainly is not assisted much by the sort of 
backhanded acknowledgment that s. 106A might provide. An 
appreciation of the complexity of the spending power issue and of 
the need for flexibility would recommend several courses of action. 
The wisest would be to continue to work out the matter on a primarily 
political basis and count on the courts to stem any clear excesses. If 
constitutional amendment was necessary, the best approach would 
be to: 

- define specifically the particular use or uses of the 
spending power to which it applies; 

- define with reasonable clarity what the general 
principles are in that area; 

- in doing so, pay as much attention to affirming the 
extent, as well as to defining the limits, of the federal 
spending power. 

a.15 The 1987 Constitutional Accord is not satisfactory in any 
of the stated respects. There is no adequate definition of what a 
"national shared-cost program" actually is. The principle that 
applies is not stated with adequate clarity. The stress is more on 
limiting federal authority than on affirming the authority that does 
exist. 
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Programs to Which s. 10SA Applies. 

8.1S The emerging case law on the Charter is fun of grand 
statements about taking a "purposive approach I, to the guarantee of 
rights it contains; see Hunter v. Southam (1984). [1984] 2 S.C.A. 
145, 11 D.L.A. (4th) 641; and R. v. Big M Drug Mart (1985). [1985] 
1 S.C.R. 295, 18 D.L.A. (4th) 321; contrast with the Societe des 
Acadiens case. 

8.17 Section 1 DSA could be a disaster if the courts take a 
II purposive approach n to its meaning, rather than viewing it as the 
product of a political compromise with a definite and 
non-expandable field of operations. The field in which s. 10SA 
directly operates should be construed fairly. not generously, and the 
section ought not to be used as an inspiration for interpreting away 
other federal fiscal powers. 

8.18 Here is an illustration of how s. 1 D6A could be misused as 
an interpretive tool - in fact, a scalpel - on other federal fiscal 
powers. Suppose a populous province announces its intention to 
" opt-out It of a national shared-cost spending program and to claim 
compensation. The federal government announces that it will 
administer the program by direct grants to individuals. When the 
direct grant program is challenged in court, it is argued that: 

(i) Section 1 DSA indicates that new federal intrusions in 
areas of provincial jurisdiction should be viewed as 
legally permissible only if there are legal safeguards in 
place - such as a provincial right to U opt-out It with 
compensation. 

(ii) The legal maxim II you cannot do indirectly what you 
cannot do directly" should be applied. The federal 
government should not be able to evade the restrictions 
of s. 1 DSA merely by changing the channels of funding. 

(iii) Direct grants to individuals tend to be more evasive 
of provincial control of an area than are shared-cost 
programs. The latter tend to leave the administration of 
the program to the province. Furthermore, they leave 
the province free to squelch federal efforts altogether -
by simply refusing to accept the proffered money. A 
fortiori logic should be applied. (An a fortiori argument 
goes like this - if rule R applies because factor F is 
present, then rule R certainly applies when F is even 
more intensely present. If you aren't allowed to smoke 
cigarettes in an elevator because smoke is disturbing to 
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other passengers then, a fortiori, you aren't allowed to 
smoke pipes or cigars). If you can't invade provincial 
jurisdiction via the shared-cost program route. a 
fortiori, you cannot do so via direct grants and tax 
expenditures. 

8.19 All of the arguments just made ought to be flatly rejected. 
Section 1 D6A ought to be read as stating a specific rule that applies 
only to the specific case of national shared-cost spending programs 
in areas of exclusive provincial jurisdiction. There is no warrant for 
extending its direct operation to any of the other federal fiscal 
powers. There is no warrant for using it as an interpretive tool that 
indirectly weakens other uses of the federal fiscal powers. The 
justification for this strict interpretive approach can be summarized 
as follows: 

- the field of operation for s. 1 D6A is not defined in a 
way that invites unlimited expansion. A series of limiting 
terms are used - "national." "shared-cost." and 
"exclusive provincial jurisdiction." Interpreters of s. 
1 D6A are bound to give meaning to each and every one 
of these specific terms. Section 106A is defined so that 
it does not apply to all federal spending in areas of 
exclusive provincial jurisdiction; or to all shared-cost 
programs, or to all programs that affect provincial 
jurisdiction. Given the limits of the direct operation of s. 
1 D6A, it would be inappropriate to attribute to the 
section a powerful influence on the interpretation of 
other federal fiscal powers; 

- the field of operation has its own peculiar features. 
The characteristics of "national shared-cost programs 
in areas of provincial jurisdiction" are a very complex 
ensemble. It is methodologically specious to suppose 
that there is a simple, linear measuring scale - such as 
.. intrusiveness in areas of provincial jurisdiction" - and 
that all other programs can be assessed as more or 
less intrusive; 

- the fact that the field of operation of s. 1 D6A is 
defined with such detail - and confined to future 
programs - indicates that s. 106A does not embody an 
abstract principle, like certain sections of the Charter of 
Rights. On the contrary, they indicate that a political 
compromise has been reached. Mr. Justice Beetz's 
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reasoning in the Societe des Acadiens case therefore is 
applicable. 

8.20 With this general approach stated, I will attempt a rebuttal 
of the arg ument I presented in paragraph 8. 18, that s. 1 D6A 
somehow implies that the federal government cannot establish 
direct grant programs: 

(i) The insertion of s. 1D6A by no means justifies the 
view that federal fiscal powers can only extend to areas 
of provincial jurisdiction when a safeguard like s. 1 D6A 
is in place. The framers of s. 1D6A themselves confined 
that safeguard to a very specific federal fiscal power -
national shared-cost spending programs. Where the 
framers themselves put definite limits on the ambit of s. 
1 06A, the courts have no right to take it upon 
themselves to extend, directly or indirectly I the scope 
of its operation. 

(ii) The social and intergovernmental effects of a direct 
grant program are different from those of a national 
shared-cost program. The federal government would 
not be accomplishing indirectly what it cannot do 
directly. With a direct grant, the federal government 
assumes sole financial and political responsibility for the 
program. The province is not put in the position of 
having to be responsible, both politically and financially, 
for a program whose conditions are dictated by the 
federal government. The federal program may have an 
influence on how individuals and institutions interact with 
provincial programs, but at least the lines of 
governmental and financial accountability are clear. A 
shared-cost program tends to distort provincial 
spending priorities. as the province is encouraged to 
spend in areas where it will receive matching federal 
funding. A direct grant program does not directly 
"lever" money out of provincial treasuries. A 
shared-cost program requires that the general 
provincial government make special bureaucratic 
arrangements to handle the receipt or redistribution of 
federal funds. A direct grant program involves the 
general government at only the federal level. 

(iii) For similar reasons, direct spending programs 
cannot be seen as plainly more " intrusive " and, 
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therefore, even less" permissible" than national shared 
cost programs. 

B.21 What are the boundaries within which s. 106A directly 
operates? The analytical agenda will be to examine each aspect of 
the definition of national shared-cost program, and attempt to 
assess the interpretive possibilities. While close attention should be 
paid to each and every qualifier, it should be recognized that they all 
help to define one category of federal spending activity. The analysis 
of each individual qualifier, therefore. frequently will rely upon the 
overall portrait. 

B.22 In determining what the overall portrait is, it would be 
helpful if certain existing national shared-cost programs could be 
used as a basis for reference. By distinguishing between existing 
national shared-cost programs and those created in the future, s. 
106A invites the use of some 1987 programs as a basis for 
reference. A perfectly rational way to proceed would appear to be 
this - identify the "national shared-cost programs in areas of 
exclusive provincial jurisdiction It that existed in 19B7; figure out what 
the common elements are: from that, attempt to determine the 
underlying purpose of s. 106A and assess hypothetical programs in 
light of that underlying purpose. I must report, with a sense of 
intense frustration, that this procedure is not certain or reliable. The 
most commonly cited example of a national shared-cost program 
during the public discussion surrounding Meech Lake was federal 
funding for medicare - and it is not at all clear that it should be 
classified as a "shared-cost" program. as opposed to a •• block 
funding" program. It is necessary to be very cautious and tentative, 
therefore, in using the existing programs as a guide. 

"National. " 

B.23 Section 106A refers to "national" shared-cost programs. 
By far the largest national federal-provincial programs, and the ones 
most often referred to in the public discussion surrounding Meech 
Lake, share these features: 

- apply to all provinces; 

- employ a formula to determine how much is allocated 
to each province I rather than leaving the matter to 
discretionary pOlitical judgment. 

8.24 The Canada Assistance Plan, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-1, 
commits the federal government to absorbing half of the actual 
welfare costs sustained by all provincial governments during a year. 
It therefore easily satisfied both criteria. 
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8.25 The Canadian medicare system very often is raised as an 
example of an existing national shared-cost program. Whether it is 
/I shared-cost" or not, it certainly operates on the basis of a national 
formula. The basic level of funding is determined by the formula in a 
1977 federal statute on Established Programs Financing (EPF). The 
formal title of the statute is The Federal-Provincial Fiscal 
Arrangements and Federal Post-Secondary Educational and Health 
Contributions Act, 1977, S.C. 1976-77. c. 10. According to the 
latest federal inventory of federal-provincial programs: 

Each province or territory's total Insured Health Service 
entitlement is equal to the national average per capita 
federal contribution for hospital insurance and medical 
care in the base year (1975-76), escalated by the rate 
of growth of the Canadian economy and multiplied by 
the population of that province or territory; (See 
Canada, Government of Canada, Federal-Provincial 
Relations Office, Federal-Provincial Programs and 
Activities: A Descriptive Inventory (Ottawa: Minister of 
Supply and Services. 1987) at 114}. 

8.26 The Canada Health Act, mentioned earlier in this 
discussion, reduces the basic entitlement in each province by 
another formula - the amount of extra-billing that has taken place in 
a given year. 

8.27 The 1977 EPF statute provides a similar formula for 
determining federal contributions to post-secondary education. 

8.28 The next step is to determine whether several 
problematic kinds of federal activity would amount to a 14 national 
program. It 

(A) Regional programs. 

8.29 It seems obvious that a province would not have the right 
to II opt-out II with compensation of a program that was confined to a 
certain part of the country - say a western economic diversification 
scheme that applied to only British Columbia, Alberta I 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. A sufficient legal argument seems to 
be that a "regional" program cannot possibly be a "national one, to 

and that is that. The distinction certainly is not arbitrary. The fact 
that a program is regional implies that the federal government has 
taken some trouble to adapt it to local circumstances; the same 
may not always hold with a national program. With a national 
program I unless there are arrangements for compensation, the 
taxpayers of a solitary 'I opted-out I' province can end up subsidizing 
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the rest of the country; with a regional program, any "opted-out" 
province would necessarily join the ranks of many others. A 1969 
federal working paper (Canada, Prime Minister's Office, 
Federal-Provincial Grants and the Spending Power of Parliament 
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1969) at 48-50} suggested a possible 
" opting-out" scheme for national conditional grant programs - but 
expressly denied that "opting-out" should be available for regional 
programs: 

... regional schemes by their nature usually require the 
participation of all provinces affected in order to be 
viable, and because the taxpayers in the other parts of 
Canada would be required to contribute toward such 
schemes without either programme benefits or 
compensatory personal grants. no personal grants in 
lieu of programme grants would be paid in provinces 
which were invited to participate in a regional plan but 
whose governments decided against doing so. 

(8) Schemes in which the federal government is authorized to 
spend money in all provinces, but the actual amount depends on 
a discretionary pOlitical judgment that takes into account local 
circumstances. 

8.30 Discussions of s. 106A often have turned to whether it 
would prevent the establishment of a national shared-cost program 
to provide day care for very young children. Suppose the federal 
government said the following: 

We're not going to set up a shared-cost program, as 
we did with medicare, because we can't afford it, 
because some of the provinces may "opt-out" and 
claim compensation and because we think there should 
be plenty of room for local experimentation and 
preferences. Instead, we'll authorize the Minister of 
Health and Welfare to enter into bilateral agreements 
with each of the provinces. The maximum federal 
funding will be fixed. but apart from that the Minister 
generally will be free to work out funding levels and 
conditions with her counterpart in each of the provincial 
governments. 

8.31 The model would be the current Economic and Regional 
Development program of the federal government. With each of the 
ten provinces it has entered into bilateral development agreements 
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that state general aims, and then subsidiary agreements whereby it 
joins with the province in funding a variety of specific projects. 

8.32 Would the hypothetical day care scheme be a national 
shared-cost program within the meaning of s. 1 OBA? The argument 
in the affirmative might go like this: 

(i) the plan would be II national" because every province 
is eligible; 

(ii) it would amount to one .. national program" because 
it would be administered by one minister with respect to 
one policy area using one pot of money; 

(iii) an II opted-out 'f province could claim compensation 
based on the contribution its taxpayers are making 
towards a program from which they receive no benefit; 
or on the average per capita payment to provinces that 
do participate. 

8.33 While these arguments do have some plausibility, my 
view is that the argument for the negative is much stronger. It might 
go something like this: 

(i) the plan would not be II national ,t because it would 
work differently in every province; 

(ii) for the same reason. it would not amount to one 
program; 

(iii) the equities and intergovernmental effects are 
substantially different from those of the standard 
national shared-cost program. The differences include 
the following: 

- under the proposed day care plan, the federal 
government would be required to develop a 
policy that takes into account the special 
circumstances of each province and the wishes 
of its government; 

- the assessment of 41 reasonable compensation 'f 
would be speculative. rhere is no way of knowing 
how much federal money would flow into the 
province if a bilateral agreement were signed. 
There is no per capita allotment to each 
province; funding levels depend on the extent of 
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local need and the willingness of provincial 
governments to share in the costs. 

8.34 Suppose that the federal government abandons the 
current practice of entering into regional industrial expansion 
agreements and tries something else for a while. Ten years later. it 
returns to bilateral agreements. Would a province be able to 
"opt-out" and claim compensation under s. 106A? In my view. it' 
would not. For one thing. the federal activity would not be in ., an 
area of exclusive provincial jurisdiction." The federal government 
has at least some legislative authority over almost all of the projects 
involved in regional economic development. For another thing, the 
federal activity would not be something that is "established" after s. 
106A comes into force. It would be "re-established" or II revived 
and revised. It More on these points later. The point most germane 
to the immediate discussion is that the federal activity would not 
amount to operating one national shared-cost program. If current 
Regional Industrial Expansion practice is foHowed, the case is even 
easier in this regard than the day care hypothetical. Regional 
Industrial Expansion subsidiary agreements cover widely variant 
economic sectors and involve a number of different federal 
ministers. Regional Industrial Expansion is not one national 
cost-sharing program, but an aggregation of programs that involve 
different economic areas, federal ministers and cost-sharing 
formulae. 

U Shared Cost." 

8.35 My impression is that the medicare system has been the 
most oft-cited example of the sort of program that the 1987 Accord 
is supposed to address. Mastering our Future, the 1985 publication 
of the Quebec Liberal Party's Policy Commission, cited the Canada 
Health Act as the sort of program that caused Quebec concern 
about the federal spending power. The spending power section of 
Mr. Remillard's Mont Gabriel speech mentioned pending federal 
legislation to revise the Established Program Financing system -
which applies to health and post-secondary education. In this light, it 
is rather surprising to learn that there is some doubt about whether 
EPF programs are "shared-cost. It 

8.36 As mentioned earlier. the Canada Assistance Plan is an 
example - perhaps the only clear example - of a national 
shared-cost spending program. The federal program pays 50% of 
the actual cost of welfare assistance by provinces and 
municipalities. EPF funding, it may be recalled, is not based on 
actual current costs. It is based on the national average per capita 
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expenditure for health in the base year 1975-76. "escalated by the 
growth of the Canadian economy and multiplied by the population of 
that province or territory." EPF may thus be considered a form of 
block funding. 

8.37 As a well-known, official and public reference work, the 
1986-1987 FPRO inventory of federal-provincial programs 
(Federal-Provincial Programs and Activities) seems like a promising 
source of information about the meaning of technical terms. In fact. 
the inventory just adds to the confusion. There is nowhere any 
explicit definition of terms. The terms II cost-sharing" and 
II shared-cost" are both used. with no explanation as to whether 
there is a semantic difference. The actual usage of terms by the 
inventory is baffling: 

- there is an annex entitled II List of the Various 
Federal-Provincial Activities Categorized According to 
Type of Program or Activity." The third category is 
.. Conditional Grants and Payments in Respect of 
Shared-Cost Programs and Activities." EPF is not 
included. It is listed under the first category, 
.. Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements and Federal 
Post-Secondary Education and Health Contributions 
Act. 1977, as Amended in 1984." The failure to list EPF 
programs in the third category is some evidence that 
they should be considered II block funding" or "transfer 
payment" programs; 

- when it is presented as a Department of Finance 
program, Established Program Funding is explained in 
the following terms: 

The Established Programs Financing arrange
ments specify the method of financing federal 
contributions to Insured Health Services, 
Extended Health Care Services and 
Post-Secondary Education. In essence, the 
pre-1977 cost-sharing formulae for these 
programs have been replaced by a formula under 
which federal contributions are determined 
independently of program costs in the provinces; 
(Federal-Provincial Programs and Activities at 
114) . 

The passage is ambiguous. but it certainly is possible to 
interpret it as containing this implication - a 
"cost-sharing" program is one in which the federal 
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government absorbs a certain percentage of actual 
government expenditures, and that EPF is not a 
'. cost-sharing II program; 

- on the other hand I when the health care parts of EPF 
funding are presented as National Health and Welfare 
programs. the inventory states: 

The federal government contributes to provincial 
health care programs on a cost-sharing basis. 
The formulae for calculating the transfer 
payments are contained in the Federal-Provincial 
Fiscal Arrangements and Federal Post-Second
ary Education and Health Contributions Act, 
administered by the Department of Finance; 
(Federal-Provincial Programs and Activities at 
169) . 

8.38 Some significance should be attributed to the fact that s. 
106A refers to "shared-cose' programs (or. in French, programs 
'1 cofinances "). as opposed to II conditional grant" or I. conditional 
transfer" programs. Section 1 06A would not apply, for example, to 
a program whereby the federal government offered to pay 100% of 
the cost of building and operating an entirely new kind of program. 

8.39 It is not clear whether s. 106A would apply to a program 
in which the federal government proposes to pay a certain amount 
towards items of provincial expenditure, regardless of how much the 
province itself contributes. A province receives the same EPF 
funding for post-secondary education, regardless of how much it 
actually spends in a year. There is no built-in incentive for the 
province to spend money towards a purpose selected by the federal 
government. To put it another way, there is no use of federal funds 
to "lever" money out of the provinces. As noted in the previous 
paragraph. s. 106A does not apply to any and all attempts by the 
federal government to use conditional transfers of money to 
influence the behaviour of provincial governments. I think it is fair. 
although not mandatory. to read "shared-cost II and ,. cofinancing" 
as implying that s. 106A is concerned with pressures on provincial 
treasuries, not just provincial policies. A program like EPF funding 
for post-secondary education. therefore. ought to be considered as 
coming outside of the scope of s. 1 06A. 

8.40 Does the term II national shared-cost program" apply to 
current federal-provincial arrangements for funding health care? 
With respect to "Insured Health Services" (basic medical insurance 
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costs). I think the ~nswer is yes. The basic funding level. as 
mentioned earlier. is determined in the same way as EPF transfers 
for post-secondary education. Under the Canada Health Act. 
however. the federal government has the authority to reduce the 
amount of the transfers if a provincial health care scheme does not 
meet five criteria, including the requirement that there be insured 
health services for every resident of the province; see the Canada 
Health Act. s. 15. In practice. then, a province must spend a very 
large amount of money in order to be fully entitled to federal 
transfers. Thus the Canada Health Act does put pressure on 
provincial treasuries as well as on policies. A further I albeit 
marginal. consideration that favours the inclusion of "Insured Health 
Services'· in s. 106A is that medicare appears to have been the 
most oft-cited example of a "national shared-cost program If in the 
public discussions that surrounded Meech Lake. 

8.41 On the other hand. federal funding for "Extended Health 
Care" (e.g. I adult residential care for the physically and mentally 
handicapped) is not affected by the Canada Health Act. The 
provinces continue to receive a per capita grant that is independent 
of actual costs. On the same reasoning as in paragraph 8.39. I 
would conclude that this federal program is not "shared-cost." 

8.42 So much for my conclusions about the application of s. 
106A to EPF programs. While I hope they have a reasonable 
grounding in the language and historical context of s. 106A. my 
sense is that both Jess inclusive and more inclusive interpretations 
would also be legitimate. 

8.43 It is right and important that "shared-cost" and 
41 cofinance" be construed as referring to an undertaking by the 
federal government to share in the same expenses as the provincial 
government. For example. if the federal government establishes a 
program whereby it grants money for research in a particular area, it 
is not establishing a "shared-cost tf program merely because some 
(or even all) of the research work might take place in provincially 
operated and funded universities. The major existing national 
federal-provincial programs - the Canada Assistance Plan EPF 
transfers - all involve the federal government contributing to the 
same line on the accounting sheet as the provincial government. 
Programs such as research grants are not listed at all in the FPI\lO's 
inventory of federal-provincial programs, let alone under the rubric 
.. shared-cost" programs. 
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8.44 What about simultaneous subsidies? Suppose the federal 
government gave a per capita cash grant of $1000 to every day care 
centre in the country. Further suppose that aU day care centres in 
Canada happen to be receiving subsidies of one sort or another 
from a province. Would the federal program be Ij shared-cost" or 
n cofinance ,. because the beneficiaries are actually receiving money 
for the same general expenses from both orders of government? I 
would think not, because there is no built-in connection between 
federal spending and provincial spending. The federal subsidies 
would go on even if one province or another withdrew its own 
support. It might be objected that EPF funding by the federal 
government does not depend on whether a province kicks in 
additional money of its own. But even if EPF programs are .. national 
shared-cost programs." they are based on rough estimates of 
actual costs to provincial governments. Furthermore. they involve 
direct government-to-government transfers and the concomitant 
blurring of the lines of fiscal and political. responsibility. Simultaneous 
subsidies do not. In my view, then. s. 106A would not apply to the 
$1,000 hypothetical case. The drafting of s. "106A, however. does 
not adequately ensure that a court would agree. 

U Exclusive" Provincial Jurisdiction. 

8.45 Section 106A only applies to programs that are in areas 
of "exclusive" provincial jurisdiction. What does "exclusive If mean? 
A provincialist might contend that the word means next to nothing; 
he might put the case as follows: 

Read the Constitution Act I 1867. Section 92 is the main 
list of provincial powers. It begins as follows: 

In each province. the legislature may exclusively 
make laws in relation to ... 

Sections 92A (1) (provincial authority over natural 
resources) and 93 (education) similarly use the word 
III exclusive. It 

Section 95 gives Parliament and the provinces 
concurrent authority over agriculture and immigration; 
the word .. exclusive It is not used for either level of 
government. Similarly, section 92A(2) gives the 
provinces II non-exclusive" authority over the- export to 
another province or territory of non-renewable natural 
resources and forestry products, and section 92A(4) 
does the same for the taxation of certain 
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resource-based activities. (Section 94A authorizes 
Parliament to make laws with respect to "old age 
pensions t II provided they do not conflict with any 
provincial laws with respect to pensions. The section 
does not, in itself. name a head of provincial authority) . 

The intention of the framers in using the word 
~'exclusive,1J then, was merely to refer to the heads of 
power in sections 92. 92A (1) and 93. as opposed to 
sections 95, 92A(2) and (4). Had the framers simply 
said U provincial jurisdiction," it might have been 
thought that the federal government had somehow lost 
the authority to spend with respect to agriculture and 
immigration, and certain natural resource-based 
matters, as well. 

By using the word II exclusive" in distributing federal as 
well as provincial powers - except for those of 
agriculture and immigration - the framers of the 
Constitution Act, 1867 intended to set up clearly distinct 
areas of governmental operation. Over the years, the 
courts found that it is not so simple. They developed 
the II double aspect" doctrine: they have said that the 
same subject matter might be dealt with by the federal 
government from one point of view and by the 
provincial government from another. For example, the 
federal government can deal with certain insider trading 
as part of its general authority and of its enumerated 
jurisdiction over U the regulation of trade and 
commerce" (s. 91 (2»: a provincial government could 
regulate the same activity under its authority over 
II property and civil rights" (s. 92(13): Multiple Access 
v. McCutcheon. The courts thus have established that 
there are many areas of concurrent jurisdiction. It turns 
out, then. that the federal government can often 
regulate with respect to matters that are assigned 
II exclusively" to the provinces. One of the purposes of 
s. 1 D6A is to prevent the federal government from 
distorting provincial spending priorities by offering to 
split the costs of a program. That rationale applies 
regardless of whether the federal government also has 
jurisdiction. So "exclusive" in s. 1D6A should not be 
given its plain, ordinary meaning. "Exclusive" should be 
understood as a jargon word, a ·'term of art." It should 
be read as protecting the provinces in each of the areas 
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enumerated in sections 92, 92A(1) and 93 of the 
Constitution Act, 1867 regardless of whether the federal 
government turns out to have concurrent authority in 
some of these areas. 

8.46 If the argument just made were right, it would 
dangerously inflate the effect of s. 10SA. Fortunately, the rebuttal 
seems to be much stronger: 

(i) The argument supposes that the framers of s. 1 D6A 
were using the technical language of the Constitution 
ActJ 1867. But they obviously were not. The 
power-distributing sections of that Act, sections 91, 92 
and so on, do not refer to "areas of jurisdiction; II they 
refer to ., matters coming with the classes of subjects" 
that it goes on to list. The framers instead were using 
the jargon that the courts and commentators have used 
in interpreting the Constitution Act, 1867. In that jargon. 
"exclusive" can be used quite correctly to emphasize 
that an area of jurisdiction is not "concurrent. If 

(ii) The argument supposes that the framers of the 
1987 Accord intended to go out of their way to preserve 
the federal power to spend in a few particular areas -
agriculture I immigration and certain natural 
resource-based matters. The federal power to spend in 
other areas of concurrent jurisdiction supposedly has 
been undermined. But it is absurd to attribute such an 
intention to a II reasonable framer" of s. 106A. One of 
the constitutional amendments in the 1987 Accord limits 
the federal legislative authority over immigration; one of 
the sections in the political commitments part of the 
accord requires the federal government to compensate 
Quebec for providing services for the reception and 
integration of immigrants. If there is one area where the 
federal legislative and spending powers have been 
limited, it is immigration. That leaves us with the 
supposition that the framers of s. 106A had some 
special reason to shield federal spending with respect 
to agriculture and to certain natural resource-based 
matters. But there is no reason whatsoever in the public 
discussion, negotiating history or other provisions of the 
1987 Accord to suppose that federal spending in these 
areas was ever a conscious concern of anyone. 

(iii) Federal-provincial spending programs existing at 
the time of the Meech Lake meeting can be used a 
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basis of reference. The programs which were most -
perhaps exclusively - mentioned by public officials and 
commen~ators in the context of the spending power 
have the same jurisdictional features. They involve. at 
the most general level, matters that are usually 
accepted as being within exclusive provincial jurisdiction 
- medical care.' education and social welfare agency 
payments. There are only small pockets of concurrent 
federal authority in these areas (for example. the 
health. education and welfare needs of military 
personnel and Indians), and the national shared-cost 
spending programs take no special account of these 
pockets. The historical context of s. 106A thus supports 
the view that it would not extend to programs - such as 
those involving economic development - where the 
federal government does have strong bases of 
legislative authority. 

8.47 To summarize so far, an analysis of constitutional jargon 
and an examination of the historical context of s. 106A support the 
reading of the provision that is far and away the most obvious - that 
s. 106A. has no application to any area in which the federal 
government, as well as the province, has a substantial base of 
legislative authority. 

8.48 An illuminating exercise is to apply the foregoing 
conclusion to the 1986-1987 inventory of federal-provincial 
programs (Federal-Provincial Programs and Activities). Section 106A 
only applies to programs established after it comes into force I of 
course, so let us imagine that these programs were all totally new. 
How many would be liable to provincial •• opting-out" and claims for 
compensation? Most of them would clearly flunk the "national" test, 
because they are not available to all provinces. Most of them would 
also be in areas that are fully covered by undoubted heads of federal 
legislative authority - such as agriculture. immigration. criminal law, 
military training. national parks, navigable rivers. international 
waters, external affairs and penitentiaries. 

"Areas" of Exclusive Provincial Jurisdiction. 

(A) Areas of divided jurisdiction. 

8.49 With some programs in the 1986-1987 inventory. 
however. it is not clear that federal authority covers the entire 
II area If in which the program operates. Regional economic 
development programs with respect to "tourism" are an example. 
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Assuming that the other requirements of s. 106A were met. could a 
province liopt-out" of a Utourism" program and claim compensation 
based on the extent to which that program operates within exclusive 
provincial jurisdiction? 

8.50 Although it is not listed in the 1986-1987 FPRO inventory. 
natural products marketing is a convenient basis for reflection. The 
reason is that the division of jurisdiction has been the subject of 
many judicial decisions. The courts have held that federal authority 
over agriculture does not extend to natural products marketing and 
that the division of authority depends on the physical movement of 
the product. The provincial government has authority over the 
marketing of an egg that is hatched. sold and poached within the 
province. whereas the federal government would have authority with 
respect to a sister egg that meets its fate in the province next door. 
Federal and provincial governments have overcome this awkward 
split of authority by jointly delegating authority to a Single egg 
marketing board. 

8.51 Would a national shared-cost program with respect to 
egg marketing be partly within an area of provincial jurisdiction? 
Could a province " opt-out" to the extent that federal money is being 
spent in the provincial area of intraprovincial egg marketing? 

8.52 The better course for the courts to follow would be to 
hold that s. 106A does not apply to any to any program which 
derives substantial support from the federal part of an area of 
divided jurisdiction. Considerations in support of this view are: 

(i) the legitimacy of federal spending in areas of divided 
jurisdiction: cost-sharing appears to be a reasonable 
way for the federal government to proceed in areas of 
divided jurisdiction. To allow provinCial Uopting-out" 
with compensation would jeopardize the federal 
government'S ability to set national standards in areas 
where it definitely does have jurisdiction. It might be 
objected that the federal government can confine its 
programs to matters that are strictly within its 
jurisdiction; as a practical matter. this may be 
impossible to do. 

(ii) the difficulty of apportioning jurisdiction: to say that a 
province has a right to .. opt-out" and receive 
compensation to the extent that a program operates 
within an area of provincial jurisdiction is to invite a 
question that may be extremely difficult or impossible to 
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answer - to what extent? If the program involves egg 
marketing. do governments have to calculate the 
percentage of eggs that are marketed intraprovincially 
as opposed to internationally? Or is it the percentage of 
revenue that is relevant? If the program is in the area of 
tourism, it may be practically impossible to apportion 
jurisdiction. The federal government has many bases of 
authority the interprovincial and international 
movement of people. foreign exchange, interprovincial 
and international transport, perhaps job creation, 
perhaps regional economic development. The 
boundaries of federal authority, moreover, are 
situational rather than absolute. Federal legislation that 
overlaps into provincial authority will be upheld in its 
entirety if the overlap is "necessarily ancillary" or 
"reasonably related" to the parts of the legislation that 
is valid. 

(iii) the arbitrariness of attributing federal spending to 
provincial jurisdiction: it is tempting to figure that a 
certain part of federal spending in an area of divided 
jurisdiction is going to provincial purposes. But how do 
we know? It may be just as logical to suppose that every 
last dime of the federal money is being spent with a 
view to promoting ends that are within federal legislative 
authority. 

(iv) the plain language of s. 106A(1): the phraseology is 
"within an area of exclusive provincial jurisdiction, to not 
"within an area that is partly within exclusive provincial 
jurisdiction. " 

(v) the historical context: the major national 
shared-cost spending programs - which address health 
insurance. post-secondary education and welfare 
payments - are, according to the conventional wisdom, 
not assisted in a substantial way by a source of federal 
legislative authority apart from the spending power 
itself; see paragraph 8.47 (iii). 

8.53 Even jf s. 106A were applicable to areas of divided 
jurisdiction, practical considerations would limit jj opting-out" by 
provinces. The amount the province would recover might be 
minuscule, and it might be impossible for the province to use that 
money to establish an alternative II program or activity It that is 
"compatible with the national objectives. II For example, suppose 
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that the federal government proposes to spend $50.000 on a 
tourism project in New Brunswick, on condition that the province also 
spends $50,000. Somehow it is agreed - let us say on the basis of 
the projected origins of the tourists - that •• tourism" is 60% 
provincial. As mentioned earlier, there is no obvious reason to 
attribute any of the federal spending to provincial purposes: but let 
us put the matter on the most pro-provincial basis that is short of 
absurd, and calculate this way: 

Forty percent of the total expenditure - that is. $40,000 
- should be attributed to matters within exclusive 
federal jurisdiction. The feds will spend $50.000 
altogether. Assuming the feds absorb all of the costs 
that go to federal purposes, that leaves $10,000 that 
the feds are spending within "provincial jurisdiction. If 

8.54 If the province "opts-out," it can claim compensation 
only if it carries on an alternative •• initiative or program" that is 
U compatible with national objectives." If the latter condition has any 
bite at all, the province will have to come up with a project that lures 
a certain number of tourists from outside of the province. It may be 
impossible to do so without kicking in a fair amount of provincial 
money. In the meantime I the province has foregone the infusion of 
$40,000 into its economy. 

8.55 Let us return to the products marketing example. If the 
II area" is defined as "products marketing," then a provincialist has 
to show that s. 106A applies to the provincial part of a single area of 
divided jurisdiction. This will be very difficult to do given the 
phraseology of the text - "in an area of exclusive provincial 
jurisdiction." So the provincialist might press the case that 
Ii products marketing tJ is not an "area;" rather. it is the aggregate of 
two areas - extraprovincial and intraprovincial products marketing. 
As the latter is an II area" within exclusive jurisdiction, the 
provincialist might argue, s. 106A does apply to the extent that the 
program operates within provincial jurisdiction. 

8.56 The same general considerations apply whether we think 
of "products marketing" as one area or two, and the cases ought to 
be decided the same way - s. 106A does not apply if a program is, 
to a significant extent. within any area of jurisdiction that is under the 
control of the federal government. The scope of s. 106A ought not 
to depend on answering scholastic questions such as •• when is an 
area really a composite of two areas?" 

8.57 In the Anti-Inflation case, the majority of the Supreme 
Court of Canada made much of the fact that <. inflation" is too broad 
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a topic to count as a head of federal jurisdiction that can be deriv.ed 
from the general power of Parliament to make laws for the "peace. 
order and good government" of Canada. But it is relatively easy to 
determine that a proposed "area" simply is too wide':"ranging; it is 
more difficult to develop rational criteria for determining whether 
tolerably sized areas should be sliced and diced into component 
areas. As particle physicists have learned, the atom - the 
supposedly ultimate. indivisible unit - turns out to be composed of 
much smaller particles (such as neutrons and protons) which turn 
out to be composed of much smaller particles (quarks) which might 
turn 'out to be composed of much smaller particles (gluons) and so 
on. The vexed task of determining the" atomic units" of jurisdiction. 
would be avoided if interpreters were to conclude that s. 1 D6A 
applies only if a program operates entirely within exclusively 
provincial jurisdiction. 

(8) Programs that are problematically linked to federal heads of 
power. 

8.58 With some 4economic development projects, there is 
cause for uncertainty about whether the federal government could 
invoke a substantial head of federal .authority apart from the 
spending power. 

8.59 The federal government has entered into bilateral forestry 
development agreements with aU ten provinces. According to earlier 
analysis, the aggregate of these agreements should not be 
considered as amounting to a "national shared-cost program:" the 
federal government is required to adapt each agreement to local 
circumstances, and there is no national formula to determine the 
level of funding and ratio of cost-sharing for each province. 
Suppose, though, that the courts hold otherwise. Imagine that the 
forestry development agreements were being put in place for the 
first time. Would s. 1D6A apply to them? 

8.60 Section 92A of the Constitution Act I 1982 states that: 

92A(1) In each province, the legislature may exclusively 
make laws in relation to ... 

(b) development. conservation and management 
of non-renewable natural resources and forestry 
resources in the province. including laws in 
relation to the' rate of primary production 
therefrom ... 

(2) In each province. the legislature may make laws in 
relation to the export from the province to another part 
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of Canada of the primary production from 
non-renewable natural resources and forestry 
resources ... 

(3) Nothing in subsection (2) derogates from the 
authority of Parliament to enact laws in relation to the 
matters referred to in that subsection ... 

8.61 In Canada . .. Notwithstanding, Romanow, Whyte and 
Leeson caution (at 274) that: 

The possibility of invasion of the provincial domain of 
development, conservation, and management of 
non-renewable resources through the use of the 
federal peace, order. and good government power and 
the trade and commerce clause remains unchecked. 

So one possibility is that the federal government still retains 
substantial authority to pass laws that directly regulate forestry. In 
that case, there clearly would be substantial federal authority, apart 
from the spending power, to support the cost-shared program. 

8.62 Here is another possibility. Section 106A only applies .to 
federal programs that are under federal authority only by virtue of 
the general spending power. It would not apply to financial transfers 
that are sustainable under some other head of federal spending 
authority - such as u tax expenditures" pursuant to the taxing power. 
s. 91 (3). the payment of unemployment insurance benefits under 
the unemployment insurance power, s. 91 (2A) and the payment of 
old age pensions and supplementary benefits under the old age 
pensions power, s. 94A. All of which suggests another way of 
looking at the federal forestry program under discussion. It is 
arguable that II promoting regional and industrial development 
through subsidies" is an implicit head of federal authority under its 
general power to make laws for the peace, order and good 
government of Canada. Section 91 grants a whole range of 
economic powers to the federal level of government; Through 
judicial interpretation and, later on. constitutional amendment, the 
powers of the provinces in certain economic areas have been 
strengthened. An appropriate balance in the forestry area might be 
to hold that the federal government continues to have legislative 
authority to make conditional subsidies, even though it cannot enact 
legislation that directly regulates the forestry industry. If this 
approach were followed, s. 1 D6A would not apply to the forestry 
development program. 

8.63 Another p0ssibility would be for an interpreter of s. 106A 
to reason as follows - even if the federal government cannot directly 
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regulate matters of forestry development, we can still say that 
federal spending on forestry is connected strongly enough to a head 
of federal authority (forest exports, which comes under "trade and 
commerce" or "peace, order and good government") to escape s. 
10SA. In other words, it might be held that an area is not "within 
exclusive provincial jurisdiction" for the purposes of s. 10SA: 

(i) if the federal government can directly regulate the 
specific activity which the program subsidizes; or 

(ii) if the federal government has spending authority in 
an area apart from its general spending power; or 

(iii) if its spending is strongly and specifically connected 
with a subject matter over which the federal 
government does have full legislative authority. 

8.S4 Allowing the third category would not gut s. 10SA. It is not 
as though it would swallow up every program. Federal spending on 
medicare probably has a positive impact in many areas where the 
federal government can directly regulate. Maybe direct foreign 
investment is encouraged because the work force is in good 
physical condition. The positive effects of medicare on the national 
economy. however, are side-effects; they are not the motivating 
purpose behind the program. Federal spending on health insurance 
may serve a national objective, such as expressing and 
implementing the concern of the nation as a whole for the health and 
dignity of its citizens. But the test contemplated by .. category (iii) It is 
whether the federal spending is strongly linked to a subject matter 
over which the federal government has legislative authority. not 
whether there is a national goal. 

8.S5 The existence of "category (iii)" may derive some 
marginal support from the fact that s. 1 OSA(1) refers to "areas of 
exclusive provincial jurisdiction," whereas s. 10SA(2) uses the term 
44 legislative jurisdiction." One explanation for the distinction may be 
that the drafters of s. 1 OSA (2) thought that the It jurisdiction" of the 
provinces was, in some nonlegislative sense. being extended -
provincial governments were acquiring a right to compensation. But 
another way of looking at the matter is to understand s. 1 OSA (1) as 
inviting an inquiry that transcends the legalistic division of legislative 
powers. Thus. even if a cost-shared program operates in an area 
that cannot be directly regulated by the federal government, it might 
be thought of as being in an area where the federal government has 
.. jurisdiction rt in a broader sense - namely, that the program is 
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strongly and specifically linked to a head of authority over which the 
federal government does have full regulatory authority. 

8.66 While I think interpreters of s. 106A ought to accept 
.1 category (iii) JI reasons for holding that the section does not apply. 
there is no guarantee that they will. Cost-shared programs in some 
major areas of economic development would be in significant 
constitutional jeopardy as a result of s. 106A. and the fact that these 
programs are linked to areas of clear federal legislative jurisdiction 
will not necessarily save them. 

Ii Established by the Government of Canada." 

8.67 Section 1 06A(1) begins: 

The Government of Canada shall provide reasonable 
compensation to the government of a province that 
chooses not to participate in a national shared-cost 
program that is established by the Government of 
Canada ... 

8.68 The phrase provides some important clues to the 
limitations on the scope of s. 106A. The section talks about a 
national shared-cost program that is "established" by the 
government of Canada. With a program like Regional Industrial 
Expansion. the amounts and directions of spending are not 
determined until the federal and provincial governments have 
entered into bilateral agreements. It has been argued earlier that 
Regional Industrial Expansion does not count as a II national 
(shared-cost) program," because of its province-by-province, 
agreement-by-agreement variations. The phrase I« established by 
the government of Canada OJ provides a further indication that s. 
106A was not intended to apply to such spending activities. Does it 
make sense to say that a program has been "established" by the 
government of Canada if the only thing in place is this -
parliamentary determination of an overall spending limit and 
authorization for the government of Canada to conclude agreements 
with each of the provinces? Section 1 D6A ought to be applied to 
programs under which there is a definite national formula for the 
province-by-province allocation of funds and definition of the 
purposes for which they must be spent. It should not be applied 
when uprovincial participation," in the form of bilateral agreements, 
is necessary to determining the basic shape of federal spending - to 
~. establishing" the activity - in the first prace. 

"A Government of a Province that Chooses not to Participate." 
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8.69 The implication of "participate" is that a II national 
share"d-cost program II is one in which a province is an active 
partner in a financial arrangement with the federal government. The 
term therefore bolsters several contentions made earlier in this 
discussion - that s. 1 06A would not apply where: 

- the federal and provincial governments happen to be 
simultaneously funding the same activity; see 
paragraph 8.45; 

- the federal government ~ubsidizes a special project 
that makes use of facilities that generally are funded by 
a provincial government; see paragraph 8.43; 

National Shared-cost "Programs." 

8.70 Section 106A refers to a provincial II initiative or 
program. •• whereas it speaks only of national shared-cost 
" programs." The aim of the drafters was probably to signal in a 
rough way that the provinces are allowed some flexibility in the 

. activities they may carry on in order to .. earn If the right to 
compensation. The distinction between II program·t and II initiative n is 
not based on an official federal-provincial jargon that pre-dated 
Meech Lake I and the drafting discussions between the Meech LAke 
and Langevin Block meetings did not devote any substantial 
attention to exploring it. A number of distinctions are 'possible, but 
none are clear or convincingly illustrated by an example. Perhaps 
"initiative II implies that more of the actual execution of 
government-selected goals will be done by the private sector. 
(Example: the federal government establishes a shared-cost 
program which contemplates publicly owned day care centres. but a 
province "opts-out" and subSidizes privately owned operations). 
Perhaps .. initiative n implies that the government will make new use 
of existing legal and bureaucratic structures, rather than setting up a 
distinct system to achieve goals that are 41 compatible with the 
national objectives." (Example: a province sets up day care centres 
in public elementary schools). 

8.71 It might be noticed that in the two examples of If provincial 
initiatives It in the previous paragraph, it would not strain the English 
language to call1he provincial activity a "program" in its own right. It 
might be sensible, therefore. to read t'initiative" primarily as a 
comparative term; an "initiative" is a provincial government activity 
that is less II something-or-another'· than the national government 
activity to which it is being compared. (It is not clear whether the 
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federal government could escape s. 106A by presenting its own 
spending activity as an ,. initiative" in its own right). 

That U is Established After the Coming Into Force of this Section. If 

8.72 There is an unfortunate side-effect to the 
•• grandf athering .t of existing national shared-cost programs. The 
time horizon of pOliticians is very short. and the fact that there is no 
immediate threat to popular national programs means that 
politicians are far more comfortable with s. 106A than they ought to 
be. If s. 1 D6A applied to the existing medicare system, first 
ministers undoubtedl~1 would have bothered to define some of the 
essential concepts. 

8.73 The It grandfathering" of existing programs may have 
been especially lulling, inasmuch as many first ministers probably 
thought in terms of radically new programs, such as national day 
care. But what about revisions to existing statutes. such as those 
governing II Insured Health Services" or the Canada Assistance Plan? 
At wha~ pOint does a modification in an existing set-up amount to the 
"establishment n of a new program. as opposed to the modification 
or revision of an existing one? 

8.74 One test that might be used would be quantitative and 
impressionistic. The interpreter simply would ask II are these 
changes so big that the problem is different in kind?" There is not 
much that a theorist can say by way of elaborating this approach. It 
certainly can be criticized. It calls for an arbitrary and unpredictable 
judgment call, and excessively discourages the federal government 
from adapting its spending programs in light of experience and with 
a view to changed circumstances. A new statute might work more 
efficiently and fairly than the existing one, impose no more onerous 
conditions on the provinces, and yet allow a province to "opt-out" 
and claim compensation - simply because it looks II different 
enough. " 

8.75 A provincialist might argue that the test should be 
whether the federal government's new arrangements impose 
substantially more stringent conditions on the provinces. The 
reasoning might go like this: 

- the purpose of .. grandfathering " the existing 
programs is to prevent provinces from pulling the rug 
out from under the federal government after it entered 
into these programs on the assumption that Us. 106A 
opting-out" was not possible. But the federal 
government made its earlier spending commitments on 
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established." So the issue must be decided on broader policy 
grounds. 

8.80 A significant consideration is that it would be unfair to the 
federal government to allow the following scenario - it consults 
provinces about whether they would II opt-out·f if a new program is 
established, they say they will not; the program is established, 
people come to rely upon and support it; several provinces then 
"opt-out, II run their own programs and claim compensation; the 
federal government has no practical alternative but to do so - the 
social and political costs of terminating the program would be too 
high. 

8.81 A countervailing consideration is that it would be 
unfortunate if the initial support of a provincial government tied the 
hands of its successors in office indefinitely. The initial choice of a 
provincial government would~ in effect. be "entrenched. II 

8.82 Another way of looking at the problem is in contractual 
terms. Suppose that s. 106A does extend to provinces that 
II opt-out tI after a program has come into force. Before a program is 
established, all the provincial governments promise the federal 
government that, for a certain period of time. they will not "opt-out" 
or that they will not claim compensation if they do. Should the court 
hold that the promises are binding? There might be some problem in 
principle if the federal government insisted that a provincial 
government could not "opt-out" at all on account of an earlier 
promise. It is questionable whether a provincial government should 
be able to commit its successors indefinitely to participation in a 
governmental program. On the other hand, a commitment not to 
claim compensation only affects the financial standing of a 
successor government, as opposed to its legal freedom of action, 
and it is commonplace for a provincial government to sign a 
commercial contract that binds succeeding governments. 

8.83 My guess is that the appropriate interpretation of s. 10BA 
is something like this - generally speaking, considerations of 
flexibility and democracy support the right of a province to claim s. 
106A compensation if it II opts-out" of a program in which it initially 
chose to participate. When the federal government institutes a new 
program, however, the federal government can and should obtain 
undertakings from provincial governments that they will not claim 
compensation later on under s. 10BA. It would be prudent, although 
perhaps not legally necessary. to restrict the undertakings to a 
certain number of years duration - or to qualify the undertaking so 
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that it allows a province to terminate after giving a certain period of 
notice. 

Conditions for Obtaining Compensation. 

8.84 So far, the discussion has focussed on the scope of s. 
106A: what programs does it apply to? The next question is this -
given that s. 106A applies to a program, what activities of an 
"opted-out n province entitle it to compensation? 

Carries on a Program or Activity that is Compatible with "~he 
Nationa' Objectives." 

8.85 The wording of section 1 06A stands in plain contrast to 
that of section 958 (2) in the immigration part of the 1987 Accord. 
The latter states that a constitutionalized federal-provincial 
agreement has effect only insofar as it is II not repugnant" to an Act 
of Parliament that ,. sets national standards and objectives" relating 
to immigration. In the same accord I the framers use .. standards and 
objectives If in one place and II objectives II in another. What 
inferences can be drawn from the distinction? 

8.86 Immigration is an area in which Parliament has express 
and paramount authority to legislate; Constitution Actl 1867, s. 95. 
Section 106A addresses operations of the federal government in 
areas in which Parliament has. apart form the If spending power, .. no 
authority to regulate. It seems reasonable to suppose that the 
distinction between tl standards and objectives" and II objectives n 

acknowledges and affirms the difference in the constitutional basis 
for federal intervention. When the federal government is unable to 
rely on any head of regulatory authority, it ought to allow the 
provinces more flexibility. 

8.87 A provinciaUst might urge that "objectives" should be 
understood as including only the most general and abstract aims of 
a program. The argument might be: 

The medicare program was the most commonly cited 
example of a national shared-cost program during the 
public discussions surrounding Meech Lake: it was. 
moreover. the major program that had been amended 
most recently. We may suppose that the framers of s. 
106A were aware of the phraseology of the Canada 
Health Act which includes the following: 

3. It is hereby declared that the primary objective 
of Canadian health care policy is to protect. 
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the assumption that only certain specified conditions 
would be observed by the provincial governments. It 
would be reasonable to tell the federal gO'Jernment that 
it cannot make these conditions more onerous without 
allowing the provinces to claim the protection of s. 
106A. 

8.76 In my view, the "more onerous" test would not 
adequately recognize the difficulties for the federal government. 
Once it has committed its~lf to a particular program area - like 
funding post-secondary education or health insurance - political and 
social expectations are built up around them. It would be difficult, 
and injurious to the public interest, for the federal government to 
withdraw rapidly from any area. The conditions that the federal 
government originally stipulated may no longer be judged adequate 
in the context of changed economic and social circumstances or 
political values. The federal government should, therefore, remain 
free to pass a statute like the Canada Health Act - a statute that 
tightens up on the conditions that provincial governments must 
observe, in order to preserve and improve the system that is already 
in place. 

8.77 Section 1 D6A talks about programs that are 
,. established II in the future; the word implies that the foundations of 
a new program are to be put in place, not that the existing ones are 
to be modified or shored up. Accordingly, " program" should be 
understood in a very broad sense; in the case of "Insured Health 
Services.·' as "national medicare" or ,. federal support for provincial 
public health insurance plans," rather than .. that which is defined by 
the 1977 II EPF" statute and the Canada Health Act." Thus I would 
recommend that s. 106A be interpreted as being inapplicable to any 
new statute that operates in the same program area as an existing 
statute. 

When Can II Opting-out" Occur? 

8.78 A related, but not identical, issu() is this - can a province 
II opt-out" of a new national shared-cost program at any time? Or 
only at the time when it is first put in place? 

8.79 As usual, the language of s. 106A is inconclusive. The 
"one-chance-only II advocate might point ought that s. 1 D6A says 
II chooses not to participate," rather than <I initially chooses not to 
participate, or later withdraws from." k1 "opt-aut-anytime ,. 
advocate might reply that s. 106A says II participate in a program 
that is established," rather than 41 participate in a program when it is 
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promote and restore the physical and mental 
well-being of residents of Canada and to facilitate 
reasonable access to health services without 
financial or other barriers (emphasis added). 

The Act then goes on to define the "criteria" that 
provincial programs must meet in order to achieve the 
full federal subsidy. The provincial health plan must be: 

(i) publicly administered; 

(ii) comprehensive (it applies to all kinds of 
insured health services): 

(iii) universal (it covers all residents of the 
province) : 

(iv) portable (it covers people temporarily 
outside of the province); 

(v) accessible (it provides for insured health 
services on "uniform terms and conditions and 
on a. basis that does not impede or preclude. 
either directly or indirectly whether by [user fees] 
or otherwise. reasonable access to those 
services; s. 12(1 )(a). Also, "reasonable com
pensation" to medical practitioners and dentists 
must be provided. in accordance with a II system 
of payment" devised by the province). 

By referring to "objectives" but not '" objectives and 
criteria," the drafters of s. 106A have indicated that the 
federal government cannot insist on compatibility with 
"criteria," let alone "standards. ,. 

8.88 The extremely narrow reading of tlobjectives" cannot 
withstand close examination. To begin with, it is not supported by 
even the Canada Health Act. Section 3 of the Canada Health Act 
refers to a .1 primary objective; It it does not purport to state the only 
objective of the Act. It is to be expected that the one "primary 
objective I. of the statute would be stated in more general terms than 
the elements in a longer list of specific objectives. It is entirely 
possible that some I or even all, of the five 14 criteria It amount to 
II objectives" of the Act. It is also entirely possible that the "primary 
objective" should be interpreted in light of the five criteria and that. 
properly interpreted I it actually contains two of them - universality 
and accessibility. 
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8.89 Furthermore. it would be mistaken to focus only on the 
Canada Health Act. The Immigration Act is an even more obvious 
precedent when it comes to considering the meaning of the 1987 
Constitutional Accord. There were a number of statutes in force in 
1987 that addressed national shared-cost programs. but only one 
national statute that established the .. objectives and standards" for 
immigration. 

8.90 The first step is to identify the use of terms such as 
" standards" and II objectives" in the statute. Section 3 of the 
Immigration Act is entitled .. Objectives." It states that the Act should 
be interpreted and administered II in such a manner as to promote 
the domestic and international interests of Canada recognizing the 
need It to do ten listed things. including: 

(a) to support the attainment of such demographic 
floals as may be established by the Government of 
Canada from time to time in respect of the size, rate of 
growth, structure and geographic distribution of the 
Canadian population (emphasis added); 

(b) to enrich and strengthen the cultural and social 
fabric of Canada, taking into account the federal and 
bilingual character of Canada; 

(f) to ensure that any person who seeks admission to 
Canada on either a permanent or temporary basis is 
subject to national standards of admission that do not 
discriminate on grounds of race, national or ethnic 
origin, colour, religion or sex (emphasis added). 

8.91 Sections 4 and 5 of the Immigration Act are labelled 
.. Principles." They state very basic rules about who does and does 
not have the right to enter Canada or remain there. Section 6 states 
that an immigrant may be admitted to Canada if he meets "the 
selection standards" established by the regulations. The fatter 
include a very detailed .. pOint system" for determining the suitability 
of an applicant; for example, each year of primary and secondary 
education is worth one additional pOint. 

8.92 It should be noted that: 

- some of the "objectives" are very specific (e.g. the 
strict rule against discrimination in s. 3 (f)); 

- several of the II objectives" are cross-referenced to 
"goals" (s. 3(a)) and "standards" (s. 3(f)). The 
distinctions between the various terms is not absolute; 
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- the Act does not suppose that the normative universe 
is bifurcated into A'objectives" and ··standards." There 
are tI principles" and .. goals If as well; 

- the "standards" in the Act are highly specific and 
detailed. 

8.93 Insofar as the Canada Health Act and the Immigration Act 
can be used as precedents for interpreting the difference between 
Ii objectives" and "standards" for the purposes of s. 1 06A. they do 
no harm to the position of the national government. On the contrary 
they indicate, rather reassuringly, that: 

- "objectives" in s. 1 06A cannot be understood as 
necessarily excluding "principles. OJ "criteria," "norms" 
and so on. Both the Canada Health Act and the 
Immigration Act include critters that are labelled neither 
" objectives " or •• standards." The 1987 Constitutional 
Accord adopts a very rough 1 two-part distinction and 
there is no obvious reason why norms of intermediate 
generality should be classified as "standards·t rather 
than II objectives; ,J 

- for the purposes of s. 1 OSA, statements of 
" objectives IJ can provide direction that is precise and 
strong. In both statutes, "objectives" may be used in a 
narrower way than it is in the 1987 Accord. (As just 
noted, in the latter the normative world is divided into 
"objectives" and "standards·' only; whereas in the 
statutes. II objectives If is at the extreme end of a 
spectrum that includes things like II criteria" and 
II principles"). Yet I even in the statutes, 1/ objectives" 
can provide definite and specific guidance. The 
nondiscrimination II objective" of the Immigration Act, 
for example, leaves no doubt that certain kinds of 
governmental conduct are flatly unacceptable. 

8.94 For decades now, various federal statutes have expressly 
allowed for "opting-out;" how does their phraseology compare with 
the terms of s. 1 OSA? The Established Programs (Interim 
Arrangements) Act, S.C. 1964-65. c. 54, of 1965 allowed provinces 
to "contract out" of certain cost-shared programs in the health and 
social welfare areas. The programs would be .. wholly administered 
and financed" by the province. s. 3(1). Instead of taxing residents 
of the province to pay for the federal share of the program. and then 
making a conditional grant to the province, the federal government 
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would II abate" its taxes and let the province do all the taxing and 
redistribution itself. The net effect was more symbolic than 
substantive, because provinces were allowed more freedom at the 
administrative and fiscal levels only - there was no leeway in terms 
of program policy. A "contracting out" province had to promise to 
.. continue to operate the program in accordance with the [federal 
statute that authorized it] except as to the manner in which the 
Government of Canada will contribute thereafter in respect of the 
program and the manner in which accounts are to be submitted." 

8.95 With respect to certain other federal programs (involving 
agriculture, forestry. hospital construction, campground and picnic 
areas, and roads) the 1965 Act allowed a different kind of 
II contracting out." A province could receive a cash payment in lieu 
of a conditional grant, if it: 

, 1 (2) ... (substituted for the federal program] a 
provincial program that in the opinion of the appropriate 
Minister [was] a program that would substantially 
accord with the objectives of the special program that it 
replaces (emphasis added). 

The aim was to put the program more fully under the" administrative 
and financial contro'" of the province. The only use of this avenue 
was by Quebec, which contracted out of the federal forestry 
program; see J.C. Strick. Canadian Public Financing, 3rd ed .• 
(Toronto: Holt-Rinehart & Winston, 1985) at 110. I have not been 
able to find any information on how the Quebec program~ actually 
operated; inasmuch as the aim was to allow for" administrative and 
financial control, It rather than policy freedom, it would be surprising 
if the provincial program varied significantly. It is interesting that the 
word II objectives II was used in the context of a statute that allowed a 
highly constrained form of .. contracting out." The precedent 
provides a bit more reassurance that the word "objectives" in s. 
106A is not too laissez faire. As we shall see, the word "compatible" 
in s. 106A is much more worrisome. 

B.96 Other federal statutes that allow "opting-out" provide 
little or no illumination on what U objectives II means in s. 1 06A. The 
Canada Pension Plan, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-5, s. 3 (1), provides for 
compensation to any province that operates a pension plan with 
U benefits comparable to those provided [under the federal plan]." 
The Canada Student Loans Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 5-17. s. 12. 
authorizes compensation to a province that operates its own 
"student loan plan; It it is unclear from the statute how closely the 
scheme must resemble the federal one. 
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8.97 As the legislative precedents do not distinguish, precisely 
or consistently t between II objectives It and II standards r " an 
interpreter might search for some essential distinction between 
them at the conceptual level. In a Winnipeg Free Press column 
(It Decentralization triumphs in Meech Lake pact" The Winnipeg Free 
Press. (6 May 1987) 7), published shortly after the Meech Lake 
meeting. Ms. Frances Russell suggested that objectives are goals, 
and standards are means by which to achieve those goals. This 
causes concern here that a ban on extra-billing would not count as 
an Uobjective" under s. 106A. I rather doubt that the two concepts 
can be separated sharply at the abstract level, but let us suppose 
that there is some intrinsic distinction; to refine Ms. Russell's test, 
let us say that an •• objective " must amount to a rational social 
aspiration in its own right, whereas a •• standard It can be arbitrary 
when viewed in isolation and only comprehensible in terms of a 
larger purpose. That granted. it still seems that the federal 
government could incorporate a ban on user fees into a legitimate 
statement of ·'objectives" for the purpose of s. 106A. The Canada 
Health Act might state that natiol')al health care objectives include 
the following: 

That Canadians should have equal access to medical 
care regardless of wealth; 

or 

That there should be no possibility that Canadians will 
be deterred from seeking medical care t or be denied 
equal access to medical care. by user fees or by the 
necessity of demonstrating need. 

8.98 As suggested above. it is doubtful whether any abstract 
distinction of the difference between II objectives" or "standards" 
would clearly account for all possible cases. What if an II objective" 
is to establish minimum national standards? What if the federal 
government stipulates that its "objectives" are to assure to eacr 
benefiCiary of the agreement such-and-such benefits? It should be 
considered appropriate and legitimate for the federal government te' 
incorporate certain facts and figures into a statement 0 1 

It objectives.·t The fact that U standards" is not referred to in s. 106P 
indicates that the federal government should not insist on provincia 
compliance with detailed and minute requirements; but it should not 
force the Parliament to eschew numbers and trade only in words. 

Compatible With Uthe" National Objectives. 

B.99 The English version of the Meech Lake communique 
spoke simply of .. national objectives." Which national objectives? 
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Defined by who? No definite article was included. No indefinite article 
was included either. English permits more ambiguity with respect to 
plural nouns than does French which requires that there be an article 
- either II les II or U des." (A notable juridical example of this 
difference is in Security Council Resolution 242, a vitally important 
resolution on the Arab-Israeli conflict. The English version calls for 
Israel to return II territories" occupied during the June 1967 war, 
whereas the French version speaks, in effect, of "Ies territoires" -
which means. in context, all the territories. Israel maintains that 
diplomats at the time understood that the more ambiguous English 
version was the authoritative one). The French version of the Meech 
Lake communique did refer to "Ies objectives nationaux." 

8.100 The uncertainty about who defined "national objectives" 
and how. caused serious concern in some quarters including those 
of the government of Manitoba. II National objectives" might be 
understood as meaning something as vague as "peace, order and 
good government. It It might be determined by reference to the 
general thrust of a series of federal statutes in an area t rather than 
the latest one. It might be defined with reference to the ensemble of 
federal and provincial programs in an area. The anxiety was 
heightened by the fact that the Constitution generally uses 
II Canada. to not II national government," to refer to the federal level 
of government and that 14 national" in "national shared-cost 
programs" could easily be taken to mean .. federal-provincial. " 

8.101 Due largely to the exertions of Premier Pawley of 
Manitoba. participants in the Langevin Block meeting finally agreed 
to several changes that confirmed a leading role for the federal 
government. The draft was revised to provide that the government 
of Canada U establishes" a national shared-cost program. The word 
II the Of makes it clear that the II national objectives II are those of the 
national shared-cost program that is created by the federal 
government. 

8.102 In the absence of an express parliamentary declaration of 
the purposes of a program, an interpreter of s. 106A would have to 
infer them from the social context in which the legislation was 
enacted and the terms and policy of the legislation itself. If 
Parliament includes an explicit list of "objectives tI in the legislation 
establishing a program, interpreters of s. 1D6A generally will have to 
accept it. It should be cautioned, however. that Parliament could not 
escape the constraints of s. 1 D6A just by placing the tag U objective It 
on every requirement it wants observed. At some point, an 
interpreter would be entitled to say that a federal norm is, for the 
purposes of s. 1D6A, so detailed and administratively intrusive that it 
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.. really" amounts to a standard even though Parliament has chosen 
to call it an "objective," 

.. Compatible" with the National Objectives. 

8.103 The weaseliest of all the weasel words in the proposed 
1987 Constitutional Accord is "compatible." If it means that the 
provincial program or initiative must incorporate the objectives of the 
national program then s. 106A might, as interpreted and applied in 
practice, strike a tolerable balance between national purpose and 
local diversity. If 4. compatible" merely means I' capable of 
co-existing" or II non-subversive," then s. 106A is a blatantly 
one-sided concession to provincialism. 

8.104 The Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971) at 489. says that the origins 
of II compatible" are the Latin words II com" - meaning "with" - and 
U pati" - meaning "suffering. If Indeed, the first definition of the word 
is 1/ participating in suffering; sympathetic." The etymology of 
II compatible" suggests that a tI compatible" program displays the 
same social concerns as the federal program, rather than merely 
not subverting it. 

8.105 Definition 2 in the Oxford Dictionary is ambivalent . 
.. Compatible" means: 

mutually tolerant; capable of being admitted together in 
the same subject; accordant, consistent, congruous, 
agreeable. 

8.106 Under the word .. compatible" in Webster's Dictionary 
(P.B. Gove, ed., Webster's Third New International Dictionary, 14th 
ed., (Springfield: G & C Merriam, 1965) at 463), there is a similar 
definition ... Consonant" is suggested as a synonym. Now the trouble 
starts. Under II consonant," the dictionary attempts to differentiate 
the nuances of a variety of terms - consistent, compatible, 
congruous. congenial and sympathetic. "Consonant, fI it says, 
U implies general harmony and stresses lack of factors making for 
discord and difficulty. JI "Compatible," it continues. "indicates 
capacity for existing together without discord or conflict, although 
not necessarily in positive agreement." 

8.107 The legal dictionaries are not of much help. A survey of 
the dictionaries in the University of Manitoba Law Library (which 
includes in its holdings several civil law or French language ones) 
discovered about a dozen that don't even have an entry for 
"compatible. If Black's Law Dictionary (H.C. Black. ed .• Black's Law 
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Dictionary, 5th ed., (St. Paul: West Publishing. 1979) at 256. and 
several others do provide a definition for "compatibility" - but not 
one that is relevant to present purposes. ("Compatibility. II when 
applied to official functions. means that they can be discharged 
simultaneously) . 

8.108 There are special reference works whos~. primary 
concern is to explain how judicial opinions have interpreted a 
particular word. .. Compatible t" however, does not appear in the 
Canadian Abridgment's guide to Words and Phrases (R.A. Epstein. 
ed. , The Canadian Abridgement (2nd ad.) Words and Phrases 
(Toronto: Carswell, 1984)). The American equivalents surpass that 
silence only by a mumble. Words and Phrases (Permanent Edition), 
vol. 8 (St. Paul: West Publishing. 1951) at 272. records that in a 
patent case (Moss v. Elliot (1936),84 F.2d. 224 at 227,23 
C.C.P.A. (Pat.) 1289) a Federal Court held that "compatible fl in a 
court pleading: 

[had its] common meaning, defined as signifying 
capable of co-existing in harmony; congruous; 
accordant; consistent; not repugnant. 

Twelve years later. another Federal Court discerned that one 
statute, which said Ucompatible with the public interest, If meant 
exactly the same thing as another statute that said II consistent with 
the public interest;" In ra Chicago, R. I. & P_ Ry. Co. (1948), 168 
F.2d. 587 at 594. 

8.109 A computer search of the statutes of Manitoba. Ontario. 
and Canada yields a number of examples where the word 
14 compatible" is used. The Report of the Special Joint Committee 
{Special Joint Committee of the Senate and of the House of 
Commons on the 1987 Constitutional Accord, Final Report (Ottawa: 
Queen's Printer. 1987) at 75) observes that: 

While the words II compatible" and .. initiative" do. on 
occasion, appear in federal and provincial statutes 
other witnesses pointed out that, these terms have not, 
in any real sense I been judicially interpreted. In any 
event the statutory context would be different from the 
context of proposed section 1 06A. 

To these comments it might be added that there is no consistent 
pairing of the English jl compatible Of and the French word that is 
spelled the same way. In some federal statutes. the 
"compatible-compatible II pairing occurs; in others. the combination 
is II consistent-cOrTfpatible," in others II not inconsistent-com pat-
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ible." (For examples, see, respectively, Export and Import Permits 
Act, R.S.C. 1970. c. E-17. s. 8, and Official Languages Act. R.S.C. 
1970. c. 0-2, s. 8(2); Geneva Conventions Act, R.S.C. 1970. c. 
G-3. Art. 100, and National Library Act. R.S.C. 1970. c. N-11. s. 
7(1); Loi sur I'inspection de I'e/eetr/eite, S.R.C. 1970, c. E-4, s.4. 
and Immigration Act, s. 67). 

8.110 On some occasions, "compatible" is used to describe 
the relationship between a situation and the enacting government's 
own laws and policies. For example. the Foreign Investment Review 
Act. S.C. 1973-74, c. 46 (repealed. S.C. 1984-85-86, c. 20), said, 
in s. 2(2) (e), that authorizations for foreign acquisitions should have 
taken into account, among other things. "the compatibility of the 
acquisition or establishment with national industrial and economic 
policies, taking into consideration industrial and economic policy 
objectives enunciated by the government or legislature of any 
province likely to be significantly affected by the acquisition or 
establishment." The primary emphasis by Parliament was on the 
level of agreement between the acquisition and the federal 
government's own policies. The nuance conveyed (to me, at least) 
is that "compatibility" here implied a higher level of agreement than 
merely II not subverting or contradicting:" that the relevant inquiry 
extended to whether the acquisition advanced specifically stated 
federal aims. 

8.111 Perhaps some inferences about "compatibility" can be 
made from rummaging through the 1987 Accord itself. A 
comparison with the provisions on immigration revealed a distinction 
between "standards" and .. objectives." Is there a counterpart for 
"compatible?" ~ctually, yes. The English version of section 958 of 
the immigration provisions states that constitutionalized immigration 
agreements must be .. not repugnant to " a statute of Parliament that 
sets national standards and objectives. The French version of the 
immigration provisions states that the constitutionalized agreement 
is only effective "dans Ie mesure de sa compatibilite" with Acts of 
Parliament that set national standards and objectives. 

8. 112 Moving back a step then, what do "not repugnant to II and 
II compatibilite" mean in the immigration context? The plain language 
of s. 958 and the precedent of the Cullen-Couture agreement 
strongly suggest the following - strict compliance is required within 
certain parameters defined by the federal government. A 
federal-provincial arrangement can lead to different selections than 
a strictly federal one, but Parliament can dictate constraints that 
must be strictly observed. Section 958 expressly refers to federal 
norms . concerning overall numbers that can be admitted into 
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Canada, and classes of persons who cannot be admitted. The 
strong impression left by the wording is that a federal-provincial 
agreement cannot overstep these boundaries even a little. 

8. 113 On the other hand I comparisons with the Cullen-Couture 
agreement seem to make it clear that .. not repugnant II does not 
mean that the positive selections must be identical. The agreement 
itself expressly provides that the province of Quebec can urge or, 
depending on how the agreement is interpreted I insist that Canada 
admit a person who scores very poorly under the federal system. 
The current Immigration Act does not purport to preempt or exclude 
federal-provincial arrangements that lead to somewhat different 
selection decisions than would result from unilateral federal action. 
(Section 958 would. it seems. allow a future Parliament expressly to 
require that a certain minimum score be achieved by any immigrant 
to Canada. regardless of any federal-provincial arrangements to the 
contrary). "Compatibilite" or II not repugnant" in s. 958 does not 
have a simple t consistent meaning; the required degree of concord 
between a federal statute immigration statute and a 
federal-provincial agreement seems to depend on the particular 
norms that are being compared. 

8.114 There is a risk that an interpreter of s. 1 D6A might 
I' reason II thus = 

The french word "compatibilite" is paired with the 
english "not repugnant" in s. 958. It is also paired (in 
the adjectival form, U compatible") with the English 
,. com patible" in s. 1 D6A. So the English II compatible" 
in s. 1 D6A must mean the same tring as "not 
repugnant." U Not repugnant" is a low degree of 
concord; it just means "not in conflict with." Thus the 
English word "compatible" in s. 106A just means "able 
to co-exist." It does not require provincial programs to 
incorporate federal norms, 

The argument actually proves nothing. Given the premise that 
"compatible" and U not repugnant" must mean the same thing, it is 
just as logical to conclude that the "same thing" is the higher 
degree of concord implied by "compatible." Indeed, as argued in 
the previous paragraph, I. non-repugnant" in s. 958 sometimes 
does imply a high degree of concord. In any event, the premise is 
untenable. " Compatible" and II not repugnant" do not necessarily 
mean the same thing merely because they are both paired with 
"compatibilite." It would be just as rational to conclude that the 
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'I compatibilite" has different meanings, depending on which English 
word it is paired with. 

8.115 It is a standard and reasonable interpretive technique to 
try to read a text as through it were the product of an informed and 
coherent intellect. The comparison of usage between s. 958 and s. 
106A seems. however, to yield no reliable conclusions. Given the 
indecent haste of the process, it would be somewhat ironic if the 
., not repugnant/compatible" comparison did have a crucial 
interpretive effect. It would be surprising if many of the first ministers 
or bureaucrats who participated in the drafting of the 1987 Accord 
were aware that the opportunity for comparison even existed. 

8.116 There are some textual considerations which support the 
" incorporationist" interpretation of " compatible" in s. 1 06A. 
(1IIncorporationist" here means that the provincial program or 
initiative must assimifate the objectives of the national program, as 
opposed to merely not being in conflict with it). Section 106A 
supposes that a national shared-cost program is "established It by 
the government of Canada. If all of the provinces can" opt-out It of a 
national program, and operate a program that is fundamentally 
different from the federal one I then what has the federal 
government actually "established?" It should be noted that what is 
supposed to be established is a shared-cost program I not merely a 
program to share costs, In other words, the federal government 
establishes not only financial arrangements, but social policy 
directives as well. 

8.117 The negotiating history of s. 958 might provide another 
nudge in favour of the "incorporationist" (as opposed to 
"non-subversive") interpretation of "compatible." Along with the 
"distinct society" clause, the wording of s. 958 was the most 
controversial issue at the Langevin Block meeting. It is not 
necessary to refer to. or rely upon I the fact that the struggle actually 
occurred behind closed doors. The differences between the Meech 
Lake communique and the Langevin block text bespeak serious 
concern over the wording of s. 958 and several changes in the 
direction of affirming the policy-setting goal of Parliament. The word 
Ie establish II was added and it was made clear that the II national 
objectives II are those of the national shared-cost program. it seems 
reasonable to infer that the framers thought that "compatible" had 
some real force. If the framers thought that "compatible n meant 
merely 4l not contradictory to, or subversive of," then their efforts to 
strengthen the federal role in other respects would have been silly, It 
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would have amounted to weatherproofing a house built on 
quicksand. 

8.118 If the federal government had conducted its negotiation 
of the 1987 Accord with adequate deliberation and institutional 
self-regard, it surely could have done better than "compatible. " 
Some examples are - U accords with; tt II com plies with; It .. is 
consistent with; " " is congruous with; " II incorporates" or 
"·respects. tf Yes, all the alternatives suggested are somewhat vague 
themselves. But none of them would have been open to as wide a 
range of interpretation as ., compatible:" and, in each case. the 
centre of the interpretive range would have better served the cause 
of national purpose and unity. 

8.119 In Mastering our Future, the Quebec Liberal Party had the 
following to say about national shared-cost programs: 

Secondly, we will -require that the Constitution more 
clearly define the nature. of the conditions that can be 
imposed on the provinces regarding shared-cost 
programs. In order to be acceptable I these conditions 
should cover only the broad norms to be respected by 
the provinces as regards the programs they set up. In no 
way should they prescribe regulations relative to the 
administration of such programs (emphasis added), 
(" Extracts from Mastering our future" in Leslie I ad., 

. Canada: The State of the Federation at 79).(P.M. Leslie, 
ed.. Canada: The State of the Federation at 79). 

Had the last two sentences been incorporated into the Constitution, 
they ~ould have secured the federal position better than the actual 
formulation. They would have made it reasonably clear that the 
federal government requires that basic criteria (such as 
If universality") can be observed. The word "norm" would have 
lessened the stark contrast between s. 106A ("objectives") and s. 
958 (II national objectives and standards"). The word II regulation" 
implies detail and it does not seem that the last sentence would 
preclude broad federal norms such as one requiring public 
administration of a health insurance scheme. 

8. 120 In fairness to the federal government (which has been far 
from fair to its critics) it did manage to resist the first" requirement" 
of Mastering our Future - which was that national shared-cost 
programs be submitted. for the approval of the provinces. to a 
II procedure similar to the constitutional amending formuia." Still, it 
should be to the lasting discredit of the current federal government 
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that it agreed to the Meech Lake formulation of s. 1 D6A which left 
the federal government's authority entirely contingent on the 
interpretation of a few cryptic words. The bizarre and dismaying fact 
remains that the pro-federalist amendments to s. 1 D6A were 
secured primarily through the initiative and persistence of a 
provincial premier (Manitoba's). rather than through that of the 
·federal government. 

The Non-derogation Clause. 

8.121 Between the Meech Lake and Langevin Block meetings. 
some defenders of Meech Lake claimed that section 1 DSA was a 
partial triumph for the federal government, in that it formally 
acknowledged the existence of the federal spending power. Some 
Quebec nationalists strongly criticized it for the same reason. 

8. 122 The contents of the Meech Lake clause on the spending 
power did acknowledge some federal spending power in a 
backhanded way, inasmuch as the clause assumes that at least 
some federal spending programs can be established in areas of 
provinCial jurisdiction. At the same time, it should be recognized that 
the legal risk to the federal "spending power If was very small, that 
the contents of the Meech Lake clause do not directly affirm (as 
opposed to assume) its existence and that the clause was 
concerned primarily with limiting the ability of the federal 
government to attach conditions to spending. 

8.123 The contents of the Meech Lake clause at' most would 
have confirmed the existence of the spending power with respect to 
national shared-cost programs in areas of exclusive provincial 
jurisdiction. No wider affirmation was involved from the point of view 
of the contents themselves. The title of the Meech Lake clause I 
however, was "spending power. I. The Skapinker case (Law Society 
of Upper Canada v. Skapinker (1984). [1984] 1 S.C.R. 357. 9 D.L.R. 
(4th) 161) established that titles and side-notes are legitimate aids 
to the interpretation of constitutional texts. If Meech Lake had 
preserved that title. it could have been argued that there was 
acknowledgment of a general spending power. 

8.124 True to form. the federal government managed. at the. 
Langevin Block meeting. to concede many of its minimal gains with 
respect to the legitimation of the spending power. Section 1 D6A is. 
entitled II national shared-cost programs, " not II spending power." 
At Premier Bourassa I s initiative. it now includes a "non-derogation If 
clause. The clause that emerged is one-sidedly pro-provincial. It 
reads: 
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s. 106A(2) Nothing in this section extends the legislative 
powers of the Parliament of Canada or of the 
legislatures of the provinces. 

8.125 It should be noticed that the section does not say" alter;" 
it says II extend." It would have been far better (from the federal 
point of view) to say - u except as expressly provided. nothing in this 
section alters ... " The actual wording leaves open the possibility that 
s. 106A(2) could be used as an interpretive tool against other uses 
of the federal spending power. The fact that it applies to both 
Parliament and the provincial legislatures only looks symmetrical. 
The section as a whole is talking about programs that operate in 
areas of exclusive provincial jurisdiction to begin with; how could it 
possibly expand the legislative powers of a province? The right of a 
province to receive compensation could not possibly be construed 
as extending its legislative authority. The only government that could 
possibly lose anything by the insertion of s. 106A(2) is the federal 
level of government. 

8.126 Section 1 06A (2) does not negate entirely the 
confirmatory effect of s. 106A(1) on the federal spending power. No 
matter how the former section is construed, the latter section 
assumes the validity of at least some national-shared cost programs 
in areas of exclusive provincial jurisdiction. It should further be noted 
that s. 106A(1) refers to spending programs established by the 
"government of Canada" - by the federal executive. Section 
1 06A (2) refers to not diminishing federal legislative power. An 
entirely reasonable interpretation of the contrast seems to be this -
section 106A(2) is saying that the acknowledgment of the ability of 
the federal level of government to spend money in an area does not 
mean that it can pass legislation that directly regulates it. 

8. 127 At the same time, it should be noted that it is regrettable 
that federal spending programs are characterized as acts of the 
federal executive. In practice. national shared-cost programs 
invariably are authorized by legislation. Section 106 of the 
Constitution Act I 1867 refers to the power of Parliament to authorize 
expenditures from the Consolidated Revenue Fund; section 91 (1 A) 
gives Parliament authority Qver "the public debt and property. " The 
assertion of legislative control over execu~ive taxing and spending 
was a vital part of the struggle for political democracy in England. 
We in Canada are the beneficiaries of the success of that struggle. 
The Constitution Act I 1867, s. 53, entrenches the constitutional 
principle that money bills can only originate in the most populist of alt 
of federal institutions. the House of Commons. It is a revealing 
comment on the mind-set of the framers of the 1987 Accord that 
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executive or simply the first minister, rather than the legislature, as 
the political voice of a governmental unit. In all of its significant 
aspects - from characterizing the federal executive as the creator of 
a spending program. to requiring II compensation" for spending in 
areas of exclusive provincial jurisdiction f to making provincial 
executives the beneficiaries of that compensation - s. 106A is 
consistent with the overall thrust (or should we say "grab?") of the 
1987 Accord. 

8.130 If section 106A is to do any justice at all to the claims of 
the national political community, a few elementary interpretive points 
should be accepted: 

- the federal government is not responsible for paying 
incremental administrative costs for a province that 
chooses to .. opt-out." Taxpayers in other provinces 
should not be expected to subsidize extra expenses 
incurred by a province that chooses to cut out of the 
national scheme. and ,jopting-oue' should not be made 
even more attractive than it already is; 

- "reasonable compensation" should be paid only if a 
province operates a compatible program. not U to the 
extent" that it does. 

8.131 Should a province's right to compensation be defined 
with reference to how much the province itself spends? Suppose the 
federal government establishes a shared-cost program which 
requires it to pay $1,000 per child to day care centres that meet 
certain standards, provided that the province also does so. The 
province of British Columbia "opts-out," claiming that it wants day 
care centres to be operated in a somewhat different fashion. It 
claims $1,000 for every child attending British Columbia day care 
centres, which it will pass on as a subsidy without kicking in money 
of its own. 

8.132 ----- There are strong grounds for the view that the federal 
government would be justified in rejecting the claim. To begin with, it 
is doubtful that the national objectives of the national program - let 
us say, increasing access to day care centres operated by qualified 
people - could be adequately served by a provincial program that 
dispenses only half the funds. If "compatible" has any bite to it, then 
the provincial program would not even meet the threshold 
requirement for any compensation. In any event, it would not be 
"reasonable" or (the French version of s. 106A) "juste" for British 
Columbia to be put in a substantially better financial position than a 
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they identified the federal executive - and not the legislature - as 
the creator of existing and future national shared-cost programs. 
The text again and again vests fundamentally important 
constitutional powers in federal and provincial executives and, in 
particular, in first ministers. 

Compensation. 

8.128 How is .. reasonable compensation II for II opting-out" 
provinces to be measured? The standard practice with past federal 
schemes that allowed " opting-out tt has been to ensure that the 
province has been in the same financial position as if it had not 
II opted-out." The federal government ensures that provincial 
revenues are essentially the same (usually by allowing the province 
-I tax room" in which to raise its own revenues. rather than receive 
federal transfers): and provincial expenditures have to be essentially 
the same, because the federal government has not allowed 
substantial differences in the benefits received by the public; see 
Federal-Provincial Programs and Activities at 115. 

8.129 The 1969 federal working paper, Federal Provincial Grants 
and the Spending Power of Parliament, argued (at 46-48) that 
"compensation II should be paid to the taxpayers of a province 
rather than to the government: 

Payments to the governments rather than to the people 
of the non-participating provinces would seem. at first 
glance, to be a reasonable alternative to the approach 
here proposed. Upon reflection, however. it is evident 
that such a suggestion would be inconsistent with the 
underlying reason for a payment of any kind to 
non-participating provinces. The basic principle 
underlying such payments would be this: no provincial 
government ought to feel obliged to exercise its 
constitutional powers in a particular way for the reason 
that a fiscal penalty would be visited upon its people if it 
took a contrary view. The objective, therefore, clearly 
must be to keep the people of non-participating 
provinces: from paying a penalty: it follows that any 
payment must logically be made to them. 

As discussed in Chapter 6, the 1987 Accord tends to conceptualize 
Canada in terms of governmental units with vested rights, rather 
than acknowledging the existence of an overarching political 
community composed of equal individuals. There is also a powerful 
and deeply disturbing tendency for the Accord to characterize the 
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province that stays within the program as defined by Parliament. The 
principle of II equality of all the provinces" that is recognized in the 
political part of the 1987 Accord would be flouted. It might be argued 
in reply that any other province would be free to .. opt-out It and 
claim the federal money, so any province that chooses to accept 
the federal terms has only its own chumpishness to blame. Such a 
reply would be unacceptable, because it supposes that it would be 
within the contemplation of s. 10BA that every single province could 
"opt-out" of the national shared-cost program, grab the federal 
money and not put in a dime of its own. But s. 10BA recognizes a 
federal authority to II establish" national "shared-cost" programs -
an authority that surely cannot be reduced by the provinces into the 
power to act as the sale underwriter for activities within provincial 
jurisdiction. 

A Last Look at the Canada Health Act. 

8.133 The legal analysis of s. 106A is essentially complete now. 
To wrap it up, it might be useful to return to that justifiably popular 
question, II how would the Canada Health Act fare if it were a new 
national-shared cost program?" The boggling ambiguity of s. 10BA 
makes it impossible to assert anything with any confidence. There 
can be no denying that s. 10BA would present a serious risk to the 
establishment of a national health insurance scheme. The Report of 
the Special Joint Committee predicts that it is "likely tl that the five 
criteria of the Act would qualify as 4' national objectives." Given the 
Orphan Annie (II bet your bottom dollar on tomorrow") disposition of 
the Report as a whole, "likely" should not encourage anyone to sing 
along. Remember too that the Report is only referring to whether 
these criteria are "national objectives;" even if they are, the 
" compatible" norm might be construed as permitting the provinces 
largely to ignore them. 

8.134 At the same time, there are considerable legal and 
linguistiC resources on the side of a tolerably balanced interpretation 
of s. 10BA. The Supreme Court of Canada, even if staffed by 
provincial nominees, can reasonably be expected to try to find some 
balance in the section. If they adopt the same test as the Liberal 
Party of Quebec did in Mastering our Future - in other words, if they 
assume that the section does not concede far more than Quebec 
originally demanded - then the consequences may not be too bad. 
The legal analysis in this study suggests that a provincial health care 
scheme would have to conform to the federal criteria of universality, 
accessibility and comprehensiveness. These fundamental principles 
of social justice are broad and basic enough to qualify clearly as 
"national objectives." They are, moreover, concerns that are fitting 
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for a federal level of government, given its powers and duties to 
promote social justice in other contexts - such as the income tax 
and equalization systems. "Portability" should pass muster even 
under a lax interpretation of objectives. It The extent to which 
provincial schemes adequately interlock is a legitimate federal 
concern - indeed. it may very well be a matter within federal 
legislative jurisdiction and provincial schemes will not be 
"compatible n if a Canadian citizen suffers serious prejudice by 
moving from province to province. 

8.135 The highest risk is probably to the II public administration" 
principle. The reference in s. 106A to "initiative or program" could 
be construed as signalling that private sector administration is 
permissible. On the other hand, the strengthening of the symbolism 
attached to direct government involvement in the health of its 
people can be regarded as a national objective, and it is by no 
means clear that "initiative It contemplates heavy reliance on the 
private sector. There is not too much to worry about on this score 
anyway. In the early days of the national health insurance scheme, 
there was no requirement of public administration but not a single 
province failed to choose that route. 

8.136 There is no "bottom linen here. There is only a betting 
line. The odds do not clearly favour the eventual demolition of 
federal authority in the area of national shared-cost programs. The 
risks are. however, strong enough to warrant serious concern on the 
part of serious people. 

Who has the Final Say on the Interpretation of s. 1 08A? 

8. 137 Sometimes the Supreme Court of Canada gives the 
impression that only it can have the final say on the interpretation of 
the Canadian Constitution. In the French Language Reference, it 
characterized itself as the " guarantor" of the Constitution and 
dismissed the suggestion that someone else (such as a provincial 
Lieutenant Governor) might be the appropriate watchdog for 
constitutional propriety. In Operation Dismantle v. R. (1985). [1985] 
1 S.C.R. 441, 18 D.L.R. (4th) 481, the Court insisted that, with 
respect to the Charter. there is no such thing as a "political 
question" - an issue on which other branches of government should 
have the final say. On the other hand, in the Societe des Acadiens 
case the majority of the Supreme Court of Canada insisted that the 
application of the principle of official bilingualism was something that 
the New Brunswick legislature would have to work out. 

8. 138 There is a middle ground possible, one with ample legal 
precedent in other contexts and one that ought to be followed with 
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respect to s. 10SA. The Supreme Court of Canada could allow the 
federal level of government to interpret initially whether a province 
has a right to compensation, and then review whether the federal 
interpretation and application of the principle is reasonable - rather 
than substituting the Court's own opinion of the II right" 
interpretation. A review (rather than appellate) function is often 
exercised with respect to administrative tribunals. 

8.139 
following: 

The considerations that support this approach are the 

- the federal government is especially well-suited to 
determining whether a provincial program is 
"compatible" with objectives that have been stated by 
the federal government. The nature of a national 
shared-cost program cannot adequately be discerned 
merely by studying the legislation that set it up. It is 
necessary to appreciate how the program I 
administered in practice I actually functions and 
evolves. Judges will not have the same practical 
understanding of how a complex social welfare program 
functions; 

- the federal government is better situated than any 
province to determine "compatibility" with national 
objectives, inasmuch as it created the program and is 
the government that has the best perspective from 
which to judge how it is functioning throughout the 
entire country; 

- a sense of federal-provincial balance justifies 
according some leeway to the federal government. 
Provinces always have the legal option of disrupting a 
national shared-cost program simply by refusing to 
participate. Federal heavy-handedness can be resisted 
politically by provincial politicians and by members of 
Parliament from areas where the program is not 
popular. The question raised by s. 106 is the extent to 
which provinces are buffered from the financial 
consequences of doing so. With any of ten provinces in 
a better position than ever to frustrate a national 
endeavour. courts need not take a strongly activist 
approach in order to protect their interests; 

- it is true that Canadian courts have routinely decided 
issues concerning the federal-provincial division of 
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powers. But all. or virtually all, of these have involved 
disputes that could directly change the legal obligations 
of a member of the public. Section 106A is concerned 
strictly with intergovernmental financial arrangements; 

- there is no tradition of court intervention in 
intergovernmental financial disputes. On the contrary I 
governments have refrained from submitting these 
questions to the courts. Section 36 of the Constitution 
Act, 1982, which expresses broad economic prinCiples 
(including the duty of the federal government to make 
equalization payments) I seems to have been drafted 
with a view to making it nonjusticiable (that is I 
unenforceable in the courts). The tradition probably is 
based, among other things, on a perception that courts 
are not well equipped to deal with complex economic 
questions and that governments are more comfortable 
with negotiated I rather than imposed, solutions when so 
many questions of discretionary political judgment are 
involved; 

- federal-provincial transfers are "politically charged" 
in several special senses. They cannot be resolved by 
reference to abstract principle. Much depends upon a 
government's sense of spending priorities - a matter of 
both principle and prudence which is traditionally left to 
officials who are politically responsible, sensitive to 
practical concerns and systematic in their perspectives. 
Much also depends on trade-offs (sometimes secret or 
tacit) that governments are prepared to make on 
non-economic issues. Courts should be reluctant to 
place themselves in the middle of controversies of this 
sort. 

8.140 It is entirely possible. however, that the courts will not 
take a restrained approach to their role in interpreting s. 106A. The 
fact that s. 36 of the Constitution Act I 1982 does include what looks 
like a formula for nonjusticiability might be portrayed as an 
instructive contrast; see F. Morissette, 1/ Le droit de retrait (., opting 
out") avec compensation au Canada et L' article de la Loi 
Constitutionnelle de 1982" (1984) 15 R.G.D. 221. It might 
successfully be urged that s. 1 D6A is just one more area of 
federal-provincial relations in which the courts should impose their 
own interpretation in case of dispute. Given the ambiguity of s. 
1 D6A, the net result would be that first ministers "resolved Ii 
Quebec's demands with respect to the spending power by 
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transferring the management of the issue to nine unelected lawyers. 
Mind you. they tend to be intelligent. well-informed individuals who 
listen to other people and even think about things for a while before 
they make up their minds. 

Political Realities. 

8.141 Some of the enthusiasts of s. 1 06A seem to suffer from 
the delusion that the provinces can have it both ways - benefit from 
the infusion of federal money and freely manage the program in light 
of their own policy objectives. The reality is that the federal 
government is more likely to fund the piper if it has some influence 
on the selection of tune. The reason is not necessarily a cynical one 
- that federal politicians will not vote for something which will earn 
them no electoral gratitude. A federal politician whose main concern 
is to promote a sense of national belonging and social concern is not 
going to vote to raise taxes so that provincial politicians can do what 
they want. 

8, 142 No doubt there would be consultation and negotiation 
before any new national shared-cost program was established. The 
Report of the Special Joint Committee states that "the federal 
government will retain most, if not all, of its bargaining chips in such 
negotiations. Of Note that the Committee does not say that the federal 
government will actually have most of the bargaining chips; it says 
that the federal government will not be in much worse shape than it 
already is. Who else will have bargaining power? Rich provinces that 
can afford to operate their own programs and who have no interest 
in having taxes raised from their residents transferred to those in 
other provinces - Populous provinces. any of whose non
participation in and of itself is debilitating to the goal of building a 
sense of national community. It is not surprising that, at the 
Langevin Block meeting, Manitoba found support among a number 
of smaller, have-not provinces in its effort to strengthen s. 1 DBA. 
What is puzzling is that there was not more concern among small. 
have-not provinces at Meech Lake itself - or since. 

8. 143 The Report of the Special Joint Committee quotes Mr. 
Gordon Robertson, former Clerk of the Privy Council (at 7BL as 
stating "because of economic realities: II 

I am skeptical about whether the spending power is 
going to have the importance or will have the 
importance in the future it has had in the past. 

It is true that we can hardly afford the social welfare system we have 
established. It is not likely the federal government will establish a 
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major shared-cost program in the near future. That is no reason, 
however. to view section 106A as mitigated by irrelevancy. For one 
thing, it may disrupt federal efforts to revise existing shared-cost 
programs. For another, some shared-cost programs of modest 
expense could have major benefits. More importantly, what counts 
is not just the next few years or even decades. Section 106A wilt be 
in place indefinitely. Owing to the change in the amending formula, 
any province that objected to the repeal of s. 10BA could U opt-out" 
of it - with a right to II just compensation." In other words, any single 
province can prevent a broadly supported correction in the direction 
of restoring the strength of the federal government. 

8.144 Who knows what the needs and aspirations of the 
Canadian public will be ten, twenty. fifty years from now? In the days 
of the Great Depression. the prospect for a national health insurance 
system must have seemed dim. Less than twenty years after the 
Depression ended I the national medicare system was established. 
The only reason to amend a constitution is precisely because one 
wants to have a say in what happens ten, twenty, fifty years from 
now. 

8.145 Constitutionalists have observed that a strong safeguard 
against oppression is to require the governors to live und~r the rules 
they impose on others; see Ely, Democracy and Distrust at 82-87. 
One of the dangers of constitutional reform is that those 
(ir) responsible for it may not be politically accountable I or even 
alive I when the full consequences come to be known. As mentioned 
earlier I s. 10BA is drafted so that there are no immediate 
consequences at all. Existing programs are shielded. 

8.146 It might be contended that s. 106A only clogs channels of 
federal spending activity. Other routes remain as open as ever. 
There is no assurance, however, that these other routes will always 
serve as well. II Serve If here does not refer the interest of the federal 
government only. If the federal government has to resort to the tax 
expenditure route, the interests of low income Canadians may 
unfairly be prejudiced. If the government sets up regional programs I 
rather than national ones. there may be less equity among 
competing regions and more federal meddling in local affairs. If the 
federal government makes direct grants to individuals and 
institutions, there may be less incentive for it to consult the 
provinces and give them a voice in the policy and administration of 
the program. 
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Conclusions 

9. 1 Apologists for the 1987 Constitutional Accord tend to 
portray it, in various ways, as a corrective to the patriation package 
of 1982. Senator Lowell Murray, in testimony before the Special 
Joint Committee of the House of Commons and Senate, stated 

Had this agreement not been secured and had it not 
been possible to limit the agenda and to limit the 
objective, it is highly unlikely that we would have 
succeeded in our primary goal t which was the 
repatriation of Quebec; (Report of the Special 
joint committee at 25)." 

The Committee states (at 16) that: 

Many witnesses believed the Constitution Act, 1982 and 
the 1987 Constitutional Accord to be complementary. 
The 1982 initiative stressed national values (the 
Charter) and the need to sever our residual colonial 
links to Britain I while the 1987 Accord reaches into our 
domestic arrangements to strengthen the voice of the 
provinces at the national level. 

9.2 Mr. Yves Fortier, former President of the Canadian Bar 
Association. informed the SpeCial Joint Committee of the House of 
Commons and Senate that: 

From a strictly legal point of view, of course, the 1982 
Constitution Act applied to Quebec. But in this area, as 
in many others, lawyers must show some modesty. The 
fact is that politically, and even morally, the 1982 
Constitution Act does not apply to Quebec. Those who 
claim it does are guilty of constitutional heresy; (Report 
of the Special Joint Committee at 8). 

9.3 The speed of Mr. Fortier's spiritual ascent is dazzling. 
Without a pause, he rises from humble legalist (or is it just other 
lawyers who must show some modesty?) to political philosopher to 
moral philosopher to defender of the constitutional faith. By the final 
stage, he is able to look down and condemn the apostates. 

9.4 By Mr. Fortier's standards. the constitutional soul of that 
hard-line centralist, the Quebec Minister of Canadian 
Intergovernmental Affairs. has been in mortal danger. In his Mont 
Gabriel Speech t Mr. Remillard stated: 
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Nor is it a time for sweeping all away with the back of 
the hand and starting all over again. Absolutely not. Not 
everything contained in the Constitution Act of 1982 is 
bad. The Charter of Rights and Freedoms, after court 
interpretation, is on the whole a document of which we 
as Quebecers and Canadians can be proud. Its greatest 
merit no doubt lies in gradually giving us, as Canadians 
and Qu~becers, a new mentality and approach with 
respect to fundamental rights. This is why our first 
decision as the new government last December was to 
stop systematically applying, as the former government 
had done, the /I Notwithstanding" clause to all Quebec 
statutes. to exempt Quebec laws from sections 2 and 7 
to 15 of the Canadian Charter. We want Quebecers to 
have the same rights as other Canadians: C' Address by 
Mr. Gil Remillard" in Leslie, ed., Rebuilding The Re
lationship at 41). 

9.5 Mr. Remillard's heresy was not total, as he had earlier 
stated (at 40) that: 

[The Constitution Act, 1982]. in certain respects, 
contravened Quebec's historic rights ... No Quebec 
government, regardless of its political tendencies, 
could adhere to the Constitution Act of 1982 in its 
present form. 

Perhaps this refusal to endorse the legitimacy of the patriation 
process and package as a whole would be enough to absolve Mr. 
Remillard of his lapse concerning the Charter. Then again, arbiters 
of orthodoxy rarely are forgiving of those who stray even a sheep's 
length from the flock. 

9.6 Any analysis of the legitimacy of the 1982 process must 
appreciate that there are two intertwined. but partially separate, 
questions: 

- were the process and substance of the patriation 
package unfair to Quebec? 

- even if not, how widespread and intense is the 
perception that they were? 

9.7 First I let us examine the underlying legitimacy of 
patriation without Quebec. It is not surprising that Mr. Levesque, an 
avowed secessionist, balked at acknowledging that Canada could be 
significantly changed for the better. What is striking is that, upon 
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being presented with the November 1981 deal, he could come up 
with no more impressive reasons for rejection than these: 

(i) section 6 of the Charter guarantees the right of 
Canadians to move to, and work in, another province . 
.. The new mobility rights section would affect the 
job-tendering process in Quebec's construction 
industry in a way that was unacceptable, he [argued] 
lamely; usee R. Sheppard and M. Valpy, The National 
Deal (Scarborough: Fleet Publishers, 1982) at 299; 

(if) the amending formula did not guarantee 
compensation for provinces that "opted-out; U 

(iii) the Charter guaranteed minority language rights in 
all the provinces. 

9.8 None of these complaints stand up well under close 
scrutiny: 

(i) Mobility rights: In Winner v. S.M. T. (Eastern), a decision of the 
Supreme Court of Canada in 1951. Mr. Justice Rand held (at [1951] 
4 D.L.R. 529 at 558) that the right to move to, and work in, another 
province is the inherent constitutional right of any citizen of Canada: 

What this implies is that a Province cannot, by depriving 
a Canadian of the means of working, force him to leave 
it: it cannot divest him of his right or capacity to remain 
and to engage in work there: that capacity inhering as a 
constituent element of his citizenship status is beyond 
nullification by provincial action. 

Section 6 only elaborates, then, a right that already existed under 
the constitutional law of Canada. 

9.9 Whether it significantly enlarges the right is not clear; 
section 6 is shot through with qualifications and limits. One way it 
seems to enlarge on the judgment of Mr. Justice Rand is that it 
extends mobility rights to the federal level of government, and not 
just the provinces. 

9.10 (ii) ,. Opting-Dutil with compensation: Premier Levesque 
had accepted the amending formula proposal of the II Gang of Eight" 
provinces initially opposed to the federal patriation plan. That 
amending formula guaranteed the right of a province to 1I0pt-out" of 
an amendment that derogated from its rights or privileges, and to 
obtain 41 reasonable compensation." 
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9. 11 Under the decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada in 
the Patriation Reference and the "Quebec veto case" (Re Objection 
by Quebec to 8 Resolution to Amend the Constitution (1982), [1982] 
2 S.C.R. 793, (sub nom. Re Attorney General of Quebec v. Attorney 
General of Canada) 140 D.L.R. (3d) 385), the status quo prior to 
Patriation was that Quebec had no right of veto and no right of 
"opting-out." let alone a right to "opt-out" with compensation. The 
patriation package gave Quebec (like every other province) vetoes 
with respect to any matters affecting language and a number of 
other issues. including the composition of the Supreme Court of 
Canada. It allowed a province to "opt-out" of any amendment that 
affected its rights and privileges. Even if unsatisfactory in terms of 
Premier Levesque's demands, the patriation package did give 
Quebec safeguards it had not previously enjoyed. 

9. 12 But let us put the matter on the most favourable basis 
possible to Premier Levesque. Suppose that the Supreme Court of 
Canada's decisions were wrong. According to the demands that he 
himself had joined, the patriation package was only unsatisfactory 
insofar as it did not grant Quebec a right to compensation should it 
"opt-out" of amendments. Thirteen days after the November deal 
was reached. the federal government responded to Quebec' s 
concerns by initiating a revision to the amending formula. Section 40 
of the Constitution Act, 1982 reads: 

Where an amendment is made under [the general 
amending formula] that transfers provincial legislative 
powers relating to education or other cultural matters 
from provincial legislatures to Parliament, Canada shall 
provide reasonable compensation to any province to 
which the amendment does not apply. 

9.13 As has been contended elsewhere in this study, 
constitutional amending formulae ought to be based on an 
understanding of Canada as a political community of equal 
individuals, not as a community of existing governmental units. The 
national will to reshape Canada should not generally be frustrated by 
the objection of a single dissident government. With respect to 
certain matters, such as language, it might be appropriate to assert 
that there is no .1 national will" in favour of reform if substantial 
support cannot be found among members of both official language 
groups. It might be justifiable to build in special safeguards in this 
regard. and the Constitution Act, 1982 did so. There is no obvious 
reason why Quebec should enjoy absolute safeguards with respect 
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to matters such as economic ones and the Constitution Act I 1982 
was not wrong in failing to provide them. 

9. 14 (iii) The Charter protected minority language rights: 
According to Premier Levesque, "there would be riots in the streets 
of Montreal" if he were to entrench more rights for the English 
minority; see Sheppard and Valpy, The National Deal at 299. 

9. 15 First, let us measure the alleged imposition upon Quebec 
in Mr. Levesque's own terms. The minority language educational 
rights in section 23 of the Charter apply to all provinces. In 
conjunction with mobility rights, they support the interests of 
Quebeckers who want to move for a time, or indefinitely, to other 
provinces and continue to have their children educated in French. In 
this limited respect, the section was a clear plus for francophone 
Quebeckers. 

9.16 The" negative side," from the point of view of absolute 
francisation in Quebec, was that certain members of the English 
language minority were allowed to educate their children in English. 
Under Bill 101, the Parti Quebecois' own language law, parents who 
themselves went to English schools in Quebec had the right to send 
their children to English schools. Section 23(b) of the Charter only 
went beyond Bill 101 by extending this right to parents who went to 
English schools anywhere in Canada. According to Chief Justice 
Deschenes in the Protestant School Board case, the incremental 
extension of rights in no way threatened the goal of "solidifying the 
French fact in North America;" see the discussion at paragraph 2.23 
above. 

9.17 Section 23(a) of the Charter guarantees minority 
language rights for citizens of Canada whose first language learned 
is that of the English or French language minority in a province. The 
practical benefit of the section would extend to, among other 
people, naturalized Canadian citizens who come from 
English-speaking countries. After the November deal, section 59 
was added to the Constitution Act I 1982. It provides that section 
23(a) will not apply to Quebec until its legislature or government 
agrees. No other province was given this privilege. (True to form, 
the federal government that negotiated the Meech Lake Accord 
apparently made no attempt whatsoever to encourage Quebec to 
" opt-in" as part of the deal). 

9. 18 Looking at its substance, the 1987 Accord gave very little 
affront to Quebec's "rights," even as judged by the standards of 
Mr. Levesque. Although the complaints of Quebec never 
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acknowledged it, the 1987 Accord did affirm or expand Quebec's 
rights in several fundamentally important areas - including 
.jurisdiction over natural resource development. The federal 
government obtained no concessions whatsoever on 
federal-provincial issues; only the provinces made gains - and big 
ones. 

9.19 It might be said that whatever the merits of the issue, it 
was wrong for Canada to patriate the Constitution without the 
consent of Quebec. Prime Minister Mulroney has proclaimed: 

I wouldn't have signed that kind of constitutional deal, I 
can tell you right now, that deprived eight or nine million 
people of a sense of fairness and tolerance and 
acceptance by the constitution, ("PM wouldn't sign '81 
accord that led to Constitution" The Globe and Mail (10 
July 1987) A3). 

9.20 What Prime Minister Mulroney seems to forget is that 
"Quebec," the group of 6.5 million people who live within its 
boundaries t did not say" no" to patriation. The National Assembly 
said II no. 11 The Prime Minister of Canada, who was elected by 
Quebeckers, said "yes. II The Minister of Justice, who was elected 
by Quebeckers, said "yes." So did another dozen or so cabinet 
ministers from Quebec. The Liberal Party of Prime Minister Trudeau 
included every single Member of Parliament from Quebec but one. 
Only two of the Liberals said II no;" one because Quebec did not 
consent, but another because of the discriminatory treatment of 
anglo phones in Quebec. The lone Progressive Conservative MP 
made the third dissenter out of all the elected Members from 
Quebec. 

9.21 Neither the federal government nor the government of 
Quebec could claim to be the sole voice of the people of Quebec. 
Each was elected to discharge a particular set of responsibilities. 
The only sure test would have been a referendum. It is worth 
remembering that, in the 1980 referendum on sovereignty
association, Prime Minister Trudeau spoke out vigorously for the 
side that won, while Mr. Levesque led the side that lost. No one can 
say for sure what would have happened had there been another 
referendum, on patriation; perhaps there should have been one to 
settle things once and for all. But to imply. as Mr. Mulroney did, that 
the National Assembly alone spoke for Quebec is to deny the 
existence of a direct relationship between Parliament and the people 
of Canada. 
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9.22 Whether or not the current Prime Minister realizes it. the 
federal government is the government of Quebec with respect to 
many fundamentally important purposes - such as the regulation of 
general trade and commerce. criminal law, taxation, broadcasting. 
agriculture I defence, navigable waters I unemployment insurance I 
Indians and the Lands reserved for Indians, taxation, postal seNice, 
marriage and divorce, penitentiaries, external affairs and most 
forms of air, rail and sea transportation. The federal government is 
directly elected by the people of Quebec. Its functions are not 
confined to coordinating the activities of provincial governments. 
Looking at the three areas controverted by Premier Levesque I it is 
easy to see that two of them - mobility rights and the amending 
formula - had both provincial and federal aspects and the Parliament 
of Canada had at least as much right to say how Quebec would be 
affected as did the legislature of Quebec. Minority language 
education is primarily a matter within provincial jurisdiction; but what 
was at stake was an entrenched deal that would establish a common 
standard of linguistic tolerance across Canada. The matter in large 
part transcended provincial jurisdiction and it was legitimate for 
Parliament to have a major say on it. 

9.23 Prime Minister Mulroney's hyperbole is notorious and his 
statement about the II resentment and isolation" is no exception. 
Without living in Quebec, it is difficult to make a true assessment of 
popular reaction. According to Prime Minister Trudeau, however, the 
response of the Quebec public to Patriation was to yawn and get on 
with their business. The pOlitical editor of Le Devoir was inteNiewed 
on Canada A. M. just before the Meech Lake meeting; as I recall, his 
assessment was that, in Quebec, "nobody cared" about whether 
Quebec had Signed the Constitution. although there might be some 
sense of guilt in the rest of Canada. Our sense of history should not 
be distorted by apologists for Meech Lake such as Prime Minster 
Mulroney who claimed, after the Langevin Block meeting. that he 
was increaSingly concerned that II two Canadas" were developing, 
Ilone inside the Constitution, one outside." (This from the same 
Prime Minister who had agreed to entrench the notion of two 
Canadas, lIan English Canada and a French Canada," in the 
preamble of the Constitution and who agreed to remove it only in 
response to intense outside criticism). 

9.24 It may well be that some Quebec intellectuals held a 
sincere and intense belief that a wrong had been done in 1982 and 
that Quebec nationalists would have been able to nurture and exploit 
that sense among the Quebec public. On the other hand, the 
ongoing interpretation of the Charter likely would have continued to 
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reassure Quebeckers that it was a positive contribution to their 
pOlitical lives and not a threat to reasonable efforts at maintaining 
the predominantly French langauge character of the province. The 
favourable assessment of the Charter in Mr. Remillard's Mont 
Gabriel speech indicates that precisely this process of legitimation 
was occurring. 

9.26 The formal acceptance of the patriation package by a 
Quebec legislature was, nonetheless. a goal worth pursuing. 
Responsible nation builders should try to explore and accommodate 
the reasonable constitutional demands of any province. It is 
legitimate to try to assuage wounded sensibilities about 1982, even 
if you think what was done was moderate and fair. At the same time, 
there was no underlying injustice or intense and widespread sense of 
injustice sufficient to justify the one-sidedly self-diminishing 
approach to negotiations that the federal government has 
conducted. As Prime Minister Trudeau has repeatedly contended, 
the federal government ought to have pressed its own goals, such 
as the diminution or elimination of the use of the "notwithstanding 
clause." The Quebec Liberal Party's own platform. Mastering our 
Future. called for a strengthening of the economic union in Canada, 
although not necessarily in constitutional form; the federal 
government could have noted this receptiveness and tried to make 
some headway on building free trade within Canada. 

9.27 A remarkable t but un remarked • fact is that Quebec has 
been parlaying its dissatisfaction with a few aspects of the 1982 
Accord into a weapon for extracting concessions on wholly unrelated 
issues. What does the 1982 Accord have to do with the spending 
power? Not much - other than requiring that the federal level of 
government make equalization payments to the provinces. The 
consolation prize for this assault on provincial rights is that the 
federal spending power will be weakened further. The provinces not 
only achieved the amending formula that Mr. Levesque and others 
had asked for in 1982 t but also a veto over Senate reform that they 
had not been seeking. The 1982 Accord had a negligible effect on 
Quebec's authority over immigration. yet the 1987 Accord contains 
serious concessions to Quebec that may have an adverse effect on 
other provinces. Once the provincial government of Quebec 
managed to create constitutional energy ex nihilo. several other 
provinces managed to pull off the same miracle. Newfoundland 
managed to slip fisheries onto the agenda of the infinite series of 
constitutional conferences and Alberta secured the entrenched right 
of the provinces to nominate appointees to the Senate. 
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9.28 Having surrendered some of its most valuable bargaining 
chips I the federal government is in no position to make headway in 
the infinite "second round" contemplated by the 1987 Accord. On 
the contrary. it has made it more difficult than ever to transfer 
authority to the federal government and has guaranteed the 
provinces opportunity after opportunity to press for further 
decentralization. 

9.29 It has been argued that the "provincialist lJ 1987 Accord 
will somehow counterbalance the more II nationalist 11 1982 Accord. It 
takes a heroic misappreciation of the 1982 package to characterize 
it as II nationalist." The patriation deal did help, in some ways, to 
strengthen the cause of building a national political community; but, 
in many respects, it enhanced the legislative powers, fiscal rights 
and constitutional amendment voices of the provinces. 

What did the "Feds" get out of the 1982 Accord? 

9 .30 Absolutely nothing in the way of enhanced legislative 
power, fiscal rights or authority over constitutional reform. The one 
centralist feature of the 1982 Accord was the installation of the 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. It established a national standard of 
human rights and freedoms and established the Supreme Court of 
Canada as the ultimate interpreter of the system. The strictures in 
the Charter against governmental oppression apply equally to the 
federal and provincial governments. The enumerated rights are 
subject generally to a "reasonable limits If exception, and a 
government can attempt to justify a particular measure in light of its 
particular social and economic circumstances. At the insistence of 
some of the provinces the "override" provision, s. 33, was inserted. 
It allows the provincial legislatures and Parliament to override many 
of the most important guarantees - including freedom of expression 
and individual equality. 

What did the Provinces get out of the 1982 Accord? 

9.31 The provinces obtained: 

- a strong affirmation and extension of their powers with 
respect to the conservation, management, 
development. export and taxation of renewable and 
non-renewable natural resources; Constitution Act, 
1982, section 92A. Many provincial economies are 
based almost entirely on these industries; 

- the right to receive equalization payments from the 
federal government; Constitution Act, 1982, s. 36; 
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- the right to veto some constitutional amendments, 
"opt-out H of others and ,. opt-out ,. with compensation 
from yet others. 

How were the Rights of Individual Canadians Strengthened by the 
1982 Accord? 

9.32 The hokey theory that the 1987 Accord somehow 
counterbalances the 1982 Accord is squarely in the Canadian 
tradition of seeing political life as a struggle between the 41 feds I. and 
the provinces. and ignoring the rights of individuals and the people. 
The 1982 Accord strengthened the rights of individual Canadians; 
the 1987 Accord does not contain a single provision that enhances 
the court-enforceable rights of anyone. The II non-derogation" 
section of the U Quebec clause II ensures that absolutely nothing in 
the section can enhance the legal position of an individual in litigation 
against a government. On the other hand, a major purpose of the 
., Quebec clause If is to bolster the position of the Quebec 
government in court chalienges brought by its linguistic minorities. 
As for the "people," they are recognized less than ever. In the 
patriation struggle. provincial opposition prevented Prime Minister 
Trudeau from establishing referenda as an avenue for constitutional 
reform. The 1987 Accord exacerbates the anti-populist, elitist 
nature of government in Canada by vesting more authority in 
provincial executives and. in particular, first ministers. Where full 
democratic participation is needed most - in the area of 
constitutional reform - the Constitution entrenches an infinite series 
of First Ministers' Conferences with no indication that the 
participants must adequately consult their cabinets, the legislatures 
or the people. 

9.33 Constitutional history tends to remember the results. not 
the means; and there is a natural tendency to sanctify those results. 
Ten. twenty, fifty years from now. what presently are criticized as 
clumsily worded. seriously imprudent and even grossly unjust 
provisions will have acquired the dignity of antiquity and 
constitutional place. Many of the provisions will be regarded as basic 
rights of provincial governments and the critics of today may be 
regarded I anachronistically I as disrespectful of all we hold dear. If 
the 1987 Accord goes through unamended I we will never know what 
we could have made of Canada had there been adequate care t 
consultation and resolve. We will only know for sure what has 
become of us instead. and we will be liable to assume that it is as it 
should be. It might be hoped. though, that history will remember the 
heavy-handed, undemocratic and politically opportunistic conduct 
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that led to the 1987 Accord and wonder at what was lost because of 
it. 

9.34 You might say here. II what·s done is done. Having 
committed the Meech Lake-Langevin Block ;s, we have to take 
into account the change of perceptions and expectations and make 
the best of the new situation. II Mr. Laurent Picard I former President 
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, told the Special Joint 
Committee on the 1987 Accord: 

The choice is not between what you have and what you 
might have, but between what you have and what you 
will have if the accord is rejected. 

Once you have reached an accord you have created a 
credibility. You have created a process of 
understanding. And to break the accord after that is not 
gOing to bring you back to the day before, it is going to 
create a totally different situation. No Quebec 
government will be able to accept less, so the situation 
will be much worse than it was before; (The Report of 
the Spacial Joint Committee at 22). 

Mr. Picard"s practical-minded statements warrants consideration. 
Many Quebeckers have a profound sense of satisfaction with the 
content of the 1987 Accord. To reject it now would risk the creation 
of a new and more widespread sense of rejection and frustration 
among some Quebeckers. No Quebec government in the 
foreseeable future is likely to accept gains that are significantly less 
than those promised by the 1987 Accord. In one form or another I 
each of Quebec's "five conditions" will have to be addressed and to 
a large extent accommodated. No Quebec government in the 
foreseeable future is likely to be more restrained in its rhetoric. 
dominated by federalists and secure pOlitically. 

9.35 The risks of rejection should be appreciated but not 
exaggerated. In his testimony before the Special Joint Committee. 
Mr. Trudeau estimated that two. three, at most maybe five per cent 
of Quebeckers were concerned about the constitutional issue. Even 
if his estimate is on the low side. responsible Canadians should not 
be panicked into suspending their critical judgment or confidence in 
the future of Canada. 

9.36 The political sensibilities of Quebeckers are worthy of 
concern and accommodation. It should not be blithely assumed J 

however, that adoption of the Meech Lake package will prevent the 
resurgence of quasi-separatism. The constitutional entrenchment of 
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the role of Quebec governments and legislatures to "promote the 
distinct identity II of Quebec may aggravate federal-provincial 
tensions, not reduce them. The massive ambiguities in such 
fundamental issues as the spending power. and the manner in which 
Supreme Court appointments will be made. will have to resolved 
through negotiation or litigation. If Quebec nationalists are 
disappointed in the outcomes. their reaction is just as likely to be 
rancour and cries of betrayal as it is to be quiet resignation. 

9.37 The underlying merits of the 1987 Accord have to be 
assessed critically. It is an abdication of responsibility to dismiss 
every concern with a tale of how things might work out well. or how 
there will be no problem if everyone co-operates. The necessity of a 
constitutional order. of politics itself I arises from the fact that people 
do not share the same principles and goals. 

9.38 A realistic and balanced analysis of the 1987 Accord 
should lead responsible Canadian politicians to the conclusion that it 
contains serious flaws and injustices whose remedy is worth fighting 
for. A reasonable participant in the process might reconcile himself 
to the idea that even if they are somewhat contrary to his own 
constitutional vision and judgment or to his own ideals. Quebec's 
., five conditions" should be met and largely in the form that the 1987 
Accord provides; at the same time. he could insist that the package 
be reformed and refined in the interests of protecting fundamentally 
important values. 

9.39 This study has attempted to analyze the merits of the 
1987 Accord critically and realistically. The hope has been to 
contribute to the debate by adding some depth to the analysis of the 
provisions and it is hoped that readers of this study would examine 
the detailed arguments and assessments. It Is very much hoped that 
interested readers would examine or re-examine the detailed 
analyses in the individual chapters of this study I rather than relying 
on the very sketchy and incomplete reminder that will now be 
provided. With respect to proviSions in the proposed 1987 Accord 
that respond to Quebec's IJfive conditions, fI the following 
improvements are needed: 

- the "distinct society" clause should be refined so that 
it is more consistent with the protection of minority 
language communities. the advancement of 
bilingualism (and not just dualism) and the 
strengthening of Canadian unity; 
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- the "spending power" clause should be clarified to 
ensure that programs of II opted-out" provinces are 
reasonably comparable to national programs; 

- the Supreme Court provisions should be revised to 
place the federal government in an equal, rather than 
subordinate, position to the government of Quebec. 
The discrimination against the North with respect to 
appointments should be eliminated; 

- the immigration provisions should be clarified and 
certain federal rights and responsibilities affirmed; 

- the amending formula should be modified so that it 
does not exacerbate the already discriminatory rules 
concerning the creation of new provinces in the North. 

9.40 Specific drafting changes have been suggested at 
various places in this study and it will be seen that, very often, 
significant improvements could be secured with minor alterations to 
the actual words. Perhaps some reassurance could be provided in 
some respects by rephrasing the political commitments part of the 
1987 Accord (rather than the actual amendments) or by amending 
the actual Accord. 

9.41 Some of the most risky or deleterious aspects of the 
Accord are related peripherally, or not at all, to Quebec's II five 
conditions." The most egregious such instances are: 

- the provision that provinces can nominate senators 
until there is a constitutional amendment is particularly 
dangerous. It leaves the most power in the hands of the 
strongest provinces. Ontario and Quebec. The 
patronage possibilities will also discourage actual 
reform of the Senate. Most seriously. it creates the 
possibility of a Senate that is actively obstructionist and 
yet still unelected and strongly dominated by the most 
populous provinces: 

- the creation of a unanimity rule for Senate reform 
damages the prospect for legitimate Senate reform - a 
project that is of most interest to the smaller provinces; 

- the entrenchment of an infinite series of constitutional 
conferences is a gratuitous threat to constitutional 
sanity. It will tend to produce an ever more rigid, 
decentralized and trivialized Constitution and tends to 
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legitimize the sort of high-handed, anti-democratic and 
secretive process that produced the Meech Lake 
Accord; 

- the discriminatory treatment of the North - with 
respect to Supreme Court appointments and the 
admission of new provinces - is nothing short of 
despicable. 

9.42 It is not necessary to determine exactly how much the 
proposed 1987 Accord would have to be improved to make it 
tolerable. I will say here that, in my opinion, the present version is 
unacceptable. Its provisions concerning the North are, in and of 
themselves, sufficient to seal that judgment. 

9.43 It requires disingenuousness or incredible naivete to 
pretend that serious defects will be remedied during the II second 
round. If Right now. any province with a principled objection to the 
Accord can block it. In the second round, it will take the consent of 
eight other first ministers. in some cases all ten, in order to remedy 
an injustice. In the second round. the amending formulae will make it 
much harder than it already is to amend certain sections of the 
Constitution. In the second round, the federal government will have 
given up the bargaining chips it presently can use to advance the 
cause of the national political community and protection of individual 
and minority rights. 

9.44 It should be understood that the changes proposed in the 
1987 Accord are, for all intents and purposes, irreversible. It is not a 
matter of allowing the pendulum to swing in a certain direction 
today. It cannot swing back. If the politicians of today want to live, 
for the time being, with more decentralized arrangements, let them 
proceed to do so by ordinary political and administrative means. 
Tomorrow's politicians will have the chance to adjust the balance in 
the direction of national values and central leadership. When today's 
politiCians entrench their current perceptions. they usurp the 
democratic options of their successors. 

9.45 A major reason for entrenching certain constitutional 
values is the sense that the ordinarily political processes of the 
future will not adequately respect those values. Two deeply 
disturbing features of the ensemble of amendments in the 1987 
Accord are these - that it overwhelmingly favours the interests that 
ordinary pOlitical processes favour anyway; and that it entrenches 
processes that will exacerbate that favouritism in the future. 
Consider: 
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- the natural tendency of senior leaders is to gather 
power unto themselves and downgrade more populist 
political organizations such as parties and legislatures. 
The 1987 Accord legitimizes the notion that eleven first 
ministers have the right to act as a constitutional 
convention and leave to their cabinets and legislatures 
only the process of ratifying their decisions. The 
premiers also grabbed (technically for their cabinets. 
realistically for themselves) the power to make 
Supreme Court nominations and to appoint senators 
and, in doing so, have diminished the prospects for the 
creation of more democratic reforms - such as the 
direct election of senators and Senate confirmation of 
Supreme Court appointments; 

- the natural tendency of constitutional reform is 
decentralist. At least seven, often ten, premiers have 
to agree to transfer power to the centre or it will not 
happen. There is only one federal leader in a meeting of 
eleven first ministers. and if he offers something the 
chances are the rest of them will grab it. The 1987 
Accord further rigs the amendment process in favour of 
the existing provinces; 

- the natural tendency of linguistic majorities is to 
favour unduly their own interests over those of 
minorities. As far as the judicial protection of "rights" is 
concerned, the only possible .1 winner" is the linguistic 
majority in the province of Quebec. The 
II non-derogation" clause. s. 2 (4), guarantees that the 
anglophone minority cannot possibly be better off in the 
courts. On the political plane, the recognition of the 
,. presence" of anglophones in Quebec and 
franco phones outside of Quebec is welcome. It is not a 
pathbreaking measure however; at the insistence of 
Prime Minister Trudeau, the 1982 Accord recognized 
minority language educational rights throughout the 
country; 

- the natural tendency of political processes is to give 
disproportionate weight to the interests of populous 
groups at the expense of small minorities. The haste 
with which the federal political parties endorsed the 
Meech Lake Accord is a tribute to the electoral clout of 
Quebec; their preparedness to go ahead with Meech 
Lake, even if these provisions remain. is a sad 
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reflection of the small numbers of votes to be won in 
the North; 

- the natural tendency of pOlitical processes is for those 
who already have power to get more at the expense of 
those who do not. The Yukon and Northwest Territories 
did not have a voice or a vote at the Meech Lake 
meeting; the provinces did. It is not surprising then that 
the provinces acquired even more power I some of it 
directly and disgracefully aimed against the North. 

9.46 Provincial governments ought first to conduct, 
respectfully and receptively, public hearings on the 1 987 Accord. 
The tactics and attitude of the Special Joint Committee of the House 
of Commons and Senate are models of what should be avoided. 
Some members of the Special Joint Committee of the House and 
Senate responded to witnesses with the mantra "I am not 
convinced." Witnesses were in effect tasked with changing the 
subjective attitude of someone whose mind was practically closed. 
A metaphor - a powerful person in no mood to be amused stands in 
front of you and says It make me laugh." Actually, inasmuch as the 
test for revisions proposed by the government was "egregious 
error, Jf the implicit challenge was more like II make me break down 
into peals of howling, side-splitting laughter." 

9.4 7 The Committee did not give witnesses adequate time to 
prepare thorough, well-researched and adequately considered 
briefs. For a group that was recommending decentralist reforms. 
the Committee was strikingly resistant to moving away from Ottawa 
to consult the wider Canadian public. The choice and timing of 
witness appearances was manipulated to favour the government 
side. The federal parties made no effort to ensure that Mr. 
Trudeau's appearance was broadcast live on national television and 
there is strong reason to believe that they deliberately timed 
proceedings in the House of Commons to make sure that it did not. 
(Under the rules of the televising of Parliament, a committee 
meeting cannot be shown while the full House is in session). The 
strong-arm tactics used by the supporters of the Accord speaks ill 
of their confidence in its merits. 

9.48 Having genuinely listened to the public, provincial 
governments ought then to press for appropriate revisions of the 
1987 Accord. As mentioned earlier. there are a variety of 
mechanisms that could be combined - revisions to the proposed 
constitutional texts, to the political part of the 1987 Accord, even a 
supplementary political accord. No one I however. should be 
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satisfied with an agreement to 4' look at" defects in the 1987 Accord 
in the 4' second round." That would be like pleading guilty in a 
criminal case because you think you might win the appeal. 

9.49 The smaller provinces would be displaying an elementary 
regard for their own interests if they insisted on substantive 
discussions f even some form of formal agreement, on Senate 
reform before ratifying any form of the 1987 Accord. Indeed t 
consultation with the public on Senate reform should commence as 
soon as possible. We do not need any more first ministers' fiats. It 
may not be necessary to work out a complicated or detailed 
agreement on Senate reform. It might be sufficient to agree to an 
amendment that directs Parliament to make rules on Senate 
composition. powers and procedures in accordance with a few 
simple, basic principles. (The Supreme Court provisions of the 1987 
Accord are a useful analogy; they establish a few basic rules but 
preserve the power of Parliament to regulate many aspects of the 
Court's procedure and jurisdiction). Among these principles might 
be that the Senate should be elected, that the system of election 
should ensure substantial representation for the minority parties in a 
particular province r and that its power to block legislation should 
generally be subject to an override by the House of Commons (just 
as s. 47 (1) of the Constitution Act I 1982 allows the Senate to reject 
constitutional resolutions, while allowing the House to override that 
objection by repassing the resolution 180 days after the initial one). 

9.50 Depending on how negotiations go, there may be a time 
when it is entirely proper and legitimate for a legislature to pass a 
version of the 1987 Accord that satisfies its concerns. The legal 
effect would be to withhold, for the time being, legal sanction for the 
Accord. At the same time, a positive signal would be sent - that a 
large part of the Accord was acceptable and that, if these particular 
changes are accepted, there is no question that the provinces will 
be on board. 

9.51 The whole process might take four or five years. even 
longer. to complete. Some legislatures would have to go back and 
pass revised versions of the amendment. The 1987 Constitutional 
Accord will. however, change Canada forever. Spending more time 
and political energy on it now could save far more of these 
resources later on. It would also produce a more united and tolerant 
Canada. 

9.52 No doubt, the average provincial government would just 
as soon have the 1987 Accord pass through the legislature. No one 
(well, not many Canadians) enjoys being the odd man out. Few 
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pOliticians are comfortable with the complexity of constitutional 
reform, and most would prefer to have one messy package out of 
the way. Premiers have. to some extent. put their own prestige on 
the line by signing the 1987 Accord. In most provinces. there will be 
very few immediate repercussions once the Accord becomes law; 
seriously attenuated is the ordinary discipline of electoral pOlitics -
you do things. they have affects. people like it or resent it. 
Meanwhile, the national political parties are eager to court Quebec 
voters and likely to pressure their provincial counterparts into 
suspending their own misgivings. 

9.53 In most places. the public pressure to improve the 
Accord will be limited. It is not easy for people to understand the 
package, or how it will actually affect their day-to-day lives. If the 
issues were not complicated enough in themselves I the convoluted 
and arcane drafting style of the 1987 Accord would discourage 
public comprehension; John Davis, the Law Librarian at the 
University of Victoria t has pOinted out that the Constitution is looking 
more and more like the Income Tax Act. The massive ambiguity of 
the 1987 Accord makes it difficult for anyone to launch a stirring 
polemic. Of almost any provision, it is possible to say "it might not 
work out so bad, it all depends on how the courts interpret it." 

9.54 At the federal level. party discipline has produced a 
numerically staggering level of support for passing the Accord 
unchanged. Ten provincial premiers signed it. It would not be 
surprising if this broad level of support encouraged the public to 
believe that the Accord cannot be too bad. There is no unified choir 
singing a different tune; the accord has been strongly condemned 
by some academics. but some have been prepared to Sing hymns in 
its praise. The English language newspaper columnists have 
predominantly been against it and have provided some of the most 
pungent and telling criticism. A number of editorials, however, have 
been more positive, It is unfortunate that so many newspapers feel 
obliged to pronounce instantly and comprehensively on matters as 
complex as Meech Lake and the proposed Canada-U.S. trade 
agreement. It is further regrettable that some have chosen to 
engage in ardent advocacy, rather than balanced judgment. (One 
editorial in The Globe and Mail analogized the creation of the 1987 
Accord to the creation of Bach's music; see .1 After Meech Lake" 
The Globe and Mail (7 May 1987) at A6. The critical faculty in this 
instance seems to be hampered by a deafness to tone. if not 
reason). The artificial consensus at the political level and the 
disagreement among the critics thus has worked against the 
mobilization of public opinion in favour of significant revision. 
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9.55 A further disincentive to reformist resolve at the 
provincial level has been that the federal government and opposition 
parties have not displayed a strong commitment to the building of 
the national political community. Why should a provincial premier be 
more federalist than the federalists? 

9.56 On top of everything else, some defenders of Meech 
Lake have attempted to censor opposition effectively by branding 
critics as "anti-Quebec." Shortly after Meech Lake, Mr. Andre 
Ouellete, a Liberal Member of Parliament from a Quebec 
constituency. condemned criticism as racist although he later 
apologized. In reality. some of the most heart-felt criticism of 
Meech Lake, such as that of Mr. Johnston and Mr. Trudeau, arises 
from a sense that Quebeckers ought to be regarded as political 
equals and that the granting of special status at the provincial level is 
liable to demean the status and dignity of Quebeckers who 
participate in federal public life. To treat Quebeckers as equals is to 
suppose that they are at least as politica"y mature and intelligent as 
anyone else and capable of engaging in a debate over the future of 
the nation in which sincerely held convictions are not suppressed for 
fear of giving personal offence. To the lasting credit of this country, 
its people generally have listened to secessionist opinion from 
Quebec with patience and respect and often have greeted its 
advocate with warmth. Calls for the outright dismantling of this 
federation have been considered as entirely with the bounds of 
legitimate public discourse; no less so, surely. is the expression of 
strong commitment to a particular vision of national unity. equality 
and tolerance. 

9.57 If name-calling is to become of the order of the day, it 
would be easy to devise epithets for supporters of a deal which 
jeopardizes the constitutional rights of linguistic minorities and 
blatantly discriminates against the parts of the country which contain 
the highest percentage of aboriginal peoples. It is very much hoped 
that, instead of degenerating I the debate will become more vigorous 
and less vicious. The debate over Meech Lake should be sincere 
and outspoken on all sides - and not dampened by allegations of 
bigotry from one camp, and a craven and condescending 
self-censorship on the other. 

9.58 It would be easy to despair at the prospects of the 
Accord being improved. Still, it remains possible that the resolve will 
emerge from some province, or that a change in government at the 
federal level will produce a real determination to improve the deal 
(as opposed to sloughing things off to the I( second round"). There 
is a precedent for this sort of thing. After the Meech Lake meeting 
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itself, many defenders of the communique insisted that it was a 
delicate compromise that no one should risk disturbing. Owing 
primarily to initiatives of the governments of Manitoba and. later on I 
Ontario there were very significant movements in favour of individual 
rights and the cohesion of the national pOlitical community: 

- the II two Canadas" language was removed from the 
.. Quebec clause;" 

- section 2(4) was inserted, guaranteeing that the 
"Quebec clause" does not diminish the powers of 
Parliament. This change largely has gone unremarked, 
but it drastically reduces the divisive potential of the 
clause; 

- the immigration provisions were revised to ensure that 
the Charter applies to immigration agreements; 

- the formal guarantees of judicial independence were 
explicitly made applicable to the Supreme Court of 
Canada: 

- the spending power clause was clarified by streSSing 
Parliament's authority to II establish" national 
shared-cost programs and to define their objectives: 

- the recognition of multiculturalism in s. 27 of the 
Charter was shielded from the effects of the "Quebec 
clause." It was made clear that Quebec's "distinct 
society" is a culturally pluralistic one; 

- the rights of aboriginal people similarly were shielded. 

At Alberta's insistence, the political accord was also improved by 
restoring the recognition of the principle of II the equality of all the 
provinces. " 

9.59 The Langevin Block meeting did yield a couple of 
additional concessions to the government of Quebec. One was that 
the non-derogation section of the .. Quebec clause," s. 2 (4) , 
removed any possibility that the clause in any way enhanced the 
court-enforceable rights of linguistic minorities. The other was that a 
non-derogation section in the spending power clause. in some 
unclear way, limits any expansive effect the clause might otherwise 
have had on federal authority. Still, the cause of national unity and 
tolerance was, on the whole, advanced by the Langevin Block 
meeting. 
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9.60 Had the first ministers been prepared to meet a number 
of times. with the benefit of public input. rather than content 
themselves with a single follow-up meeting after Meech Lake. they 
could have produced a significantly better text than they have. It is 
not too much to ask them now to make the effort. 

9.61 The political philosophy of a human being is never the 
pure product of sustained and abstract ratiocination. It depends in 
large part what you care about. not just what you think about. Its 
pillars and posts consist largely of personal experience and 
observation, not scientific data. I was born in Regina and have lived 
most of my professional life in Winnipeg, but I grew up in Ottawa. I 
have worked with two provincial governments J but my first job as a 
professional was with the federal bureaucracy. The human scale, 
accessibility and sensitivity of provincial governments are worthy of 
deep appreciation. The sense of distance from the national capital is 
something that people in central Canada may never understand. 
Telephones and television and airplanes can never build the 
understanding and sympathy that comes from being in a place and 
living among its people. Provincial governments reflect their virtues 
in their internal operations. Whereas federal bureaucracies tends to 
be cumbersome and their denizens highly conscious of their status 
in the hierarchy; provincial governments tend to be more informal, 
friendly and egalitarian. 

9.62 At the same time. provinces and provincial governments 
can be parochial in perspective and too small in population and 
wealth to defend their interests in the larger world - or even try to 
make that world a better one. Maybe people in the provinces do not 
always appreciate the sense of satisfaction. even exhilaration. that 
can come from participating with Canadians from all over in an 
enterprise that affects the whole country I sometimes even the 
world. Small can be beautiful. as Eric Kierans said in his paean to 
provincialism before the Special Joint Committee. But not always. It 
is not good to be small-minded. to have a small scope in which to 
operate. to make a small difference to what happens in a very large 
world. 

9.63 Canada looks gigantic on most maps. But most maps 
inflate the relative size of the Northern hemisphere, especially its 
most northern reaches. Even in area, Canada is not as grand as we 
think. In many ways, this is still a mere fraction of the world and a 
vulnerable one at that. In weakening the national government I we do 
not necessarily strengthen the provincial governments. Without a 
central government that can act strongly and decisively. the control 
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of external forces over our lives only increases, and our ability to 
have a reciprocal influence decreases. 

9.64 We hear cheap rhetorical tricks that obscure or deny the 
necessity of making political choices. .. We should have a strong 
national government and strong provinces II say some of the 
apologists for the 1987 Accord. Sure we should; but let us not 
pretend that there is no tension between the two goals. If you say 
the federal government must obtain the consent of the provinces 
before acting, you have diminished the ability of the federal 
government to act strongly, independently and in the general 
interest. Let us not pretend that the Meech Lake Accord has not 
made choices; like the patriation package, it expands the powers 
and rights of the provincial legislatures and executives at the 
expense of their federal counterparts. Unlike the 1982 package, it 
strengthens the rights of governments against their citizens, rather 
than enlarging the authority of the national judiciary to protect them. 
Meech Lake is not a balanced adjustment of the federal-provincial 
balance; it does little to affirm and bolster the authority of the 
national government. It is, first and foremost, a .. Charter of Rights 
for Provincial Governments ... What happened to the II strong national 
government" side of the slogan? 

9.65 The federal government's surrender of authority at 
Meech Lake was irresponsible and gratuitous. Mr. Bourassa has 
observed that he got more on Supreme Court appointments and 
immigration than he had asked for. Despite itself, however, the 
current federal government maintained, for itself and for its 
successors, certain means of self-defence; occasionally even 
self-assertion. Through provisions in the 1987 Accord, the federal 
government would encourage the provinces to endlessly demand 
more power, but it has retained its constitutional veto. The federal 
government would grant the initiative on Supreme Court 
appOintments to the provinces, but it has retained a veto on 
nominations. It would leave itself vulnerable to being checked in its 
pursuit of national shared-cost programs, but not direct-spending 
programs. It would allow provincial governments to nominate 
senators, but it has retained the authority to reject those 
nominations. All is not lost to a future federal government that has a 
stronger faith in its own legitimacy and purpose. 

9.66 The first task is to try to improve the Accord. It is 
tempting to say that, if it goes through as is, we will get the 
Constitution we deserve. That would not be fair; Canadians were not 
adequately consulted beforehand, and it is difficult to stop a 
steamroller that is fuelled by the prestige of so many heads of 
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government. In any event, if there are not further improvements in 
the 1987 Accord it is not just us, but future generations, who will pay 
the price. 

9.67 If there is not responsible leadership. if the Accord does 
go through unchanged. it would take a succession of exceptionally 
tough. self-assured national governments to continue the building of 
the national political community. The ultimate source of that 
determination will have to come from the people of Canada. 

9.68 Remember them? 
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NOTES 

Chapter 1. 

Paragraph 1 .11 refers to a 'i cabal" of First Ministers. There is a cer
tain irony here. The word seems to have the same ultimate origin as 
the used to refer to a school of Jewish mystics. the" kabbalists." 
(The English word "cabal" acquired its present, nefarious connota
tion when it was used to described a group of ministers chosen by 
Charles II whose names, as it happened. were Clifford. Arlington, 
Buckingham, Ashley Cooper and Lauderdale). The kabbalists be
lieved that sacred scriptures contained exquisitely subtle and pro
found messages that could be determined through intense study of 
minute textual details - down to the numerological significance of 
individual letters. .. Close reading" is the term literary critics used to 
describe painstaking attention to textual detail, and the kabbalists 
have been called the II ultimate close readers." The first ministers at 
Meech Lake were I in cosmic contrast. extraordinarily loose writers. 

Chapter 2 

As Chapter 2 observes, it is possible to interpret the n distinct iden
tity" of Quebec as including the English minority. The Quebec clause 
starts off (s. 2(1 )(a)) by mentioning the anglophone presence in 
Quebec as part of a .. fundamental characteristic tt of Canada. Que
bec is then defined (s. 2 (1) (b)) as a distinct society ., within Can
ada" - or in French, "au sein du Canada." The fact that the clause 
defines the fundamental characteristic of Canada first, identifies the 
anglophone presence as "fundamental," and then locates Quebec 
within the Canadian federation I all suggest that the English minority 
is indeed an essential part of Quebec's identity. 

A further consideration in favour of a pluralistic interpretation of 
Quebec's identity is that s. 16 of the 1987 Accord would provide that 
the II multicultural heritage tI clause of the Charter is not affected. 

On the other hand, the II Quebec clause II sharply distinguishes be
tween "preserving" the linguistic duality of Canada (s. 2(1)(a)) and 
II preserving and promoting" the distinct identity of Quebec (s. 
2(3)). The split encourages the view that the "fundamental charac
teristic of Canada" and the Ii distinct-ness It of Quebec are two sepa
rate things. There are already Signs that Quebec politicians will tend 
to interpret the "distinct identity" in a way that places exclusive or 
near-exclusive importance on its francophone elements as opposed 
to its anglophone elements. There is a great difference between 
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viewing the anglophone community as a relic to be preserved, as 
opposed to an integral part of a dynamic society. 

The Report of the Special Joint Committee states at 32 that the" dis
tinct identity If of Quebec Ii undoubtedly ... includes the language and 
culture of French-speaking Canadians and that of the English
speaking minority ... fJ 

The Report goes on (at 40) on to assure the aboriginal peoples of 
Quebec that they are part of Quebec's distinct identity. At paragraph 
46. Senator Lowell Murray is quoted as affirming ,. the obvious fact 
that Quebec is the only province to have a French-speaking majority 
and an English-speaking minority." 

The very next paragraph I it quotes a definition for .. distinct society" 
advance by La Federation des femmes du Quebec; the organization 
quotes this passage used by Mr. Claude Ryan in the Beige Paper: 

Our laws. our legal system. our municipal and provincial 
institutions, our volunteer organizations. our media. our 
arts, our literature, our education system, our network of 
social and health care services, our religious institutions, 
our savings and loans institutions, as well as our language 
and our culture. 

The reader may notice. amidst all the plurals that IIlanguage" is re
ferred to in the singular. The authors of the Report seem not to. Nor 
do they refer to the fact that the preamble of Bill 1 01 refers to 
French as the" distinctive language" of Quebec. The blindness, per
haps willful blindness. of the Report in this regard is stunning. 

Constitutional guarantees are only minimal safeguards, and the 
anglophone minority in Quebec already has fewer of them than fran
cophone minorities in the other provinces. Most language decisions 
are in the free discretion of legislatures. The uQuebec clause" is 
drafted so that it can only maintain or enhance that discretion. A 
crucial question for the anglophone minority in Quebec is how Que
bec politicians will construe the II distinct society" language. As for
mer Prime Minister Trudeau always realized. the ongoing vitality of 
minority language communities is essential to the survival of the Ca
nadian federation. 

It would be far better if the 1987 Accord expressly identified the 
anglophone minority as part of the IIdistinct identity" of Quebec. The 
"preserve/promote" distinction instead gives comfort to those who 
favour an exclusively pro-francophone interpretation of Quebec's 
"distinct identity." The preserve/promote distinction is dangerous, 
and it ought to be eliminated. 
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The separate addendum by the Liberal Party members of the Spe
cial Joint Committee would give provinces the choice of whether 
they want to I' preserve" or ,. preserve and promote" the cause of 
their minority language communities. The proposed option would 
only highlight and re-emphasize a distinction that should not exist in 
the first place. 

The separate addendum by the Liberal Party members would also 
amend the "Quebec clause II by adding a recognition that II aborigi
nal peoples constitute a distinctive and fundamental characteristic of 
Canada." The word "distinctive" here would be in blatant contrast to 
"distinct," and encourage the more divisive interpretation of the lat
ter. The solution would be to use "distinctive ff in both cases. 

On a different point: paragraph 2.67 disscusses the effect of federal 
legislation on Quebec financial institutions. See Matthew Fraser, 
Quebec Inc (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1987), c. 10 for an account 
of Bill s-31. Proposed in 1982. but never enacted, the controversial 
legislation would have limited the control by provincial agencies, 
such as the Caisse de depOt, over national transportation compa
nies like Canadian Pacific. Section 2(4) of the Quebec clause pro
vides reassurance that if the legislation was within federal authority 
in 1982 (and it almost certainly was) it would still be within federal 
authority if the proposed 1987 Constitutional Accord came into 
force. 

Chapter 4 

Paragraph 4.14 argues that the Supreme Court parts of the 1987 
Accord clearly contemplate that the Court will continue to hear is
sues of Quebec civil law. The objection might be offered. however, 
that the analysis did not take full account of the "distinct society" 
clause. which is supposed to contain directions on how to interpret 
the Constitution of Canada. If Quebec is a U distinct society," and its 
legislature has the role of II preserving and promoting" that distinct 
identity, can the National Assembly pass laws to cut off the appellate 
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Canada in matters of civil law? 
If the provincial law conflicts with any aspect of the Supreme Court 
Act. then the answer certainly is "no." Section 2(4) of the uQuebec 
clause H states that the clause as a whole does not derogate from 
the authority of Parliament. But what if Parliament. pursuant to rely
ing on s. 101 of the Constitution Act I 1867. enacted a statute that 
expressed tolerance for any Quebec law that would remove authority 
from the Court? The Quebec statute still ought to be held invalid, 
The special nature of the civil law system has already been taken 
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into account by allowing Quebec to nominate one-third of the Court. 
Quebec would be overprivileged if its special authority to nominate 
Supreme Court of Canada judges were accompanied by a special 
authority to withdraw jurisdiction from the Court. The II equality of all 
the provinces" language in the political commitments part of the 
1987 Constitutional Accord suggests that such a have-it-both-ways 
interpretation is not permissible. Furthermore, unvarying tradition 
supports the position that the "general court of appeal" for Canada 
has authority with respect to every territorial jurisdiction and kind of 
law. 

Chapter 5 

The 1987 Accord would entrench· an annual first ministers confer
ence on the economy as well as on the constitution. There is nothing 
to prevent first ministers from discussing whatever they want when
ever they choose. On the other hand. a first minister who has to be 
constitutionally compelled to attend a conference is not likely to be 
an active or co-operative participant. The inclusion of annual eco
nomic summit clause demonstrate further an arrogance about bind
ing the political future and an indifference towards the trivialization of 
constitutional expression. 

The addition of /I fisheries jurisdiction" to the agenda of the poten
tially infinite series of constitutional conferences recalls Mr. 
Trudeau's "fish-for-rights" lament of the pre-partiation era. In ex
plaining his decision to attempt unilateral patriation of the constitu
tion, Prime Minister Trudeau stated that Ii [w]e were led by the 
dictates of unanimity to bargain freedom against fish. fundamental 
rights against oil, the independence of our country against long dis
tance phone rates"; Toronto Globe and Mail, 23 October, p. 6.Pre
mier Peckford of Newfoundland sought constitutional concessions on 
fisheries jurisdiation at that time, and the 1987 Accord reflects his 
ongoing quest. Readers of the August 27 minutes of the Special 
Joint Committee on the 1987 Constitutional Accord will find a record 
of Mr. Trudeau's eloquent plea on behalf of Canadian nationhood 
and individual rights under the Charter. Immediately preceding his 
testimony is that of the President of the Seafood Producers Associa
tion of Nova Scotia. 
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FIRST MINISTERS' MEETING 
ON THE CONSTITUTION 

DRAFT STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES 

April 30, 1987 

MEECH LAKE COMMUNIQUE 

At their meeting today at Meech Lake. the Prime Minister and the 
ten Premiers agreed to ask officials to transform into a constitutional 
text the agreement in principle found in the attached document. 

First Ministers also agreed to hold a constitutional conference 
within weeks to approve a formal text intended to allow Quebec to 
resume its place as a full participant in Canada I s constitutional de
velopment. 

QUEBEC'S DISTINCT SOCIETY 

(1) The Constitution of Canada shall be interpreted in a manner 
consistent with 

a) the recognition that the existence of French-speaking Can
ada. centred in but not limited to Quebec, and English-speak
ing Canada, concentrated outside Quebec but also present in 
Quebec. constitutes a fundamental characteristic of Canada; 
and 

b) the recognition that Quebec constitutes within Canada a dis
tinct society. 

(2) Parliament and the provincial legislatures. in the exercise of 
their respective powers, are committed to preserving the fundamen
tal characteristic of Canada referred to in paragraph (1) (a). 

(3) The role of the legislature and Government of Quebec to pre
serve and promote the distinct identity of Quebec referred to in 
paragraph (1 )(b) is affirmed. 

IMMIGRATION 

- Provide under the Constitution that the Government of Canada 
shall negotiate an immigration agreement appropriate to the 
needs and circumstances of a province that so requests and that, 
once concluded, the agreement may be entrenched at the re
quest of the province; 
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- such agreements must recognize the federal government's power 
to set national standards and objectives relating to immigration, 
such as the ability to determine general categories of immigrants, 
to establish overall levels of immigration and prescribe categories 
of inadmissible persons; 

- under the foregoing provisions. conclude in the first instance an 
agreement with Quebec that would: 

• incorporate the principles of the Cullen-Couture agreement 
on the selection abroad and in Canada of independent immi
grants. visitors for medical treatment, students and temporary 
workers, and on the selection of refugees abroad and eco* 
nomic criteria for family reunification and assisted relatives; 

• guarantee that Quebec will receive a number of immigrants. 
including refugees, within the annual total established by the 
federal government for all of Canada proportionate to its 
share of the population of Canada, with the right to exceed 
that figure by 5% for demographic reasons: and 

• provide an undertaking by Canada to withdraw services (ex
cept citizenship services) for the reception and integration (in
cluding linguistic and cultural) of all foreing nationals wishing 
to settle in Quebec where services are to be provided by Que
bec, with such withdrawal to be accompanied by reasonable 
compensation; 

- nothing in the foregoing should be construed as preventing the 
negotiation of similar agreements with other provinces. 

SUPREME COURT OF CANADA 

- Entrench the Supreme Court and the requirement that at least 
three of the nine justices appointed be from the civil bar; 

- provide that, where there is a vacancy on the Supreme Court, the 
federal government shall appoint a person from a list of candi
dates proposed by the provinces and who is acceptable to the 
federal government. 

SPENDING POWER 

- Stipulate that Canada must provide reasonable compensation to 
any province that does not participate in a future national shared-
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cost program in an area of exclusive provincial jurisdiction jf that 
province undertakes its own initiative or programs compatible with 
national objectives. 

AMENDING FORMULA 

- Maintain the current general amending formula set out in section 
38, which requires the consent of Parliament and at least two
thirds of the provinces representing at least fifty percent of the 
population: 

- guarantee reasonable compensation in all cases where a province 
opts out of an amendment transferring provincial jurisdiction to 
Parliament; 

- because opting out of constitutional amendments to matters set 
out in section 42 of the Constitution Act, 1982 is not possible. 
require the consent of Parliament and all the provinces for such 
amendments. 

SECOND ROUND 

- Require that a First Ministers' Conference on the Constitution be 
held not less than once per year and that the first be held within 
twelve months of proclamation of this amendment but not later 
than the end of 1988; 

- entrench in the Constitution the following items on the agenda: 
1} Senate reform including: 

- the functions and role of the Senate; 
- the powers of the Senate: 
- the method of selection of Senators; 
- the distribution of Senate seats; 

2) fisheries roles and responsibilities; and 
3} other agreed upon matters; 

entrench in the Constitution the annual First Ministers' Conference 
on the Economy now held under the terms of the February 1985 
Memorandum of Agreement; 

- until constitutional amendments regarding the Senate are accom
plished the federal government shall appoint persons from lists of 
candidates provided by provinces where vacancies occur and who 
are acceptable to the federal government. 
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ENTENTE DE PRINCIPE DU 30 AVRIL 1987 

Reunis aujourd' hui en conference au lac Meech, Ie Premier mini
stre du Canada et les premiers ministres des dix provinces 
canadiennes sont convenus de donner instruction a des legistes de 
traduire en un texte constitutionnel I' entente de principe qui se 
trouve dans Ie document ci-joint. 

lis sont egalement convenus de tenir d' ici quelques semaines une 
conference constitutionnelle pour sanctionner un texte formel visant 
a permettre au Quebec de reprendre sa place, a part entiere, dans 
I" evolution constitutionnelle canadienne. 

DEUXIEME RONDE 

Rendre obligatoire la tenue au moins chaque annee d I une 
Conference des premiers ministres sur la Constitution, la premiere 
devant avoir lieu dans les 12 mois suivant la proclamation de la 
presente modification constitutionnelle, au plus tard d'ici la fin de 
1988. 

Inscrire dans la Constitution les points suivants a I'ordre du jour: 

1. la reforme du Senat, notamment: 
• les fonctions et Ie rOle du Senat; 
• les pouvoirs du Senat; 
• Ie mode de selection des senateurs; 
• la repartition des sieges au Senat. 

2. les roles et les responsabilites en matiere de peche: et 

3. toute autre question dont on aura convenu. 

Consacrer dans la Constitution la Conference annuelle des premiers 
ministres sur I' economie prevue actuellement par Ie Protocole d' en
tente de fevrier 1985. 

Tant que la Constitution n t aura pas ete modifiee en ce qui concerne 
Ie Senat, Ie gouvernement federal nommera, a meme une liste de 
noms proposes par la province ou une vacance se produit, une per
sonne dont la candidature lui agree. 

LA FORMULE DE MODIFICATION 

Maintenir la formule generale de modif.cation constitutionnelle 
prevue actuellement a I'article 38, qui exige Ie consentement du 
Par/ement et celui des assemblees legislatives d'au moins deux tiers 
des provinces representant qu moins cinquante pour cent de la 
population; 
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accorder une compensation raisonnable dans tous les cas ou une 
province se dissocie d' une modification portant transfert d' une 
competence provinciale au Par/ement; 

etant donne I' impossibilite de se dissocier d' une modification 
touchant les questions enumerees a I' article 42 de la Loi con
stitutionnelle de 1982, exiger a cet egard Ie consentement du Parle
ment et de to utes les provinces. 

LE POUVOIR DE DEPENSER 

Stipuler que Ie Canada doit accorder une juste compensation a 
toute province qui ne participe pas a un nouveau programme na
tional a frais partages dans un domaine de competence provinciale 
exclusive si cette province met en oeuvre de son propre chef une 
initiative ou un programme compatible avec les objectifs nationaux. 

LA COUR SUPREME DU CANADA 

Constitutionnaliser la Cour supreme ainsi que I' obligation de nom
mer au moins trois de ses neuf juges a me me Ie Barreau civil; 

stipuler qu' advenant une vacance a la Cour supreme, Ie gouverne
ment federal nommera. a meme une liste de noms proposes par les 
provinces, une personne dont la candidature lui agree. 

L'IMMIGRATION 

Prevoir dans la Constitution qu'a la requete d'une province, Ie 
gouvernement du Canada negociera, en matiere d'immigration, une 
entente qui reponde aux besoins et aux circonstances particulieres 
de cette province et pourra. sur demande. la constitutionnaliser une 
fois conclue; 

etablir I' obligation de reconnaitre dans ces ententes Ie pouvoir du 
gouvernement federal de fixer des normes et des objectifs nationaux 
en matiere d'immigration, en particulier son droit de definir les 
categories generales d'immigration et de designer comme inadmis
sibles certaines categories de personnes; 

preciser qu' en vertu des dispositions qui precedent, Ie gouverne
ment federal conclura en premier lieu avec Ie Quebec une entente 
qui: 

• incorporera les principes de ,'entente Cullen-Couture en ce qui 
concerne la selection a I'stranger et au pays des immigrants 
independants, des visiteurs admis pour soins medicaux, des 
studiants et des travaitleurs temporaires, et de la selection des 
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refugies a I' etranger ainsi que les criteres economiques regissant la 
reunification des families et les parents aides; 
• garantira au Quebec, a. I'interieur du total annuel etabli par Ie 
gouvernement federal pour I'ensemble du Canada, un nombre d'im
migrants, incluant les refugies, proportionnel a sa part de la popula
tion canadienne, avec droit de depasser ce chiffre de cinq pour cent 
pour des raisons demographiques; et 
• engagera Ie Canada a se retirer de tout service (a "exception des 
services relatifs a la citoyennete) en matiere de reception et 
d'integration (y compris t'integration linguistique et culturelle) des 
ressortissants etrangers, lorsque des services sont fournis par Ie 
Quebec, pareil retrait devant s' accompagner d' une juste compen
sation; 

rien dans la presente ne saurait empecher la negociation d'ententes 
semblables avec d'autres provinces. 

LE CARACTERE DISTINCT DU QUEBEC 

1. L'interpretation de la Constitution du Canada doit concorder 
avec 
a} la reconnaissance que I'existence d'un Canada francophone, 
concentre mais non limite au Quebec, et celie d'un Canada 
anglophone. concentree dans Ie reste du pays mais present au 
Quebec, constituent une caracteristique fondamentale de la 
federation canadienne: 
b} la reconnaissance que Ie Quebec forme au sein du Canada 
une societe distincte. 

2. Le Pariement et les legislatures des provinces, dans I'exercice 
de leurs competences respectives. prennent P engagement de 
proteger la caracteristique fondamentale du Canada mentionnee 
au paragraphe (1 )a). 

3. L' Assemblee nationale et Ie gouvernement du Quebec ont Ie role 
de proteger et de promouvoir Ie caractere distinct de la societe 
quebecoise mentionne au paragraphe (1) b) . 
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1987 CONSTITUTIONAL ACCORD 

WHEREAS first ministers, assembled in Ottawa, have arrived at a 
unanimous accord on constitutional amendments that would bring 
about the full and active participation of Quebec in Canada's consti
tutional evolution, would recognize the principle of equality of all the 
provinces, would provide new arrangements to foster greater har
mony and cooperation between the Government of Canada and the 
governments of the provinces and would require that annual first 
ministers I conferences on the state of the Canadian economy and 
such other matters as may be appropriate be convened and that 
annual constitutional conferences composed of first ministers be 
convened commencing not later than December 31, 1988; 

AND WHEREAS first ministers have also reached unanimous 
agreement on certain additional commitments in relation to some of 
those amendments; 

NOW THEREFORE the Prime Minister of Canada and the first minis
ters of the provinces commit themselves and the governments they 
represent to the following: 

1 . The Prime Minister of Canada will lay or cause to be laid 
before the Senate and House of Commons, and the first ministers of 
the provinces will lay or cause to be laid before their legislative as
semblies, as soon as possible, a resolution, in the form appended 
hereto, to authorize a proclamation to be issued by the Governor 
General under the Great Seal of Canada to amend the Constitution 
of Canada. 

2. The Government of Canada will, as soon as possible, con-
clude an agreement with the Government of Quebec that would 

(a) incorporate the principles of the Cullen-Couture 
agreement on the selection abroad and in Canada of 
independent immigrants, visitors for medical treatment r 
students and temporary workers, and on the selection of 
refugees abroad and economic criteria for family reunification 
and assisted relatives. 

(b) guarantee that Quebec will receive a number of 
immigrants, including refugees, within the annual total 
established by the federal government for all of Canada 
proportionate to its share of the population of Canada, with the 
right to exceed that figure by five per cent for demographic 
reasons t and 
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(c) provide an undertaking by Canada to withdraw services 
(except citizenship services) for the reception and integration 
(including linguistic and cultural) of all foreign nationals wishing 
to seWe in Quebec where services are to be provided by 
Quebec t with such withdrawal to be accompanied by 
reasonable compensation, 

and the Government of Canada and the Government of Quebec will 
take the necessary steps to give the agreement the force of law 
under the proposed amendment relating to such agreements. 

3. Nothing in this Accord should be construed as preventing 
the negotiation of similar agreements with other provinces relating to 
immigration and the temporary admission of aliens. 

4. Until the proposed amendment relating to appointments to 
the Senate comes into force, any person summoned to fill a va
cancy in the Senate shall be chosen from among persons whose 
names have been submitted by the government of the province to 
which the vacancy relates and must be acceptable to the Queen's 
Privy Council for Canada. 
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Motion for a Resolution to authorize 
an amendment to the Constitution of Canada 

WHEREAS the Constitution Act. 1982 came into force on April 17. 
1982 I following an agreement between Canada and all the provinces 
except Quebec: 

AND WHEREAS the Government of Quebec has established a set 
of five proposals for constitutional change and has stated that 
amendments to give effect to those proposals would enable Quebec 
to resume a full role in the constitutional councils of Canada; 

AND WHEREAS the amendment proposed in the schedule hereto 
sets out the basis on which Quebec's five constitutional proposals 
may be met; 

AND WHEREAS the amendment proposed in the schedule hereto 
also recognizes the principle of the equality of all the provinces. 
provides new arrangements to foster greater harmony and coopera
tion between the Government of Canada and the governments of the 
provinces and requires that conferences be convened to consider 
important constitutional, economic and other issues; 

AND WHEREAS certain portions of the amendment proposed in 
the schedule hereto relate to matters referred to in section 41 of the 
Constitution Act, 1 982; 

AND WHEREAS section 41 of the Constitution Act. 1982 provides 
that an amendment to the Constitution of Canada may be made by 
proclamation issued by the Governor General under the Great Seal 
of Canada where so authorized by resolutions of the Senate and the 
House of Commons and of the legislative assembly of each prov
ince; 

NOW THEREFORE the (Senate) (House of Commons) (legislative 
assembly) resolves that an amendment to the Constitution of Can
ada be authorized to be made by proclamation issued by Her Excel
lency the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada in 
accordance with the schedule hereto. 
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SCHEDULE 

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT, 1987 

Interpretation 

Role of Parlia· 
ment and leg
islatures 

Role of legis
lature and 
Government 
of Quebec 

Rights of leg
islatures and 
governments 
preserved 

Constitution Act. 1867 

1 . The Constitution Act. 1867 is amended by 
adding thereto, immediately after section 1 thereof. 
the following section: 

"2. (1 ) The Constitution of Canada shall 
be interpreted in a manner consistent with 

(a) the recognition that the exis
tence of French-speaking Canadians I 
centred in Quebec but also present 
elsewhere in Canada, and English
speaking Canadians. concentrated out
side Quebec but also present in 
Quebec, constitutes a fundamental 
characteristic of Canada; and 

(b) the recognition that Quebec 
constitutes within Canada a distinct 
society. 

(2) The role of the Parliament of 
Canada and the provincial legislatures to 
preserve the fundamental characteristic of 
Canada referred to in paragraph (1) (a) is 
affirmed. 

(3) The role of the legislature and 
Government of Quebec to preserve and 
promote the distinct identity of Quebec 
referred to in paragraph (1) (b) is affirmed. 

(4) Nothing in this section derogates 
from the powers, rights or privileges of 
Parliament or the Government of Canada, or 
of the legislatures or governments of the 
provinces. including any powers, rights or 
privileges relating to language." 
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Names to be 
submitted 

Choice of 
Senators 
from names 
submitted 

Commitment 
to negotiate 

Agreements 

2. The said Act is further amended by adding 
thereto, immediately after section 24 thereof, the 
following section: 

"25. (1) Where a vacancy occurs in the 
Senate, the government of the province to 
which the vacancy relates may, in relation to 
that vacancy, submit to the Queen' s Privy 
Council for Canada the names of persons who 
may be summoned to the Senate. 

(2) Until an amendment to the 
Constitution of Canada is made in relation to 
the Senate pursuant to section 41 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982, the person summoned 
to fill a vacancy in the Senate shall be chosen 
from among persons whose names have 
been submitted under subsection (1) by the 
government of the province to which the 
vacancy relates and must be acceptable to 
the Queen's Privy Council for Canada. " 

3, The said Act is further amended by adding 
thereto, immediately after section 95 thereof. the 
following heading and sections: 

II Agreements on Immigration and Aliens 

9SA. The Government of Canada shall. at 
the request of the government of any 
province. negotiate with the government of 
that province for the purpose of concluding an 
agreement relating to immigration or the 
temporary admission of aliens into that 
province that is appropriate to the needs and 
circumstances of that province. 

958. (1) Any agreement concluded be
tween Canada and a province in relation to 
immigration or the temporary admission of 
aliens into that province has the force of law 
from the time it is declared to do so in 
accordance with subsection 95C (1) and shall 
from that time have effect notwithstanding 
class 25 of section 91 or section 95. 
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Limitation 

Application of 
Charter 

Proclamation 
relating to 
agreements 

Amendment 
of agree
ments 

(2) An agreement that has the 
force of law under subsection (1) shall have 
effect only so long and so far as it is not 
repugnant to any provision of an Act of the 
Parliament of Canada that sets national 
standards and objectives relating to immigra
tion or aliens, including any provision that 
establishes general classes of immigrants or 
relates to levels of immigration for Canada or 
that prescribes classes of individuals who are 
inadmissible into Canada. 

(3) The Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms applies in respect of any 
agreement that has the force of faw under 
subsection (1) and in respect of anything 
done by the Parliament or Government of 
Canada, or the legislature or government of 
a province, pursuant to any such agreement. 

95C. (1) A declaration that an agreement 
referred to in subsection 958(1) has the 
force of law may be made by proclamation 
issued by the Governor General under the 
Great Seal of Canada only where so 
authorized by resolutions of the Senate and 
House of Commons and of the legislative 
assembly of the province that is a party to 
the agreement. 

(2) An amendment to an agree
ment referred to in subsection 958(1) may 
be made by proclamation issued by the 
Governor General under the Great Seal of 
Canada only where so authorized 

(a) by resolutions of the Senate 
and House of Commons and of the 
legislative assembly of the province 
that is a party to the agreement; or 

(b) in such other manner as is set 
out in the agreement. 
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Application of 
sections 46 
to 48 of Q.Qn
stitution Act, 
1982 

Amendments 
to Sections 
9SA to 95D 
or this sec
tion 

Supreme 
Court contin
ued 

950. Sections 46 to 48 of the Constitution 
Act I 1982 apply, with such modifications as 
the circumstances require, in respect of any 
declaration made pursuant to subsection 
95C(1), any amendment to an agreement 
made pursuant to subsection 9SC (2) or any 
amendment made pursuant to section 9SE. 

9SE. An amendment to sections 9SA to 950 
or this section may be made in accordance 
with the procedure set out in subsection 38 (1 ) 
of the Constitution Act, 1982. but only if the 
amendment is authorized by resolutions of 
the legislative assemblies of all the provinces 
that are. at the time of the amendment, 
parties to an agreement that has the force of 
law under subsection 9SB (1) . " 

4. The said Act is further amended by adding 
thereto. immediately preceding section 96 thereof, 
the following heading: 

"General" 

5. The said Act is further amended by adding 
thereto. immediately preceding section 101 
thereof. the following heading: 

"Courts Established bv the Parliament of 
Canada" 

6. The said Act is further amended by adding 
thereto, immediately after section 101 thereof, the 
following heading and sections: 

"Supreme Court of Canada 

1 01 A. (1 ) The court existing under the 
name of the Supreme Court of Canada is 
hereby continued as the general court of 
appeal for Canada. and as an additional court 
for the better administration of the ,laws of 
Canada. and shall continue to be a superior 
court of record. 
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Constitution of 
Court 

Who may be 
appointed 
judges 

Three judges 
from Quebec 

Names may 
be submitted 

Appointment 
from names 
submitted 

(2) The Supreme Court of Canada 
shall consist of a chief justice to be called the 
Chief Justice of Canada and eight other 
judges, who shall be appointed by the 
Governor General in Council by letters patent 
under the Great Seal. 

101B. (1) Any person may be appointed a 
judge of the Supreme Court of Canada who I 
after having been admitted to the bar of any 
province or territory. has. for a total of at least 
ten years. been a judge of any courts in 
Canada or a member of the bar of any 
province or territory. 

(2) At least three judges of the 
Supreme Court of Canada shall be appointed 
from among persons who, after having been 
admitted to the bar of Quebec, have, for a 
total of at least ten years, been judges of any 
court of Quebec or of any court established by 
the Parliament of Canada. or members of the 
bar of Quebec. 

1 01 C. (1 ) Where a vacancy occurs in the 
Supreme Court of Canada, the government of 
each province may, in relation to that 
vacancy. submit to the Minister of Justice of 
Canada the names of any of the persons who 
have been admitted to the bar of that province 
and are qualified under section 101 B for 
appointment to that court. 

(2) Where an appOintment is made 
to the Supreme Court of Canada I the 
Governor General in Council shall, except 
where the Chief Justice is appointed from 
among members of the Court. appoint a 
person whose name has been submitted 
under subsection (1) and who is acceptable to 
the Queen's Privy Council for Canada. 
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(3) Where an appointment is made 
in accordance with subsection (2) of any of 
the three judges necessary to meet the 
requirement set out in subsection 1018(2), 
the Governor General in Council shall appoint 
a person whose name has been submitted by 
the Government of Quebec. 

(4) Where an apPOintment is made 
in accordance with subsection (2) otherwise 
than as required under subsection (3), the 
Governor General in Council shall appoint a 
person whose name has been submitted by 
the government of a province other than 
Quebec. 

101 D. Sections 99 and 100 apply in 
respect of the judges of the Supreme Court of 
Canada. 

101E. (1) Sections 101A to 101D shall not 
be construed as abrogating or derogating 
from the powers of the Parliament of Canada 
to make laws under section 101 except to the 
extent that such laws are inconsistent with 
those sections. 

(2) For greater certainty, section 
101 A shall not be construed as abrogating or 
derogating from the powers of the Parliament 
of Canada to make laws relating to the 
reference of questions of law or fact, or any 
other matters, to the Supreme Court of 
Canada ... 

7. The said Act is further amended by adding 
thereto, immediately after section 106 thereof. the 
following section: 

II 1 06A. (1) The Government of Canada shall 
provide reasonable compensation to the gov
ernment of a province that chooses not to 
participate in a national shared-cost program 
that is established by the Government of Can
ada after the coming into force of this section 
in an area of exclusive provincial jurisdiction, 
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if the province carries on a program or 
initiative that is compatible with the national 
objectives. 

(2) Nothing in this section extends 
the legislative powers of the Parliament of 
Canada or of the legislatures of the 
provinces. " 

8. The said Act is further amended by adding 
thereto the following heading and sections: 

II XII - Conferences on the Economv 
and Other Matters 

148. A conference composed of the Prime 
Minister of Canada and the first ministers of 
the provinces shall be convened by the Prime 
Minister of Canada at least once each year to 
discuss the state of the Canadian economy 
and such other matters as may be appropri
ate. 

XIII - References 

149. A reference to this Act shall be 
deemed to include a reference to any 
amendments thereto. It 

Constitution Act. 1982 

9. Sections 40 to 42 of the Constitution Act, 
.1..S..e2. are repealed and the following substituted 
therefor: 

.. 40. Where an amendment is made under 
subsection 38 (1) that transfers legislative 
powers from provincial legislatures to Parlia
ment. Canada shall provide reasonable 
compensation to any province to which the 
amendment does not apply. 

41 . An amendment to the Constitution of 
Canada in relation to the following matters 
may be made by proclamation issued by the 
Governor General under the Great Seal of 
Canada only where authorized by resolutions 
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Amendments 
by Parliament 

of the Senate and House of Commons and of 
the legislative assembly of each province: 

(a) the office of the Queen, the 
Governor General and the Lieutenant 
Governor of a province; 

(b) the powers of the Senate and 
the method of selecting Senators; 

( c) the number of members by 
which a province is entitled to be 
represented in the Senate and the 
residence qualifications of Senators; 

1.dl. the right of a province to a 
number of members in the House of 
Commons not less than the number of 
Senators by which the province ~ 
entitled to be represented on April 17. 
m2.; 

.un the principle of proportionate 
representation of the provinces in the 
House of Commons prescribed by the 
Constitutiion of Canada; 

.ill. subject to section 43, the use of 
the English or the French language; 

ill the Supreme Court of Canada; 

ill the extension of existing prov
inces into the territories; 

.ill. notwithstanding any other law or 
practice, the establishment of new 
provinces; and 

.ill. an amendment to this Part." 

1 O. Section 44 of the said Act is repealed and 
the foHowing substituted therefor: 

u 44. Subject to section 41, Parliament may 
exclusively make laws amending the Constitu· 
tion of Canada in relation to the executive 
government of Canada or the Senate and 
House of Commons." 
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11. Subsection 46(1) of the said Act is re
pealed and the following substituted therefor: 

.. 46, (1 ) The procedures for amendment 
under sections 38, 41 and 43 may be initiated 
either by the Senate or the House of 
Commons or by the legislative assembly of a 
province, II 

12. Subsection 47 (1) of the said Act is re
pealed and the following substituted therefor: 

"47.(1) An amendment to the Constitu-
tion of Canada made by proclamation under 
section 38, 41 or 43 may be made without a 
resolution of the Senate authorizing the issue 
of the proclamation if. within one hundred and 
eighty days after the adoption by the House 
of Commonts of a resolution authorizing its 
issue, the Senate has not adopted such a 
resolution and if, at any time after the 
expiration of that period. the House of 
Commons again adopts the resolution. If 

13. Part VI of the said Act is repealed and the 
following substituted therefor: 

"Part VI 

Constitutional Conferences 

50. (1 ) A constitutional conference 
composed of the Prime Minister of Canada 
and the first ministers of the provinces shall 
be convened by the Prime Minister of Canada 
at least once each year I commencing in 
1988. 

(2) The conferences convened un
der subsection (1) shall have included on 
their agenda the following matters: 

(a) Senate reform, including the 
role and functions of the Senate I its powers, 
the method of selecting Senators and 
representation in the Senate; 
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(b) roles and responsibilities in rela
tion to fisheries; and 

(c) such other matters as are 
agreed upon. II 

14. Subsection 52 (2) of the said Act is 
amended by striking out the word "and II at the end 
of paragraph (b) thereof. by adding the word 
"and" at the end of paragraph (c) thereof and by 
adding thereto the following paragraph: 

.. (d) any other amendment to the Constitu-
tion of Canada." 

15. Section 61 of the said Act is repealed and 
the following substituted therefor: 

"61 . A reference to the Constitution Act 
1982. or a reference to the Constitution Acts 
1867 to 1982, shall be deemed to include a 
reference to any amendments thereto." 

General 

16. Nothing in section 2 of the Constitution 
Act. 1867 affects section 25 or 27 of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, section 35 of the 
Constitution Act. 1982 or class 24 of section 91 of 
the Constitution Act. 1867. 

CITATION 

17. This amendment may be cited as the .Q.Q.n
stitution Amendment. 1987. 
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ACCORD CONSTITUTIONNEL DE 1987 

Les premiers ministres du Canada et des provinces, considerant : 

qu'a leur reunion d'Ottawa, ils ont conclu it I'unanimite un ac
cord sur des modifications constitutionnelles propres it assurer 
la participation pleine et entiare du Quebec a I' evolution con
stitutionnelle du Canada dans Ie respect du principe de I' ega lite 
de toutes les provinces et, par de nouveaux arrangements, a 
renforcer I'harmonie et la cooperation entre Ie gouvernement 
du Canada et ceux des provinces, ainsi que sur la tenue de 
conferences annuelles des premiers ministres sur I'economie 
canadienne et sur toute autre question appropriee et de 
conferences constitutionnelles annuelles des premiers mini
stres, la premiere devant avoir lieu Ie 31 decembre 1988 au 
plus tard; 

qu'ils ont pris, it I'unanimite egalement, des engagements 
complementaires it propos de certaines de ces modifications, 

prennent, en leur propre nom et en celui des gouvernements qu'ils 
representent, les engagements suivants : 

1 . Les premiers ministres du Canada et des provinces 
deposeront ou feront deposer respectivement devant Ie Senat et la 
Chambre des communes et devant les assemblees legislatives, 
dans Jes meilleurs delais, la resolution dont Ie texte figure en annexe 
et autorisant la modification de la Constitution du Canada par 
procolamation du gouverneur general sous Ie grand sceau du Can
ada. 

2. Dans les meilleurs delats, Ie gouvernement du Canada con-
clura avec celui du Quebec une entente qui : 

(a) incorporera les principes de I'entente Cullen-Couture 
en ce qui concerne la selection it I' etranger et au Canada des 
immigrants independants, des visiteurs admis pour soins 
medicaux, des etudiants et des travailleurs temporaires, et la 
selection des refugies a I' etranger ainsi que les criteres 
economiques regissant la reunification des families et les 
parents aides; 

(b) garantira au Quebec, sur Ie total annual etabli par Ie 
gouvernement federal pour I'ensemble du Canada, un nombre 
d'immigrants. y compris les refugies, proportionnel a sa part 
de la population canadienne. avec droit de de passer ce chiffre 
de cinq pour cent pour des raisons demographiques; 
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(c) engagera Ie Canada a retirer les services - a 
I' exception de ceux qui sont relatifs a la citoyennete - de 
reception et d' integration, y compris I' integration linguistique 
et culturelle, des ressortissants etrangers desireux de s'etablir 
au Quebec lorsque des services sont fournis par Ie Quebec, 
pareil retrait devant s'accompagner d'une juste compensation. 

Le gouvernement du Canada et celui de Quebec prendront ensuite 
las mesures necessaires pour donner I conformsment au projet de 
modification, force de loi a I' entente. 

3. Le present accord ne saurait empecher la negociation 
d' ententes sembi abies avec d I autres provinces en matiere d' im
migration et d'admission temporaire des ressortissants strangers. 

4. Jusqu'a I'entree en vigueur de la modification relative aux 
nominations au Senat, les personnes nommees aux sieges vacants 
au Senat seront choisies parmi celles qui auront ete proposees par 
Ie gouvernement de la province a representer et agreees par Ie 
Conseil prive de la Reine pour Ie Canada. 
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Motion de resolution autorisant 
la modification de la Constitution du Canada 

Attendu : 

que la Loi constitutionnelle de 1982 est entree en vigueur Ie 17 
avril 1982 I a la suite d' un accord conciu entre Ie Canada et 
toutes les provinces, sauf Ie Quebec; 

que I selon Ie gouvernement du Quebec. I' adoption de modifi
cations visant a donner effet a ses cinq propositions de revision 
constitutionnelle permettrait au Quebec de jourer pleinement de 
nouveau son rOle dans les instances constitutionnelles 
canadiennes; 

que Ie projet de modification figurant en annexe presente les 
modalites d' un reglement relatif aux cinq propositions du 
Quebec; 

que Ie projet reconnalt Ie principe de I' egalite de toutes les 
provinces et prevoil, d'une part, de nouveaux arrangements 
prop res a renforcer I' harmonie et la cooperation entre Ie 
gouvernement du Canada et ceux des provinces. d'autre part 
la tenue de conferences consacrees a I' etude d' importantes 
questions constitutionnelles, economiques et autres; 

que Ie projet porte en partie sur des questions visees a I' article 
41 de la Loi constitutionnelle de 1982; 

que cet article prevoit que la Constitution du Canada peut etre 
modifiee par proclamation du gouverneur general sous Ie grand 
sceau du Canada I autorisee par des resolutions du Senat, de la 
Chambre des communes et de I' assemblee legislative de 
chaque province, 

(Ie Senat) (Ia Chambre des communes) (I'assemblee legislative) a 
resolu d I autoriser la modification de la Constitution du Canada par 
proclamation de Son Excellence Ie gouverneur general so us Ie grand 
sceau du Canada, en conformite avec I'annexe ci-jointe. 
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ANNEXE 

MODIFICATION CONSTITUTIONNELLE DE 1987 

Regie in
terpretative 

Role du Parle
ment et des 
legislatures 

ROle de la 
legislature et 
du gouverne
ment du 
Quebec 

Maintien des 
droits des 
legislatures et 
gouverne
ments 

Loi constitutionnelle de 1867 

1 . La Loi constitutionnelle de 1867 est 
modifiee par insertion, apras I' article 1, de ce qui 
suit: 

•• 2. (1) Toute interpretation de la Consti-
tution du Canada doit concorder avec : 

a) la reconnaissance de ce que 
I' existence de Canadiens d' expression 
frangaise, concentn9s au Quebec mais 
presents aussi dans Ie reste du pays, et 
de Canadiens d' expression anglaise, 
concentres dans Ie reste du pays mais 
aussi presents au Quebec f constitue 
une caracteristique fondamentale du 
Canada; 

b) la reconnaissance de ce que Ie 
Quebec forme au sein du Canada une 
sociE§te distincte. 

(2) Le Parlement du Canada et les 
legislatures des provinces ont Ie rOla de 
proteger la caracteristique fondamentale du 
Canada visee a I'alinea (1 )a). 

(3) La legislature at Ie gouverne
ment du Quebec ont Ie rOle de proteger at de 
promouvoir Ie caractere distinct du Quebec 
vise a I'alim~a (1)b). 

(4) Le present article n' a pas pour 
effet de deroger aux pouvairs, droits ou 
privileges du Parlement ou du gouvernement 
du Canada, ou des legislatures ou des 
gauvernements des provinces, y compris a 
leurs pouvoirs, droits au privileges en matiere 
de langue." 
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Engagement 

Accords 

2. La meme loi est modifiee par insertion, 
apres I' article 24, de ce qui suit : 

"25. (1) En cas de vacance au Senat, Ie 
gouvernement de la province a representer 
peut proposer au Conseil priv8 de la Reine 
pour Ie Canada des personnes susceptibles 
d' etre nommees au siege vacant. 

(2) Jusqu' a la modification I faite 
conformement a I' article 41 de la .b.Qi 
constitutionnelle de 1982, de toute disposition 
de la Constitution du Canada relative au 
Senat, les personnes nommees aux sieges 
vacants au Senat sont choisies parmi celles 
qui ont ete proposees par Ie gouvernement 
de 18 province a representer at agreees par Ie 
Conseil prive de la Reine pour Ie Canada. U 

3. La meme loi est modifiee par insertion, 
apres I'article 95, de ce qui suit: 

II Accords relatifs a 
I'immigration at aux aubains 

95A. Sur demands du gouvernement d'une 
province I Ie gouvernement du Canada 
negocie avec lui en vue de conclure. en 
matiere d'immigration ou d'admission tem
poraire des aubains dans la province, un 
accord ada pte aux besoins et a la situation 
particuliere de calle-ci. 

958. (1) Tout accord conclu entre Ie 
Canada at une province en matiere d 'im· 
migration ou d' admission temporaire des 
aubains dans la province a, une fois faite la 
declaration visee au paragraphe 95C(1). 
force de loi et a des lors effet independam
ment tant du point 25 de I'article 91 que de 
I' article 95. 
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(2) L' accord ayant ainsi force de loi 
n' ad' effet que dans la mesure de sa 
compatibilite avec les dispositions des lois du 
Parlement du Canada qui fixent des normes at 
objectifs nationaux relatifs a I' immigration at 
aux aubains, notamment en ce qui concerne 
I' etablissement des categories generales 
d'immigrants, les niveaux d'immigration au 
Canada et la determination des categories de 
personnes inadmissibles au Canada. 

(3) La Charte canadienne des droits 
et Iibert9s s'applique aux accords ayant ainsi 
force de loi et a toute mesure prise sous leur 
regime par Ie Parlement au Ie gouvernement 
du Canada au par la legislature au Ie 
gouvernement d'une province. 

95C. (1) La declaration portant qu'un 
accord vise au paragraphe 95B(1) a force de 
loi se fait par proclamation du gouverneur 
general sous Ie grand sceau du Canada, 
autorisee par des resolutions du Senat, de /a 
Chambre des communes et de I' assemblee 
legislative de la province qui est partie a. 
I'accord. 

(2) La modification d'un accord vise 
au paragraphe 958(1) se fait par proclamation 
du gouverneur general sous Ie grand sceau 
du Canada, autorisge : 

a) soit par des resolutions du Senat, 
de la Chambre des communes et de 
I' assemblee legislative de la province 
qui est partie a I'accord; 

b} soit selon les modalites prevues 
dans I' accord meme. 
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des articles 
46 a. 48 de la 
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des articles 
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article 

Maintien de la 
Cour 
supreme du 
Canada 

Composition 

95D. Les articles 46 a 48 de la 1Qi 
constitutionnelle de 1982 s' appliquent, avec 
les adaptations necessaires, a. toute declara
tion faite aux termes du paragraphe 95C(1} I a 
toute modification d' un accord faite aux 
termes du paragraphe 95C (2) ou a to ute 
modification faite aux termes de I' article 95E. 

95E. Les articles 95A a 95D ou Ie present 
article peuvent etre modifies conformement 
au paragraphe 38(1} de la Loi constitution
nelle de 1982 I a. condition que la modification 
soit autorisee par des resolutions des 
assembh~es legislatives de to utes les prov
inces qui sont, a. I'epoque de celle-ci, parties 
a. un accord ayant force de loi aux termes du 
paragraphe 959(1}. tI 

4. La meme loi est modifiee par insertion. 
avant I'article 96, de ce qui suit: 

u Dispositions aenerales" 

5. La meme loi est modifiee par insertion, 
avant "article 101 t de ce qui suit: 

"Tribynaux cr,es par Ie Parlement du Canada" 

6. La meme loi est modifiee par insertion, 
apras I'article 101 J de ce qui suit: 

"Cour supreme du Canada 

101A. (1) La cour qui existe sous Ie nom 
de Cour supreme du Canada est maintenue a. 
titre de cour generate d' appel pour Ie Canada 
et de cour additionnelle propre a. ameliorer 
I' application des lois du Canada. Elle 
conserve ses attributions de cour superieure 
d' archives. 

(2) La Cour supreme du Canada se 
compose du juge en chef, appele juge en 
chef du Canada, et de huit autres juges. que 
nomme Ie gouverneur general en conseil par 
lettres patentes sous Ie grand sceau. 
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provinces 

101 B. (1) Les juges sont choisis parmi les 
persannes qui I apras avoir ete admises au 
barreau d'une province ou d'un territoire, 
ont. pendant au moins dix ans au total. ete 
juges de n' importe quel tribunal du pays ou 
inscrites au barreau de n' importe quelle 
province ou de n'importe quel territaire. 

(2) Au moins trois des juges sont 
choisis parmi les personnes qui. apras avoir 
ete admises au barreau du Quebec, ont, 
pendant au moins dix ans au total, ete 
inscrites a ce barreau ou juges d' un tribunal 
du Quebec ou d' un tribunal cree par Ie 
Parlement du Canada. 

101C. (1) En cas de vacance a la Caur 
supreme du Canada, Ie gouvernement de 
chaque province peut proposer au ministre 
federal de la Justice, pour la charge devenue 
vacante, des personnes admises au barreau 
de cette province et remplissant les condi
tions visees a I'article 101B. 

(2) La gouverneur general en con
seil procede aux nominations parmi les 
personnes proposees et qui agreent au 
Conseil prive de la Reine pour Ie Canada; Ie 
present paragraphe ne s'appUque pas a la 
nomination du juge en chef dans les cas ou il 
est choisi parmi les juges de la Cour supreme 
du Canada. 

(3) Dans Ie cas de chacune des 
trois nominations a faire conformement au 
paragraphe 1018(2). Ie gouverneur general 
en conseil nom me une personne proposee 
par Ie gouvernement du Quebec. 

(4) Dans Ie cas de toute autre 
nomination, Ie gouverneur general en conseil 
nomma una personne proposee par Ie 
gouvernement d I une autre province que Ie 
Quebec. 
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competences 
legislatives 

7. 

101 D. Les articles 99 et 100 s' appli
quent aux juges de la Cour supreme du 
Canada. 

1 01 E. (1 ) Sous reserve que no soient pas 
adoptees. dans les matiares visees a I' article 
101, de dispositions incompatibles avec les 
articles 101 A a 101 D t ceux-ci n' ont pas pour 
effet de porter atteinte it la competence 
legislative conferee au Parlement du Canada 
en ces matieres. 

(2) II est entendu que I'article 101A 
n t a pas pour effet de porter atteinte a la 
competence legislative du Parlement du 
Canada en ce qui concerne Ie renvoi it la 
Cour supr~me du Canada de questions de 
droit ou de fait. ou de toute autre questions." 

La m~me loi est modifiee par insertion. 
apras ,'article 106, de ce qui suit: 

" 1 06A. (1) Le gouvernement du Canada 
fournit une juste compensation au gouverne
ment d tune province qui choisit de ne pas 
participer it un programme national cofinance 
qu'iI etablit apras I' entree en vigueur du 
present article dans un secteur de 
competence exclusive provinciale, si la 
province applique un programme ou une 
mesure compatible avec les objectifs 
nationaux. 

(2) Le present article n t elargit pas 
les competences legislatives du Parlement du 
Canada ou des legislatures des provinces." 

8. La m~me loi est modifiee par insertion I 
apras I' article 147, de ce qui suit : 
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"XII - Conferences sur l'economie 
et sur d'autres questions 

148. Le premier ministre du Canada 
convoque au moins une fois par an une 
conference reunissant les premiers ministres 
provinciaux et lui-meme et portant sur 
I' economie canadienne ainsi que sur toute 
autre question appropriee. 

XIII - Mentions 

149. Toute mention de la presente loi est 
reputee constituer egalement une mention de 
ses modifications. II 

Loi constitutionnelle de 1982 

9. Les articles 40 a 42 de la Loi constitution-
nelle de 1982 sont abroges et remplaces par ce qui 
suit: 

u 40. Le Canada fournit une juste compen
sation aux provinces auxquelles ne s I applique 
pas une modification faite conformement au 
paragraphe 38 (1) et relative a un transfert de 
competences h§gislatives provinciales au 
Parlement. 

41. Toute modification de la Constitution 
du Canada portant sur les questions suivantes 
se fait par proclamation du gouverneur 
general sous Ie grand sceau du Canada, 
autorisee par des resolutions du Senat I de la 
Chambre des communes et de I' assembles 
legislative de chaque province : 

a) la charge de Reine, celie de 
gouverneur general et celie de lieuten
ant-gouverneur; 

b) les pouvoirs du Senat et Ie mode 
de selection des senateurs; 

c) Ie nombre des senateurs par 
lesquels une province est habilitee a 
etre representee et les conditions de 
residence qu'ils doivent remplir; 
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Modification 
par Ie Parle
ment 

Initiative des 
procedures 

.dl Ie droit d 'une province 
d'avoir a la Chambre des com
munes un nombre de deputes au 
moins egal a celui des senateurs 
par lesquels elle atait habilitae a 
etre representee Ie 17 avril 1982; 

.w. Ie principe de la representa
tion proportionnelle des provinces a 
la Chambre des communes prevu 
par la Constitution du Canada; 

11 sous reserve de I' article 43, 
I'usage du fran9ais ou de I'anglais; 

gl la Cour supreme du Canada; 

.t!l Ie rattachement aux prov
inces existantes de tout ou partie 
des territoires; 

11. par derogation a toute autre 
loi ou usage, la creation de 
provinces; 

il la modification de la prasente 
partie. " 

10. L' article 44 de la meme loi est abroge 
et remplace par ce qui suit : 

"44. Sous reserve de I'article 41, Ie 
Parlement a competence exclusive pour 
modifier les dispositions de la Constitution 
du Canada relatives au pouvoir executif 
federal, au Senat ou a la Chambre des 
communes. ,. 

11. Le paragraphe 46(1) de la meme loi 
est abroga et remplace par ce qui suit : 

"46. (1) L' initiative des procedures 
de modification visees aux articles 38, 41 
et 43 appartient au Senat, a la Chambre 
des communes ou a une assemblee 
legislative. II 
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Agenda 

12. Le paragraphe 47 (1) de la meme loi est 
abroge et remplace par ce qui suit : 

"47.(1) Dans les cas vises a I'article 38, 
41 ou 43, iI peut etre passe outre au defaut 
d' autorisation du Senat si celui-ci n r a pas 
adopts de resolution dans un delai de cent 
quatre-vingts jours suivant I' adoption de celie 
de la Chambre des communes et si catte 
darniere. apras I' expiration du delai, adopte 
une nouvelle resolution dans Ie mema sens.·f 

13. La partie VI de la meme loi est abrogee et 
remplacea par ce qui suit : 

"PARTIE VI 

Conferences constitutionnelles 

50. (1) Le premier ministre du Canada 
convoque au moins une fois par an une 
conference constitutionnelle reunissant les 
premiers ministres provinciaux et lui-mame. 
la premiere devant avoir lieu en 1988. 

(2) Sont placees a. I' ordre du jour de 
ces conferences les questions suivantes : 

a) la reforme du Senat, y 
compris son rOle et ses fonctions r ses 
pouvoirs, Ie mode de selection des 
senateurs at la representation au Senat: 

b) les roles at les respon-
sabilites en matiere de peches; 

c) toutes autres questions 
dont ;1 est convenu. It 

14. Le paragraphe 52(2) de la meme loi est 
modifie par adjonction de ca qui suit : 

" (d) les autres modifications qui lui sont 
apportees. " 
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Mentions 

Patrimoine 
multi-culturel 
et peuples 
autochtones 

Titre 

15. L' article 61 de la meme loi est abroge et 
remplace par ce qui suit : 

"61. Toute mention de la Loi constitution
nelle de 1982 ou des Lois constitutionnelles 
de 1867 a 1982 est reputee constituer 
egalement una mention de leurs modifica
tions. " 

Dispositions generales 

16. L'article 2 de la Loi constitutionnelle de 
1.a.6l n' a pas pour effet de porter atteinte aux arti
cles 25 ou 27 de la Charte canadienne des droits et 
libert9s, a I'article 35 de la Loi constitutionnelle de 
~ ou au point 24 de I'article 91 de la Loi con
stitutionnelle de 1867. 

17. Titre de la presente modification : Modifi
cation constitutionnelle de 1987. 
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